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...SJMAJENT OF ASSURANCE

%

IT IS THE POLICY OF THE OREGON DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION'

THAT NO PERSON BE SUBJECTED TO DISCRIMINATION ON THE
o

BASIS OF RACE, NATIONAL ORIGIN,. SEX, AGE, HANDICAP OR

MARITAL STATUS IN ANY PROGRAM, SERVICE OR ACTIVITY FOR

'WHICH THE OREGON DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION IS RESPONSIBLE,

THE DEPARTMENT WILL COMPLY WITH THE REQUIREMENTS OF ,STATE.

AND FEDERAL LAW CONCERNING NONDISCRIMINATION-AND WILL

STRIVE BY ITS.ACTIONS TOENHANCE THE DIGNITY AND WORTH

OF ALL PERSONS..

. /

STATEMENT OF DEVELOPMENT

rHIS PROJECT WAS DEVELOPED AND PRODUCED UNDER A SUBCONTRACT

FOR THE OREGON DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION BY LANE COMMUNITY

COLLEGE, APPRENTICESHIP DIVISION, EUGENE, OREGON, A84.

LANE COMMUNITY COLLEGE IS AN AFFIRMATIVE ACTION/EQUAL

OPPORTUNITY INSTITUTION. V
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1 VOLTAGE .ALARM

SUPPLEMENTARY REFERENCE MATERIAL

Intrusion Detection Systems: Vcinciples of Operation and Application

Author: Robert. L. Barnard
Edition: 1981

4 0-

Und4rStanding and Servicing Alarm Systems.

Author: H. William Thinner.
Edition: 1981

In the event additional copies are needed, they may be purchased thrOugh:

Butterworth Publishers
10 Tower Office Park
Woburg, Ma. 01801
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'RECOMMENDATIONS FOR USING TRAINING MODULES

4 ...,

'4

.

The folio ing pages list modules and their corresponding numbers for this

partIcul r apprenticeship trade. As related training classroom hours

vary for different rea§ons, throughout the state?d we recommend that

theindividual apprenticeship committees divide the total packets to
...

fit. their individual class schedules. .

11

There are over 130 modules available. Apprentices can complete the.

whole set by the end of their indentured apprenticesh*s. Some

apprentices may already have knowledge and skills that are covered

in particular modules. In those cases, perhaps credit could be

granted for those subjects, allowing.apprentcies to advance to the

remaining Modules.

We suggest the the apprenticeship instructors assign the modules in

numerical ord to make this learning tool most effective.
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- THEORY OF DIODES

/

I I

7
Goal:

The apprentice will be able. to
descfibe the theory of diodes
and explain their applications.

ba/

6/

/ rr

yir

,

Performance Indicators:

1. Explain the theory of semi-conductors.
2. Exaain materials updd in semi-conductors.
3. Explain theeprocess:of "doping" and its

purpose in the manufacture of diodes.
4. Explain NP junction diodes.
5. Explain the "depletion region" of an

NP. diode andivl effect on current flow.
6. Identify anode and catnode ends of a

diode from symbols and determipe if
it is forwrd or reversed biased.

7. Explian di:0e ratings: ,

8.. 'Identify various types of diodes
by symbols. 4
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INSTRLIJCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Study GuidE

Read the performance indicators on the previous pige to see what is expected of
you to successfully complete this package.

Study the introduction and information sheets'and diagrams..

complete the job sheet.

Complete the self assessment.

Check self aS'sesient against the answer sheet.

Complete'-.,post assessment.

Have instructor check completed post, tests and score results.

0

dt-

ti
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INST, UCTIONiNt., LEARNING SYSTEMS.
4.

Introduction
SI

Someiffiaterials are good conductors of electricity. Other materials serve as

insulators. There are also materials in between conductors and insulators that
conduct electricity only under certain conditions. Such materials as "germanium

and silicon have this in-between property and with certain treatments become'semi-

conductors. Semi-conductor materials are used to manufacture solid state
electronic compOnents.

Diodes, transistors, and integrated circuits make up the famiA-A of electronic

components known as solid state devices. With special properties that'allow them

to be either a conductor or insiflator, the semi-conductors function as a type of
switch Within'the circuit. .

The semi-conductors have movd us beyond the age of vacuum tubes and 'have created
a technological yevolution in the field of electronics.

411
-

This packagelexplalns the theory and applications of one solid state device
, .the. diode..

,... -
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INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Information

C .

I.

Semi-conductors behave differently than conductors.-
.

UnlIke.conductors, the semi.,-
conductors do not 'allow current to flow easily. .Under the proper.conditions,. the
semi- conductor can'become an insulator. -, ;..,. .

0 . . 6..,-
. ..

.

Two materials are used in the manufactureof-semi-condUctors:. silicon and
.germanium. These materials are used tomake.dtoaes, transistors and integrated
circuits. The majority of seMi-conductors are made.wittsilicon. At room temperature,
silicon is an insulator. As.temperature Is inctx4ased,Ture siliconhacomes a
Conductor.

Semi-conductors can be made into more eff-Fcient conduCtors of elecjricity by adding
impurities to the silicon material. The rrocess of adding impurities to silicon
crystals is referred to. as 'dopfrilg": If materials such.as arsenic, phosphorus or
antimony are used to "dope" the silicm, a negative type (N-type) materials i5
formed. N-type semi-conductors have one extra electron. Semi-conductors formed
from "doping" with aluminum gallium,boron or indium becorte positive typtf (P-type)
materials that are shortchanged in the .number of electrons. Nis.shortage.of one
electron makes a weak bond and.electrons'are taken from nearby' bonds. This constant
moving of electrons- from bond to bond becomesthe carrier of electrical current.
Diagrams` of electron .movement through Netnd.P.type semi- conductor materials are
showntelowl ,

N-type materials:
electronsI(=) are attracted
toward positive power
source.

1

ii

r.
6

Alanymmil I

I

P-type materials:

. holes ( +) are attracted
toward negative Rower
source.



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING S,YSTEMS.

Inforniptipri

A PN junction diode contains both P-type and N-type materials. here the P And
.N mpteriaTs meet is called the "depletion'iTg4oe f a diode. When voltage is
applied to the diode the " depletion region" comes'a?,semi-conductor. When PN
41ge is connected to a battery with negative to negative and positive to, positive,
fffrdepletion region is reduced in.size. This deduction in size is due to the t
electrons and holgs rushing i,nto,the depletionregion because like charge repel
each other. As the size of the depletion region is reduced, electrons can fldW
across the junotion. This method is known as "forward bias ".. If the positive pole
of the battery is attached to Vie N.material of the diode and negative is connected.
to positive, unlike charges win attract and increase the size of the depletion
region. This enlarged depletion region serves to block the flow of current. When
--connected in a positive-negative and negative positive' method, it is termed "reverse
bias". Ih spite of the blocking effect, small amounts of current will flow in a
reverse biased junction. This is called "leaYage current": The.effect of forward
and reverse biasing on the depletion region is shown in the folloWing diagrams: '

FORWARD BIASING:
Like charges repel and depletion
becomes narrow. 0'

REVERSE BASING:
Unlike charges attract and
depletion reglio, becomes wider.

A diode is divided into two sections. The triangular section is the anode and
is made of P-type material. The ban section of the diode is called the cathode
and is made of N-type material. See the schematic symbol of a diode:

soiree A 0.it

ti

-149'

3



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING§ysTEms .

.

hiormation

When a 'diode is shown iv a scpmatic as:

4.0

the diode is connected in forward bias.- A reverse biased diode will be shown in a
schematic as:

I I f
Dickies come in'many differerh sizes and shapes. Each diode is marked to show which

, end is the cathode. A silver band or + sign tells the technician that"it is the
cathode end of the diode. If the cathode is not well marked, an ohmmeter can be
used to identify it! Sortie typical diode markings are shown below:.

c rri 0

Diode ratings are important to the' technician. Each manufactured diode has a
specific rating such as:

Forward voltade (VA )4'
1

Reverse vol ta.ge (V4)

Forward current (10)
.Rev'erse current (Ig)

Reverse breakdown voltage (Vag)
Reverse recOvery time (t44)
Power dissipation (P)

. alabr

14
___ - -..-._._____._.'l.Y
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INSTRUCTIONAL. LEARNING SYSTEMS

Informati n

.0

I

4;
A .

Each diode rating tells a technician the characteristics of the diode and where
it can be used in electronic circuits.

Diodes functibn as switches as the depletion region is reduced or enlarged.
For this repson; diodes -are used to convert AC waveform into pulsating DC.
Diodes can also,be used as a regulator by holding voltage constaat_ig.the'forward
bias. This process is called "clmping". Other uses of diodes are to remove high-
frequency modulation from radio transmitters.

Normal rectifying diodes oterate in a forward bias. Zene diodes are made to operate
in a reverse bias. Zener diodes are made by heavy'tsdoping,of the silicon materials.
The symbol for a Zener diode.is:

Zerier diodes can be used as voltage regulators. They are numbered so that their
ratings -.can be checked against a semi conductor manual. Numbers begin with IN,
i.e. IN 1725.

N'

Another special diode is the varicap diode or varactor. These diodes are variable
capacitors that are dependent on reverse bias voltage. Varicap diodes are for high
frequency applications such as automatic frequency control deviCes, bandpass filters,
FM modulators, RF circuits and tuners. The' symbol for the varicap diode is:

to

Light emitting diodes (LED) give off light when-properly biased. These special
diodes are used very heavily in the computer industry and in TV channel .selectors
ind sound meters. LED's must be used with current- limiting resistors or else the
LED will 'be destroyed. As resistance is increased,' the light or an LED becomes



41.

INSTRUCTIONAL' LEARNING SYSTEMS

Information

dimmer. The symbol for an LED is .

A

,s

Al
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INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Assignmint
0

46

AFTER READING INFORMATION SHEETS:

Complete self asskssment...

Check self assessment.with answer sheet.

If you Jail to'give correct answers to .less than 8 of the 10 gitestions on the
self assessment, read Chapter 28 of the Introduction to Electronics by Crozier,
Breton Publishers. .

Complete the job sheet on identifying diode leads.

Ask instructor for post assessment.

Have instructor check post assessment answers.

e.

r.
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INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

4

Job ShEEt
.;-,7..7,

IDENTIFY THE CATHODE Epp OF A DIOITE USING A VOM:

I. Pl,ace_meter on RX100 ohm range.,

2. Mea9pure resistance of theMiode.

catkaPacia-

41,

3. Reverse the diode and Measure other way.

4. The lower of two resistancep indicate that diode is Conducting.

5. If electricity is moving from negative terminal of VOM to diode terminal,
that end is the catholie.

I

4
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" o INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

SElf
Assessment

1. DeAne semi-conductor.
11

2. Describe the "doping process".

.1 I

3. Describe the N type and P type sepAions of:A semi-conductor.

4. Describe how a diode works when forward biased (Use Itch).

J. Describe how a diode works when reverse biased. (Use sketch).

1

6. Identify the. diodos tepresented by the following symbols:

J

IJ

7. Explain the "depletion region" of a diode and how it is affedted by forward
and. reverse biasing.

.8. Label the two ends of the following diodes:

9. Explain the purpose of diode ratings.
.

10. Where would you most likely find Light Emitting Diodes (LED) being used?



INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Self Assessment
Answers

4.

1. Semi-conductors.are materials that conductlinder some conditoins and do not
conduct underdithers. They are conductors part Of the' time.

Doping refers to the process of adding impurities to pure germanium or silicon
crystals to mo.ke them either .a positive type or negative type section. One 4
end is treated with a different material avd becomes P-type.

A
3. The N-type section'of a didde has an extra electron while t4 P-section is

short on electrons which creates holes that lead to unstable bonding. The
N-section of a diodp.is called a cathod0 and the P-section is the anode. The
diode can be made to behave in different ways through the use of forward and .

reverse biasing of the current flow.

4.
40---"--- -5.

FORWARD BIASED JUNCTION:

Unlike, attracts and depletion
is reduced in size.

P
4

REVERSE BIASED JUNCTION:

Like repels and 'depletion
region becomes wider. \

6. a)' Light Emitting Diode d) Zener diode
b) Reverse biased diode ,e) Varicap.diode
c) Forward biased diode

7. The "depletion region" is at the junction of the N-type and P..type-ends of a

diode. The "depletion region" is -reduced by forwarding biasing and becomes'
wider with reverse biasing. I A

e r +4 44 Ca hods Ande .

9. Diode ratings are needed for the technician to knoy the characteristics of
various diodes and the conditions under which they will function properly.

10. Com uter industr is a heavy user of Light Emitting Diodes.

4
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Post
AssessmEnt

INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS'-

S

...110V4v7. "` -...t...":040).
:r r ..... 77,

1. Draw a schematic of a diode labeling the cathode and anode.

Z. Zener diodes are made to operate in :

a) forward bias or b) reverse !xi/as

3. What type of diodes,offer caacitance to a circuit?

Draw a schematic symbol of a varicap diode.

5. Which type of diode requires a current limiting.rwiltor to prevent it from being
ilestroyed.

6. Draw a schematic symbol for an LED and label each of its terminals.

7 Draw an example of a PN junction in reverse bias.

.8. Name two materials commonly used in making semi-conductors.

9. Th area where the 1'1 section and P sections of a diode meet is known as
region.

10. Adding impurities to silicon crystals is known as a

-

w
process.
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Instructor
Post Assessment Answers

1

2. Reverse bias

3: Varicap diode

4.

10' 5. LED

6.

7.

4.10de

epict-fol)
toldre.15

I
,.P
4,-

1-

8. Germanium and silicon

9. Depletion

10. Doping

0 9
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Supplementary
References

Crozier; Patrick. Introduction to Electronics. Breton Publishers. North
Scituate, ,Massachusetts. 1983.

Mit?lcofm,, Douglas, R. Jr. Fundamentals of Electronics, pages 38-54. Breton
Publishers, North Scituate, Massachusetts; 1983.
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THEORY OF BIPOLAR DEVICES

4

Goal:

.44

The apprentice will be able to
explain the theory of bipolar
junction transistors.

rot

PerforMance Indicators:

1. Identify standard terms, symbols
and abbreviations for transistors.

0

2. Identify correct biasing arrangements
for NPN andTNP transistors,

3. Identify how electrons flow in NPN
and PNP transistor circuits.

4. ?Label parts of a transistor circuit.

5. Identify basic types of transistors.

6. TD6t a transistor with ohmmeter
to determine if it is good or bad.
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r

V

Study GuidE

/I

44

Study the vocabulary for transistors.

Read tie introduction' and information sheets

'CoMplete job sheet.

Complete self assessment and check with answer sheet.

Complete post assessment and have instructor check against answer sheet.

If you miss three or more ofLtrie poSt test question, study Chapter 29 in
Crozier's Introduction to,Electronics. This reference offers more detailed
explanations than can be fincluded in a module,

4

A

A
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a

cs abular9
as'

,'

4

. Base

Bias

Bipolar jusnction transistor (BJT)

*Collector

Emitter

NPN transistor

PNP transistor

Alt
N

BJT

E

B

C
0

,Vc 8

PNP

NPN

18

lc
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INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

11.

Introduction
b

44/
Transistors, like does, a're made from doped semiconductor Crystamls.
crystal has three sectlbns instead, of the diodes two.*

The transistor

The transistor is often called a bipolar junction transistor (BJ BipOlar describes
the two' current carriers in transistors: holes and electrons. Ac uafly 0 transistor
is a junction diode with one additional junction.

Since Bell Laboratories discovered the amplification power of transistors in 1945,
their use iii radio, television and other communications devices have led to light-
weig d portab4 equipment. , 2

.. %...%

4.

27

I

4.

..-+1..*7;



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Information

A bipolar junction transistor (BJII is a' three terminal semiconductor current
cOntrolled device. Bipolar refers.to the two. types of current carrierselectrons
and holes. It is normally used as a control' switch or as a signal or power Amplifier.
Transistors are made of semiconductor materialssilicon'and germanium: They are
very much like diodes in that the crystals are "doped" to develop N and P regions.
In diodes, the region "depletion region" was found where tUe N and P regions met.
.Transistors have three regions and two junctions of N and P materials.

The transistor has three parts of doped. semiconductor materials. This may be two
N parts and one P parts'which gives a NPN transistor. I.f it has two P parts and
one N part, it is called a PNP transistor.

Each layer br section of a transistor has a specific function. The.layers are
&called the Base (B), Emitter (E) and Collector (C). Each section has a connecting
wlead. The sections of PNP and NPN transistors are shown below:

I

P ,,,, Ai P

Co I

Le ) CE J

PNP -TRANS'S TO

The current path is developed through a
and electron's. The "doping" pattern of
current Ooves through the,transistors.

Lightly doped material -allows

current carriers to be
collected.
Material lightly duped to
control current.

Heavily doped material enable
current carrier to be

0 ejected.

11)

(20/e64"- , Bget En.) I Ne i
CC ) AF

1N4 p t4 -r-R A Ns t Sr 49 k.

transistor, by two current carriers--holes
the silicon crystals determine how the

Collector

Collecto-Base Junction

(3aSe

Emitter-Base Junctiori

Emitter
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Information
i4

Electrons are the major current carrier in NPN transistors. As electrons are
injected into the emitter, they are attracted to the base region and pass across
it. Once across the base, the electrons come under the force of a positive
collector. Tpe electrons are pulled through the collector to the power supply Tor
the collector` base (Vc0. The electrons are supplied by negative voltage power '

supply for the emitter (V BE). The_two power supplies are important features of
transistors.

Holes are they current carriers for PNP transistors. The emitter must have the
positive part of Vem attached to its terminal in a forward bias while the collector
base junction must be reversed biased. The Uca must have its negative terminal
conncted to the collector lead and the base' region must have a positive voltage
in order to reverse bias the collector base junction. Biasing methodsdiffer
between NPN and PNP transistors.

Diagramslof biasing NPN and PNP transistors are shown below:

.

I

Vice

s
Peed

V a e

/1 PA 61/9.sty6

Collee_Voo.

a $ e

4k. irvi o.4.

op/

PNP a /4 SiNG

Biasing methods for NPN and PNP transistors are completely different'. BecaUse of
this, the two transistors cannot be interchanged in a ciftuit. Both types perform
as amplifiers, oscillators and regulators but cannot replace, one another without
changing the biasing of the circuit:,
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Information
Transistors are of twoNbasic types--power and signal. The pokier transistor

rather large and handles large currents. The signal transistor is $ma11 and

handles small currents. Some typical transistor types are shown below:

I

Signal
ewer

Other types of'specialized transistors include field effect transistors (FET) and
metal-oxide semiconductor field effect transistor (MOSFET).

ELD EFFECT TRANSISTOR (FET)

The FET is called unipdlar because it only requires oche type of current carrier.

Holes carry P-type material and electrons carry N-type material. It operates on

low DC voltage and is very much like the bipolar transistor. FETS have three
terminals--gate, source and drain which correspond to the base, emitter and
collector of a bipolar transistor.

SILICON CONTROLLED RECTIFIERS

The silicon controlled rectifier (SCR) is a special semiconductor device. An

SCR has three junctions and functions as a switch. It has the ability to switch

between on and off quickly. The symbol of an SCR is Gore
6 4.10de

Cowads. Al

:iu

50
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Information
....411..MVO4MMAP. .....

The SCR is made by four layers of P and N material. Remember that diodes used two
layers and the transistor used three layers of P and N materials.

A" e..

tca+h de.
The SCR turns On when the anode-cathode junction is forward biases:ame; positive
voltage is applied at the gate. It cart be used to control' the power deliVered to

up the load or to switch power on and off. Since the SCR can only control power in
one direction, two are needed to make an on-off switch. Thi/ on-off switching
arrangement is shown below:

SCR
SCR,t

An electrical pulse is applied to SCR, to start the cfrucit and to SCR
2

to turn it
off,

TRIACS

4

The triac is very much like the SCR except that it can conduct electricity in both
directions. "This makes the triac more useful.' basic triac can be/formed.by
.placing Cwo,SCR's in parallel.

4,

p

GQI

Ala'" p.141

3
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Information,,
rt.

The schematic symbol of the triac is:

t41-1

The structure of the NP. layers show that the,triic can function as two SCR's in
parallel:

147.2

P
IV

P

N p

I1
Notice that current can pass through

4- NPNP or PNPN

te.

-TR/ A C,

Triacs have some disadvantages when compared to SCR's. SCR's can operate at much
higher levels of current. Tgiacs are slow under inductive loads. They operate
in a low frequency range. 7

r

IP
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$.

AssignmEnt.

Study the information sheets of the module.

Take self assessment and check answers.

Complete job sheet on testing transistors.

Ask instructor for post assessment.,

Complete post assessment and have instructor check results with post assessme
answer sheet.

ft

6

I

v
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Job Shed
. - ^- .7"ri 4. I -TT-

TEST TRANSISTORS

Obtain tools and equip11ent
'- Transistors (Signal and power types)

- Ohmmeter

Identify positive and negative leads on ohmmeter.

Identify emitter, base and collector leads on transistor.

Turn ohmmeter on R X 100 range.

Determine forward-biased emitter base junction

III

- Positive lead on'ohmmeter to emitter lead. Negative lead on ohmmeter to
.base'lead.

- Read resistance.
- 'Negative ohmmeter lead on emitter and positive lead on base..

Read resistance. %
a Compare two resistance readings
'Repeat five steps above with collector base julction.

Identify from readings whether the transistor is good or bad, If both readings
are low, the junctions shorted and the transistor is not good. A

Identify from readings whether the transistor is NPN or PNP.

0



SElf
AssEssment

INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

'r

f
1. Draw a block diagram of a PNP transistor and label its pkrts. Show leads.

2. Draw a block diagram of a NPN transistor and label its parts. Show leads.

.3. Draw symbol (schematic) for PNP transistor.

4. Draw symbol for NPN transistor.

5. Complete the following biasing drawings.,_

\,

P

6. Sow hew electrons flow through a NPN circuit. Use arrows.

7. List two major typO pf transistors.

8. Show (+.) and (-):values of the following flattery leads

,

II
.

I di'
,

9. What is doping?

10. Vhatiflust be done in order to replace,a PNP transistor witha NPN transistor?

Nit
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Self Asiesament
Answers

E.
P

1 I

2.

N P

Inv

I A
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Self Assessment
Answers

8.

Signal and power

"ft

9;. Impurities are added to silicon crystals to create semiconductor characteristics.

10. Cannot be interchanged because of biasing methods.

8
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Post
Assessment
1. Identify basic elements in this block di-tigram of a PNP transistor.

C-

b

2, Identify basic elements in this schematic of a PNP transistor.

"r

3. Identify basic elements in this block diagram of a NPN transistor.

N

rd/
4. Identify basic elements in this schematic of an NPNransistor.-

5. Show correct biasing arrangements for NPN and PNP transistors by drawing
battery connections into the circuit schematics below.

4

4

36
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Post
AssessrnEnt

+.1 ".

6. Draw electrori-flow in this NPN circuit.

-T
7. Draw electron flow in the PNP circuit

-1
T.

*

03. Identify the signal and power transistors below by placing (P) by power and
(5) by signal transistors.

a b. c.

9-". Match the following transistor terms with their standard abbreviations

a. IB 1. Transistor base lead.

b. C 2. Transistaremitter lead

c. E .3. Transistor collector leack

d. IE 4: Base current

e. B 5. Emitter current

f. IC 6. Collector current

0'

k

'Label the transistor circuit shown below. Show category of transistor (NPN or

i PNP). Leads (emitter, base, collector), battery biasiand electron circuit flow.
0, .

,)3
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Post
AssEssmEnt

,,y170..., *Ay, :,.:.% %,:_,.. )4 . 1.. P ,...1,4741. 17;.10..,!.!.' r

10. (continued)

a.

go

I

4

\

A.
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INDIVIDOALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

6

Instru,ctor
Post Assessment Answers

1. a. Emitter

b. Base

c. Collector

2.' a., Emitter
b. Coljector
c. Base

3. a. Emitter

b. Base

c. Coll'ector.

III 4. Emitter
Collector
Base

6.

7.

4I

qb.

a.

0

0

4
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°Instructor
Post Assessment Answers

44.

8. a. signal

b. signal

9.

1

a. 4

b. 3

C. 2

d. 5

e. 1

f. '6

c. power

d. power

NPN

r.

-J

42
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4

Supplementary
References

Malcolm, Douglas R. Jr. Fundamentals of Electronics. Breton' Publ shers
North Scituate, Massachusetts: 1983. Pages 89-106.
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7.3

THEORY OF INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

1

Goal:

The apprentice will be able to
4pscribe integrated circuits and
their logic families.

I

Performance Indicators:

Describe integrated circuits.

2. Describe the logic family groups
and their basic logic gates.

3. Describe how IC's are numbered
for identification.



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Study quick
" - - - "el " " 0". ! '

Read the goal and'performance indicators to find what is to be learned fror;i P%
package.

Read the vocabulary list to find the new terms to be learned.

Read the introduction and information sheets.

Complete job sheet.

111 Complete self assessment and check answers.

Complete post assessment and have instructor check a swers.

I I

4)

1
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Yocabulokry

4110

0 AND gate

Black boxing

Complimentary metal oxide semi-conductor (CMOS)

le. Digital logic

Diode -- transistor' logic. (DTL)

Field effect transistor (FET)

Flip -flops

Integrated circuit (IC)

Logic gate

MOS

NAND gate

NOR gate

P-Channel metal oxide semi-conductors ,(PMOS)

40 Pins

Resistor -- transistor logic (RTL)

Transistor-transistor logic (TTL)

0.4

A

fr

4

46
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Introduction

The integrated circuit (IC) is an advanced application of semi- conductors. Complete
circuits are built on tiny silicon chips. These tiny chips have resulted in a technical
revolution called digital electronics.

Digital circuits are.associated with logic families. The logic family is determ4ned by
the electronic components used in making the IC chip. An IC that is built on transistor
to transistor logic is called a TTL IC. The-TTL uses the NAND logic gate.

The technician that understands logic families and basic logic gates will find it easy to
work on digital eltipment.

11
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Information

Integrate circuits are thin wafers of semi-conductor material with electronic circuits.

Within thi IC "chip", we find diodes, transistors, resistors, capacitors and internal
wiring. It is impossible to'replace any of the electronic components with.i.n an
integrated circuit. If one of the internal components is faulty, the entire "chip"
must be replaced. We refer to this practice as "black boxing" or replacement of-
several components at one time.

Digital circuits require that data be entered in a numerical form and tha it be in
a logical order. sThe order in which a digital circu&t-soceives and processes data
depends on how the system is constructed and what we Wnt it to do. The ay in which
the circuits process data is called digital logic.

A logic gate is a circuit that has two more-inputs and one output. Output depends
n the logic signals that you can inject into the inputs. Sometimes a manufacturer

will cogbine several gates in one IC. In that case, a drawing with logic symbols and
pin numbers will provide the needed information. A quadruple 2 ut NAND gate is
shown below.

rra

VC C

11.1

This drawing shows fou
9, 10, 12, 13 and outp
the characteristics of the input and output for ea

L

G
Lig , U s!

logic gates (circuits) with inputs on pins 1, 2', 4,.5,

-on pins 3, 6,18, 11. A t bleshooter ust understand
of the logic( family groups.

4V
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Information

1,

DIODE-TRANSISTOR LOGIC (DTL)

The basic logic gate for DTL is the NAND gate. The diOde produces an AND function
arid the transister serves as an inverter to produce the NAND gate. A DTL NAND gate

is shown below.°-\

Tnpv",-

--'VVV r-43

TRANSISTOR-TRANSISTOR LOGIC (TTL)

Alin TTL logic, one transistor performs an AND function and the other serves as an
moinverter to produce a NAND function. A schematic diagram of a TTL NANO gate is shown

below.

? Puts

C

_0 Daft-pot-

4,64/6
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Information
...,

RESISTOR-TRANSISTOR LOGIC (RTL)

The basic RTL gate is ,very simple. It contains two transistors and three resistors.
RTL logic has many applications. It is used in flip- flops, encoders, decoders and

counters. This logic is composed of simple resistance coupled transistor circuits.

The basic RTL NOR gate is shown below.

A

50

C/-1- pI"

a
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Inforrnaticin

f t

METAL OXIDE SEMI-CONDUCTOR )(MOS)

The MOS and its related families of PMOS and CMOS all use a metal oxid,e semi-conductor
field effect transistor as a switching device. The PMOS uses P-channel enhancement
mode FET's. A circuit that uses both N and P channel FET devices is a complimentary
circuit knOwn as CMOS.

VG

v.

pmos

° Vol;

I 4

C
vE /2 7 E e..

Vs5

//1 0
Pus*

IDENTIFICATION OF LOGIC GATES

Integrated circuits are numbered §o that they can le identified according to their
Characteristics. For example, the number N7 00 rans:

N - industrial type
74 operates safely between,0° and +70° centegrade
00 - standard IC

A letter between 74 and 00 would designate switching characterisbtcs. Since the
example did not include a letter, it isIstandard IC.
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AssignmEnt

4

.Reacinages 11'-19 in Digital Electronics. Genn, Robert L.- Prentice-Hall, Inc.
Englewood Cliffs, N.J.. 1982.

Complete job sheet. ,

Complete self assessment.

Complete post assessment.
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Job ShEEt

EXAMINE INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

Obtain one or more integrated circuits. Ask your instructor for precautions to be
taken in handling the IC chip.

Examine integrated circuit under'la magnifyinvglass.

Find the input pins.

Find the output

Find IC indentification numbers.

; Determine which logic family is represented-by.the IC.\

1

I

w.
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Self
Assessment

1. What does the term MOS mean?

2. A logie gate has inputs.

3. A logic gate has outputs.

4.
1

'The DTL logic'family uses the logit gate.

I

5. The TTL logic family uses the ,logic gate.

111

5. The RTL logic family uses the logic gate.

Most IC chips are made from thin wafers of

8. The replacement of entire chips is known as

9. The inputs and outputs of logic gates are designated on drawings by
numbers.

10. The way in which circuits process data is called digital
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o

Self Asiessmeni
Answers

t

1. .Metal-oxide semi-conductors

2. Two or more

3. one

4. NAND

5. NAND

6. NOR

7. Silicon

Dlack;boxing

444,

/

9. P wlibmbers

,10. Logic

9
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Post
Assessment 4."4

. " - -;"-vr-- **--.P.1.7

I. Which electronic components are used in making a TTL integrated circuit?

2. Which ones are used in a DTL ci it?
4

3. Which logic family uses field effect transistors (FET)?

4. What does the number N 7400 tell us about an IC chip?

Does an IC have only one logic gate?

6. Which logic gate is used by the DTL logic family?

7. Which logic gate is used by theT.TL logic family?

8. .Which logic gate is used by the RTL logic family?

9. Which logic family is found in such devices as encoders, decoders, flip-flop
and counters?

10. Now many outputs is found on a logic gate?
0

J

t)
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Instructor,
'Post Assessment Answers

I. Transistor to transistor

2. Diodes to transistor

MOS, PMOS, CMOS family

4. N'- industrial type kC
74 - operational temperature range
00 -. standard IC

5. May have more than one.

6. 'NAND

7. NAND

8, NOR

9. RTL

10. One
ado

r

'.

ti

.\

4
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Supplementary
References

Genn, Robert C.-Jr. Digital. Electronics: A Workbench Guide ti5 Circuits, Experiments
and Applications. Prentice -Hall, Inc. Englewood Cliffs, N.J. 1982.

58
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8.1

BINARY NUMBERING SYSTEMS

Goal:

The apprentice. will be able to

describe binary numbering systems.

Performance Indlcatori:

1. Identify numbers in decimal, binary,

octal and hexadecimal forms.

2. Convert binary numbers to decimal
form.

3. Convert decimal numbers to binary

form.



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Study GuidE
.0"S."101 ' 44.1.4 t " , ,.

Read goals and performance indicators to determine what you are supposed to
learn from package.

Study vocabulary words.

Read the introduction page.

40 Study the information sheets.

Complete the self assessment sheets and check answers with answer sheet..

Read reference jR'self assessment shows that you need more information for an
understanding of the numbering systems.

Complete post assessment and have instructor score answer.

4./

te
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es.

4

Vocabulary

As

Binary Number System

Decimal Number System

Octal Number System

Hexadecimal Number System

Bit

. Binary poi nt

0
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INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

a

Introduction SOl

VW/. --

../.}..
we.

, Digital systems use the binary numbering system°as their language. A computer

processes information by a series of l's and 0's. Information is fed into a

digital system in decimal form and the output is shown in decimal numbers. This .

means that the input must be converted to binary numbers by'an-encoder. After the
numerical functions are completed, the output is converted back to decimal numbers

, by a decoder device.

Octal and hexadecimal-numbers are var(ations of the binary system that help people

communicate with computers.

r

a

4

ef,
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Inforrntion
I

DECIMAL SYSTEM

I

The decimal system has ten numbers -- 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. As we move
left from a decimal point, the value of the number is increased ten times. For

example, 100. is ten times ten and 1,000 is ten times 100. The position in relation
to the decimal point tells us the'value of dimal numbers. This may be expressed

in powers of ten as shown below:

,/

DECIMAL

SYSTEM

4

-41

103 102 101 l's

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

2

3

4
After 9 in a decimal system,

5 the numbers spill over into

6
another column.to giye tens,
hundreds, 'thousands.

7

8

9

0

1

2

3

4

5

J
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Informtion
BINARY SYSTEM

In the binary system, we only have two numbers -- 0 and 1. The decimal point is called
a binary point. As we move left from the binary point, the value of numbers in each
column is increased by a power of 2. For example, the binarylcumbers 101 would represent
a decimal 5:

Columns
A

101. Binary Point

Fours Twos Ones

1 0 1

1 X 4 0 X 2 1 X 1

4 + 0 + 1 = 5

An exa e of decimal numbers 0 - 15 expressed i ^n binary:

-.....;

DECIMAL
Binary Numbers

22 a1 is

0 0
1 1

2 1 0
I 3

1 1

4 1 0 0
5, 1 0 1

6 1 '1 0
7

il
1 1

8 1 0 0 0
9 1 0 0 1

10 1 '0 1 0
11 1 0. 1 1

14 1 1 0 0

11. 1 1 0 1

14 1 1 1

'/k

0
15 1 1 1 1

G el
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Inforniation

CONVERTING DECIMAL TO B ARY

The decimal system starts with a which is the starting point of binary numbering.
The 1 is the same in dedimal and binary. But since binary has .only 0's and l's,.numbers

larger than l's require additional columns. The columns increase in weight by a power
of 2 as we move left of the binary point.

Let us try counting to ten in binary. The highest number that we canave in binary is
1. After that it must spill over into another, column. When it spills over, you mast

return the first column to zero and use a 1 in the second column:. Study this example:

1,7

Decimal) Binary

0 0

1 1 This is highest we can c o in one

column.

2 1 0 This column return to. and column
to left becomes 1

3 1 1

4 1 0 0 Note 3rd column to thie left
becomes 1

5 1 0 1

6 1 1 0 Note 1st column bedornes zero
and 2nd column be comes 1

7 1 1 1

#4, 8 1 0 0 0 Note 4th column ecomes 1

9 1 0 0 1

10 1 0 1 0

7

CONVERTING BINARY TO DECIMAL

Let us convert the binary number 1100 into decimal numbers.

4

C.
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nforrnatiori

BINARY

DECIMAL

23 22 2
1

2
0

1 1 1

RULES:

* Any number to zero power equals 1

* Any number to first power is
equal to itself

,* Each position to left is worth twice
= 14 as much as column to its right

Please note the rule that any number to zero power is equal to one and that any number
to first power is equal to its own value. Each column to the left then becomes worth
twice as much as the preceding. column.

ke
; us try another example such as 1111, using the rules given above.

BINARY

DECIMAL

r

23 22 21 20

1 1 1 1

..,,

*

2
1 = 2 because it is orth twice as

column to its ight
22 =4

8 +. 4 -tfr+ f = 15

OCTAL NUMBERING SYSTEM

23=8.

914

Computer programmers find it difficult to memorize binary sequences a d there is a
high degree of error when,they try to program in straight binary. Th octal (base 8)
and hexadecimal (base 16) numbers are Used to simplify the process. To convert binary
to octal nu4ers, you start at the ones column and count off by threes to the left.
For example, the binary 1101011111 would be grouped as:

001 101 011 111 BINARY

1 5 3 7 OCTAL
1,
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. 1

6 0

Information

Each three binary columns would be conv(ted to an octal digit. Any octal digit (0-7)
is represented by three digits of binary. The octal, binary and decimal numbers 1-10
are shown below. . .

OCTAL BINARY DE MAL

0 000 0 \

% .

1 001 1

2 010 2

3 011 3

4 100 4

5 101 5

6 110

7 111 7

10 1000 8
11 1001 9

4

To convert octal to binary, just fill in three binary digits for each octal digit.
Add zeros to left if the binary has less than three digits.

HEXADECIMAL NUMBERING SYSTEM

'Hexadecimal (Base 16) numbers represent four birlary digits. The hexadecimal system
runs numbers 0 through 9 and then use letters (A-F) to represent numbers up through
fifteen. The hexadecimal numbers and corresponding binary and decimal numbers are
listed below:

HEXADEGIMAL

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

BINARY

0000

0001
0010

'0011
0100
01101

0110 .6
0111 7

(continued on next page)

DECIMAL

0

1 1'

2

3

4

5

R
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nformation

.

..
HEXADECIMAL BINARY DECIMAL

8 1000 8

9 1001 9

A 1010 10

B 1011 11

C 1100 12

D 1101 13

E 1110 14

F. 1111 15

After this chart is memorized, it is easy to convert between hexadecimal and binary
numbers. In fact, conversion between octal, hexadecimal, binary and decimal systems
eis easy once the two charts have been memorized. An example is shown below:

Octal numbers 4 0 2 1

Binary (groups of three) 100 000 010 001

Binary (groups of four) 1000 0001 0001

qb Hexadecimal numbers 8 1 1

or in reverse, starting with. hexadecimal numbers, we can convert them to binary and
then to octal numbers.

Hexadecimal 8 1 1

Binary (groups of four) 1000 0001 0001
Binary (groups of three) 100 000 010 001

Octal 4 0 2 1

Decimal equivalents of octal 4 0 2 1

Decimal equivalents of hexa-
decimal . 8 1 1

The octal and hexadecimal systems. allow us to con.vert data into machine language and.
back into decimal numbers with great ease.

cts
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I

Assignment

IV Read information

Complete self assessment

Complete post assessment with satisfactory score.

Mim

3,,

1:r
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SElf
AssessmEnt

1. Count to ten in digital numbers.

4?

6.

2. 7.

3 '8.

4. 9.

5.
, 10.

2. Convert the following binary numbers to octal nudbers:

' 010111011000101 BINARY

OCTAL

III
3. Convert 011001111101 to hexadecimal numbers.

4. Convert hexadecimal number 568E to binary numbers.

5. Convert hexadecimal number 7C to,,,octal.

6. Convert octal. number 723 to hexadecimal number.

7. What is the base power of, hexadecimal numbers?

B. What is the.base power of octal numbers?

9. What i the base power of decimal system numlArs?

10. What the base power of binary numbers?
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1

Sey Assessment
Answers

1. 0) 000 6) 110

1) 001 7) 111

2) 010 8) 111

3) 011 9) 1000

4) 100 10) 1001k

5) 101

2 7 3 0 5

6 7 D

0101 1011 1000 1110

6 1 D 3

Sixteen

8. Eight

9. Ten

10. Two

r

71
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Post
AssessmEnt

.1,404. 't : VI? "'"" '41; -...?"P

Convert the following. remember th.e systems to be converted are shown by their
base powers of '2, 8 and 16.

1. 1 0 1 0 1 1 02; , 8.

2. A
5

3 9
16

to 8.

3. 4 6 6 3
8

to 16.

7.

'8.

9.

10.

.5

59 D
16

to 8.

11011011101101
2

to 16.

2.43
8

to

4316 to .2.

101
16

to 8.

' 101
8

to 16.

101
2

to 16.
,

44/

0
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Instructor
Post Assessment Answers

1. 126
0

2. 122471

3. 9 B 3-

4. 2635

e. 36 ED

6. 100011

7. 1000011

8. 401

9. 41

10. 5
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The apprentice will le Able to
describe the basic types of logic
gateSilsed indigital electronic
systems.

8.2

A

C.

LOGIC GATES

Performance Indicators:

1. Recognize logic symbols for basic
logic gates.

2. Interpret truth tables for basic
gates.

3. Reconize Boolean expressions for
basic logic gates.

4. Describe function of logic 1 and
logic 0 in operation of digital
switches.

5. Describe translation of decimal
numbers to binary numbers a d
bihary numbers to decimal n mbers.
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Study buidE
' er r Yid .1." ,

Read goal and performance indicators to determine what is to be learned from
package.

Read the vocabulary page, assignment sheet and introduction sheet.
i

Study the information sheet until' you understand the symbols, truth tables and
Boolean expressions for basic logic gates. Make sure you understand the meaning
of words listed on vocabulary sheet.

Complete the job sheet

Complete self assessment and check answers with self assessment answer sheet.

dr If self assessment results are unsatisfactory, study chapter in reference listed
on reference sheet. .

Complete post assessment.

Have' instructor check answers with post assessment answer sheet.

*
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I

Vocabulary

Analog circuit

AND gate

Astable multivibrator

Binary numbers

Boolean expressions

,CMOS

Ahe Decoder

IIP4o
Digital circuits

Digital clocks

DTL

Encoder

JK flip-flop

NAND gate

NMOS

NOR gate

PMOS

RTC

Schmitt trigger

Square waves

40 Truth table

.#

*MY

1

A.

TTL

Wave shaping current

D.

7t

4
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Introduction

Digital logic refers to the way a digital circuit processes numbers. Digital-circuits
differ from analog circuits. The hands of an analog clock move continuously. A digital
watch does not move continuously but rather by a number of fixed steps. In the case of
the digital watch, the time is advanced each minute. This is the major difference
between analog and digital devices.

Digital circuits perform basically the same functions as .a series of mechanical
switches. When a switch is closed, the binary value is 1. When the switch is open,
the binary value is

Digital circuits are classified according to logic familes or logic gates. The
technician must understand the basic logic gates in order to work with digital devices.

77
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Information
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BINARY NUMBERING SYSTEM

Digital systems operate with binary numbers instead of the decimal system that is used
in everyday life. Digital signals are known as."squar, waves" becuase of its -on -off
nature.. The wave rises from 0 level to its peak and drbps back to 0 in a vertical
manner. At its peak, the wave is logic 1 and .at its lowest level it is logic O.

v

-01/ 1.

Lo9

091.t _0 = (:),F

So digital systems operate on a series of l's and O's that can only be expressed as
Base 2 (binary) numbers. A separate learning packagvhas been,developed-to-explai-n-
the binary numbering system.

TRANSLATION OF DECIMAL. TO. BINARY NUMBERS

When,commands are given in deciy1 numbers, a digital system must convert them into
binary numbers. An encoder device translates decimal numbers into binary numb4rsAo
that the information can be processed. After processing, a decoder will translate
the binary information back into decimal numbers. The following flow chart shows how
information'is translated from decimal to binary andlback to decimal%

Decimal Numbers

LOGIC FAMILIES

6

Encoder
Processing

Unit
(Binary)

Decoder Decimal .

Numbers,

The process described above is possible by using logic gates or(logic families.
Binary logic gates are the building blocks of a digital system. ,There are some
basic logicfamilies with two inputs:
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AND.Agate (all-or-nothing gate)
OR gate (any-or-all gate)
Inverter gate (NOT circuit)
NAND gate (inverted AN) gate),
NOR gate (combined OR and inverter
Flip-flops

AND GATE

A typical AND gate is represented by the following di gram:

ti OurPej-rTNPuTS

Each typ6 of logic gates are identified by a logic symbol such as the following

AND gate:

*5 .0"."
0.5y

.9
01011111,

NO

Truth tables are made to show all of the possible combinations of input and output.

If A and B represent input and Y represents output, the truth table for an AND.,gate

would be:

A B Y

0, 0 0

1 0 0

0

I

1

,1

0

1

41
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Information

This truth table shows that the output df an,AND gate can only be 1 when both inputs
are also 1. Those people that work with digital systems must know how to read truth
tables.

Logic gates are also defined by a form of algebra called Boolean. The Boolean
expression for the AND qap is:

AB =Y

This equation reads A and B (inputs) = Y (outputs)

OR GATE

411A basic circuit diagram for an OR gate is shown below:

L

I

ti

The OR gate must have only one logic 2 input to give a logic 1 output. This differs
from the AND gate which required that both switches be closed to give a-logic 1 output.
In the diagram above, the closing of either'S1 or S2 switches will result in logic 1

output.

The truth table for an OR gate would read as follows:

Y

I 0 0

0 1

1

1 1 1 I
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Information
p

ar

The only way to get a logic 0 output in an OR gate is to have both switches open or
stated in digital terms -- two logic 0 inputs. That is why the OR gate is called the
"any-or-all" gate.

Tho logic symbol of an OR gate is:
4

A

The Boolean expressipn for the OR gate is A B = Y which means that,A or B equals Y.

INVERTER GATE

I. inverter sate or NOT gate changes the input to its opposite state. If we input
logic 2, the output will be logic O. Sometimes the output is listed as r which means
"not F" or O. A circuit diagram and truth table for an inverter gate might look as

- follows: 5v

The logic symbol for an inverter gate is%.

F T

0

..

1

1 0

The Boolean expression would be F = F and is read as F equals NOT F.

In some digital applications, a double inversion is utilized to make the output equal
to the input:

4,
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Information

The Boolean expression would be F.-= NOT F = F.

NAND GATE'

An inverted AND gate is called a NAND gate. The logic symbol/for a NAND gate is:

A

5

The NAND Truth Table would be:

A B

0 .1

0 1

1

0

The Boolean expression for a NAND gate is:

A . B

which means that the output is inverted and is read as'A and B equals NOT A and B.

1

NAND gates can be wired to serve as AND gates, OR gates and NOR gates. For this reason
it is widely used in indUstry. The NAND gate is referrilighto as the universal gate.

NOR GATE

The NOR gate is a combination of the OR gate and the Inverter. The logic symbol for
the NOR gate is :

Y
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Information

The NOR gate is represented in the following Truth, Table:

A

0 1
1

0 0

1 0

1 0

A

The Boolean expression for this gate is

A +

and reads NOT A or B equals Y.

FLIP-FLOPS

okt

Sometin it is necessary to change logic states between the input and output of a
circuit. A flip-flop curre.nt is used to change the logic state. The basic types of
flip -flops are RS, D and JK. The most widely used flip -flop, is the JK which is
represented by.the following logic symbol.

A clock pulse (CLK) is reouiredlo operate the flip-flop. J and K are. input terminals
while Q and represent outPUtterminals. When the,clock pulse is high and and K's
are 0's, the flip-flop is disabled'and the outputs remain in the previous state'.. When
'the.clock pulse is high and J = 0 and K = 1, the outputs are changed to Q = 0 and
Q = In this condition, the flip -flop IS said to be. cleared or reset: If the pulse
is high and J = 1 and K = 0, the outputs are changed and is known as the set stage.yn.1

phen,both.ipputs are 2 the outputs are placed in a toggle position and Q and Q will
ltofilately change states1 The following truth table fora JK flip-flop may help to

I
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Information

,,,

4

-explain what happens: 1 n

CLK J K Q Q

...riL, 0 0 No Change Disabled

...r1_
0 1 0 1

Reset
Cleared to 0

..1---t.
1 0 1 0

.--

Set to 1

_jr-IL 1 1 Toggle
Orni:ooffff-

DIGITAL CLOCKS

1.`

A digital clock is used to-generate the square waves of a digital system. The clock

generates pulses between highs and lows. The astable multivibrator is a reliable

clock. Other circuits used to develop square waves are the Schmitt trigger, Schmitt

NAND gate (wave shaping circuits) and the 555 timer integrated circuit.

MULTIPLE INPUT GATES

Some logic gates have more than two inputs. These are called multiple input gates.

-A three input OR gate would be represented by the following logic symbol and truth

table:

"lb

A

r

84
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Information,

The Boolean expression for the multiple input OR gate would be:

A+B+C=Y

and read: as A or B,or C equals
the output will be I.

OTHER LOGIC FAMILIES

Some other logic families include:

OL (Resistor-transistor logic)
DTL. (Diode-transistor logic)
TTL (Transistor- transistor logic)

PMOS (Positive metal oxide semiconductor) .

NMOS (Negative metal oxide semiconductor)
CMOS (Complimentary metal oxide semiconductor),

This is only a partial listing of logic families. Each has its own characteristics,

such as size and operating speed. Each group is'called a family and isnot Usually'
interchangeable because of voltage requirements, speed, polarity and pin layout.

This means that if either input gate is closed,

A
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AssignmEnt

Complete job sheet.

Complete self assessment and check answers...

. Complete post assessment with a score that is satisfactory with \the instructor.

4
dt
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Job ShEEt
, ,

Construct and test the OR gate circuit shown below:

40 Equipment needed

90432 quadruple .2 -input positive OR gates
- 2-SPDT switches *c
- D power supply
- Mul timeter

- Proto board or equipment for connecting IC's

Procedures

Wire OR gate as shown in diagram
416eck with multimeter to make sure switches are working .

Connect multimeter (DC volts), to gate output

Move input switches into 04 possible combinations and record outputs as
"1" (high voltage) and "0" low voltage
Complete the truth table
Compare completed truth table with OR truth table in package

S

Y OUTPUT
Y =A +B

7432 OR GATE

Top View

V 3A 3Y

duium 10 rDra

rol

1A 18 1Y 2A 2B 2Y GND
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Self
AssessmEnt

1.

IDENTIFY LOGIC GATES THAT ARE REPRESENTED BY THE FOLLOWING:

8

A

2 8

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

4

a

8

V

0
0

0

To

CO(

K Q --
A

8." A 8 I= V

9. A 4- 7- Y

10.
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$elf Assessment
Answers

1. AND

2. NAND

3. OR

NOR
't

Inverter

6. NOR
I.

.

..11

a

7. JK 'Flip-Flop

B. AND

9. OR

10.. OR

0

A

0

e

4.
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Post
AssEssment

ARNING SYSTEMS

4,16- 7.7 0'

1. Legic'tmeans that the switch

,

a) open b) closed.

2. A'device that translates decimal numbers to binary number is

3. .A device that, translates binary numbers into decimal numbers is a

4. The symbol''

.5. The symbol

.

6. The Boolean expression A B'= Y is for the

7. A truth table that,shows

shows an

shoi,s an

gate.

gate.

t is a gate.

gate.

,,

itsA logic gate that converts input to its opposite state li becomes 0 and 0
becorks 1) is an. gate.

. "

g: The 4Jate is known as. the universal gate because'it can serve as
AND, OR and NOR gates. r .

'f
.

10. -Logic gates wi
.

more than two inputs are called inpiltgats.

Vit
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°Instructer
Post Assessment Answers

vs

1. Closed

2. Encoder

3. Decoder

4. AND

5.s. OR

6. AND--"

7. AND

1 8. Inverter

9. NAND

10. Multiple

4
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Goal:

The apprentice will'be able to
describe digital and tape dialers
and their applications.

DIALERS

S

Performance Indicators:

1. Describe digital dialers, receiverS
and programmers.

2: Describe tape dialing equipment.

3. Describe applications of dialers
in security alarm field.
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INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Study GuidE
-.V.:1W." t. .0 .

Read the_tOal and performance indicators. This will give you a clue to what
should be learned from the package.

Read the vocabulary list: This list includes the trade terms that. will be used
in the package.

,

Read the introduction and information sheets to learn technical content.

Complete the job sheet.

Complete self assessment and check answers.

Complete post assessment and ask the instructor to check your answers. This is
a good time to ask questions to gain further knowledge on the subjects,

('.4f444g,
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Vocabulary

Acknowledge signal

Automatic telephone diale):

Dialer programmer

Digital communicator

. Digital dialer

Digital receiver

Frequency shift keying (FSK)

Hang up signal

Progoarrer

Program generator

,Receiver/printer

Tape dialer

4k3
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°Introduction

Existing telephone lines are often the most economical form of signal transmission,
The lines can connect the protected area with a central station and response force.

If teleOhone lines were not available, installers would have to string wires from

each job to the monitoring station.

Telephone systems offer the best transmission available at this time. The new

dialers have added to the efficiency of signal transmistion by telephone. This

package will deal with both tape and digital dialers.

'7 k
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nformation

DIGITAL DIALERS

Digital dialers are used for the following purposes:

I. Monitor and repor.t security status of intrusion detectors to the cefltral
station. c.

2. Transmit fire, duress and hold-up alarms to central station..
3. Report facility openings and closings.
4. Monitor equipment sensor's_ for regulating such things as temperature, pressure

and humidity.

r . ,

Digital dialers transmit iietsages in digital codes. This differs from the old
tape dialer which transmits recorded voice messages over the telephone line. The

transmission is made by frequency shift keying_ (FSK1. The encoded message is r ceived
by a receiver in the central station. The receiver decodes the digital langua cand
displays messages in a format that an be read by the station operator.

,

Digital dialers are called digital "communicators" because'of their two-way

communication. One big advantage of digital communications is that they operate on
standard phone limes. It is not-necessary to install special wire. Digitals are

. all-electronic which gets rid of the problems with Mechanical tape. Reports from

digital dialers are usually more accurate than taped voices. Sometimes voice
recordings are unclear. ,

.
. 4

i
. 0

The following diagram'shows a digital dialing.system:.
. 6

Sensor

Sensor

k

Sensor
a

Sensor4...

Digital

Dialer

Telephone

Exchange

4* Central

Station

Transceiver

co

ti

4
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I' Information
1-

The dialer sends its message to'a matching, receiver in the central 'station. The
receiver decodes the digital language and dtsplays.the message. The receiver or
transceiver sends a message back to the dialer. The receiver tells the dialer that
the correct message has been received. Correctness is determined by comparing several
messages. This eature.adds to the reliability of digital dialers.

.

S

Digital communicators provide a two-way communication between the protected area and
the central station. The transceiver unit at the central station acts as both
transmitter and receiver. Communicators have several operating channels_ and a test

channel. A programmer includes a memory ch13'which retains information through power
failures. The monitoring schedule is pre- programmed into the programmer. A typical

digital communicator and programmer are shown below. The specificatidns for the
communicator are included.

DD1 COMMUNICATOR

DD1P PROGRAMMER

DD1 EIGHT CHANNEL COMMUNICATOR
The Acron Model DD-1 Micro-Dialer is an eight channel digital communicator capable CI report.

ing 10 alarm codeswhen using receivers such as Ademco, DCI, Franklin, Soscoa and Silent

Knight. It will operate with any 6 to 12 volt control panel. For silent alarm (stand alone) applica-
tions, the DD-1 is available in a locked cabinet. Activation On be from N.O., N.C., or voltage
trigger inputs. Once triggered the DD1will report all alarm codes. '-

Dial tone detection and automatic low battery repoiting are standard features; a special
regulator circuit allows dialer to operate on battery voltages as low as 4.6V.

A total of 13 digits may be diafed.Olaling pauses may be programmed for areas that require ac

cess pauses. The telephone number, accountnumber and mode selection are stored In thct

DD-1 memory chip.

SPECIFICATIONS
F.C.C. Registration Number: AB798Z67793 Current Consumption/standby: Less than

ALE 6 60 mA

Ringer Equivalence: 0.1B Current Consumptionloperate: LesS than
Dimensions: 5.7" x 5" x 90mA

Housing: Clear finished aluminum Dial PhIsing 'Rate (rotary): 10 nos

Temp. Operating Range: 35'E to 135'F Maketobreak ratio: 0140
Voltage operating range: 4.6 to 16 volts D.C. TouchTone dialing rife: 0 1 sec. per digit

0D1P PROGRAMMER
The Acron memory chi() can be easily programmea using the DD1 Programmer. A
special master chip Is not required. Once programmed, Informallsifi will not be
lost during in, AC or DC Rower failure. Minimumtprogramming simply re tikes
telephone number and account. number. Additional features such as chinging
zone numbers, dialing second number, test/cancel, restore bodes, delay and
listening times and changing from 8 attempts to continuous attempts can be pro-
grammed as needed at no added expense. The memory chip may be reprogramm-
ed up to 4 times. Five control switches and a digital readout are built-In.

d

I
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w

information

Digital*,klialer units can be purchased in many configurations. Some" are combined with

a control 'cabinet. A communicator/control combina`tiori. and its specifications,Are

shown below.

3
.03 ;

.110 14 41,1" r 1

D1270

01270 COMBINATION CONTROL/COMMUNICATOR
The D1270 combines all the features of the 1210 combination control (see Control Panel Sec
lion of this 'catalog) with the Model 106 Digital Communicator in one specially designed
cabinet
Features include fire option, plug-in terminals and bell cut -oil system

I f
MODEL 1290 CCOVIPUTER ALARM/COMMUNICATOR

The 1290 features fail safe arminebackkip loop, silent panic, a 12V 200mA regulated output,
battery f use, microcomputer control and an 8 channel digital communicator with multiple pro-
gram codes

CONTROL PANEL FEATURES
CONTROL PANEL

Remote Arm or Disarm
Multi Stations
L E D for Circuit Condition
LED D System Set

ti Use;Standard 5011._11
Type Remotes
Instant Loop N 0 or N C
Diila9 Loop N 0 or N C
Day Loop N C
Adjustable Exit/Entrance
Delay

Adjustable Bell Cut-Off
Recycle
liorne/Awey0ption
Entrance Pre-Alaien Output '
Eir411 Oittput
BurIgary Spare Contact
Day Bypsiss Switch
Rethargeable or Dry Cell.'
Stand By Circuit
Locked Cabinet.
AC. Light

0'

COMMUNICATOR FEATURES
DIGITAirelALER

Multiple (`.ode Piogratimung
, 8 Raiment code', can.he

for the following
I lire maintained with

reclow
2 f ire (rouble
:1 Burglary with restore
1 Silent 1)MM

11 Open ;Ind close

OPTIONS
115 II, I nlry Warning Day f ire

11661, Remote Ihel for ire

H 1233 Plug In f ire Relay
f11740 Rechargeable Stand fly
fiallery 12V 4AMP/itti

1, Bar k lip
Mainlain or momentary

Ii letilione'Nainher

1:a0,111,1y
Auto Receiver Inteerchange
lip in 4 Molts per Account
Number
Itinli in I ineSeinire
t Tiarefinission Indicator

SPECIFICATIONS
011:'8? 4OVA lianslornier
1 Amp I ii',e A C
I Amp Battery
I Arno Fuse 17V 700MA
Output (Max)
11 0 Volt Charging Circuit
Stmin.Conlacts Rated it Max
Army., IlVAC/76VDC
0 1', I IO 5 (1 2 /5.
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A dialer may be combined with a programmer. One communicator/programmer unit and its
Specifications, are. shown below.

`It

"TRITON" DIGITAL COMMUNICATOR AND PROGRAMMER
SPECIAL FEATURES AND SPECIFICATIONS,

DD485

"TRITON" PD485 FOUR CHANNEL COMMUNICATOR
4 Zones Voltage and dry contact closure activation
Conipa,lible With All Popular Digital Receivers
Memory Chip Programming.-:- No wires to cut or nuts to rearrange. Codes cann ot be visually
deciphered
Communicates WW1 Up To 3 Different Telephone Numbers In a. Variety of Dialing out
Sequences
True Dial Tone Detection
2 Wire Line Seizure
6.18 Volt Filtered DC Operation
Lowurreht Draw 30 microamps inactive, 150 milliamps active
Ruggeid ABS Plastic Case (4.3/4 x 7 x 1.3/8) with snapin protective terminal cove 'r. Opkonal
medal cabinet available.

PROGRAMMABLE f EATURES -
Restore Reporting: Each zone can be programmed for its own Choice of Dial.out sequences: Sequence selection and number
single digit code whist' is sent if the tone's activation input is of dialing attempts are fully programmable.
removed after the unit has dialed-out., . Normal Mode: The communicator.will try to get through to one
Low Battery Reporting: After zone activation is. removed, the of two telephone numbers. ,

unit checks,its power input. If this is low, it dials out to send.a Emeigency Mode: The communicator will try to get through to
selectable single digit code. one of three telephone numbers. ....

Alarm Abort: Allows the transmission to be stopped if thit unit Double Report Mod : The communicator will try to get through
has been restored before a dial-out has been completed. , to two of three tele hone numbers. This mode is ideal for reach.
Zohe 'trip Delay: A'delay from 1 second to 43/4 minutes can be mg two separate ntral stations.
prograrnme4(.or any zqne. . Select Mode: Activation of zones I and II will trigger an emer
Ring Back/Test: After a successful transmission the unit will gency message to be sent to one tele hone number, while ac.
8bund an .optional "Sonalert" (for, a programmable length of tivation of zones III and IV Will trillgiia transmission to a sec'

-time) Once "kiss-off" is received from the central station." ond, separate telephone number.
-3 or 4 Digit Account Codes. Combination Select/Emergeney Mode: This combines the tea.
Alarm Codes: Choost any single digit code for each zone tures-of the two modes.
11 Digit Access NuMber: Sometimes needed to roach an out. Combination Select/Double Report Mode: This combines the
side telephone liPe. features of the two modes.
Up to 3 Separate Telephone Numbers; (of up to 11 digits each) 1

can be contacted.

4
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. I

Informabbn
r

Digital receivers must be compatible with the digital dAler.. The receiver answers

incoming calls' and sends an "acknowledge" signal tack to the dialer.' The receiver

compares sets of coded messages from the dialer. AWhen.satisfied that the mes§age'is

valid, the receiver transmits a "hang-up" signal to the dialer. Some receivers have

hard copy printers attaghed. Photographs of a digital receiver and a receiver/printer

are, shown. .Specifications for the two receiving units are included.

4.14.),AIWO!,,

n././011.

_
qt,

h.:An .v

8510 VIGJTAL RECEIVER
1

,POWER: Operates on 117 VAC Provision tor ernal battery
power supply. '
POWER CONSUMPTION: 20 watts.
DIMENSIONS: 83/4" x 6" x 13" (22.2 x 15. x 33 Gin).

SHIPPING W IGHT; 17 lbs. (7.71 kg:).
, . 4,_,

I

8520 DIGITAL RECEIV-ER/PRINTER

(

POWER: Operates on 117 VAC. Provision for external, bAttery
power supply.
POWER CONSUMPTION: 30 watts
DIMENSIONS: 17vi" x 13 "144.5 x 15 2 x 33
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 25 lbs.4,11 34 kg 1

TAPE DIALERS

0

The t e dialeris called a voice dialer that is used on standard telephone lines..

The ialer uses an endless loop 9f smith recording tape. The telephone number of

the monitoring station is yre-recorded by tone pulses. ,The number is followed by

Voice messages. When an alarm 5ystem trips, the dial:er.starts running the tape.

The tone pulses dial the number of the monitoring station. The alarm is given as a

pre - recorded voice message'.
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A photograph and specifications of a typical tape dialer is shown below. The tape
dialer is also called an automatic telephone dialer.

310

.0

MODEL 310 AUTSMATIG TELEPHONE DIALER
Dual Channel Channel 2 Priority Line Seizure AntiJam Programming Plugin Com

ponents Dry Closure or 6.12 Volt Activation on Both Channels Field Programming
Endless Loop Cassette .6 Min. (Eliminates Threading Problems) Momentary Test Switch:
Eliminates Test Errors & Accidentally Leaving Unit in Oil or Test Mode Unit Activated L.E.D.
Indicator, Extremely Inexpensive Telephone Style Programmer Solenoid Engages Pinch -
Roller when Unit is Activated (Eliminates Tape Sticking & Jamming) Tape- Head Stop
Mechanism Supervisory TimeOut Circuit (Eliminates Runaway Dialing) Unique Momentary

Switch: Ensures Connection to Telephone Network Actual Audio Message & Dial Clicks ,

Heard on Home Phone Unit Returns to On-Line Only After Test,Cycle is Completed ... Even
If Home Phone is Back on Receiver Tape and Transformer Included.,

SPECIFICATIONS
1271.20 VA Transformer' 3 AMP Fuse Total Current Operating 750 MA Tot ent Stand6y Zero

A

1

ACCESSORIES a
311 Coupler Power Supply, and Intprface.
312 AC/DC Power Module with plugin power supply.

31?Ft AC/DC Power. Module with charging circuit. Plugin power supply, and rechargeapde standby battery; 4 amp/hr.
313 Coupler cord.
315 Blank tape (12 min.).
316 Blank tape (6 min.).
317 Programming for tape (6 min.).
319 Line Cut Detector, 6 or 12V. California Public Utiliftes Comm Registration 110,258.
320 Telephony Style Programmer for 310 dialer, includes Microphone.
321 Bulk Eraser, for clearing used tapes.
322 Blarik Tape Cartridge for ATA Dialers only.
368 Connector Cord, FCC Approved for use with RJ31X telephone jack (7').
461 Hold-up Oscillator (special applications).
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Infix ation

The tape dialer al\e-sbmes in many configurations. Some have a combination dialer and
programmer. Such a combination and its.specifications are shown below.

4

tits.
c

ti

Two Channels Burglary & Fire
Built-in Test Speaker with Test
Switches fOr Each Channel

. Activates from N.O. Contacts
or D.C. Impulse
Can Be Set So That Local
Control Aborts 'Dialer
Operates from a 6 Volt Battery

Separate pr9grammers or,prggram generators a,revvaillable. Photographs of two types
of programnYers are shown.

SO

413
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.

4

Information

I

,5
d

One problem with-this type of dialer is the tape transpOrt System. If it is not
used for a period of time, the tape may .s -tick arid cause problems.

I

st

4

4-

1 C 4
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1NSTAUCTIONAL LEARNING.SYSTEMS
A.

AssignrnEnt

o

A

0 Read pages 219 - 223 3in supplementary reference.

Complete job sheet.

Complete self assessment and check answers.

Complete post assessment and have instructor check' answers.

0

A

4

4

AO

1 '

3

4,
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ANALYZE. DIGITAL AND TAPE DIALER SYSTEMS.

Visit sites'that use each - of the dialer syst s.

Ask the monitor of the sysieeto explain how it works.:

Construct a flow chart of a digital dialer system from sensors to response force.

Construct a flow chart of the tape dialer system.

Identify how:

Dialer is connected with sensors.
Dialer is- connected with phone service.
.Receiver is connected with phone service.
Receiver displays information. .

ti
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SElf ' $

AssessmEnt

1. List.3.4purposes served by digital -dialers.

a

2. dialers transmit voice messages that -have been pre-recorded.

3. The recpves and dasokges messages sent by the diler.

Digital dialer sy:stems*offer- way communication between protected
area and monitoring station.

5. Why is the tape transport 'system of a tape dialer a problem?

144160

1G7
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Self Assestment
Answers

I.4

1. Monitor and report security status. Transmit fire, duress and intrusion signals
to tile central station.. Report facility openings and closings. Monitor
equipment sensors.

a

Tape

Receive

Two
. 4

5. Because of long peritds of disuse. The tape may stick.

t

O

t

*IP

0

1 08
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ost
Assessment

INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

1. List two configurations of digital communicators.

mwoodomm"/I,

V

2. Digital codes from the communicator,4s decoded in the

0
3. Which is the most reliable -- digital or tape dialers?

4. List two-configurations of digital receivers.'

5. Why is the digital dialer called a communicator?

4

led 6
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401pstructor

8.

Post Assessmerkt Answers

J

1. Cotlinati on control unit/ communicator / dialer./ programme r

2. Receiver

3. Digitpl

4. Receiver I-printer

Receiver

'9

4
5. Because,the receiver cam communicate back to the dialer.

yr.
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'Supplement:x(9
References

IMMIN11.111INERIMMOIMIMNIIIIIMM

9

II Barnard, Robert L. Intrusion Detection Systems: Principles of Operation and
Applications. Butterworth Publishers. Boston. 1981. Pages 219-223.
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9.1

BLUEPRINT READING BUILDING MATERIALS AND' SYMBOLS

Goal:

The apprentice willte able
identify building materials
in construction by reading
blueprints.

to

used

Performance Indicators:

1. Recognize drawing symbols for common
building materials.

2. Recognize..common symbols of a
plumbiRg plan.

3. Recognize common symbols of an
electrical plan.

4. Recognize common symbols of an
air-conditioning plan.

5. Recognize topographical symbols of
a plot plan.

6. Read dimensions on drawings and blueprints.

112
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1""

Study Guide
0

.";"Pf ". ' 4:a !.

St9dy the goal and performance indicators to find what is to 130 liked from
package.'

Read the information sheets.

Complete the reading assignment for further information on wall and *ceiling
framing details.

Complete job sheet.

Complete self assessment and check answers.

Complete post assessment and have instructor check answers.

411
6100
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406

ti

Vocabula
t

qb

Air conditioning pi.ans

AD Detall sections

Electrical plan

I"

Elevations-

"' Floor plan

Plot plans

111 Specifications

Survey plan

. Topographical symbols

V

I

114
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Infroduction

Blueprints show details of construction and the types of materials used in
construction. A miriimum set of builidng plans consist of floor plans., front
elevation, right elevation, survey plan and a full section of the building. A
maximum set of plans includes many Other plans such as landscape, air conditioning
elqctrical and plum in plans.

An installer should be able to read the symbols for various types of building
materials. When making decisions on microwave applications, for instance, it is, 1

important to know what the walls are made from. Installers must drill holes in
walls to string wife for alarm systems. The blueprints wild show what ies

underneath the plaster.

4

3
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Information

SETS OF PLANS

-Plan sets for odern buildings aremade by professional architects. The number of
plans in a set depends on the degree to which the designer wishes to control the
'construction of a building. 'An average set of plans includes:

Floor pla9,

Front elevation'

.* Rear elevation

Right elevation

* Left elevation

Interior elevations

* Plot plan

Survey plph

Full section

Detail sections

Electrical pAli

u

All of these drawings can be helpful to the installer in planning space and
\volumetric detection systems. The plot plan can be used in planning outdoor and
perimeter security systems.

SPECIFICATIONS

Many plan is include mat rial specifications. Specific.ations show materials to be

er
used in ea h part of the 4 ilding and the exact dimensions of each of the items.. A

set of sp cifications is 1 ted as a table.

.

.

Line
No.

Item

No.
QUANTITY

.

MATERIAL
UNIT

COST

TOTAL

COST

-----r-----.---.

2

,
3

Ceiling
Framing
Roof
Framing

150 pieces

.

x 6" x12' Joists

x 6" x 16' Rafters

----a..
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a

Specifications can be used in cases where the. plan is not clear to the 'reader
v

4
SYMBOLS

Each type of building material has 'its own symbol. In order to read plans and
blueprints, the reader must know common symbols by sight. Materials symbols
appear one way in an elevation di-awing and in another way in a section draviing.
Elevation drawings show the side of a building frbm top to bottom. Sections show a
building as though it has been sawed in half. The section shows the exposed cross-
sectiOn.after it has been sawed. The symbols for common building materials in both
elevations and sections are shown below.

011.

"1,

81UCK.

i9 1 8E R

rifi 0.
e, a. ..a
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Information

PLUMBING SYMBOLS

An installer should have some
plans.are shown.below.

. /qt- Tel?

f.

TES

knowledge of plumbing plans. The symbol for plumbing

HAI-- 647-E °II-44

Ai 14/
No T kJ A4 rOg

F.1.00e DAWN

C COLb GU ArE,C

CooP.ONer,

Ez 8 0 f c,LE4N

ELECTRICAL SYMBOLS
Li

o vr

C o Lb
rEk
'NE

or
vo,4 rE

Electrical symbols of an architectural planare somewhat different from those used
in the blgck diagrams'and schematics of, electronics plans. The common electrical
symbols are shown below and on the next page.

S SINGLE P62.A7 5t,017

s, e). 84E. PoLe s Ls/ Tr 14

THIe6E-WAS' SwsTcN

rig Al /414/NIGERovri-er

1. I

C 14i 1'4 E S

pv5e -r-ori
,vr

giNGL-E
R EciPrilett

ot}pLgx

V

gEcEPr/3 E

a
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Inforrnatiori

4

ELECTRICAL SYMBOIA (Continued)

SPEc/i44..riv-rukf
As 2. E T

.

nJ.t N crvo N Se3)1

AIR CONDUIONiNG SYMBOLS

Air conditioni ng4ystems influence some types of detection devices. The installer
should know the common symbols for air conditioning systems. -

DozPP CoPb rix-rueE .4

SIA/e
14/4rERPe0cP Su), re 14

0 e E,L 1 bocr
0 ca-ZE

FoR p tie&

TOPOGRAPHICAL SYMBOLS

v

ft

/2 x D,r/cr S, z4
AAJb I R. kt. A/

Co ^iv CON vECT-c)g

wpgm AIR

Plot plans Use topographical symbols to show natural and man-made features of
outside areas.

plot
plot plans can be Very useful in planning outdoor-detection

systems. The piot plans show trees, power lines, railroad tracks and roads that,
may interfere with some types of intrusion detectors%

,ice

dh ""
I/1 1. G. 1124 S

. 611R6 SroNs

0
4.1

V
0
G

0
0
44

0 R et1/417th
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Informati n

TOPOGRAPHICAL SYMBOLS "(conti.nued)

DI,MENSIONS

r,EaCE

Po 0/6 '2ziNE
_

F =". z

Gif) s XiNE

3 7. 2.
pRopE/2,Ty
co tmee.

411/4,1:1; Ni
1.0..1 mob=

iiit444+1444 R / R 0 16,

rk e K

Dimensions are shown with dimension lines. A dimension line has an arrow-.at each
end.,

I

Distances san be calculated from plans by reading the dimensions on the plans.
Detection coverage patterns can be planned from the blueprints. The length of
wire runs and locations of sensors and processors can be planned in advance.

APPLICATIONS

%EN

Blueprint reading is a critical skill for low voltage installers. They do not need
to be architects-or drafters. The installer must be able to interpret the work of
architects. This requires the installer to know the common symbols used in drawings
and how to read the dimensions shown on the blueprints: With some basic knowledge
of symbols and dimensioning,' the installer can,dpecomp a good blueprint reader

through job experience.

t

120
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. INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Read Chapter 12- -Wall and Ceiling Construction, pages 209 221 in Architecture
Residential Drawing and.Design. Kicklighter and Baird. Goodheart- 011x
Company, Inc. Southlielland; Illinois. 1979.

1MM

Complete job sheet,

' Complete self assessment and check answers.

Complete post assessment and check answers with thstructor.

QI
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Job ShEet,
/

'

ANALYZE A COMPLETE SET OF PLANS

AI Secure a set of blueprints for a commercial or 'residential building.'

Examine each_plan in the set:.

What kind of plan is it?

What is the purpose of µ.f he plan?.'

Which symbols do you recognize?

Which symbols do you fail to recognize?

Can you.understand the dimensions of the plan.?410
Make a list of. symbols -and other plan features that you do not. understand.

Ask you instructor to explain those features that you do not understand.

v.)

to,

4

122
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5Elf,
Assessment

Study the following plan. 4,4i4i

1. What type of plan is it?

Identify what the plan shows at the following points:

123
BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Self Assessment
Answers

44/ t kr...

A.'

1. Total length of house

2. BriFk fireplace hearth

3. Total width of house

4. Tub access

5. Attic access

Il

I

4
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Post
AssessmEnt

1.," "1 .00..4. 7-

Study the following plan.

1. What type of plan is it?

Identify whAt each of the symbols represent. Numbers are marked on,the plan.'

It

c.

1 0 -
.L X.), BEST: COPY AVAILABLE
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Instructor
Post Assessment Answers

WI

1. Electrical and heating

r

2. Telephbne

3. Ceiling duct outlet

4. Duplex receptacle

5. Window

6. Weatherproof duplex receptacle
,r
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Supplementary
References

Kicklighter, Clois E. and Baird, Ronald J. Architecture Residential Drawing
and Design. The Goodheart-Willcox Company, Inc. South Holland,
Illinois. 1979. OP
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9.2

DESIGN OF ALARM SYSTEMS

Goal:

The apprentice will be able to
design a basic home or commercial
alarm plan.

41#

Peiformance Indicators:

1
/

Identify zones of detection.

2. Identify sensor devices for each
zone of. detection.

3. Sketch alarm system on'plot and
floor plan.

At

128
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Study GuidE
",Nr-0,"" '- I ,

Read the goal'and performance indicators. This tells you what can be expected
from the package.

Reid the vocabulary list. The vocabulary list will sr you the trade tXms
to be used in the package. 0

0 Read the introduction and information sheets for technical content.

4110'

complete -the job sheet for practice in desighing a system.
Jo . Complete the.selfassessment to see how much you have learned. Check your

own answers.

Complete the post assessment to show your instructor how much you have learned.
Have instructor check answers.

4F

12J
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Vocabulcall

k

Asset location

Asset value

Deterrants

Exterior zone

F el d detectors

Floor plans

Motion detectors'
$.

Perimeter penetration zone

Plot plans

Proximity detectors

Stressidetectors

Structural barriers

Threat analysis

Transducers

Zones of detection

ro
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introduction

Design of alarm systems involves many considerations. The designer must know what

threatens the property and methods for detecting intrusion. Such design involves
pager and pencil drawings of floor plans and plot plans. In some cases construction

blueprints are available to the installer. Sometimes installers will have to draw
their own plans.

The design is much easier if the total system is broken into zones of detection. This
allows the designer to deal with small pieces of a system at one time. When the small
pieces are tied together, it is the design for a total security system. The .zones

of detection become organizers for the design of intrusion detection systems:

1rt

4*.
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Information-

INSTRUCTIONAL

nformation

USE OF BLUEPRINTS, DRAWINGS AND PLANS

When designimg home alarm systems, the installer should have a basic floor plan. The

floor plan shows doors, windows, hallways and many. other. features of a home.

If outdoor detection is to be included, a plot plan will be needed. A good plot

plan shows distances, trees, shrubs, entrance ways and fences.

Detailed plans and specifications such as electrical and air con4.itioning plans will

be needed for commercial and industrial jobs. For home protection, the'floor plan

and plot plan should be sufficient for designing a system..

If drawings are not available, the installer should take measurements and sketch a

floor plan as plot plan. Some type of plan is needed for laying out the design of

the system.

COpSIDERATIONS IN DESIGN

°Several considerations should be given to the design of an alarm system.

1. Threat analysis -- What is the nature of the threat to the property to

be protected?

42. 'Assest value -- What is the value of the items to be protect&P

3. Location of assets. -- Where are the valuables located within the protected

areas?

Structural barriers -- What types of barriers exist between a burglar and

the protected items? Fences, walls, roofs, floors and vaults are examples
o a

of structural barriers.

S. Operable openings -- How mapy openings or access pointt does the intruder

have for entering the house? .

6. Deterrants -- What types of deterrants' now exist? Neighborhood watch,

security patrols and watchdogs are examples of deterrants.

ZONES OF DETECTION

The zones of detection must be determin4M.' Some systems may 'start at the property

"'line fence which is the first zone of detections Other systems may start at the

building walls which is'the third zone of detection: The designer must decide'where

detection should begin. It will depend on the threat, asset value and the,other.
0

°41
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Information

consideyations of design. The five zones of detection are:

Zone 1 -- Perimeter penetration such as crossing the boundary line.

Zone 2 -- Exterior zone such as walking across the yard.

Zone 3 -- Perimeter' of building such as breaking through walls, doors and windows.

Zone 4 -- Interior of building outside the room where the protected item is stored.

Zone 5 -- The protected item such As a safe, file cabinets or antique collection.

CHOICE OF DETECTION DEVICES

The selection of sensor devices is determined by the zones of detection. The zones
of detection and sensor. devices are listed below:

Zone 1 -- Perimeter penetration

Electric field sensors
Transducers (geophone, piezoelectric,

.electro-mechanical) Field detectors
Electret cable transducer 8 Stress detectors

- Strain-magnetic line sensors
- Taut wire switches

Zone 2 -- Exterior

Buried line sensors
- Infrared beam
- Microwave beam

Zone 3 -2 Building perimeter

- Foil tape
Grid wire

- Vibration detector
- Glass breakage detector
- Magnetic door switches

1

Field detectors
Beam detectors

Stress detectors

4
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rmation

Zone 4 -; Building. interior

- Passive infrared 'B

- Audio
- 'Ultrasonic
- Sonic
- Microwave

Zone 5 -- Protected item

- Pressure mats
Capacitance.sensors

- Vibration detectors
- Tilt switches

,

IIIIDESFGNING THE SYSTEM

1" .....

a

Motion detectors

Proximity detectors

1. Determine where detection should begin (Zone, of detection),

2. Select most appropriate devices foNeach zone.

3. Determine the number of sensors needed in each zone of detection.

4. SketCh wiring layout from sensors to signal processors.

5. Consider environmental factors that may affect each type of sensor.' Rain,
snow, flying birds and street traffic have aji effect on many sensors. Early
consideration of this may avoid false alarms.

FIRE ALARM SYSTEM DESIGN

Fire alarm systems are designed to alert people that a fire is under way. The design
of.fire alarms is much different.than that of an intrusion alarm system. A fire
alarm system must consider:

.1. Sensors, usually smoke detectors, placed in or near sleeping areas.

2. Sensors placed in duct system.

The choice of sensors for home installation is simple. The smoke detector gives -As.

earlier warnings than the flame detect s or thermal detectors. Most systems use
a smoke detector that works on the'pr ciple of ionization'.
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AssignmEnt
.04.X.Eroc,f)...C....c.0413 Me) LDtti07 CO if, .043.0 400 DOCTa, 00000000000C.0o0000s0 adpCcacl

\

Scan information in pages 1 - 51 of the supplementary Werence. Read material
that t needed to complete your background knowledge of design philoSophy and
requirements.

A Complete the job sheet.

Complete the self assessment and check answers.

Complete post assess nt and have the instructor check answers.

135.,
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Job ShEEt

PLAN ALARM SYSTEM FOR YOUR OWN RESIDENCE
40

Materials

Butcher paper
- T square or'rules

Draw a floor plan for your residence. Intlude doors, windows, and room dimensions.
I \

-Plan an intrusion alarOstem for Zones',3, 4 and 5.

List your selection of intrusion sensors for each detection zone.

411/40 Show location of control unit.

Show how system will be monitored.
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SElf 1

Assessment
0

LIST DETECTION DEVICES. THAT1ARE APPROPRIATE TO THE ZONES OF DETECTION
q

1. Zone 1

Zone 2

4 400

3. Zone 3

4. .Zone 4

5. Zone..5

6: List two examples of deterrants.

What type of drawing is needed for planning exterior detection?

8. What type of plan is needed for planning zone.3, 4 or 5 detection?

9. What is a threat analysis?

10. What type of fire detector.is most widely used in homes.
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I. Self Assessment
Answers

104

10

Electric field sensors, traasducers (geophone, piezoelectric, electro-mechanical,
electret cable) taut wire switches, strain-magnetic sensors.

IP
2. Buried line sensors, infrared beam, microwave.

Foil tape, grid wire, vibration detectors, glass breakage detectors, magnetic
door switches.

4. Motion detectors (passive infrared, audio,* sonic, ultrasonic, microwave).

5. Pressure mats, capacitance sensors, vibration detectors, tilt switches.

r

6. Watchdogs, security patrol, neighborhood watch.

4.. Plot pl an

8. Floor plan

Determine the level of threat to life and property

10. Ionization smoke detector

13d
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0

Post
ikssessmEnt

AP On the following plan, mark the zones of detection in red pencil. Remember there
are five.

List two types of sensor that might be used in protecting each zone.

V
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*instructor
Post Assessment. Answers
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IP
Supplenneniwy
References

0)

Bernard, Robert L. Intrusion Detection Ssytems: Principles of Operation and
Applications. Butterworth Publishers. Boston, 1981. Pages 1 -.51.
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10.1

TYPES AND APPLICATIONS OF ALARM SYSTEMS

11

I

Goal:

The apprentice will be able to
describe the types and applications
of alarm systems:

142

Performance Indicators:

1. Describe main parts of a security
alarm system and their functions.

2. Describe a hard-wired system.

3. Describe open and closed circuits.

4. Descrpe armed an unarmed systems.

5. Describe common devices used in
detectors and their use.
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Sfudy GuidE
, W.; . !

41 Read the goals and performance indicators to determine what you are expected
to learn from this package.

Read the information sheets.

Review vocabulary sheet to make sure that you understand the meaning of terms.
4

1 Complete self assessment and check answers with the answer sheet.

Complete post assessment and ask instructor to score answer.

.
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Vocabulary

I0

Wm.

.0.

Armed system,

ullet-nosed sensor

Cable

. Closed circuit

Control unit

Detector

Disaemed system

111 Hard-wired system
1,

Open circuit

Power supply

Pressure sensitive matting

Reed and magnet switch.

Tamper switch

Vibration switch

al

144
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A

Introduction

Most alarm systems are designed to protect life and property. The major uses of
alarm systems are:

Bank alarms to protect the bank's money from robbery and theft. Bank
security has been a problem for several' hundred years.

- - Fire alarms to protectbuildings and homes from being destroyed.

-- Burglar alarms to protect property from being burglarized.

'Alarm systems are also used to control work processes and add comfort to life.

- - Environmental conditiops of buildings are monitored from remote stations.

- - Movement of oil in the Alaskan pipelines is monitored by, a highly complex
alarm system:

- - Supermarket dooruopen for the customer through the use of invisible
beams of light.

Industry uses alarm devices in controlling their manufacturing processes.

fl

"This package will introduce apprentices to alarm systems. Other packages will be
devoted to the specifics of the different systems.
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ti
S

Information

Security alaN systems range from simple to very complex devices. All alarm systems
have four main parts:

1. .Power supply

2. Control system

3. Detector unit

4. A means to connect the units such as calbe in a hard-wired system

Alarm systems may be operated by electricity, beams of light, radio signals and
magnets.

A hard-wired.system is one in which wires are used to connect the main parts of
th@ system. A basic alarm system is shown in the following drawing.

(>4-vicrpg.

Hard-wired alarm systems may be connected as:

1. Normally,open circuits

2. Normally closed circuits

A normally open circuit is armed with the switch in the open position. An alarm
goes Off when the switch is closed.

)0
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Information

A, normally closed cikuit is armed with a closed detector switch. The alarm goes
ff when the switch is opened.

Ala

, POWER SUPPLY
A:Closzb

54), 7r-iv

The power supply for many alarm systems is household electricity. This electricity,
must be modified by transformers, rectifiers and filters into low voltage D.C. The
power supply units have built-in electrical components for providing th proper

6, voltage. Most systems have batteries as a back-up system in case the regular
power supplyjs shut off.

CONTROL SYSTEM

The control unit is the "guts" of all alarm rstems. Wires reach out from the
control unit to all detector units. TO' co trot unit relays signals from the (

detector to the alarm. Quite often, the gontrol unit will have its own security
system to make sure that it is not tampered with,. Tamper switches are placed in
the control ynits. If the unit is bothered, the alarm will .go off. When wsystem
is set to go, it is "armed". When the system is turned off, it is disarmed. A
key is used to arm and disarm the system. In most systems, a green light shows
whether the system is armed.

CABLE SYSTEMS

The cable used in "hard wired" systems usually contains two wires. This cable
connects the main parts of the system and carries electrical current for operating
the 'system.
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Information

DETECTOR UNITS

There are hundreds of types of detector devices. 'Some are operated by radio signal,
utgtents and light beams. The different types of detectors will,be covered in other.
learning packises. A sample of common detection devices will be discussed in this
package. This discussion will Acquaint apprentices with some of the commonly used
switches for household and office security alarms.

Reed and magnet switches are used on windows and doors. One part of the switch is
attached to the door frame and the tther to the door. Reed and magnet switches
are usually wired in a closed circuit. The alarm sounds when the door, is opened.

Bullet nosed sensors are used on doors and windows. The system is armed with the
"bullet 'nose4,o? the switch pressed against a closed window or doors When the
.door opens, th alarm sounds.

4

lid
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Pressure sensitive matting is used underneath rugs. This material can also be
buried in soil beneath windows. When an intruder steps on the pressure sensitive
matting, their weight will close the circuit and sound an alarm.

NOS. 159/160/161 SEALED SUPER -THIN
MATS

Stock she mats Super thin construction
Only 3/32:' thick Available in three

sizes: 18" x 24", 18" x 30". 6" x 23"
Designed for under carpet use Perfect

for hard to protect areas Rugged vinyl
cover Completely sealed and moisture
resistant
No. 159 Super-Thin Mat; 18" x 24"
No. 160 SuperThin Mat, 18" x '30"
No. 161 uperThin Mat. 6" xi 23"

Vibration switches are used to,trigger alarms when intruders break the glass in
windows or doors. The shock waves are picked up by a sensor in the vibration
switch which completes the alarm circuit.

NO. 11

410. 11 VIBRATION CONTACT
Ademco Vibration Contacts No. 11 and No 10 are used in
closed 'circuit alarm systems to protect against intrusion
Through windows, walls. ceilings, safes, cabinets, etc. They
will initiate an alarm when a vibration of sufficient force
strikes the protected surface. Vibration contacts can be ad
lusted to respond on any surface glass windows, plaster
board construction. and even cement walls

Protects possible entry/access points walls, ceilings.'
windows Extra economy for mullipane windows. one frame-
mounted No 11 will protect entire window Also guards
safes and cabinels against attack Simple screwdriver ad-
justment for sensitivity Slim, modern dustsealed case: rib
bed backing for firm adhesion to smooth surfaces U L

Listed.
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Complete job sheet.

Complete self assessment and check results with answer sheet.

Complete post assessment and have instructor score results.

4
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Job She Et
0

WIRE A SIMPLE ALARM CIRCUIT

Materials

Power supply*

Control unit

Reed magnet switch.

Procedure

Wire a Reed magnet switch into a closed circuit as shown in the package.
Place switch on xloor.

- Arm the circuit.

- Test circuit by opening door.
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Self
Assesmenst

Draw .a diagram of basic alarm system and label main parts.

2. List four power sources for operating alarm systems.

Define a "hard wired" system.

4. Sketch a "normally open" circuit.

5. Sketch a "normally closed" circuit.

6. Describe 'armed" and "disarmed" systems.

s

7. Reed and magnet switches are normally used in circuits.

8. Breaking of window glass can be detected by using a switch,.

9. switches can be used to secure a control systd.k.

10. An intruders weight can trigger an alarm if they step on

152
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Self Assessment
Answers

1.
th.

2. Radio signals
Electricity.
Flagents

Beams of light

3. A hardwired system is one that uses wires to connect the main parts.

4.

5.

PEN AND 41046-b

CloSED Aso ARMED

6. Armed means the alarm will go off when the circuit is disturbed. Disarmed
means that the system has been turned off.

7. Closed

81 Vibration

9 Tamper

Rs?

10. PresOre sensitive matting.
t

#

1.53
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Post
Assessment

1. Explain the use of Reed and magnet switches.

2. Explain the, use of vibration switches.-

STUDY THIS DRAWING OF AN ALARM SYSTEM AND ANSWER QUESTIONS 3 - 10:

A

C

3. What type of circuit is shown?

4. Is the system armed?

5. What part is represented at A?

6. What part is represented at B?

7. What part is represented at C?
1

8. Describe the system if switch is turned to OFF in B.

9. Describe the circuit if switch is opened at C.

1Q. What does D tell us about this system? Describe..

(f,

154
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Est Assessment Answers
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V

1.- Reed and magnet switches are used on dooi's and windows. When^doors or
windows open, it breaks a closed circuit and sounds alarm.

2. Vibration switches are used to detect breaking of glass. A sensor detetts
the shock of breaking glass and oeprates the switch.

3. Closed. circuit.

4. Yes

5. Power supply.

I

6. Control unit.

7. Detector

8. Disarmed

9. ,Open circuit

10. D tells us that it is a hard-wired system.
*a.
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Supplementary
References
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Goal:

IFIXILIM0f1.41.. LEM MK )%ni7E1).

43.

The apprentice will be able to
describe types of burglar alarm
systems and their applications.

ft

lo.i

BURGLAR ALARMS

fa

Performance. Indicators:

1. Describe components of a burglar
alarm system.

2. Describe zone] f detection in a
burglar alarm4Nstem.

3. Describe types of detection devices
used in each zone of detection. .

4. Describe ty,pes of monitoring systems
for burglar alarms.

5. List signal transmission systems.
6. Describe response force for burglar

alarms.
7. Describe burglar alarm applications

in commercial, industrial and
residential settings.

15'7
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Study GuidE I

It*

Read goal and performance indicators to find what you are expected to learn
from package.

Read the vocabulary list to find the trade terms that will be introduced in
this package.

1 Study introduction and information sheets to-learn to hnical content of
package.

Complete the job sheet.

Complete the self- assessment to test knowledge of the package contents.
Check your own answers with answer sheet.

Complete post assessment and have instructor check your answers.

r

4

"D.
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Vocabulary
A

AC system

Annunciation

Building interior zone

Building perimeter zone

Commercial stations

OP Detection devices

DC system

Digital dialers

Exterior zone of detection

Fence disturbance sensors

Intrusion detector

, Invisible beam detecyws

Monitoring station

Multiplex system/

Perimeter pene ration zone

Proprietary tations'

Protected item zone

Proximi y detectors

40
.
Response force

Telephone dialers

159

Zones of detection

et

,
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It4eadudion
S.0.1

Since Biblical times, man has struggled tkkeep valuables safe from burglars.

The Egyptians and Chinese developed locks solne.5,000 years ago. The only alarm

device to be developed during the Dark Ages wasthe church bell. The peoples

had very little worth protecting during that age. Chirch bells were used to
signal disasters such as fire, death and. civil ,emergencies. When banks became

a target of robbers and burglars, the time lock was invented.

The modern burglar has a much higher skill level than did their grandfathers.
That skill level must be metvith even ,greater skill by those that design burglar

alarm systems. The designers of systems must be able to outw1t the burglar. This

means that the systems mist continue to'change as the burglar learns to outwit

the old designs.

160
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information

Burglar alarm systems are designed to protect property during the absence of the

property owner. The system may operate while the owner sleeps or is on vacation.

It offers protection against being burglarized.

I .
.

The skill levels of burglars range fro gi low to very high. Simple security

systems are agequate for detecting low'skill burglars. But for the highly skilled

burglar, complex systems are required. Many burglars know the technical features

of burglar alarms and can disarm-the systems with great ease.

A burglar enters the premi es for the purpose of stealing property. They are

intruders upon the property others. SQ a burglar alarm System must involve

intrusion detectors. Once the\intrusion is detected, t signal must be commUnicated

_ to a response force. The response force may be a security guard on the premises;

the local.police,depirtment; or a brave property owner that wants to handle their

'own .burglars. %
.

/

i

Burglar alarm systems have the following components:

I. *Detection devices to signal the presence of a burglar.

*2. Signal processor to evaluate the signal and send it to the monitoring.

3. Monitoring station to receive the:signal and alert the resp9
/n

se force.

. 7

4. Response force to apprehend the burglar. 1

i

The components of the system must be working together for a fast esPonse to alarms.

e
The response force must arrive quickly or the burglar will have l eared the

building and be longogone. The response time is critical if th burglar is to

be caught.

SoMe,systems are designed to deter burglars &Om completing their mission. Such

systems use annunciators at the scene to frighten away the burglar. Flashing

'lights, 4irens, beljs and other types of annunciators are used in a burglar

deterrant system. This.type of system is designed to scare burglars--not to

catch _them.

Z9NES OF DETECTION

Tiiie burglar system mpst consider five zones of detection when designing a

burglar alfarm systemt
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Information

.1. Perimeter penetration zone is the outer line of protection about the
property. This may be the property line or a smaller area. It depends
on the level of threat from the burglar. This line is where the burglar
first becomes the personal problem of the property owner.

2. Exterior zone of detection is the area between the perimeter and the
property being protected. This may be a courtyard, garden or lawn area
that the burglar must cross to reach the protected property.

3. Perimeter of building is the third zone of protection. This is the
building where the assets are stored.

4. Interior of building is the fourth zone of protection. .This includes
hallways, elevators and stairways-that a burglar must move through to
reach the protected item./

5. The protected item is the fifth zone of detection. TH burglar is
detected when they come near or touch the prtitected item.

DETECTION DEVICES

Special detection devices are needed for each zone of detection. Perimeter
penetration is detected by such deviices as:

Geophone transducers
Electric field sensors
Taut wire switches
Piezoelectric transducers .

ElectromechaiOcaltransducers
Electret cable transducers
Strain magnetic 'line sensors

All of these sensors are designed to detect fence disturbance or intrusion of the
perimeter. Once the burglar has breached the perimeter other devices are needed
to detect them as they cross the exterior zone. These Are likely to be;

1. Invisible beam detectors such as infrared and microwave.

2. Buried line sensors.

111
The building that houses the property to be protected is the third zone of
detection. Special sensors are used'to detect the breaking of glass and bashing
of walls and doors. The devices most commdrily used in protecting the building
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Information

perimeter are:

1. Foil tape tO'detect glass breakage.

2. Grid wire on vents and other openings.

3. Vibration detector.

4. Glass breakage detectors.

5. Magnetic switches on doors. and windows.

The fourth zone of detection includes areas inside the building. 'Motion detectors
are tie best choice of devices for this zone. The motion detectors include:

1. Passive infrared

2. AtiOio

3. Ultrasonic

4, Sonic

5. Microwave

If burglars make it through the first four detection zones without alarming the
system, they are getting close to the items that they wish to steal.. The devices
that are very near the protected item are called proximity detectors.

O

Proximity detection devices usually include:

1. Pressure mats that are triggered when the burglar stands on them. These
are usually placed under carpets.

2. Capacitance sensors are attached to the metal objects being protected.
The burglarTchanges the capacitance of the electrostatic field.

Vibration detectors.

Tilt switches.

I

1C3
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Information

MONITORING SYSTEMS

The burglar alarm system may be monitored'by the property owner or a security guar.d.
In this.case, the alarm is annunciated by a horn, siren, bell or light.. Upon
annunciation, someone on site acts as a response force to catch the burglar- This .

system is only good when some person is on site at all times.

Telephone dialers convey a recorded voice message to the police department 0 other:
preprogrammed numbers. Some police departments 'do not allow the use of telephone'
dialers.

Alarm stations maintain staff to monitor the alarm systems. The stations maybe
commercial stations that make a profit from handling hundreds of customers.
PropPietary stations are operated by agencies or individuals for the protection of .
their own property. The central alarm station may use one of several techniques.
for transmission of signals.

1. McCulloh circuit .

2. DC system

3. AC system

4. Multiplex system

5.. Digital dialers

RESPONSE FORCE

The response force must be considervd when designing a system. Some common A

response forces are:

I. Security guards on site

2. Local law enforcement officers

3. Security guards on. call at guard services company

4. Owners and caretakers of,property.

164
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Information
IP

Response time is the critical factor in selecting a responce force. If the

response force cannot reach the scene before the burglar passes through the
detection.zones, the alarm system is useless. It dos not matter how many alarm
signals are transmitted if the burglar has gone before theAsponse force arrives.

APPLICATIONS

The applications for residential, commercial and industrial settings will be
different. The basic tones of detection, intrusion devices and monitoring system,
will be more complex in an industrial or commercial setting. Commercial buildings
are concerned with the protection starting at t4e, building perimeter. Industrial

sites have outside storage sites that must have protection in the perimeter'
penetration and exterior zones. Residential systems may need protection at the
perimeter of estates or at the building perimeter. Its depends on whether the
residence is a small ranch or in an apartment.complex`

The choice of detection devices will be based on the zones of detection. The

system should become more complex as the threat is increased. Threat is dependent
on the value of the items being protected and how attractive the items are to
burglars. Applications in commercial, industrial and residential settings must be
considered on the basis,of a:

1. Threat involved.

2. Zones of detection available.

3. Monitorjng system available.

4. Response force available.

V
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AssignmEnt

Read Chapter 2 in the supplementary reference.

11 Complete the job sheet.

0 Complete self assessment and check answers.

0 Complete post assessment and have instructor check answers.

4 .4

.
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Job Shed

SKET4I-1 A- BURGLAR' ALARM SYSTEM FOR A PENCE
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Job $hEEt

lierm.10.1.11.111.40.

a

4.

Mark with red pencil:

Perimeter detection zone
Exterior zone of detection
Building perimeter zone

...

This residence is located 5 miles from town. The law enforcement is handled!

by the county sherriff. Both members of the family are often away from the

house at the same time and for extended periods. Valuables are kept in the

/master bedroom.

Show types of devices needed by zone of detection.

Recommend a method for transmitting sigjials.

111 Recommend a monitoring system.

Recommend a response force.

f

a

a

G 44
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Self
Assessment

.%,..101,

LIST DETECTION DEVICES THAT CAN BE USED IN EACH OF THE ZONES OF DETECTION:

1. Perimeter penetration zone:

01

2. Exterior zone"

3. Building perimeter zone:

GO

4. Building interior zone:

5. Protected item zone (Proximity detectiOn)

ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS:

6. List two types of alarm stations.

7. List three methods for transmission of signals to an alarm station.

8. List four major considerations.when designing commercial, industrial and
residential systems:

9. , List the components of a burglar alarm system.

10. how does a burglar deterMnf system. work?
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Self assessment
Answers

1. Geophone, piezoelectric, electret cable and electromechanfcal transducers.
Electric field sensors. 'Taut wire switches.

2. Invisible beam detectors and buried line sensors.

3. 'Foil tape, magnetic switches, grid wire, vibration detectors, glass
breakage detectors.

Passive infrared, audio, ultrasonic,: sonic and microwave. All are motion
detectors.

5. Pressure mats, capacitilnce sensors, vibration detectors and tat switches.

6. Commercial and proprietary
'

.7. McCulloh circuit, AC system, DC sistem, multiplex system and digital dialers.

,3. Threat, detecti$n zones, monitoring system and response force.

,Detection devices, signal processor, monitoring station and response force.

10. Local annunciators such as sirens, bells and lights are supposed to scare a
i burglar away before, he takes the protected item.

A

1.70.
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*Post
Assessment' .' "'''! 14; - ....1.:4- -Vore:. t- ' "

Describe burglar alarm systems.. Make sure that the following points are
covered in written description:

Components of a system

Zones of detection

Detection devices

Monitoring systems

-* Signal transmission

Response force

Considerations in design of commercial, residential and industrial applications

S
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0

instructor
Post Assessment Answers

Review the apprentice's description of burglar alarm systems.

Critique the apprentice's description of burglar alarm-systems.

Are ideas about burglar alarm systems correct?

Are there additional points that the.apprentice should know?

I.

p.
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Supplementary
References

(7`

II Barnard, Robert L. Intrusion Detection Systems: Principles of Operation
and Applications. Butterworth Publishers. Boston. 1981.

0
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Goal:

The apprentice v411 be able to
descr4be fire

4
alarm systems.

6

A

10.3

FIRE ALARMS

Performance IncOcators:

4 Y.,: P

1. Describe the nature of fire.

2. Describe detection methods and devices.

3. Describe 6eheral rules for installation
of fire and smoke alarms,

4. l?escribe a fire alartli system.

174
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Study GuidE

L

Read the goal and performance indicators to find what is to be learned from
package.

Read the vocabulary list to find new words that will be used in package.

Read the introduction and information sheets.

Complete the job sheet.

Complete self assessment.

10 Complete post assessment.

0

IM
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Vocabulary

411. Audible annunciation

'Fixed temperature detector

s, name detecto-r-

Infrared detector

Inonization detector

Photoelectric particle detector

Rate of rise detector.

Single station

Spontaneous combustion

Thermal detector

Ultravioleti detector

(/

1 7ti

t
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introduction

Fire detection is aimed at the protection of both lives and property. In order to
save lives, fire must be detected in its early stages.

Fire detection devices respond to smoke and flame. This differs from the burglar
detection devices that respond to sound, motion, vibration and changes in electric
fields.

Fire, burglar and panic alarms are often part of the same reporting and monitoring
systems. The response force is usually a trained fire crew instead of a police
officer. The signal transmission systems are the same for all alarm systems.

9
9

$ 177
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Information

Fire results when fuel, oxygen and heat are, brought together, Once started, a fire
will continue until one of the three ingredients is ,removed. Fireg'sometimes starL
as the result of accidents or explosions. riAre ofteh start'quietly and unnoticed.
Fires start when: 1,

1. Heat is brought in contact with combustible material.,
. A match or faUlty

electrical equipment are common examples of heat sources:

2. Combustible material generates enough heat on' its own to i6lite. ThisNis
called spontaneous combustion, Otly rags, wet hay and piles of trash are
examples of spontaneous.combustible'materIals.

Smoke from fires is composed of 'gasses that are poisionous to people, People'mutt
411 be separated from fires before they are overcome with smoke. Smoke can kill or

cause people to react in crazy ways. .s

A fire alarm system must provide an early warning to the people 'living or working
in a building. This need for early warning has been the basis for developMent of
fire detection devices used today.

METHODS OF.DETECTLON

1.

basi 'p s of fire detection equipment are:,

t actuated or "thermal" detectors.

Photoelectric particle detectors.

3. Ultraviolet and i4frared flame detectors .411"
.

4. Ionization devices reacting to particles of combustion.

THERMAL DETECTORS

There are two basic types of thermal detectors:

"

1. Fixed tem erature detector that alarms when the temperature goes beyond
135

Fixed tem erature and rate of rise detector,

1 7 8
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The following drawing shows the second type of detector.

If the heat buildup exceeds
the contacts.

PHOTOELECTRIC DETECTORS

15° rise

1 Vont

2 Contacts

Dlaphr"M

4 ,Mmetal 5 Brass
Sttip Hemisphere'

per minute, the diaphgramll .mo and.close

These units operate on the principle of the "electric eye." TIpere are two types
of photoelectric detectors:

1. One has alight bulb that directs a beam of light 'nto a photo-sensitive
cell. As smoke closes out the light, a change in onductivity will cause
an alarm.

2. The second.type depends on reflected light. This type is generally supplied
by manufacturers of,Ifire alarm devices. Light reflected from smoke
particles.will trigger the alarm.

A drawing of this type of detector is shown below.

Nwm

XikiLena ,*
1,Nv.

Photoelectric devices offer advantages over thermal devices because they detect
/smoke. This gives earlier warnings of fire,

)
ULTRAVIOLET AND'INFRARED DEVICES

These are special purpose deviice§. Mostly, they are used to alarm to rapidly
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Information

4

expanding fires. These detectors are called flame detectors because they will'only
respond to flame. Flame detectors are used as p otection in storage areas with
flammable supplies. These detectors can b trt gered by the flickering light of
aflame.

,
IONIZATION DETECTORS

The ionization detector is the best device for fire protection on the market today.
Radioattive material is used to ionize air molecules into plus and minus particles.
When particles fr'om combustion enter the air particles, it results in larger
particles. These larger particles travel slower and causes a change in the current
flow. The change in current causes an alarm signal. Ionization detectors can detect
fire well in advance of actual flame. The following drawings show the electrodes in

AI' a constant state and with mass particles.

1

., . ...

.1 ,
r. .

. ) 1 , t., . (-_-_11
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INSTALLATION OF ALARMS

Fire detection units may be installed as a single station or as a system. Many home
and smaLl'retail users use the single station. The single station either has an
audible alarm or.is connected to"a nearby local alarm. In larger structures such
as schools and apar'tments, the buildings are divided into pro ctiOn zones. Each
zone is protected by detectors which are monitored by a central- ontrol unit.

RULES FOR INSTALLATION

I. Detictors shall be located on the Ceiling.

2. Detectors shall not be placed in the direct path of air from air supply.
registers.

3. Detectors should be placed at least two feet'from walls or beams.

4. Staircases can be protected by installing detectors on the ceiling of
the,top flpr landing.
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nformation

5. Detectors should not be placed in dead .air spaces at the top of doors.

6. Detectors may be built into automatic door closing devices.

7. Detectors should be located close to sleeping quarters in residences.

8. Detectbrs in the duct system must be carefully located.

9. Detectors must be located upslcm of filters in return ducts and down-
stream in the supply ducts.

N
JO. Makeup air intake to ventilation systems should, be protected by a detector .

ANNUNCIATION

Fire alarms all have some type of audible annunciation feature. A siren, bell or
whistle is required for warning.the occupatants of the building. The annunciation
is usually loud and shrill. It is designed to get their attention so that they can
vacate the building. This differes from burglar alarm systems that often use visual
annunciation so that burglars do not know that they have been detected.

FIRE ALARM SYSTEMS
) .

A fire alarm system has the same components as a burglar alarm system:

I. Fire detectors.

2. Signal processor and transmission line.

3. Monitoring station.

4. Response force:

The systems for transmission of signals to a central station were discussed in
other packages. These syStems include:

1. McCulloh circuit.

2. D.C. current.

3. A.C. current.

4. Multiplexing
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5. Digital dialers

Monitoring systems for fire alarms are usually the s me as that used for burglar
alarms. Commercial and proprietary stations handle ire, burglar and panic alarm
systems.. The response force for fire alarms is' norm lly a city fire department or
rural fire department. Fire departments4Naintain cres around the clock and offer
quick response to alarms.

EXTINGUISHING EQUIPMENT

Fire alarms are often linked with a water sprinkler SysteM. When the system alarms,
t waterflow switch bObns_gate valves and the sprinklers come on. This system-
also has supervisory switches to monitor the water 'pressure during an alarm. A
separate package will be devoted to extinguishing devices.

4

s.
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Ass\ignrnEri t

\complete job sheet.

Complete self assessment and check answers.

Complete post assessment and have instructor check answers.

or-
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Job ShEEt

VISIT A FIRE STATION

Obtain pqrmission to visit a fire station.

Observe the systems for:

Processing alarms

Responding to fires

Transmission of signals

Promoting fire prevention

M

Make block diagram of fire alarm system from detect ton to response Jorce.actiore

t
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Self
Assessment

4/4441,. 44. .,

p

1. Describe two ways in which fires are started.

0

Why is sffioke a hazard to people involved in fiizes?..
a

List' two types of thermal detectors..

Which detector-offers the advantage of earlectfbfl--thermal or photoeTectrit?

5. List twoflame.detector'devic'bs?

6. ,Which detector is most widely used today?

40

7. Home owners Osuallytloperate

8. Schools and large buiJdings z

a.

1.

0-

station alarms.
IN,

protected areas into a
.mof

Where should fire detectors be located within rooms?
0

10. What is audible annunciation?

,

t, 4

top

O
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Self Assessment
Answers

I 0 ,

Heat brought in contact with combustible Materia) and by,spontaneous
combpstion.

2. Smoke contains toxic gasses.

Fixed temperature and rate of rise.

4. Photoeletric.

Jto

I

44.

5.. Ultraviolet and infrared.

6. Ionization

7. Single'

0
V 8. System.

9. Ceiling

10. Audible annunciation is sirens, bells, horns and other noiseMlAng devices.
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IN TRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

* Post
Assessment

4,7;0.7 . -, try . ." "v.:"--- :-."," . ....r2:.1-:"' ",5 t::.,,' . '

I. Describe a fire alarm system. (In writing)

Types of detectors

Rules for installation of detectors

System for monitoring alarms.

Transmission line system.

Response force.

2. Draw a block diagram that shows signal flow from protected prea to response
force.

187



IN IVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Instructor
Post Assessment Answers

1. Have instructoh review description of fire alarm system and correct any
misconceptions about fire alarm systems.

A

I
2. Have instructor review block-diagram and make revisions needed for ctorrection.

.40

isd
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Supplementary
References

Si Security, Distributing Marketing Magazine, P.O. Box 272, Culver City, CA
' 9023.0.*

gl

18a
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10.4

HOLD -UP ALARM SYSTEMS
,

Goal:
4

The apprentice will be able to
deyribe hold-up alarm devices
an applications.

Performance Indicators:

1. -Pesqribe the wired devices used
,.in hold-up alarm systems.

2.- Describe wireless devices used in
hold-up alarm systems.

DeStribe how bold-up systems differ
from fire and urglar systeMs.
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INS1IRUCTI0NAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Study GuidE
.49"411.

7."...1141.1 .0

Read goal and performance indicators. Identify what is to be learned frompackage.

Read the vocabulary list. Get acquainted with'the new trade terms to be
found in this package:

Read the introduttion and information sheets for technical content.of the
package.

1§10Complete requirements of the job sheet.

Assess.your knowledge of hold-up alarms by completing the self assessment
sheet.. Check your answers.

Demonstrate""your knowledge of holdup alarm systems to your instructor.
Complete the post assessment and ask the instructor to check your answers.

f
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Buddy system unit's

Dead. traps

Double. press sW,itches

Hold-up buttons

Hold-up fbot rails,

Live tra.tos..

Money clips

Money sentry transmitter

dingle push switch

Traps

<I

4



I.EARNING SYSTEMS

ntrodudion

,
.4

Intruism, alarm systems are designed'for detec4ion of those'that sneak into protected

areas% Nese types do not wish to be observed by others while they are involved
in an ihtrusion. .

The arrripd robber presents a different set of conditions. They use guns or other

force to take the property of their victims. The caretakers of the protected

property are on thesite at the time of the hold-up. The victims of a hold-up

arewbsually fearful of the persons committing the hold-up. They cannot telephone

fo help withoultethe risk of being injured. .

'" Hold -upHold-Op systems ai-e designed in a way that alarmswitches can be secretly tripped.
Some systems are designed so that the hold-up bandit will trip the alarm switch

. without knowing it.

ttr

4

4
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Information 4

Hold-up alarms are usually monitored at,a law ufbrcement station. '*:The response fOrce ,

must act quickly to hold-up alarms if-the bandit is to be caught. Aside from the
special alarm switches, the components of a hold -tip alarm system are *very much like
fire and burglar systems. The signal processing and transmission systems are often
used in combination with fire and burglar alarm systems. Or

This package will identify_spme deyiGes that are used in a hold -up alarm system.

WIRED SWITCHES

HOLD-Ur FOOT RAILS

Foot rails are alarm devices that can be activated by the feet. A bank teller,
for instance, can trip the alarm with their toejhile holding their hvids high tri
the air. A photograph of a foot rail is shown 5elow.

MONEY CLIPS

NO."2§6 HOLOUP FOOT RAIL
Easy to Operate Upward movement of toe
activates alarm Rugged cast aluminum
housing 18" wide DPOT contacts In
dicalor flag with Key reset immediately,
pinpoints cause of alarm U I Listed
Grey wrinkle finish Ideal for banks.
jewelry and liquor stores

I

0'

M

_Money clip9iare designbd to be placed in cash registers and cash boxes. Two bills
ar0.41.aced in the clip section of the switch. Other bills arc placed on top. The
alarm goes 'off when the two bils Are removed from the clip. A money clip is
shown below.

NO. 264 MONEY CLIP
Designed for installation tri'cash registers
rash boxes and at tellers' windows Iwo

hills are placed under the sec lion of

the switch Additional hills in the ca.ilt
drawer are placed on Lop of fhe thp An
alarm will he aclivaled only II the Iwo bin

tom removed !WO! undar I.,

ll I I 'slow

0

1
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u.

#

Informationrmation

RAPS,

,

F
Traps are designed to be tripped by the intruder. A "live tra is wired as a closedcircuit switch. Wien the intruder trips-over the trap cord, t ,e contacts open andthe alarm soundS. A "dead trap"-is wired as-an open circuit. rf,the intruderbreaks the trap cord, the?contacts dlo'se to trigger an alarT. A trap is shown below.

DOUBLE PRESS SWITCHES

NOS. 75/76 "LIVE" OR "DEAD" TRAPS
Insulated Use for 'live' or "dead' in
stallations Use No Pi for cfosed circuit
systems and No 76 for open circuit
systems Trap clip inducted

. Another type of hold' -up alarm is a press switch that activates when trie switch boxis pressed on both sideS. A photograph of a press switch is shown below.

HOLD-UP BUTTONS

NO. 266 DOUBLE PRESS HOLD-UP
SWITCH

Eliminates accidental alarms Wdl,nol ac'
fivale alarm unless both sides are pressed

locks in Onckactillated Requires Key
to reset and has built-in indicator flag
SPOT U 1. listed

The hold-up button switch has two small buttOns--one on each side of the box. Bothbutton$ must.be pressed at the same time to trigger an al'arm.

4.

NO 267. MINIATURE HOLD -UP BUTTON
No larger than an Ademco No 14
magnetic el1nlacl Buttons on either side
must he depressed Worthy, In activate
alarm (operi the protective Circuit) sPSI

II I listed Grey

i



INSTRUCTIONAL. LEARNING SYSTEMS

hformation
a

SINAI PUSH HOLD-UP SWITCHES

go

1/

These switches are designed for'silent operation. They have a key for resetting the
system. A single push switch is shOwn below.

.

NO 269 SINGLE PUSH HOLD -UP SWITCH -
Specially designed for silentoperabnp
/tractive stainless sleet housing In
dicator Ilaq and Key reset OPDT contacts

Use with Modularm systems for super
vised hold up protection U I I isted
3'h x2'h "WxI,H

o

WIRELESS DEVICES

MONEY SENTRY-TRANSMITTERRELESS)

This device.operates very much like a money flip. When the bills are rerotoved from
the holding clip, it transmits a repeating signal to alarm stations. This wireless
trasmjtter is usually hooked up with video cameras and other security devices.
The-wireless.money sentry transmitter is shown below.

0'23 MONEY SENTRY TRANSMITTER
Model 0.23, Money Sentry, transmitter is used in banks or wherever cash is handled "Bailed" with curren-
cy, it is hidden beneath the money stack in a cash drawer Removing the "bail'' bill from the holding clip
transmits a repeating signal used to trigger alarms and other security devices such as video cameras. Com-
pletely poitable. thil,unit is operable when cash drawers are moved.

BUDDY SYSTEM UNITS (WIRELESS)

Two or more stores can install a hold-up alarm system for the price of one conventional
system. A unit consists of two receivers with built-in'sonalerts and reset. switches,
and two transmitters.

4,

a

V

I

BS100 BUDDY SYSTEM
The HS 100 er, ,1 new tom ell in hold up protection II provides inexpeioye, dependable and
immediate ointeclion Int Iwo Ill mole arliacent pigmea4,, Now two storm; can be pwle.cled tot
ley; Plan the r red nl One conventional I 10 up syslom II is early iostalled mounts In any
posMon on any MOO, Clio my (movement 141 outlet the HS WO' includes Iwo

flirt rfq VIVer', with 1)1111? nt ';(111.11Cf I.; ',WII( ht!'.. Iwo P'',1 Iwo watning

decal% Arta IWO got', HI 'Ism ne,truction The c; I I Money ( lip 1,1 o)lional

.4

l'

ti
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DEVICES
11J

HOLD-UP SYSTEMS DESIGN

Most devices are designed to be secretly triggered without the knowledge of ''the hold-up
bandit. A special line of switches,, money clips and traps ark available for the
installer of hold-up alarms.

SIGNAL TRANSMISSION 4

Alarms are usually channeled into a central station of a law enforcement agency.
Digital dialers, tape dialers and other methods can be used in hold-up alArm systems.
Since it ,is critical that the response force move quickly, the moot reliable trans- .

mission methods must be selected. Wire,less systems are also used to transmit alarms.
These RF transmitters operate on FCC approved frequencies.

III ANNUNCIATION

Mest hold-up bandits are desperate and emotional people. It could be very dangerous
to the hold-up victim to have a `siren go off inside the firm being robbed. The robber
might panic and shoot, those being robbed. The annunciation must be directed' toward
those that can help--thts is'usually a police department or other law enforcement ,

aijency.

A hold -up alarm system might appear as,Jollows:

Bandit holds up
liquor store at
gunpoint and,
demands money.

f

Owner touches' foot
rail with toe and'
triggers 'alarm.

Alarm turns on
CCTV Records

accurate descrilStiOn
of crook. .

'Telephone dialer sends
alarm to poi ice station.

4

a

Police monitor
.receives signal.' ,

Police dispatcher Dandft is apprehended
calls,officers to scene.

,

197.
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INSTRUCTIONAL LEAFtNtNG SYSTgMS.

Information
A

APPLICATIONS

Hold-up alarm systems are used ill banks, stores and other areas that handle large
amounts of cash. 'The principle of hold -up alarms can be used in any application
that involveS duress. In situations where. a. victim is held hostage By force, there
is a need for secret alarming deVices and traps. Whether the protected item is
morky or personal' safety, ,the victim might be able'to trigger the.alarm without being
detected by the Landit. Hold-up systemsmay include closed circuit TV cameras that
record descriptions of robbers. Descriptions can Jae very helpful to law enforcement
and will help to get offenders convicted.

/

ti
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INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS
r

. .

ti

c
.Complete the job sheet.

Cqmplete the4.self a'ssessment and check $nswers.

p
Complete the post assessment and have instructor check answers. 7

10

I

se

s

4

4
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INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

3

Job ShEEt A.

1.: .-4!!'9--

064

ANALYZE AN EXISTING flOLD-UP ACARM SYSTEM.

Arrange through your instructor to visit a site that has an alarm system in
operation. Perhaps you cap assist in troulieshooting a'system or just take
q walk-through inspection tour.

. 4k Observe all components of the system.

Devices such as foot raits,,,s.Witches. Where are the devices located?

Other components such as closed circuit TV used insistem.
.

Signal transmission methods. Is.it a wired or wireless system?

Monitoring gystem--Who monitors the .9,5istem?

'Draw 'a block diagram of the total system. Check its accuracy with your
instructyr or other, highly experienced installers:

e

J

A)
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INSTRUCTIONAL LEARVING SYSTEMS:

As E SS ill nt
II

A
A

1. 'Describe a hold-up fbot

2. Describe a money clip.

3. Describe live trap.

4. Describe dead trap.

II/
1,

5. DescrIbe how a double press switch operates.

6. Describe how a hold-up button operates.

7. Describe a mot-fey sentry transmitter..

What is a "buddy 'system" ugt?

4

Why are special type switches needed for**14-Up alarm systems?

10. Should there be loud alarm annuhciation'at the holdup site? Why or why flat?.

0 1-

41.

ti
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Self Assessment
Answers

I. A'switch device that can be triggered with the toetor foot.

. 2. A money clip is a detector that holds the contacts open with two bills. When
the bills are removed, an alarm signal fs tnnsmitted. I

A live trap is a device designedlbe triggered by the hold-up person. It is
.

wired on a closed circuit.
(

4., A dead trap is the same as a live trap except it is wired orb an open circuit.

5. A double press switch signals when both sides of the switch are pressed at
one time.

.6. Two buttons, one .on either side, must be pressed at the samer time.

7. A money sentry transmitter is a wireless device that 'sendi a signal when bills
are removed from a clip.

8. A wirel4ss unit that consists of transmitters and-receivers. It tar be shred
by neighboring businesses.

9. Because the victims of a hold-up cannot make an open-try for help.. The victims
must be able to trip the alarm without notice of the Mndit.

fo. Loud annunciation, at the hold-up site might cause the victims to be injured.

4 Hold -up bandits are usually tense. The sound of a siren might cause them to

pavic and shootthe hold-up vittims.

i
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6

AssEssrnEnt

4

."7.t.^- 4 : .11 444.4114: ;- M-ru 1-, -0. ;- !"". 11'. 2:'

Id1HAT ARE THE FOLLOWING DEVICES CALLED?

1.

2.

.3.

or

a

4

A

S.

5-.

v

Ua

V



INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Post Assessment Answers,

1. Money clip

2. Trap*

3. Foot rail

4. Hold-up button

Double press. switch

V,
V

4

CIO

4' 8
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BANK ALARM .SYSTEMS

a

Goal:

The apprentice will .be able to describe
bank alarm systems.

14.

Performance Indicators:

1. Describe detection devices.

2. Describe annunciation.

3. Describe transmission.

.

4
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'Study Guide

Read the goal and performance indicators for this package.

Read the vocabt4ary:list for yhis package.

41"5 Study the introduction and information sheets.

I. Complete the job sheet.

Co4lete the self assessment and check answers.-

c

4'
Complete th4 post assessment and have your instructor check Uhe anlpers._

4

N

.4

Ora
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°Vocabulary
Annunciation

Bank cameta

0 Capacitance sensor

Double press switch

Glass breakage sensor

Holdup button

Holdup, foot rail

Magnetic switches

III Money clip

Time lapse video recorder

Tra nsmission

Trap

I

)

4

f.

-

"r-
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Introduction
4

Bank alarm systems are, by necessity a confidential matter. The threat of bank
robbery is ever present because of the large sums of money handled by a bank.

Therefore, it is imposs4le to show actual design features of bank alarm system.
Neither the banks or security alarm companies. :seem willing to share the
specifics of bank alarms. Some banks wer willing to discuss their alarm system,
in general terms.

The previous package discussed holdup alarms. Since the holdup alarm and a

bank alarm system are quite similar, this package does'not contain pictures of
detection devices. The'readei is referred to previous packages 'for pictures.

IP

cC

5B
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Information I

I

Most bank warm systems have dedicated lines direct to the local pdlice station.
For safety reasons the alarms are silent so that a trigger-happy robber is At
stampeded into shooting the bank employees. Larger banks may have a central
station for several branch barks. The response to bank alarms is usually a
rapid one. The. robber is much easier to apprehend while leaving the bank._ They
may be hard to catch once they are away from the robbery scene.

Detection DEvices

Bank cameras are .35mm cameras that 'awe set to make pictures of the bank
interior. These cameras'. make several photos per minute (2 per second As a
common setting) so that all'movements will be adequately covered. The photos
can be utilized for identificaiton of robbers or other suspects.

Time lapse video recorders are becoming more popular in bank security. The
IIIrecorder can be programmed to function when an alarm is triggered. A complete
pictorial record of a holdup can be recorded 'and Used by law enforcement
officers. U

Hold. -up foot rails are devices that can be activated by a teller's 4pot. A bank
robber is very nervous and might shoot a person reaching for an alarm. The foot
rail is below the teller cage and can be tripped without notice.

Another type of bank alarm is the double press switch that can be alarmed by
.pressigg on both sides of a small box. A hold-up button is similar to the
double press switch except that the box has buttons op.the sides.

Money clips alarm when a robber removes bills from a cash drawer. The last bill
in the stack is folded under a clip. Removal of the last bill trigs an
alarm.

Traps are devices placed in a way that the robber will trip them.

The bank interior may be secured during non-banking hours by motion detectors
such% as microwave, ultrasonic or passive infrared. The doors and window
openings are secured by glass breakage senors and magnetic switches.

The vault room itself may be protected by motion detectors, beams or sound
detection equipment. Capacitance sensbrs are used on the vault. The choice of
'detection equipment will vary with'the designer.
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Informal
Annunciation

.
:

Annunclation,must be."s116nt. zeo Usually the annunciation occurs within a police

department some distance from the bank., The alarm must be directed toward those

that can help rather than toward those inside the bank. Inside annunciation is

visible--not audible.

n L

Transmission

Signals are transmitted ,throvgh dedicated lines, tape dialers or digital dialers

to the local law enforcemeni agency. In some cases, wireless systems may be

used in transmitting signals. The transmission system must be selected

according to the locql situation of the individual bank.

I

nt)

of

4

41.
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Assignment
te

ki .

Review earlierjoackage on hold-up alarms.
,

Complete the job,,sheet.

Complete the self assessment'and check answers.

1

Complete the post assessment and have instructor check your answers.

I

t
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c

Job Sheet )

COMPARE BANK CAMERAS WITH TIME- LAPSUIDEO RECORDER

Obtain supply catalogs. a

What advantages are claima0 for bank cameras?

1

1 What advantages are claimed for time lapse video recorders?

What 4\isadvantages do you 'see for each?

a

Check your petceptions with a journeyman installer. Were you correct in
your comparison?
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Self
Assessment
41r Why are: bank alarms not annunciated audibly?

2. What is a money Clip?

.

3. How is a hold-up rail operated?

de

4. What is the usual size of a bank camera?

Alb

4
5. How is a trap alarm triggered?

I I,

41V

el

213 ti
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Self Assessment ) 1

Answers a

0

) it
. 4

,

' _)1. 41ro avdid panic bers that .may cause them to h4rm innocent persons.
h.'

2. lystack of bills with the bottom one tucked under sensor.
removed, an alarm is made. `

3. By the teller's foot.

4% 35 mrit

5. By the robber.

J

.

When the Willis

0

,

21
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Assessnient
41,

Match the following terms and descriptive phrases.

de,

C

1. Bank camera A.

\

2. Time lapse video recorder B.

3. Trap C.

4. Hold-up rail D.

. Money clip . E.

41.

1

Activated when bill is removed from
a clip.

Triggered by the-robber.

Programmed to function when an

alarm triggers.

Makes 35 mm pictures at rate of
2 per second.

Triggered by foot.

.1

t

2.15 1)



Instructor
Post Assessment
Answers

D 1 ".

2.

B 3.

E 4.

IP

t
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lip

Supplementary
References

A

References on bank alarm systems are extremely scarce: Availability of
such references would enable bank robbers to comprimise the secuility system.

.
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10.6

WIRELESS FARM SYSTEMS

Jit

r

.4*

Goal.-,

0

The apprentice will )Se able to
describe wireless alarm systems
and their applications.

4

Performance Indicators:

1. Destribe principle of wireless
alarm systems.

Describe components of an RF
transmission system.

3: Describe applications of wireless
systems.

, 218



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Study GuidE

4
.

Read the goal and performance indicatOrs,to find what you are expected to
learn from this package,

Read the vocabulary list to find trade terms that used in this Package.

Study the introduction and information. sheets to lvarn the (technical content
of this package.

Cotplete the job sheet.
o

Complete self assessment and check your answers.

Complete post assessment and have the instructor check your answers.'
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Vocabulary
4

Coaxial cable

Coaxial connectors

Crystal controlled oscillator

Dual frequency channels

Electromagnetic ,interference

Line of sight systems

ill Narrow band filters

One-day RF systems

Receiver antenna

RF power meter
.v.

41 Two-way RF system

Transmitter antenna

VSWR meter

V
r

I

I

1220
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INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Introduction

4'

Y.

41

To this point the packages have dealt with wired-systems. The transmissi'n of
signals requivd wires or telephone lines to carry the signal from the protected
area to the m6nitoring station.

fireless systems are also used in signal transmission. Radio frequencies can
transmit signals from remote locations to a central station. The wireless'
systems have many applications that cannot be easily met with wired systems.

A

fat

ma,

V
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Information

Y

Wireless alarm systems use a radio frequency to transmitalarms from the detectors
to the central station. There are five dual frequency channels available for
central station use. Those channels fall between 460.9 apd 466.0 MHz.

RF systems are line of sight systems. The transmitter antenna must begin a line
of sight with the receiver antenna. The sensors send a signal to the transmitter.
The transmitter,sends the signal to the receiver in. the central station. The
following diagram shows'how.signals are transmitted to the central station.

Sensor

Sensor

Sebsor

Transmitter

ft

(
Wireless systems can be used for fire, burglar, panic and hold-6p alarm systems.
The greatest use of wireless systems is to monitor remote areas. It also offers
the advantage of being portable. Panic transmitters or receivers allow messages
to be tlelivered while a person is away from the site..

Central Station

. Receiver

Electromagnetic "interference is one of the biggest problems in RF alarm systems.
The messages are not always clear. One technique for control of interference is
to repeat the message over and osier. Another control method is to use dual
frequency channels.

Frequency stability is maintained by using crystal-controlled oscillators. This
allows the receiver to use narrow band filters. The filters remove-all signals
except those within their bandpass. Filtering helps control interference.

The RF signal transmitted from the transmitter antenna to the receiver antenna.
Antennas an important part of RF units. The antennas must be carefully located
and maintained.

WIRELESS DEVICESDEVICES

-17

Wireless systems use many of the same devices as wired systems., Only the method
of signal transmission is different. Some typical devices are shown on the next page.

222
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ti

Information
PICTURES OF WIRELESS DEVICES

DS1010 SELF-CONTAINED SIREN
12 VDC. Completely self-contained, no adds-

,Ilona' amplifier needed. Weatherproof
plastic horn with rustproof metal hinge
bracket. All solid stole; low current.

PANIC TRANSMITTER
Hand held or clip for 4el1. Self
coding, high impact plastic case.

T.1 (1351/FT3 (190) HEAT DETECTOR TRANSMITTERS
Transmits signal upon sensing specified,
temperature.

NA

-7"

4..
. ..

41*

SMOKE DETECTOR
Includes built-in transmitter.
Ionization type, 9VDC operation,
U.L. Listed.

REMOTE.ALARM RECEIVER
For extra alarm location, as corn
panion to Model DS-10I1 Smoke
Detector. Reset switch,

1)1`.4 GLASS PROTECTOR?TRANSMITTER

Designed especially for use with fast acting glass
,brook and vibration contacts. Can be used with
either NO or NC circuit. Will activate control
receiver up to 200 feet away.

tri
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Information

APPLICATIONS

RF systems have many applications'... Their greatest use is in monitorinremote
locations, bgats, pump stations and other industrial controls.

The transmitter is connected to its antenna with coaxial connectors. The receiver
is also connected with its antenna by coaxial cable. The transmission cable must
be kept in good repair.'

The range of RF transmission is approximately 30 miles. A short range type of
radio transmission is used on local sites. This type of transmission is limited
to 300 feet..

.......,.....*13.041441.4M1410 MY.041.42M1L1/41,0.110.4.....1114.110C.I.

The installer will find an RF power meter and a VSWR meter to be helpful in
testing an RF system. These meters will test RF output of the transmitter and
the antenna.

Radio signals can be blocked by buildings, mountains and other tall objects.
Sometimes the signals can be bounced off of the same objects to ah advantage.
Antenna height will improve radio transmission. The extra height may become very
expensive if it requires guy wires and additional mast.

RF transmission is available in both one and two-way systems. T new two-way
systems are similar to the interrogator-reSponse technique of mu iplex systems.
The receiver asks fon a status report and the transmitter will respond.

0

224
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AssignrnEnt
6

Complete the job sheet.

Complete the self assessment and check your answers.

'Complete the post assessment and have the instructor check your answers.

V

A

4

0

I.
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INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING, SYSTEMS

Job ShEEt

Terrtrrn
CloselS/ inspect an RF transmitter.

Inspect a coaxial cable and coaxial connectors.

Inspect a receiver, coaxial cable'and antenna.

Determine:.

How sensors are attached to transmitter.

How coaxial cable is oined to transmitter and antenna.

1"

Flow receiver unit is attached to its antenna.

- How units can be adjusted.

How the units are supplied with power.

How much power is needed to operate a unit. IP

er
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°Self
AssessmEnt

1 1

INSTRU TIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

1. How many RF channels are available to alarm' installers?

2. What is meant by a line-of-sight system?

3. What is tfie range of RF transmission or the approved channels?

ti

I

are used to maintain frequency stability,.-

5. band filters

receiver.

41.

re used to .filter unwanted signals from RF
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Self Assessment
Answers

1. Five

2. Antennas must be in-sight of each Other.

tit

3. 30 miles

4. Crystal controlled oscillators

III
5. Narrow
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4,

Post
Assessment di

* Draw a diagram of an.RF alarm system. Show relationshis of sensors,
transmitters, receiver and antennas.

.

8
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Instructor
Post Assessment Answecs

SENSOR

SENSOR

01 SENSOR [-I

ANTErit4A

0

TRANSMITTER

.. ...... I,
ANTENNA

0

RECEIVER

ha.

2E30
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HAND AND POWER TOOLS

11111111=11=111.11111.1111111MIMIIIIIIMIIIIPNIMIIIIIMINIM1111111111111=111101111111111111111.11111111MIIIMMIIIIIIII

Goal: 1

The apprentice will be able to
identifylsommon hand and/pow
tools.

Performance Indicators:

1. Identify common hand, and power toots
by name.

2. Describe the use of hand and power
tools.



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Study. GuidE
1

Read the goals and performance indicators to find what is to be learned from
package.

AP Study the pic ures Of tools and thejuses of each one. You may have used many
.of these tools 14 the past. If so, theck to see that you have been using them
for the purpose intended.

Complete the job sheet.

Complete the self assessment and cileck answers.

11 Complete post assessment and ask the instructor to score answers.
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,INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

1

Vocabulcx 4 e,

Ao?

Learn the names of all tools shown in information sheets.

'

8
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INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Introduction

Low voltage installers must know the theory of the)alarm systems that ire being
installed. Beyond the theory, the installer must-be skilled in the use of hand

and power tools. Without such skill with tools, the installation will be slow

and expensive.

Skill with tools is basic to good workmanship. An alarm system reqUires good
workmanship to alarm properly. The apprentice should know the names of common

tools and what those tool, can be used for.

When learning the use of a new tool, read ttle instructions or ask an experignced
perion to demonstrate its use. 'It is, ease to start proOrly thin to break,
old habits.

-1



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Information

MEASURING AND TESTING TOOLS,

Folding rule

Tape measure

11 Torpedo level

Circuit tester

.11,1

4

Meastire distance on walls,
cable, conduit, etc.

A

Measure distance on walls,
cable, conduit, etc.

Leyel conduit and equipment.

4

Check for power and identify
conductors.

1

23,,E



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Information
CUTTING TOOLS

Hacksaw

Keyhole saw

f

File

Sabre saw

Electrician's
scissors

Chisel

\ Cut conduit, cable and meta

Cut holes through plaster-
board.

''"'144111.11111111 Sharpen tools

S

rer7-111/1k?Ara
-...d111100111n

Cuts holes through
plasterboard.

Cut stall conductors.

Notch wood for cabl
or boxes.

3t)



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

1

Information

Pipe, cutter

Bolt cutter

Cable cutter

electrician's
knife

SCREWDRIVERS

Flat blade
scebwdriver

Phillips screwdriver

Cut large bolts. P"

Cut large bolts, locks, etc.

Cuts large cable.

Strip insulation from
conductors.

Tighten or loosen slot-
head screws/

Tighten or loosen Phillips
head screws.
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Information
WRENCHES AND PLIERS

Adjustable wrench

Pump pliers

Allen wrenches

Needle nose pliers

Diago41 pliers

oer
General purpose wrench.

Tighten couplings and
conductors in coNduit.

Installs or removes
Allen screws.

Form small loops on conductors.

T , "44100PIL

Cut conductors where space is
limited.
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INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Information

Linemans pliers

Adjustable wire
stripper

Cutting/
crimping tool

Hemostat

Snap ring
pliers

Fuse puller

r Cuts and holds large conductors.

Strips insulation -from
conductors.

Strips and cuts .conductors,,

crimps wire lugs.'

Used to keep heat away fromr.
components by clipping them
out of the way.

Install and remove snap rings
on equipment.

Removes fuses without danger
of shock.

r.
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Information
DRILLING AND BORING TOOLS

Portable drill

Drill brace

Tap tool

Ship *auger

drill bit ".

Drill holes for installation
electronic cabinets, control
units, etc.

N

Bore holes in wood for
conduit.

Makes inside threads on
drill holes.

Drills deep holes
that r uire extra
reach.

2.10
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Alf

Information

4

elChassis pi ch

Center punch

Hole saw

0

HAMMERS AND FASTENING TOOLS

Ball peen hammer

100

Electrician's
hammer

St MM

Punches large holes in metal
boxes, etc.

Make center punch for drilling.

s

ads.large holes in metal.

Hammer and shape metal.

Driving and pulling nails,
breaking plasterboard.

211
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Information

Stapler

SOLDERING AND HEATING TOOLS

Soldering gun

Fasten small conductors to
wake

Sol der large conductors.

Heat gun Dries conductors.

Heat sink

Soldering iron

Keeps heat away from
components when soldering.

eg=k0411111=1=11 Solders smaVTi components
and printed circuit boards.
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Information
........aormaPaaaamaaaaaa.

Soldering aid

INSTALLATION TOOLS

Drop chain

S

Fish tape and reel

BENDINGAD FOR)kNG TOOLS

Conduit Mender

Pipe reamer

Cleans and holds/conductors
while soldering.

Pulls cables through walls.

Pulls conductors and cable
through conduit and walls.

Bends conduit

Removes burrs from conduit.

243 ,
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AssignmEnt

Complete the job sheet.

Complete self asse,;sment.

Complete post assessment.

k

4

VI

%le
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INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYST MS

Job. ShEEt
.4

USE A CUTTING:AND CRIMPING TOOL

Tools and supplies needed

Cutting and crimping tool
Insulated cvductor 12-18 gauge
Bolt 6/32*tt 1Q/32
Wire lug,that fits conductor size

Procedures

Locate stripping slot for the size.of conductor at hand.
Practice cutting and removing insulation from conductor.
Locate crimping area on tool.
Insert wire lug on conductor and practice crimping.
Locate bolt curring area on tool.
Practice cutting bolt with cutting and crimping tool.

.Have instActor check work to make sure that the tool is being used properly.

101.
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Self
AsscssmEnt

Label the following tool s by their' industry nab":

2

3

,ortirwaK:"'" ",,.V.,ZdaZZe;44.40, .

/0
V
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Sell Assessment
Answers

1: circuit tester
0

2. Hemostat

3. Cutting/crimping tool

v.4. Pipe reamer

5. Chas:" punch

6.. Heat sink

7. Fish tape and roeel

8. Pump pliers

9. 6iagonal.l. pliers

10. Conduit bender

4

a
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Post
Assessment

WHICH TOOL WOULD BE SELECTED FOR EACH OF THE FOLLOWING JOBS?

1. Check a circuit to see if it has power. 6

2. Bend a length of conduit to make a 45' angle.

(
3. Drill a hole that is deeptr than regular drill bits can reach.

4. punch 'large hole in metal control box.

5. Keep heat away from electrical components during soldering.

6. Pull conductors through a conduit raceway.

7. Cut conductors inside a cramped space.

@P.

8. Remove snap rings on equipment.

9. Remove a fuse without risk of shock.

10. Make inside threads on a drill hole.
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instructor
Post Assessment Answers

1. Circuit tester

2. Conduit bender

3. Ship auger drill bit

4. Chassis punch

5. Heat sink

6. Fish tape and reel
.

7. Diagonal pliers

3. Snap ring plier

Org. Fuse puller

10. Tap tool

5

4
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MAINTAIN HAND AND POWER TOOLS

Goal:

The apprentice will' be able to
maintain hand and power tools.

Performance Indicators:

1. Use tools for the purpose intended.

42. Keep tools free of rust.

3. Repair or 'replace broken and
damaged tools.
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Introduction

Maintenance of tools is an important part of a craftsman'; job. If tools are not

maintained, the installer will spend too much time at "fighting" tools. The tool

must be maintained before it is needed. It is a costly procedure to stop an

installation to repair a hand tool. Tools should be maintained when they are

put away from a job..

Good maintenance is more a matter of attitude and habit than it is of know-how.

Some people feel that maintenance takes time away from production. These people

prefer to fight dull and broken tools rather than to take time out for maintenance.

Others have developed sloppy habits in caring for tools. Such habits are difficult

to break.

Tool maintenance must be made a part of all training programs. The efficient

0 installer hasIll of the tools needed for i job; tools that work when needed; and .

knows how to use tools for their i tended purpose.

A

I
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Information
I

-

4 1

RULE 1

USE TOOLS FOR THEIR INTENDED PURPOSE

-Tools are usually damaged when they are used for purposes that are beyond that

for which they were designed. For example, diagonalpliers are used to cut small

conductors. If diagonal pliers are used on a very heavy conductor, the jaws ar
likely to be sprung. Lineman pliers should have been selected for the job.
Screwdrivers should not be used in cases where the blades do not match the size of
the screw slot. -Each tool is designed for specific uses. The first step in a

maintenance program is to use the tool for those recommended purposes.

RULE 2

KEEP TOOLS FREE OF RUST

Rusty tools make'vroblems for the user. Adjustable wrench will .not adjust

when rusted. tiers are difficult to use when the jaws are r sted. Rust can be

avoided by keeping tools clean and dry. A few drops of oil wi l prevent rust

from forming in the first place.

RULE 3

KEEP CUTTING TOOLS SHARP

Dull saws and drills tend to slow down an installation job. Cutting tools should

have their cutting edges protected' when not in use. When thrown about, their

cutting edges are easily dulled: Cutting too\rshould be sharpened before they
become dull.

RULE 4

REPAIR OR REPLACE/DAMAGED TOOLS

Screwdrivers withddamaged bl'ades should be ground into working shape or discarded

completely. DaMraged tools should never be left in the tool kit. They should be

set aside for repair or replacement. Electric power tools should be inspected

41101F

for dam ords and repaired as needed.
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Information

RULE 5

ORGANIZE TOOL.KIT

Tools should be organized in a way that hey are easy to find. A tool kit should
be organized so that one tool does not damage other tools. For example, cutting
edges should be protected from banging by hammers and pliers. An organized lool
kit will do a lot for the maintenance of tools.

tb

V
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4

Assignment

Complete the job sheet.

Based on the inspection of hand tools and power tools (job sheet), complete
the self assessment.

Complete post assessment.



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Job ShEEt

INSPECT HAND AND POWER TOOLS

Carefully inspect all tools for which you are currently responsible.

Set aside tools that need:

Sharpening

Adjusting
Lubricating
Repairing
Replacing

Ask instructor to confirm the maintenance needs of the set aside tools.

Sharpen, adjust, lubricate and repair those tools that need it

Replace tools Ott are not functi-enai:

0 *2 5 5
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SElf,
Assessment

.10.4 ". -

BASED ON INSPECTION IN JOB SHEET:

1. Which tools seem to be affected by rust

2. Did you find evidence of tools having been used for jobs other than theirr
intended purpose?

3. Which tools ,.seeded to be sharpened?

4. Which tools needed repair work?

. Have the tools been properly lubricated in the past?

5. Did you find tools that will not work?

7. Were all the cutting edge tools sharp?

.41

8. Was the tool kit organized in a way that tools do not damage other tools
while in the kit?

9. Of the following rules, which one was most ignored with the tools in the past?
Your observations should provide the answer.

Use tools for thOr intended purpose.
- Keep tools free 6f rust.
- Keep cutting tools sharp.
- Repair or replace damaged tools.
- Organize the tool kit,

10. What improvements in t of maintenance will ypu make in the future?
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Self Assessment
Answers

f
There are no right or wrong answers to these questions.

The' perceptions and observations from the inspection and the self assessment
should help you to do a better job of maintenance.

I

r.
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'Post
Assessment

INSTRUCTIONAL +ARNING SYSTEMS

BASED,ON THE INSPECTION (JOB SHEET), THE RULES FOR MAINTENANCE (INFORMATION SHEET)
AND THE FINDINGS OF SELF ASSESSMENT:

List twenty (20) specific hints for maintaintng hand and power tools.

O Ask the jnstructor to review the list and make other suggestions.

I

N
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p:

tstructor.
Post Assessment Answers

,1111. MIM WINIM P

/W.

idialioddromagole

There are no right or wrong answers.

4, The instructor should review the twenty h nts for maintaining tools and make
other suggestions to the apprentice.

25J
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SAFETY PRACTICES

Goal:

The apprentice wilt describe api*oved
safety practices and demonstrate
safety practices on the job.

4

Performance Indicators:
4

1. Describe the FederakSafety Color Codes.

2. Describe the general rules of safety..

3. Describe
safety.

special rules for electrical

4. Describe a procedure for responding
to accidents.

V
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Study GuidE
.-44do .

Read the goal and performance indicators.

Study the introduction and infdrma

$ Complete the job. sheet.
(

Ccimplete the self assessment and chCk answers.

s/ heets

S. Complete post assessment and ask instructor to check answers.

V

se
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Vocabulary

Accidents

Decibel range

Federal Safety ,Col or Code

Safety practice

. .

4

262
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INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Ihtroducti

.0

A safe working attitude is'developed over a long period of time. 0Safety rules are
not totally effective In solving the problems of industrial accidents. The two
major causes of accidents are carelessness and misuse of equipment. Carelessness
is the result of ap attitude of non-caring.. Misuse of equipment is often the result
of poor attitudes toward employers and the job.

If we are to prevent aCcidents, kbasic attitude of caring for the safety of self
and others must be developed. TI accidents- must be prevented by remoVingithe
hazards before accidents occur. A safe-working attitude will help the employee
to foresee accidents and correct the problems. The safety practices will be
followed when a safety attitude becomes part of the personal makeup of the .

individual.
ch

C
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Information
f

FEDERAL SAFETY COLOR CODES

The federal government 'has:established color codes for improving ,safety in tie work-
placeeEaGh color has a special meaning.

Yellow -- Caution, hazardous,waste containers

lied -- "Fire equipment, flammable liquids, emergency stops on equiprflent

Orange -- Dangerous parts of machines, potential shock hazards

Purple -- Radiation haprds
a

Green. -- Safety, first aid equipment

Black -- Housekeeping purposes such as identificatiom of mhintenance shop

White -- Also used for housekeeping purposes by itself or in
combination with black.

When the color codes are used to identify hazards in the workplace, people become
more safety minded.

GENERAL SAFETY RULES

- Wear safety goggles in any environment where flying particles may enter the,eye.

- Wear a face mask in any environment{where dust, fumes or other 4armful
substances may enter the lungs.

1'

- Wear ear protectors in any environment where the decibel ramp bf the noise is
high enough to damage hearing.

- Wear clothing, jewelry and hair as appropriate to the work gpvironment. Loose
clothing, long hair and jewelry are hazardous around equipmdht.

- Keep tools clean and sharp and use power tools for a job.

11...11.11110.11.114/
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nformation

Keep work area clean of debris.

Operate power machinery according to prescribed safety practices.

PractiCe safety in the use of ladders, ladder at safe angle. Use ladder
wit, non-skid feet. Do not stand on top of ladder.

ELECTRICAL SAFETY RULES y.

Do not work on equipment while it is wet.

Remove all jewelry before. working on equipment.

Check for presence of high voltage. Never assume that voltage is low.

Turn off power before working on equipment.

Do not take fuses and circuit breakers for granted.

Ground all power tools.

Beware of frayed electrical cords.

Stand on dry surface while using electrical tools.

RESPONSE.TO ACCIDENTS

Locate circuit breaker and turn off power before touching the victim.

Separate victim from the conductor.
4

Call the paramedics or other profe'ss'ional help.

Administer first aid if yoki have the training to perform first aid.
do not have the training, seek the help of someone that does.

."

If you

0
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. ,

AssignmEnt

Call State Accident Insurance Fund (SAIF) representative in your region.
Ask for safety materials and guidelines for improving safety in industry.
SAIF has many safety films that are available.

Complete job sheet.

Complete 'self assessment.

Complete post assessment.

A
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JobsShEet

CONDUCT A SAFETY INSPECTION OF YOUR WORK ENVIRONMENT

Inspect the work areas

Color coded safety zones
Clean work area without debris and clutter
Noise level below harmful frequency
Eye protection equipment available
Equipment properly guarded and grounded
Electric tools with good cords and grounds
Ladders are.in good repair

Identify safety hazards

Specific safety needs
- Type of risk involved with each hazard

Make recommendations for eliminating safety hazards

Share recommendations with instructor or work site Iluperviscr

4.
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Self
Assessment

INSWRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

t.

According to the Federal Safety Color Code what colors would the following objects
be painted?

1. Gasoline can.

2. First aid cabinet.

3. Hazardous waste containers. ,

4. Radiation hazard area.

5. An area that has electrical shock hazards.

OtherAuestions'orl safety:

X

6. What should be the first response to help a victim of electrical shock?

7. Why should power tools be grounded?

8. Why are frayed electrical cords a hazard?

9. Why is' loose clothing a hazard?

10. What are the two major causes of acCidents?

4

)

r

I
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Self Assessment
Answers

1. Red

2. Green

3. Yellow

4. Purple

5. Orange

Turn off power at circuit breaker

7. TO avoid becoming part of the circuit.

8. Electricity will -short circuit through victim.

9. Loose clothing is apt to catch in rotating equipment.

10. Carelessness and improper use of equipment.

OP

(

1
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Post
Assessment

' r;';',..fr.f.,%. . . . .- -.: : : ' "r.:4,04. !" r- '

t

4

Based on the safety inspection (job sheet) and infortmati.on sheet, develop your
own list of safety practices. Write at least twenty (20) safety practices that
will prevent accidents at your worksie.

270
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Instructor
Post Assessment Answers

There are ,no right and wrong answers. You should have a list of 20 approved
safety practices:

10 Review your list of safety practices with. the instructor. Ask instructor to
comment on the list. Add other safety practices that are recommended by
instructor.

4
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Supplementary
References

* State Accident Insurance Fund (SAIF) representative.

cn
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PHOTOELECTRIC SPACE DETECTORS

111M

Goal:
The apprentice will be able to
describe photoelectric space
detection devices and their
applications.

.

Performance Indicators:
Describe photoelectric principle.

Describe difference in active and
passive infrared detectors.

3. Describe LED's as a photoelectric
light source.

4. Describe incandescent light as a

photoelectric light source.

5. Describe problems in use of mirrors
to reflect light beams.

6. Describe applications of photo-
electric detectors.es

273
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Study Guide
' -7- 0 1. ,

Study-the goal and performance indicators to find what is to be learned from
package.

Read vocabulary to be introduced in package.

Read the introduction and information sheets.

Complete the reading assignment. (Optional)

Complete the job sheet.

6 Complete the self-assessment and check answers with answer sheet.

Complete post assessment and ask instructor to check answers.

I
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Vocabulary

Active infrared detecto;s

'forward bias
1

Gallium di9de.

Incandescent light.

Light emitting diodes (LED)

Passive infrared detectors

i Solids, state device

A

4

1
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INSTRUCTIONAL 1.1EA9ts1ING SYSTEMS

Introductioli

Photoelectric systems are used as,active barrier detectors. They are used mostly
for inside barriers such as entrances.an routes leading into protected areas.

All photoelectric systems work on the pKnciple of light beaMs. Wen an intruder
breaks the beam, an alarm is set off.

There are many applications for photoelectric systems in everyday life. The
.automatic doors at the grocery store are triggered by beams of light. Industry
.uses beams of light to control automated equipment.

The light source is the major differe 1 between photoelectric systems. Active
infrared and LED's are the major light rburces for photoeleCtric systems

4

V
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Information

Photoelectric detectors are the oldest of space protection devices. These detectors
operate on invisible beams of light. Active infrared detectors form a beam of light
between a transmitter and a receiver. When intruders break this beam of light, the
alarm is triggered. Other light beam sources include light emitting diodes (LED)
and incvdescent light's. Photoelectric sAtems are installed with the trarAmitter'in
one location and the receiver in another 16cation. In Special cases, both may be
located in a single transceiver. Photoelearic beams may be used in both indoor and
outdoor space protection.

ACTIVE INFRARED DETECTORS

Pulsed infrared is.used to provide the light beam. In this application, it is
called active infrared., Passive infrared operates on the basis of thermal change.
Active infrared is used as a beam between transmitter and receiver. If both
transmitter and receiver are housed in a transceiver unit, a reflector unit is needed.
See sketch below.

I

Re-r/eC+0r

Infrared is more often used with the transmitter in one location and the receiver in
another location.

.11.111.11......m.111111111...m n-----*alliiplle.
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Information

The units may be "stacked" to.give additional protection'.

A

LIGHT EMITTING DIODES

.1111/A gallium arsenide light diode (LED) is often used in pOtoelectric systems. This

LED gives a light beam of infrared orange. The beam isTiardly visible to the naked
eye. The beam becomes visible in fog and smoke. Th gailiumAiode is a olid state'
device. Diodes hate a ten-year life and are resist n to shock and vibra
An LED will be shown in a schematic as:

4

A. 01 ocle CI 1-4 ode

It will only produce light wheil in forward bias:

dr-
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Information

Voltages of LED's range from 1.7V to 3.3V. When properly biased, LED's will last for
100,000 hoUrS.

INCANDESCENT LIGHT

.Early systems used incandescent light as a light source. The light was filtered-to

make it less visible. This light source produces a red beam of light that makes it
easy to see.. The incandescent light is not a good beam for intrusion alarms because
it can be seen by intruders. There are manor industrial applications for the
incandescent light beam.

APPLICATIONS OF..PHOTOELECTRIC DETECTORS

0
Detector beams are available with ranges.up to 1,000 feet. By using mirrors:the '

'w beams can be reflected around corners of buildings. Mirrors extend the coArage of
photoelectric detectitn. At the same time, it reduces the range of the beam. Mirrors.

are not'rpcommended for long range detection. Care must be shown to the installation
of mirrors. Loose, misaligned mirrors will cause false alarms. '.'.Photoelectric'

systems are best suited to short range applications.

The photoelectric,detector Is best used .to proteFt entrances. It is also useful
for creating barrie6-to protect open and enclosed areas-. The uses of photoelectric

detectors extend far beyond intrusion betection. They,are widely used as door
openers, safety barriers and assembly line operations.

SPECIFICATIONS OF DETECTORS

Photoelectric syems can be bought to fit many designs. A selection chart frdM a
supply catalog shows the specifications of several models. (Following page)

4
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nforrnation

IJ

PHOTOELECTRIC SYSTEMS
SELECTION CHART

CATALOG NO
4-

No. 1325
U.L.

No. 1327
U.L.

No 1310'
U.L.

No. 1314'

No 1309'
:U.L

No. 1318'
U.L.

No. 1355

SURFACE OR
RECESS RANGE TYPE OF

MOUNTING IN FEET .LIGHT SOURCE
TYPE OF

STANDBY POWER

L.E.D.

S 350 (Pulse NI-CAD
Modulated)

L.E.D.
S 800 (pulse-

Modulated)

S

S

S

NICAC)

200 Incandescent NICAD

TransmiN:
NICAD

200 Incandescent Receiver:
Dry Cell

L.E.D.
400 (Pulse -. NICAD

Modulated)

L.E.D.
1Q00 (Pulsa NICAD

Modulated)

3' Min r.u190 NICAD
75' Max. Mbdulated) .

HOURS OF
.'.STANDBY

12

12

..11 10

10

24

24

24

Wel Cell
12

Dry, Cell
W.::

'No. 1300L Incandescent

, a

. ,

Transmittilf:
-Wet or

\ Dry Cell

4

Attractive housing
hides direction of
beam.

-rAttractive housing
hides direction of
beam. .

Not affected by
normal ambient light,

Not affected by
normal ambient

Resembles wall outlet
box. Wiring needed
only on one side.

Also available In 300
foot range add "-S"
to cat. number. Add
"-I" to cat. number for
plugin transformer.

Also available with
straight. 12VDC input,
less batteries. Add ,

".12" to catalog
numbr)r.
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Assignment

lead Chapter 12, pages 275-179 in Intrusion petectioniSystems. Barnard, Robert L.
Butterworth Publishers. Boson, 1981.

40 Complete job, sheet.
ij

40 CoMpleteself assessment and check your.answer§.

.

Cpmplete'post assessment ond .have instructor
)

check your answers'.

a

I

a

4..

'6

,

4

4



INSTFIOCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Job ShEE
4rlia . . r-7-

A

41 Obtain security equipment supply catalogs and product specification cut sheets.

List the following information on the system that has been selected.

Select a photoelectric system for residential security from product information.

Model

Range-in feet
- Application (indoor or outdoor)

Cohfiguration (transceiver or transmittal/receiver)
Mounting (surface'or recessed) ..

-, Housin (plastic, metal)
Operating "voltage
Light source .

411
Type of standby porter

Inspect a photoelectric system to compare he actual unit with the specifications
that were planned far system.

HoW many of the specifications are shown on the unit?
- What ate the advantages and disadvantages of the system planned on paper

compared to thefone being inspected?
.

I. 9

4

a.

ti
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*Self
Assessment

" *""--

'

1. List three lightsources for photoelectric systems.

2. Describe difference between active and passive infrared.

3. When are reflectors needed'in an active infrared system?

4. Sketch An lines to show how light beams ravel in a "stacked unit" §etup.
.

5.. Under what conditions does an LED show its light beam?

.'46. LED's only ,produce light under a

What is the operating life of LED'

What'are the problems with mirrors in system?

bias condition.

9. Which areas are best'sUited for,photoelectric systems?

e

10. List one common application of photoelectric detection other than intrusion
detection.



INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

t ,

Self Assessment
Answers 0

1. Pulsed infrared, LED's, incandescent light. Y'

a

2. Active infrared uses.a light beam between a transmitter and rOceiver. Pessive
imfrarett opeptes on thermal change due to the heat of the intruders body.

3. When a transceiver unit is used in sytem.

4.

-r

5. Fog or smoke conditions

6. 'Forward

7. Ten years.

r

12,0Q0ihours wilen properly biased.

8. Misaligned and loose mirrors cause false alarms. Mirrors decrease range of system.

9, Entrances or routes to entrances.

10.. Automatic doors, automated equipment.

284
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Post v\

Assessment

1. What is the disadvantage of incandescent light for intruder detection?

2. Show mbol of LED.. ,,----

3. passive infrared g ood light source for photoelectric systems?

What is the effect of fog or smoke on LED beams?

'5.. Is this system Properly biased to provide a light beam?

/

6. Mirrors

(increase,decrease

the range of a photoelectric,system.

.

7. An LED has an operational life of years.

8. Photoelectric systems are best suited for the protection of

9. Photoelectric systems are best suited for range detection.

(long, short)

10. Sketch how a beam travels from transmitter to receiver when housed as a
transceiver unit.

oe,

?S5
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*instructor
Post Assessment Answers

1. Beam is visible.

2

3. No

04. Makes beam Visible.

5. No
(

6. Decrease

7. Ten gears

8. Entrances )

9. Short

10.

r)5CeDoer"
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Supplementary
References

Barnard, .Robert L. Intrusion Detection Systems. Butterworth Publishers.
Boston, 1981.

itp
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12.2

PASSIVE INFRARED MOTION DETECTORS
4

Goal: .1

The apprentice wi,11 be able to
describe pasqve infrared motion
detection systems.

f

ti

288

Performance Indicators:
1. Describe theory of passive infrared

detection.

2. Describe comp&nents of a passive
infrared system:

3. Describe the parts of an infrared.
detection system.

ead and interpret specifications
tor infrared systems.

5. Describe advantages of infrared as
a volumetric motion detector.

*-

Describe common problems in infrared
application.

A



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Study GuidE
,14,1.1 .0

OIN

Study the goal and performance indicators to find what is to be learned from
package:

Read vocabulary list to find the new terps,to be found in package.

40 4Read introduction and information sheets.
AI

4. Read assignment (optional) Chapter'22 in Intrusion Detection Systems. Barnard,
Robert. Butterworth Publishers. Bostan. 1981. Pages 149-154.

Complete job sheet: . ., .

Complete self assessment,and check answers with answer sheet. .

III
,. .

.
Complete post assessment and have instructor gcore results.

/1
28;1

tiO
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I

Vocabulary
I

Field of view

Passive infrared

Protectiforf patterns-

Refractive optical system +t

Thermistor

Variable resistor

1

to.
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INSTRUCTIONAL' LEARNING SYSTEMS
.0 A

W

ntr duction

Passive infrared is rather new as a detection technology. It has been used in a
variety of other application's in past years,.

:.

Infrared is a long wavelength light. It is not visible to the naked eye. Passive
infrared works on thermal changes in the environment. The system is balanced on
th'e normal environment. Intruders add body heat to this environment and trip 'the
balance of the sensor.

Passive infrared does not transmit energy ."*It merely responds to the energy created
by the intruder.

Passive infrared is one'of the' easiest systems to install. It offers a'range of
detection patterns for space protection.

I

L

w,.
.4

if 291
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Inform tion
4,

Infrared is a 'form/of light. It is not visible to the naked eye. Infrared is
transmitted in a lbng wave length. All objects adiate infrared according to the
temperature of the o ject. This includes both Thing and non-living objects.

Passive infr'red doe not require a return beam of light for its operatTtn. That
is why it is called passive. Active infrared that is used in photoelectric systems
requires that a ligh beam travel from a transmitter to a receiver. A passive
infrared detector re ponds to the Ileat that 'comes from the body of the intruder and

0,not"froyhb breaktn of a light beam.

INFRARED nETECTORS

A detector views a s eci'fic area. It establishes a normal condition that is based

410

on the infrared level of all objects wihtin that area. When an intruder enters the
area, the infrared level is raised and the alarm is set off. Infrared will detect
a man in total darkness at a distance of 1,000 feet.. e/A truck can be/ at
2,500 feet. A circuit'diagram of a panive.infrared detector is shown:

I

r

2 9 2

le,

0

A,,,pis.r,er-
a 4 11 4- "1
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INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS.

v

Information

The infrared detector uses a type of resistor.known as a thermistor. Thdrmistors
have negative resistance which increases as the temperature goes down. The variable ,

resistors allow the unit to be set up to balance the thermistor bridge circuit against
the background of the area.

When in a balanced state, there is no current flow to the amplifier. One side of the

bridge balances the other. When an intruderdenters the field, the circuit becomes .

unbalanced. A signelOs,Sent to the amplifier and the alarm goes off when the
circuit, becomes unbaleited.

PARTS OF INFRARED DETECTOR SYSTEM
9

The detector.'unit consists of a thermal sensor, signal processor and power supply- -
all contained in a single unit. Infrared detectors do not require as much power as

active systems. In.areas wiere AC is not available, battery powered DC will operate
the system. is

A refractive optical system provides each thermistor with its own field of view. At

750 feet, the field of view covers an area of two feet t:/ six feet. An equal area

separates the two fields of'view.
A

7,5

FIELDS OF VIEW
.5

-r
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Informati

EXAMPLES Or SPECIFICATIONS OF :INFRARED DETECTION ARE SHOWN BELOW.

PASSIVE INFRARED INTRUSION SENSORS
SELECTION CHART AND ACCESSORIES.

P

C

B

A

E

'113-16 ' IP18

9VDC

1P-25
-___. -

6-18VDC

IP-50 IP37 PIR-78 HA-99

ower Requirement

_4.

618VDC 6.18VDC 6.18VDC
9-18VDC/.

12VAC
6 "AA!'

Batteries

lounting Sid lace Surface Surface Surface Recessed Surface Surface

overage

uilt-in Standby Battery

25' )1'35' 25' x 35' 20' x 25' 10' k 15' x 35' 40' x°40' 15' x 25'

1

Optional

SPDT

Plastic

NA

Transmission

Pl4stic

Optional Optional

SPDT

,
Optional

Optional
9V NiCad

,-

NA

larm dutp,ut

nclosure

SPOT SPDT SPDI SPDT

Plastic/
Metal

Plastic/.
Metal

, Plastic
Metal Metal

Plastic/
Woodgrain

ACCESSORIES

PS1R Power Supply. 6VDC, 1.2AH (All sensors except 11318, PIR 78, HA99).
PS-2R Power Supply, 12VDC, 1.2AH (All sensors except 113-18, PIR-78, HA-99).

PIR-78B Rechargeable Standby Battery, 9V NiCad (PIR78)
PIR-78T, Transformer. 12VAC. 10VA, use with PIR-788 (PIR-78).

294
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Itk

EXAMPLES OF PROTECTION PATTERNS. IIIFRVED DETECTION ARE SHOWN BELOW.

. , ti
4%:i

'
:

,

I 35'

IP37

15',

'

s,

110aVils

-

`sumalpozumtludriair----"''

I

25'

35' 1-01!----..4*11.12.31METERS

40 t.
12.31

rsilf if FAS



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

) Information
A-

ADVANTAGES OF PASSIVE INFRARED,

Passive infrared does not transmit energy, of anti kind InterferenCe between
detector units will not harm humaris oripets. 0

.
.

* Infrared does not creep into other areas. Any physical, bat:Tier will sto
infrared. This eliminates false aaarms caused. by movement,in s roundin areas.

* The protection pattern is easy to control. The optical system can be adjusted
to allo0',.small pets to enter the

,

are
4 /

without trigg ering the alarm.
4,-

* Infrared will not farse alarm because'of moving air. It cannot see air.

41/
-PROBLEM AREAS

* Birds and flying insects' can cause false,alarms.

* Heat sources such as radiators, heaters, hot pipes can cause problems.
detector should never be located near heat sources.

I

4 * Hot spots in the field of view can usefalse alarms. Sunlight filtered through
glass or_unshielded lights can create t spots.

ow\

sa

r

. (
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INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

AssignmEnt
I

0)s\tional reading-assignment:

11'1

Pir

.

Intrusica Detection .Systems. Barnard, 'Rapt.
Butterworth Publishers, Boston, 1981.
Pages 149-154.

Complete job sheet

.Complete self as§essment

Complete post-assessment

0

.
A

0
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INSTRUCTpNALIEARNING SYSTEMS

Job ShEEt
44131., . «..r .

77%7 ,-0

r

,
1

41 laiNect passive infrared intrusion detector system.

40 Identify components of system.

Sensor
Signal pi-ocessor

Power supply

4

41) Make a sclaematic, that shows' electronic components of system. Use standard
symbols..

Ma,

40 Make a block diagram,of system.

I

tr

r

I

.4

O

c

,

4

y

C

29j
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INSTRUCTIONAL a's:FINING SYSTEMS

.

a

Self
Assessrnnt

Tliermistors are a type 6f
.22

.,

2. Which, component is used by the installer'to adjus for the background area?
I,

2, ,

X ,/ V

F. 2 .
.

3. Can passive infrared beams (under special.conditton0' be viewed with th
naked eye?..

I

What'is th' purpose of the refractive.optical.system?

5. Do .objects other than mart and animals radiate infrared?

I

6. How is infrared affected by the movements of air?

a

It

. List three sourcers'Of problems in passive infrared systems.

4

8. Is there a problem with passive infNred in "creepinc* throu9h walls into
other areas? .16

9. List three major'parts of an infrared detector unit.

el°. What is a field of iew?

miild21

29d
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SY-STEMSN

Self AssessTent
Answers 4$

1: Resistor

?. Adjustable t'*esistOrs

3 No

4. Zio.help each thermistor to set up their own fields of Neiew.

5. Yes'

InfraNd cannot see air. not_bothered by air movements.

7. Birds and flyihg insects, heat sources such us radiators. Hot spOts4from
glass filtered sunlight.

8. No. will not pass through walls.

9. Thermal sensor,' signal processor, power supply.

10. The protection area for reach thermistor. At 750 feet, the field of view
. is-2' x

lo

0



INSTRUCTIONAL LEAR ING SYSTEMS

Post
Assessment

..'Y7 :. - c : ,.er'r

1. What is a therTistor?,

2. Why are adjustable resistors 4sed in passive infrared sensors?

a. Does passive infrared detectors transmit energy?

3

4. What is the differeflar between active and passive infrared?
0

ea/

5. Where i§ the thermal energy generated to set off the alarm system?

6. What is a field of view?

7. List three advantages of passive infrared.

What precaution should ble made in regard to sunlight in setting up detectors?

9. What precaution should be made in regard to heat sources (radiators, hot
pipes) in setting up detector?

4

10. What tykes of objects radiate infrared?

3 0.1v
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Instructor
PosAssessmeot Answers

rw"

2111 1. A'type of resistor.
a

2. To balance the infrared value of background with system. The intruder brings
'additional infrared and upsets balante.

3. No

4. Active infrared sendssa beam of light from a transmitter to a receiver.
Passive infrdred merely responds' to the heat of an intruders body. '

5. By the intruders body.

6. The protected area covered by each thermistor. An example would be to set the
fields of view on each side of a door.

7. a) Does not creep into other areas

b) Protection pattern easy.,:to control

c) Will not,false alarm because of air movements

B. Avoid facing detector toward filtered sunlight. It can cause false alarms.

9. Avoid ylacing detector near heat sources. At will cause false alarms.

10. 'All objects radiate infrared. Both living. and non-living objects.

O
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Supplementary
References

* Barnard; Robert L. Intrusion Detection Systems: Principles of Operation and
Applications. Butterworth Publishers. Boston. 1982. Chapter 11,
Pages,149-154.

no,
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12.3

.MTCROWAVE DETECTORS

1

(RADAR)

44,

j
I

Goal:

The student will be able'to describe
radar (microwave) detection systems
and their application.

Performance Indicators:

Describe how microwave detectors
operate.

2., Describe microwave patterns.

3. Describe how antennas control
protection pattern shapes._.)

4

Describe applications of microwave
as a volumetric motion detector,



4

a

INSACTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

4,1.0 ReaO the goal and performance indicators to find what is to be learried from
package.

Study the vocabulary -list to find the new terms to be introduced.

Study-the introductiOn and information sheets.

Complete the job sheet.

Complete the self assessment and check answers.

Complete the post test and ask instructor to check answers.

111 Read- pages 137-146 in the supplementary reference.

303
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Vocabulary

'N

Anterina.

Directional antennas

Doppler shift

- Omni-directional antennas

One piece radar

Power supply

Radar.

ID Signal processor

Two piece radar

Volumetric motion detector

I

QP

4

3C6\



INITRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEN1.5

(eIntrodudion

Radar received its first heavy use in World War If. Since that time, many applications
of radbruhave beensoade. For example, radar is used by the police to detect speeders
on the highways.

The FCC has allo9pted five operating frequencies to be used for security alarm
. purposes. All foe of those frequencies fall within the microwave frequency range.

When people refer to the use of radar in security alarms, they probably mean microwave
applications.

-s

Microwave is used as a microwave energy beam between a tra mitter and receiver. When
the energy beam detects the motion of an intruder, the ala is sounded. In such
applications, microwave is an invisible beam detector or two ;piece radar. MicroWave
applications in invisible beam detectors is discussed in a separate package.

---i

Microwave is also used as'an active volumetric motion detector. This package will
emphasize its application as a volumetric device. In this application, a one piece
transceiver is utilized. So this becomes a one-piece radar application.



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

lrifotnIption

Microwave detectors are self- contained units that includes an antenna, signal

processor and power supply. These. detectors send out electrom'agnetic energy in a

pattern. When an intruder moves into this field of microwave energy, the system will

alarm. The system works on the print' of the Doppler frequency shift. Intruders

change the frequency by their present.

Microwave energy has the ability to pass through walls of wood, glass and non-metallic

substances. For this reason, one\ must be careful of the placement of microwave
detectors. If there is movement bn the street, the microwave is apt to pick .it up

ind false alarm. Birds, bldwing trees and grass will also create false alarms.

Most microwave systems operate on a frequency of 10,525 MHz. The shape of the

ANLcrowave pattern is controlled by the antenna. The antennas may be omni-directional
lip directional. tmni-directional antennas create a circle type pattern. The

di rectional antenna make broad, tear-shaped patterns and long narrow patterns. Some

typical piiotection patterns are shown belowu

144i
3050 RP40
3150
3250

AP70

3125 RP70
3225

ail

PROTECTION PATTERNS

1101111 111111 III 011

111110111111 111111 ill 11

10111111111111I11III11I

20'

5 131

2

2

111lu11

o

3050
3150
3250

RP40

RP70

3125 RP70
.3225

[!

C.

20'

II 1

Ilf 1111111111111111111111 111

11111111111111111111111111111 11111111

11,111111111111111111 111111111 ,1111111 111111 Ill

011111111111111111111111111 111111

111111

4

111.1111111 1 1'11111

111111111111111111111111

IVUII 111 1 11111 1 1 1111

35'
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Information
MPoln,mwmg.,01

A
6

,-4

.Acolumetric, motion detectors are self-contained unit$.. The.transceiver liouses.both
transmitter and receiver for the.detector, Also, it contains the Power supply,
antenna and signal processor. For this reason, the unit is called one -piece radar.
When used with separate transmitter and receiver (invisible beam applicatioris) it-is
two-piece radar.

= .
The protection coverage of a microwave unit can be controlled by antefta selection.
The units can be purchased with a choice of antennas:

4

SELF-CONTAINED MICROWAVE INTRUSION. DETECTORS

2500 2400 2600 2067 2069at._ 2054
Classification SellContained SellContained SellContained SellContained Sellintained SellContalned

Coverage (Standard Antenna)
25' x 20'
(RP70)

50' x 20'
(RP40)

100' x 40'
(RP40) /

200' x iiii
(RP40)

300' )760'
(RP40)

.75' x 40'
11113.40)-

Coverage (Optional RP20 Antenna) NA 50' x 10' 100' x 20'

100'
NA NA NA

Coverage (Optional RP70 Antenna) .NA 401x 357 x ifi-- NA NA NA
Operating Voltage 12VAC 12VAC 12VAC /-12VAC 12VAC 12VAC
Transformer (Required Option). 1091 1091 1091 1091 1091 1091
12VDC Rechargeable Standby Standard Standard Standard Standard Standard Standard
Walk Test Light Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes -

Available Transmitting Froqwmcies 4, 4 4 4 . 4 4

Tamper Proof Enclosure Yes Yes Yes Yes- Yes No
W4I1 Wall Wall

Mounting
Braeket

(Included)
Bracket

(Included)
Bracket

(Included)
Battery

Enclosure
Battery

.finclosure
Shelf,

Desk, etc.
UL Listed Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No

NA = Not Available"

APPLI-CATIONS
Y

4

The installer 5tould consider these points in working with microwave systems.

.1. Broad protection Ratterns are selected for large areas.

2. Long, narrow patterns are suited for protection of corridors.

3. Microwave can penetrate most walls and detect motion on the other
For this reason, the installer must consider the placement'of the
very carefully.

side.

unit
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- *

nformation 7
la.

IL

Metal objects reflect microwave enerby. Christmas oisna ents are k own to
create many false al.irms. Only metal objects make problems for microwave.

".4licrowave' detectors should never be pointed toward moving metal objects
such as fan blades and'rotating machinery.

4
A

6. Microwave is not affected by moving air masses-..

. .The manufacturer's recommendations should be fo.qowed in L7 king microwave
installations. ,

4

r

.
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Assignmeni

I"

Read pages 137-146 in supplementary reference.

Compl.ete the job sheet.

Complete the self assessment and check\ answers.

. Complete post assessment and Kaye instructor check answers.

6
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Job ShEEt

ikSPECT A MICROWAVE DETECTOR UNIT

Obtain a microwave ynit and manufacturer's specifications-for

Study the specifications for the unit.

- What type of power supply is needed?

- What type of antenna d esit have 0

unit. I.

What is the size and shape of the protection-pattern?

What precadt4ons and warnings re offer-ed by the manufacturer?

- What type of antenna does the, unit hare? ')L" 1

Inspect several models if time allows °aryfi the units are near at hand.
a

What are the differences between un

3 I 2

ij
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SElf
Asses'smErinto

-00
M.

(

4 -

7,1.. Wha are the two major uses of microwave in the security,alarm field?
4

2. Which application,of microwave is known as'one-piece radar? di

The
1

frequency shift is the principle on which microwave

detecion )s founded.

The FCC has assigned
private business.

frequencies for the operation of radar in

What type of protection patterns are.created by omni-directional antennas?

4

6. Why are metal objects aproblem in microwave systems?

7. Can microwave pass thr;ough wood ir glass walls?

18. What is the difference between one and two-piece radar units?

9. Is microwave affected by the movement of air?

10. Microwave sends out energy.

ti



INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTE114S'

Self Assesstnent
Answers

4"

1. Volumetric motion detection and as a be}am.

2. Volumetric motion detection.

3. Doppler frequency shift.

Five

5. Short, round patterns.

tt,

vb.

0

Y

6. Meta4 reflects microwave in the same way that a mirror reflects light.

Yes

One-piece radar uses a transceiver unit which inclUdes all parts of the system.
Two-piece radar has separate transmitter and receiver units.

9. Metal reflects microwave much as a mirror reflects light.

0

10. .Yes. Very definitely. It is a major consideration in using microwave systems.

to'

314
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Post
Assessment

. v.6 -; :". "*.t.

Describe one and two-piece radar units.

4'

2. Why are radar and microwave the same in security alarm systems?

000

3. that controls'the shape of the protection pattern of microwave?

411 4. Who sets the frequency levels for the operation of microwave units?

5. Which frequency level is most common, in detection systems?

6. Microwave detection is based on teh principle of the
shift.

4

$

frequency

7. Why are surrounding walls important in setting up microwave systems?

8. What .types of protection pattern is provided by an omni-directional antenna?

9. What'type of pattern is provided by a directional, antenna?

10. Now many frequency levels are available for micr*ave systems?

a
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instructor
Post Assessment Answers

,

O

1. One-piece radar uses a transceiver unit to house the total unit. Two-piece
radar uses separate transmitters and recievers..

V

2. The only frequencies allowed fall within the microwave range.

3. Antenna

FCC

. 16,525 MHz

'6. Doppler

7. Microwave can pass through wood and glass and pick up motion on the other side.
This causes false alarms.

8. Circle type

9. Broatl tear shaped and long narrow pattrns.

10. Five

V

.
ft*
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Supplementary
References

151, Barnard, Robert L. Intrusion Detection, Systems: Principles of Operation and
Applications. Butterworth Publishers. Boston. 1981.
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12.4

STRESS DETECTORS

IN SPACE AND VOLUMETRIC APPLICATIONS

Goal:

The apprentice will be able to
descillbe stress (vibration)
detectors and their application
in space and volumetric protection.

Performance Indicators:

1. Describestructura
Td their applications.

2. Describe glass lireakage sensors and
their applications.

ation detectors

3. Describe two basic types of transducers
used in vibration detectors.

4. Describe spring-loaded and unrestricted
seismic masses.

5. Describe the use of pulse count
circuits in structural vibration and
glass breakage sensors.
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Study GuidE
- ,or .44.4%. . ,

- Read the goal and performance indicators to find what should be learned from
the package.

p
Studithe vocabulary page to see the new words that will have to be learned
in package.

Study the introduction and information sheets.

. Complete the job sheet.

Complete self assessment and check answers with answer sheet.

Complete post assessment and ask instructor to check answers.
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Vocabulary

Adjustable pulse counting device

Bonded wire strain gauge

.Coaxial cable

Electret cable transducer

Foil tape

Geophone transducer

Mechanical contact switch transducer

Piezoelectric crystal

Piezoelectric transducer

Seismic mass

Shielded cable

Spring loaded seismic mass

Strain gatige

Structural vibration' detector

, Transducer

Unrestricted seismic'mass

'
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Introduction
.111 -mia..14adInAlAW

Many security systems use vibration sensors to protect ceilings, wallsrand

windows. Abration sensors convert the vibrations of window breaking and wall

smashing into electrical signals.

The basic device in vibration sensors are transducers. A transicer is a device
that converts one form of energy into a different form. In this case, the

transducer converts vibrations into electrical signals.

Other types of stress sensors are foil tape, to detect window breaking, and

fence sensors. A separate package will be devoted to the sensors used in fence

protection. For that reason, it will be treated lightly in this package.

4.
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Information

e.

Vibration detectors are of two types:

1. Low frequency for detection o ructpral vibrations.

2. High frequency for detectio f breaking glass.

%.

Each type of detector responds to the vibrations of an intruder that is breaking
into the protected area.

STRUCTURAL VIBRATION DETECTORS/

The structural vibration` detector is used to protect the walls around an area.
When an intruder smashes in a wall, the low frequency vibrations will set off
an alarm,

Transducers are used to sense low frequency vibrations. A transducer is a device
that converts energy from one form to another. In this case, it converts energy
from vibrations into electrical energy. There are two types'of transducers .used
in vibration sensors. These are:

1. Mechanical contact switch transducers

2.. Piezoelectric transducers

MECHANICAL CONTACT SWITCHES

The mechanical sw,h_transducer uses a seismic mass to make a connection of the
switch contacts.

Const4C.0.5

Sesr.-1,c
Masi

5"doe e-

When a vibration occurs, the seismic mass is bounced upward along a vertical
axis.' When it falls back of its own weight, it closes the contacts. The size

a.
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Information

of the mass and contact spacing will determine the level of vibratjon needed to
alarm. The seismic mass maybe a part of a movable switch contact. Some
mechanical switches use spring-loaded seismic mass. That type of mass must depend
on the spring-loaded switches to close the contacts. Unrestricted seismic mass
depends upon the weight ofthe mass to Close the switch. Spring-loaded switches
can be mounted in any position on the wall. Unrestricted mass switches must always
be mounted in a vertical position so that the mass will fall down to close the
switch. Mechanical contact switchesware difficult to adjust. The screw adjustment ,

makes it difficult to set the sensor to alarm at the desired level.

PIEZOELECTRIC TRANSDUCERS

'A piezoelectric transducer uses a piezoelectric crystal to measure vibration.. ThE
piezoelectric electric crystal is usually made of quartz. When it is compressed,
a voltage is produced.

r.

v. bp-al-ion

When an intruder tries to break a wall, the vibration puts pressure on the crystal
and voltage is produced., The piezoelectric transducer is mounted directly to the
wall being smashed. The transducer signal is amplified and sent to the signal
progessor. Shielded or coaxial cables must be used to protect the low voltage
signal from outside interference. The shielded cable will help the system from
false alarming'to outside interference. An adjustable pulse counting device can
be used to keep the transducer from alarming on single vibrations.

}APPLICATIONS OF STRUCTURALVIBRATION SENSORS

Vibration transducers are usually installed every 10 feet along the wall to be
protected. The transducers must be firmly attached to the structure. External
vibrations may cause false alarms. These false alarms can be reduced by using
pulse count circuits. Pulse count circuits prevent alarming due to accidental

411

vibrations. The installer-must consider what will be required to break through
the wall when setting the pulse count circuit. Vibration detectors are used to v

:protect walls and ceilings during forced entry by an intruder.
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Information

GLASS BREAKAGE DETECTORS

Glass breakage detectors work very much like structural vibration detectors. Both
mechanical contact switches and piezoelectric transducers are utilized as sensors.
The transducers are set to respond to high frequency vibrations such as the breakin
of glass. Pulse count circuits are not used with glass breakage detectors. The
alarm must go .off with the first vibration. Detectors are mounted in the corners
of windows. They must be fastened.securely to the glass.` One transducer is ,used
for each 100 square feet of glass.. Care must belgiven to the type of adhesive
used to fasten the transducers, to the glass. It must be able to withstand extreme
temperatures and condensation. If the adhesive fails, the transducer will become
loose and fail to alarm.

OTHER TYPES OF STRESS DETECTORS

Foil tape is used for windoK protection. It is'a metalized conductive tape. The
tape is applied around the outside edges of a window and hooked to a terminal or
one corner. auring glass breakage, the foil tape is cut and the al'arm is set off.
A balanced bridge' circuit in the signal processor monitors the signals and
alarms when the tape is cut. Foil tape is a strain gauge transducer made of a
metal foil thickness.

Metal, rot I

00)41 resits
81ICKI"9

This transducer is also called the bonded wire strain gauge,

FENCE SENSORS

There are several types of fence sensors that operate on electromechanical and
piezoelectric transducers. Another type uses geophone transducers to onvert
mechanical vibrations into electrical signals. The electret cable tr sducer
uses special coaxial cable to convert stress into electrical energy. The taut-
wire switch is used as a sensor for barb wire ,fence. The different types of fence

40
sensors will be discussOiin more detail in a later package on fence security.
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ss

Job Sheet
."

%.

1`.

INSTALL A GLASS BREAKAGE DETECTOR

41 MATERIALS NEEDED

- Transducer (glass protection)
Signal processor.

- Power'supply
Manufacturers specifications and diagrams

s

PROCEDURES.

Connect wires to transducer
Attach transducer to window
Connectwires to signal processor
Connect with power supply,
Adjust transducer according to manufacturers specifications
Test to determine if it' will alarm

.4

ffOTE: Use materials that are available, at your work site. Follow manufacturers
specifications matching the sensor, signal ssor and power supply.
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7

AssignmEnt
11

Obtain asecurity supply catalog such as the one published by Wm. B Allen
Supply Co., Inc.

Look at sensors, control units and other accessories for shock d,tection,
stress detection and glass protection.

4, Identify the components needed for protecting the perimeter of your house.
This might include protection for the walls, windows, doors and ceilings.'

L

I.
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Self
sessment

(
1. The basic sensing device for a vibration sensor is..called a

,9;

2. Vibration sensors convert the energy from vibrations into
energy. .

3. A structural vibration detector is designed for protecting the
of a building.

Transducers sense frequency vibrations in structural detectors.

(high, low)

5. Piezoelectric transducers operate on a crystal.

IP"

6. A cable is used to shield the low voltage.signalof a piezo-

electric from outside interference:'

7. An pulse counting device.ts used to keep the transducer from

alarming on every single vibration.

8. An unrestricted ass treik4ducer is dependent upon the weighiof the mass to
close the switch.

9. detectors se pulse counting circuits to reduce

false alarms.

10. One glass breakage sensor is used for each square feet of.glas.

. 32?
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Self Assessment
Aniwers

1. Transducer

2. Electrical

3. Walls

4. Low

Quartz

Coaxial or shielded

Adjustable

8. Tr 0

Structural viWration

U

0

10. 100

328
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4

Post
Assessment

t$,

'.1

lf

What'are the sensor devices for vibration detectors called?

Z. What closes the switch in a mech ical twitch transduc6.?

3. What is the job of a transducer?

4:. What is the name of the transducer that gets its signal by squeezing a
quartz crystal?

5. Why should the signal from that quartz crystal. be transmitted in shielded
or coaxial cable.

6. Which detector (structural vibration or .glass breakage) needs. a pulse
counting circuit?

7. How many sqbare feet of glass can be protected by one sensor?

8. How duasean unrestricted seismic Nis close a. switch?

9. Structural vibration sensors are installed every
. feet along a wall.

10. Are piezoelectric transducers used as glass breakage sensors?

lo
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Instructor
Post Assessment Aqwers

I

I

1. Transducer?

2... Seismic mass

F

3. Convert energy from qne form to anothe'r

4. Piezoelectric I

5. To protect it from outside interference.

Structural vibration sensor

7. 100

By its own weight.

9. 10

10. Yes

A

3 3 0
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Supplementary
References

A

Barnard, Robert L. Intrusion Detectors: Principles of Operation and Applications.
Butterworth Publishers. Boston. 1.981.
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Goal:

The apprentice will be able to
describe capacitance detectors and
their applications.

CAPACITANCE DETECTORS

Performance Indicators:
-r

1. Describe how capacitance detectors
work.

Describe the adjustments of a
capacitance detector system.

3. Describe procedures for installing
capacitance detectors.

4. Describe needs for quick response
to alarn.

i
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Study Guid

Read goal and performance indicators to find what is to be learned from package,

Read vocabulary list to become acquainted with new terms that will be introduced
in package.

Study introduction and information sheets.

Complete self assessment and check answers with answer sheet.

Complete post assessment and have instructor score answers.

rl

r
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Vocabul

O

Capacitor

Capacitance detector

Dielectric medium

Electrical' ground plane

electrostatic field

Insulated blocks

Proximity sensors

Reactive component

4,

111.01."'

IP
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ntroduction

Capacitance detectors are called proximity sensors. They will detect anyone that

'approaches or touches the items being protected. Capacitance detectors are used
in high value storage areas such as metal filing cabinets and safes.

The detection results as a change in capacitance between the metal item and the
electrical ground plane under the item. Thee detectors can also be used in
protecting highly valuable items such as paintings by mounting them on a metal
surface. ,

The use of capacitance detectors require that the detectors be isolated.from the
ground plane. Safes and. filing cabinets must be placed on insulated blocks to
isolate them from the ,round plane. *

,r

ti

4

1
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Information

A capacitor _is a reactive component. It is reactive because it does not allow
current to flow through it. It is a storage device because it can store an
electrical charge for use at a later date. The ability of a capacitor to hold
a charge comes from its basic construction. Actually, the capacitor is a sand-
wich made by placing an inkdator between two conductors.

rLead

Meta I Pia+es
0-

Lead

TIe insulator portion of the sandwich is called the dielectric medium. The
conductors move electrons until they reach the dielectric. The dielectric will
not allow the electrons to move between the. conductors (metal plates). Electrons
are stored in the plates when the capacitor is charged. Capacitors will charge
up to-that voltage being applied to it. ,

CAPACITANCE DETECTORS

A change in the dielectric medium will change the capacitance between the two
plates. The detector represents the two metal plates of the capacitor. The ,

object being protected is one metal plate and the electrical ground around the
item represents the second metal plate. The protected item is placed on
insulated blocks to isolate the two plates. The air between the plates is the
dielectric medium.

1

,

, 0 1

, i....J

Cr.,
Li

(
:i._ II, I" 5 d) kJ la
1T--'/ 5/ocr.5-

rl
Pv-0Ce5SPV Sore
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Electrostatic field that acts as
the dielectric medium.
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Information
1

An electrostatic field is developed by cher'gin6 the metal items. The electro-
static field exists between the protected items and the electrical ground
reference. An intruder changes this field with the electrical conductivity
of their own body.

ADJUSTING THE DETECTOR

Capacitance detectors should be adjusted to detect intruders when they come within
six inches of the protected item. This means that the intruder is either touching
or about to touch the item. This level of response reduces the number of false
alarms. The capacitance detector is affected by changes in humidity as it changes
the dielectric medium's (air) conductivity. When metal objects are moved near the

'protected area, the electrostatic field will be changed. The detector should be
adjusted at seasonal changes or after metal objects have been moved near them.
Such adjustments are necessary if the sensitivity of the detector is to be
maintained. c

o

SIGNAL PROCESOR

The capacitance detector signal procbssor is a balanced bridge circuit. The

metal item being proteCted is a part of that circuit. Bridge circuits can be
adjusted manually or automatically. An automatic or self-balancing circuit is
preferred for capacitance detection systems. 1

INSTALLATION OF ALARM SYSTEM 4

A proximity detector is easy to install. The sign& processor is attached to
a wall near the protected area. One wire is attached to the protected item and
the other attached to a water pipe for the electrical ground reference. The

metal item is isolated from the ground reference with insulated blocks. After
hogkup ismade, the alarm is tuned by turning a set screw until the level of

protection is set: Most proximity detector systems operate from AC plug-ins
with a built-in transformer and backup battery. systems. Some operate form
1.5V dry cell batteries.

APPLICATIONS

Capacitance detectors are used in the innermost zones of protection. The intruders
actually have their hands on .or very near the protected items before the alarm

33 7
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t

f

gOes off. It is important that these detectors be used when a quick response can
be given. This shoUld be considered in the design of the system.

d

33
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Assignment,
r-

Inspect a signal processor for a capacitance detector system.

Read assignment in supplementary reference. Pages 181-185.

. Complete self assessment and 'check answers with answer sheet.

Complete post assessment and have instructor check your answers.

V

ft

333 .
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°Self
Assessment

ft

1. Capacitance detectors are also called

component..2. A capacitor is a

3. The Aplectric medium is an

0
4. The metal plates of a capacitor are

sensors.

5. In operation, the metal item being protected represents one
of a capacitor.

The dielectric medium is represen ed by in an operational system.

,

7. 4-The field is develdped by charging the protected items.

8. Why is it important tosgI_Ihe metal items' on insulated blocks?

The detector should be adjusted to alarm when tirintruder is within
of the protected item.

10. The signal,processar for capacitance detection systems operates.6 a balanced
circuit.
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Self Assessment
Answers

1. Proximity

2. Reactive

3. Insulator

,
Conductors

5. Plate

Air

7. Electrostatic

.81: To siolate the item from the electrical ground re-ference.

.9. 6"

10. Bridge

341
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* Post
Assessment

"1;':0;999..t.,,, - - ." -

1. A capacitor has'two metal plates with hnOnsulator sandwiched between them.
What is the insulator called?

4

2. What,type of circuit is used for the signal processor of a capacitance detectorT

3. How is the electrostatic field
,
developed?

4. What types of items are protected by capacitance detectors?

9

5. A capacitor does not allow current to flow through.. For that reason it is
called a component. .7

6. Proximity detectors should be set to alarm when intruders are within
of the protected items.

7. Why.is a quick response time necessary for capacitance detection?
.

8 is'used as thedielectric medium fdr capacitance detectors'ik)

9. How are the two electrical fields of a capacitance detector isolated from
each other?

10. What is a proximity sensor?
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instructor
Post Assessment Answers

II

1. Dielectric

2. Balanced brige circuit

By charging the metal plates

4. High value'items such s safes

5. Reactive

6. 6 inches,.

7, Because the intruder is very nearor have their hands on the protected item.

Air.

9. By setting the protected metal it." on insulated blocks.
IP

10. A sensor that alarms wheh the intruder is very near the protected item.

9

343
4
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Supplementary
References

Barnard, Robert L. Intrusion Detection Systems: Principles' of Operation
and Applications.. Butterworth Publishers, Boston, 1981.

4
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12.6

SOUND DISCRIMINATION

J

1

Goal:
The apprentice will be able to
`describe sound discrimination in
security applications.

Performance hhiclicators:
1. .Describe sound.dikrimination.

2. Describe problems with sound
discrimination as a detection device.
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Study Guide
1.11 e 1

Read the goal and performance indicators for this package.

40 Read the' vocabulary list.

Study the introduction and information sheets.

Complete the self assessment.

Complete the post assessment and have instructor check your answers.

4,
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Vocabulary

Audio discriminator

Filters

Noise threshhold

Sound discrimination

e
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ntrodu ion

Sound discrimination differs from other audio detection systems that merely listen
in to the sounds of an intrusion. Through the use of filters in the amplifier,
discriminators.are designed to ignorb normal background sounds and react to the
sounds of intrusion.

Sound discrimination systems have a lot of problems with false alarms.. The
discriminators cannot sort out all background noise from the noise of intrusion.
For this reason, sound discrimination has limited applications in security a'arm
systems.

348
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Information

A sound discrimination system uses filters
00

the amplifier to discriminate sounds.
These systems are designed to ignore normal background sounds. They are set to
alarm when an intruder breaks and enters.

Audio discriminators can be purchased in stand/alone units or as a module for
central reporting systems. Sound discrimination differs from other types of audio
detectors which listen to the soundsoof the protected area. The filters are
supposed to screen out background sound.

The sound discriminator has problems with false alarms. It must be carefully
tested to avoid false alarms from unusual background noises. Barking dogs,
telephones, cars and playing children can make unusual noises thaeiwill false
alarm the system. It is difficult to adjust the system to handle the unusual noises
that may occur. There are no standards for sound testing of equipment. Each
installer Must come up with their own tests such as breaking sticks to adjust' the
noise threshhold.

Sound discrimination systems consist of a microphone,' amplifier'and relay. The
amplifier has discriminators that screen the sound. These discriminators are
filters.

b

3 ,1
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ssi nment
A

16.

Read pages 20.5-207 in supplementary reference.

No job sheet.

Complete the self assessment.

. Complete the post assessment and check answers with instructor.
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ifr

Self
Asessment

4

1. Addio discriminators use

normal background noises.

in the amplifier to screen out

How do sound discriminators differ from other audio detection systems?

3. What is the biggest problem in the use-of audio discriminators as detection
devices?

4. In what forms are audio discriminators purchased?

41"

5. What are the standprds for testing audio discriminators?

4 35
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Self Assessment
Answers

1

1. Filters

fss

11

2. Other audio systems "liste in" while discriminators are supposed to screen
out normal background noise and alarm when an intrusion s made.

3. False alarms due to unusual ba kground noises such'as playing children, .

telephones, cars, etc.

Stand alone units and modules.

5. There are no standards for testing. Each installer must develop their own.
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Post
Assessment

'1. What is the cause of false alarms in 'audio discrimination devices?

2. How is the "noise threshhold" adjusted on sound discriminators?

What is the purpose of filters in audio discriminators

4. What are the parts of a sound dis rimination system/

45. How does a sound discriminator differ from oth r audio detection systems?,,.

NM.
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instructor
Post Assessment Answets

A

Unusual noises that have not been allowed for in adjustment of the discriminators.
Playing children, cars, whistles are good examples of unusual noises that are
not caused by an intruder.

2. Each installer must devise their own test standards for setting the threshhold
for discrimination. Breaking a stick might be one example.,

3. To screen out normal background noise_from that of intrusion.

4. Microphone, amplifier and relay. k V

5. Other audio detectors "listen in" on intrusion ,sounds. Discriminators screen
out normal background sounds and alarms on intrusion sounds.

4,

I
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Supplementary
References

Trimmer, H. -William. Understanding and Servicing Alarm Systems. Butterworth
Publishers. Boston, 1981.
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ULTRASONIC MOTION DETECTORS

. 5

ct,

(.7(3a :

The apprentice will be able to
describe ultrasonic motibn
detection devices. ,

Performance Indicators:
4

1. Describe the theory of ultrasonic,
sound frequencies and the "Doppler,
Effect."

2. Describe.advantages and disadvantages
of.transducers vs. transceivers.

3. Describe perform4ce considerations
of ultrasound.

4. Describe patterns of coverage.

5. Describe considerations in selecting
an ultrasonic system for a job.

'6. Describe the main parts of an
ultrasonic detection system.
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Study Guide
-Yd.. ". '

V IF

Study goal and performance indicators to see what is to be learned from module.

Read introduction and information sheets.

*
Study supply catalogs and other materials that sh ecifications of ultrasonic
,devices.

Complete job sheet if equipment is available.

Complete self assessment and check against answer sheet.

Complete post assessment and haveinstruaor check answers.

0

1
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Vocabulary

49

Coverage pattern

Doppler effect

Doppler shift

Hertz unit (Hz)

r,eceiving transducer

Transceiver

Transmitting transducer,.

Ultrasonic

'Ultrasound

Zone annunciator panel

I
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introduction
=11.1.moloo...1

I

Ultrasonics is one of the best methods for protection of interior space: It is

an easy system to install and monitor.

The installer should understand the basic principles of ultrasonics and the best
applications-toibe made in its use as'a detection device. Wjth such knowledge
the installer can design systems that work well over a long period of time.

3 5 z)
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Information J

THEORY OF ULTRASONIC DETECTION Ap

Ultrasonics is the science of ultrasound. Ultrasound is soLind,at a frequency above
the range of human hearing. The normal range"of human hearing is 15,000 to 20,000
hertz (Hz) units. Ultrasound is greater than 20,000 hertz frequency. Ultrasonics
is used for indoor intrusion detectors. It provides an economical and effective
deteetion system.

The opera ing principle of ultrasoniCs is the "Doppler Effect." The "Doppler
Effect" c n be explainedby this example. A low flying plane makes a high pitched
whine as it approaches. After the plane passes the sound is of much lower frequency.
The appr aching sound is the result of the engine sound plus the speed of the plahe.
The departing sound is the engine sound minus the speed of the plane. This change
in frequency is called the "Doppler Shift." If the source and listener are standing
still, the frequency is equal fo the sound otiothe source., When the source and
listener move toward each other, the -frequency increases. When they move apart,
the frequency.decreases. Ultrasonic detectors use the "Doppler Effect" to perceive
motion in a protected space.

!'

A transmitting trapsducer'is used to convert electrical energy to sound energy.
The transmitting transducer sends out ultrasonic waves which bounce off furniture,
walls, floors and other stationary objects. These waves reach a receiving transducer
at the same frequency as transmitted. The receiving transducer converts the
sound energy back into electrical energy. A moving object such as an intruder will
cause the frequency to become even higher or lower than that of the source. These
'Doppler Shift" frequencies will be picked up by the receiving transducer. An
.ultrasonic alarm system is set so that the "Doppler Shift" frequencies will trigger
an alarm signal, A single-unit ,that contains both transmitting and receiving
transducers is called a transceiver.

TRANCEIVERS VS. TRANSDUCERS

The installer has a choice of whether to use a transceiver or two individual
transducers. Transceiver units are easier to wire but do not give as complete a

coverage as transducers. Individual transducers give more uniform coverage and
sensitivity than transceivers. The nature of the area to be covered will determine
whether individual transducers should be used.

PATTERNS OF COVERAGE

Ask Transducers and transceivers come in many shapes and sizes. A variety of
lip coverage patterns are mailable. These include narrow, wide and omni-directional

coverage patterns. The speOfications of'some Oetector units are shown in the
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te

hformation
following selection chart., The protection patterns are matched up with the
specifications.

25 FEET
(7.6 METERS)

ao FEET
(9.1 METERS) .

101,140 SERIES

PROTECTION PATTERNS

148 DOUBLER (CEILING MOUNT)

SELECTION;qHART

1011102 I 103111)4 1411142

Configuration Transceiver Transceiver Transceiver

Maximum Coverage 25' x 30' 25' x 30' 25'.x 30'

Power Requirement 16.5VAC .12VDC 16.5VAC

Not
Transformer Supplied , Required

Not

Supplied

Rechargeable Standby Built-in Required Builtin
Alarm OUtput SPOT SPOT SPST

Not
Latch/Indicator Circuit Standard Standard Available

AlarrnjWalkTest LED Red Red Red

Requires
Tamper Protection Built -in Built-in DU-239

Mounting Surface Surface Surface

Enclosure Plastic Plastic Plastic

Brown (101)
r

Brown (103) Brown (141)
Color . White (102) White (104) White (142)

U.L. Listed Yes Yes Yes

148

Dual
Transceivers

25' x 50'

16.5VAC

Supplied

Built-in

SPST

Not
Available

Red

Requires
DU-239

Surface
Plastic

White

Yes

2361237

Transmitter
Variable

Powered By
Transceiver

_

Not
Required

Not
Required

, Prequency

Not
Available

Yellow

Requires
DU239

Surface
Plastic

Brown (236)
White (237)

Yes
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Information

PERFORMANCE CONSIDERATIONS

The detection units work best when the ultrasonic waves are bouncing off'of hard,
smooth surfaces. Furniture, carpeting and drapery reduce the coverage because they
absorb sound waves. Transceivers and transducers should be aimed at the hard
smooth surfaces.

Air turbulence such as 'drafts, space heaters, air conditioning will affect the
performance of transceivers and transducers. Sources of ultrasonic noise such as
telephone bells and whistles can disturb the detector. Vibration from loose doors,
machinery and passing traffic can effect the ultrasound detector. Ultrasonic systems
are affected by humidity and temperature. All of these factors should be considered
in planning a system.

SELECTING A SYSTEM FOR AN APPLICATION

III
The ultrasonic Aetector is widely used in space protection. A first consideration
will be to decide where space protection fits the overall security system. The/
following questions may be hblpful 'in making a selection.

21*k A.

* How many areas need to be protected?

Will splice protection be the primary or secondary form of protection?.

Ipw Iarge is each area?

What is the shape. of each area?

* Where are the points of entry?

* What objects will obstruct the sound path?

* Is the environment "hard" or "soft"?

* Wh#t hazards exist such as air vents, fans, blowers, hanging objects,
sources of noise?

* Is remote control required?

* Is individual area alarm memory or remote area annunciation needed?

THE ULTRASONIC SYSTEM

The ultrasonic detection system is composed'of:
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Information

" " " " " " " " " " " " ""

1. Master control unit which contains tamper, switcheS' to protect it from
intruders.. It has a signal processing circuit for taking signals from
the detector and passing it on to the alarm. Most controls have a 12 volt
standby battery system. Light emitting diodes are used to show where areas
are being intruded. A control unit may control dozens of detectors and
have a zone annunciator panel to show exact location of intrusion.

2. Detectors include either individual transducer units 9r transceivers.
these may be multiple units that give the best coverage of the area. Some.

detectors have built-in tamper protection, rechargeable standby batteries,
transformers and LED indicators.

3% Power supply includes both AC and DC. Most systems. require 12 to 16 volts.
Standby4systems are rechargeable DC_units that range from lead-acid

.batteries to nicads.

4*

1
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Ask ployer for supply catalogs and other information on ultrasonic systems;

Stud the specifications of various systems..

Observe the different configurations of systems.

Study recomendations for use of systems and the conditions under which good
performance can be expected.

I
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kmJob REEL
or

CONNECT AN ULTRASONIC DETECTION SYSTEM

EQUIPMENT NEEDED:

* Transceiver
* Control unit

Place and aim tronsceiver 'at a space to be protected.

Connect transceiver to control panel

40 Adjust transceiver to environment.

4111 Walk-in test to see if detector is working.

11

365
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Assessment

INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING .TEMS

1. What is ultrasound?

2. What are the units of frequency mfasurements?

A transceiver is one unit that contains a transducer and a

transducer.

Does a transceiver give better coverage-than transducers?

5. A switch is usually used-to protect thecontrol unit;

List three things that-may cause problems with an ultrasonic system?

7. Signal lights on the control un...t are made with

rb, .4

8. Standby battery systems for control units are usually volts.

9. Are standby systems rechargeable?

10. Hard, smooth selves improve the coverAge of ultrasonic detectors. Tor F

3 6 t;
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elf Assessment
Answers I

1. Ultrasound is sound of a higher frequency than the human ear can hear. .

2. Hertz (Hz)

3. Transmitting and receiving transducers

4. No

5. Tamper

, 110 (
6. Air .turbulence, ultrasonic noise, vibration

7.' LED's

8. 12

9. Yes

10. True

.siosioisswowpoismamr~mssas*I...FI=1Irdrol./ms.

3 6
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Post
AssessrnEnt

-.-_'t t - :- -,1`

1. What is the advantage of using transducers instead of a. transceiver?

What is the advantage of the transceiver?

3. The change in frequency of sound from moving objects is called the

shift.

4. What type of transducer is used to conveit electrical energy to sound energy?

5.. A transmitting transducer and a receiving trangducer are often packaged
into one unit. This unit is a

6. What is measured by hertz (Hz)?

7. Where are light emitting diodes (LED's
system?

ti

used in the ultrasonic detectjon

8. What type of standby power supply is used in ultrasonic systems?

9. What types of interior.surfaces are best suited to ultrasonic systems?

10. Soft rugs, draperies and pillows are helpful to the ultrasonic system. T or F

.)

3 (36
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instructor
Post Aisessment Answers

74

1. Better coverage

Easier to wire
1

3. 'Doppler.

4. Transmitting

5.
Transceiver

6. Frequency of sound

.7.

0 -
4

$

. lr

"

S

..

.

1

7. Light inditators that show a zone has been intruded or to show that system
is armed. .c_

8. Rechargeable (mostly 1Z volt)

1

9. Hard, smooth

10. False

N

1

I

4
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Supplementary
References

Barnard, Robert L. Intrusion Detecticin Systems: Principles of Operation
and Applications. Butterworth Publishers. Boston. 1981.
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GAS DETECTORS

11

A

Goal:

.11

The 'apprentice will be able to
describe gas detectors and their
application.

9

4

Performance Indicators;
1. Describe

2. Describe
of a gas

a gas sensor.

the electrical components
sensor.'

7.

3. Describe applications of agas sensor.

Yn
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Study ail&

Read goal and performance indicato to find what is to. be learned in package.

Study the vocabulary list to 1,find new terms to be learned.

Study the introduction and info.rmation sheets. r.

Complete the job sheet.

Complete the self assessment and check answers.

Complete the post- assessment and have instructor ch'ecl: answers.



INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING' SYSTEMS

Vocabulary

4, Combustible gasses

0 Gas sensor

Hazardous fumes'

Inverter

Light-emitting diode (LED)"

410 NAND gate

4). Three core cable

Variable resistor

373
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Introduction

Gas sensors are used in fire alarm systems to detect -cowbustible gasses of smoke.
The gas detector is a very sensitive device and will alIrm at small amounts of gas
yapor.

The gas sensor is widely used to detect haz rdous fumes of escaping gas. Early

detection helps prevent explosions and fire cause by gas vapors. Industrial

plants use gas detectors to monitor levels o fumes that might injure.human

health

4
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Information

Special gas sensors are used to detect combustible vapors. These sensors detect
such vapors as those produced byl

Kerosene
Petroleum
Organic solVent
Propane

Natural gas
Hydrogen
Carbon monoxide
Ammonia

The gas sensor is sensitive to unburnt gasses-in.smoke. It can give warnings of
Afire and possible explosions. The gas sensor isoften used in boats.and other
lorsettings where gas leakages are a hazard.

A gas sensor is made of two electrodes which are imbedded in resistant materials.
A heatdr element drives off gasses that might become absorbed by the materials
over a period of time. When the device senses small quantities of vapors, the .

electrical resistance of the material is reduced. This resistance loss will
-c use an alarm:

ev
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CI

......

A gas detector is usually made from a quadruple 2-input NAND integrated circuit.,,
Only three of the gates are used in the sensor circuit. The three NAND gates
are all wired as one input gate (inverters). The inverter acts to give a high
output when gas is present. A light emitting diode registers the output of the
NAND gate.

The variable resistor acts to control the sensitivity level of the sensor. A
small amount of gas vapor will cause the system to alarm: An'installer must set
the sensitivity level to allow for exhaust fumes from nearby roads. The sensor:
is extremely sensitive togas vapors.

APPLICATION

The gas sensor should be mounted high in the room if it is to serve as a fire.

410 lr

detector. If the sensor is used to detect leakingNsses it must be mounted
near" the floor. The sensor can be connected to the main alarm system with three
core Cable. The 12 volt supply is carried by two of the cores. The third core
carries the circuit output to the NAND gate input of the main alarm system.

.

The gas etector can be tested by putting a few drops of combustible material
tiontiss and holding it near the sensor. Oil, gasoline or solvent will work

as'a tes agent. The gasses from a burning match should produce an alarm.

A gas detector will look like this.

ego

.1

41*
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ssignment '6

tti Complete the, job sheet.

,, Complete self assessment.
'11

e Complete post assessment.

S

e

4P

a

,t

ti 0'

.5
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Job ShEEt

4 I

EXAMINE A GAS DETECTOR

rr

LI

Obtain a gas detector.

Hook the detector up to a 12 volt power supply according to manufhcturers
.instruction.

1'

Adjust the sensitivity of the detector to where you think it should be.

-,411 Test detector with 'a burning match, alcohol, oil and other combu"stible.
substance.

Reset detector between tests.

41100 Continue adjus.tmentiof sensitivity until sensor alarms with very small amounts

41.

of fumes.

"27

0.;

0

11

4
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Self
Assessment

WWII/ "
.Zallea-

1. List two ways in which gas sensors are used

2,. The sensor is sensitive to gasses in smoke.

3. A as sensor alarms when there is a loss in due to the sensing
of vapors.

4. The IC of a gas detector uses three logic gates.

5 . The controls the sensitivity of the gas detectors.

6. A detector should be mounted when used as a fire alarm.

7. .A detector should be mounted when used to detect leaking ,gasses.

8. What type of cable is used with gas detectors?

The power supply for gas tors is volt.

10. When NAND gates are wired as one-input gates,

4

y are called
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Self Assessment
Answers

*=maminow

411

1. Fire alarm and detection of leaking gsses.

Unbut'nt

Resistance

NAND

4115.. Variable resistor

6. High on the wall

7.-Near the floor

8. 3-core cable

9. 12

10. Inverter'

c

1,

360
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Post
,Assessment

, -7 :ore& r-.

/

1. Which logic gates are found in the integrated circuit of a gas detector?

2., How many inputs are used with each gate?

3. Where should a gas detector be'mouqed when used asp fire alarm?

4. Where should a gas detector be mounted to detect leaking gas fumes"

5. What type of cable is used with gas detectors?

6. Gas sensors alarm when there a loss in

i

7. What is the source of light for the indicator?

8. What is the purpose of tbe variable resistor in .a gas detector?

9. How can a sensor be tested to see if it is working? .

10. flow much power supply is needed to operate gas detectors?
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Instructor
Post Assessment lbswers

1. NAND

2. one

3. High on the wall

Near the floor

5. 3-core cabl e

6. Resistance

*

7. Light emitting diode (LED) 1

8. Controls the sensitivity of the detector:

P

L

9. Place a few drops of combustible substance on a tissue and hold near sensor.

1Q. 12 volts
I

3S2

1

/

0
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.

Supplementary
References

,Imr,1.1.41111m,ortfrimmemewnegi

* Iishop,,Owen. Electronic Projects for Home Security. Butterwort7Nblishers.
Boston. 1981.

V
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AIRBORNE AND STRUCTURAL PROBLEMS

4
'

Goal:

The apprentice will be able tp
describe problems associated
with air conditioning systems
and structural materials.

+a\

/.

Performance Indicators:

le." Describe effects of air conditioning
and heating systems on devices.

2. Describe the effects of structutal
materials on devices.

r

384



Study GuidE

INSTRUCTIONAL 1.."EAFtNING SYSTEMS

,'N'Ittr' vs.:- 441" t t 4....

Read the goal and performance inecators for this package s

Read the vocabulary list to see the new trade terms to be introduced in this
package.

Study the i ntroducti on, and information sheets.

*Complete the job sheet.

.Complete the self assessment and check answers.

'Complete the post assessment and have instructor check your. answers.
A

.4

4

3 S
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Vocabulat9

v

Accoustical energy

Accodstical pkoperties

Audible tone

Microwave energyt

Thermal change

.4

3 .'36
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ti

ntroduction

The performance of detection devices are often affected by the environment in which
the detector is placed. Some of, the motion detection devices are extremely sensitive
to such things as air currents, heat sources and the walls of the building itself.

Air conditioning and heating systems affect some devices. The materials used in the
building influence other types of detectors.

.../This package will point out the effects of air conditioning and heating systems and
structural materials on the performance of, detection devices. With such understanding,
the installer can avoid many problems in setting up a system.

se.
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Information
1

An installer mutt consider the effects of air conditioning systems upon some types of
. ddtectors. Other types of devices are influenced by the materials used in the

structure. These factors become very important with devices used in space and .

volumetric applications. A

\
Air Conditioning 'and Heating Systems

Moving air greatly affects the performance of ultrasonic devices. Forced .air from
liating and air conditioning ducts and drafts from windowsi4istort the energy pattern.
Ultrasonic uses air as a medium of transmission. This makes it extremely_sensitive,
to air movements,

The movement of fan blades can false alarm microwave detectors. If the air conditioning
system causes the walls to vibrate, this motion will also affect microwave.

'

410'Sonic motion detectors are less sensitive to air currents than, ultrasonic devices.
However, the sonic detector does use air as a medium for accoustical energy.
Air conditioning could be a problem.

Passive infrared ddvices operate on detection of thermal change. Detectors must be
located away from heat sources such as radiators, hdt pipes, heaters, etc. These
objects can cause false alarms.

Structural Materials

The microwave system has the ability to penetrate walls and detect movements outside
of the area being protected. In other words, it may alarm at an automobile on.a
nearby street. Heavy walls of brick, concrete or cinder block will contaip micro-

, wave energy much better than glass or wood walls. Detectors should never be pointed
direCily at an exterior wall.

Glass windows and doors that tend to vibrate or rattle in the wind call affect ultrasonic
*Motion'detectors. These'same vibrations may affect operable opening switches that are
attached to them as sensors.

Mefal walls and pahitions can be a problem for microwave units. Any metal object
will reflect microwave energy and tend to cause false alarms.

Infrared motion detectors should never be directed toward glass covered openings.
Sunlight may cause a false alarm by changirig the thermal pattern.

388
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Infoniiatipn

0
4

The contruction of walls have a definite effect on sonic devices. 'Sonic detectors
pperate with an acoustical energy pattern. The materials used in construction of
a building affects the acoustical properties of the room. The audible tone of a
sonic detector will carry according to the acoustics oI the building.

. 0

0
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AssignmEnt

Complete the job sheet.

AD 'Complete the self assessmenj and check your answers.

I

Complete the post assessment and have the instructor check your answers.

111

, 1/

S.
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4.0

Job ShEtt
tool . - '717- 4.-

ASSESS A ROOM FOR POTENTFAL PROBLEMS

Select a large room at your place of work.

- w.:. . - ..-

Sketch the room showing doors, windows, airconditioning and heating outlets.

Examine the walls. What are the walls and ceiling made from?

Assess the following devices as to their appropriateness for protection of that
room: .0.

..

DEVICE YES NO REASON ) .

.

I

\

.

.

.

.

.

Microwave .

Passive Infrared

Sonic

Ultrasonic

.

.

1

,

.

0

,

.

i

.

.
.

.

.

.

.

I

.---

.

.

b

.

.

,

.

.

i
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Assessment
`41

1. Which device is most sensitive to moving air masses?

2. Which device,is most sensitive to heat sources?

4

I

3. Which device most affected by the construction of walls?

4. Which device is affected by the reflection of their energy pattern off metal
objects?

5. Which device is affected by sunlight changing its thermal pattern?

1

a

rP,

ji:is
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r .

Self Assessment
Answers

Ultrasonic
s

2. Infrared

Microiiav,

4. Microwave

A. Infrared

) #

s.

393
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Assessment
'.^. --" -4? r ' :`"

How are the following devices affected by air conditioning and heating systems?

1. Ultrasonic

2. Microwave.

3.' Passive infrared

What influence does the structural properties of building'have on the following
devicW

4. Microwave--

5. Passive infrared

r1

r

'r

p

4
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v.

Instructor
Post Assessment Answers

1. Moving air masses will trigger alarm. Air conditioners are big problem.

2. Fan blades rotating will affect microwave. Vibratjons from air conditioner.

3. Heat sources sud as radiators, heaters and lights change thermal value and
cause alarm.

4. Microwave tends to pass through.walls and pick up motion outside the building.
It will pass through wood and glass easier than concrete or brick walls. a

O

5. Irifraredshould never be °directed toward glass where sun light will stream in.
This could affect the thermal value enough to false alarm.

a

84

1

A

AP

I
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Supplementary
Referenc,es

I

011

Barnard, Robert L. Intisusi on Detection Systems: Principles of Operation and
Application. Butterworth Publishers. Boston. 1981.

1

*
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Goal:

IIINTitiMOA411. LE.A41111C

12.10
ft/

ta14341ETECTION SYSTEMS

The apprentice will be able to
"describe an- audio detection system.

4

"'"..

Performance. Indicators:

1. Describe parts of an audio detection
system.

2. Describe sound level threshold.

3. Describe adjustments to reduce
false alarms from outside noise.

4, Describe monitoring of auido
detectors.

5. Describe relationship'of audio
detection and the skill level
of the intruder.

397 4
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11.

Study GuidE

ro".

Read goal and Arformance indicators to find what you are supposed to.learn
from this package.

Rei'd the vocabu4ary.page to find the n6w terms that :will be tntroduced
package.

Read introduction and information sheets.

Complete self assessment and check answers with answer sheet.

Complete postcs,sessment and ask instructor to score answers.

q

V

'04

. 3k.96
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Vocabulary(

AdjustableiOul se' count circuit

Band pass filter

Cancellation microphones

LoW skill intruder

S

4.4.044.44.4.10.144444,4.444.44.4.
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Introduction

Audio detectors liSten for noises made by intruders. They differ from infrared
detectors that respond frowthe thermal energy of the intruder. *Audio detectors
can be classified as motion detepors because they respond to movements that cause
a poise.

Microphones are placed at key locations in the protection area. The microphones
pick up sounds' in the audio range. and send them to a signal processor. If,the
sounds'are greater'than the normal sounds, an alarm is triggered.

Audio detectors are ofterrused in schools because the existing pUblic address
.system canbe used as part of the intrusion detection system. The system is an
economical one if existing equipment can be used.

The use of audio detection is limited to detect low skill intruders such as vandals.
Intruders with greater skill do not make enough noise to set off an audio detector.

410
For this reason, it should be combined with. other types of detectors.

.30A

AO.

IPA
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Inftimation

An audio detection system.tonsists of:

*, *Microphones to pick up sound at audio frquency.

* Signal processor in the control unit.

IM

4

An audio detection system requires that the signal processor be adjusted to the
sound level threshold of the background sounds. If the threshold is too high
above normal sounds, it may not detect the intruder. A threshold that is too low
.will be likely to false alarm. False alarms can be redyced by the use of an
adjustable pulse count circuit and cancellation microphones. The adjustable pulse
count controls the alarm.. Only after a series of sounds will the alarm go off.. This
tends to reduce false alarms from outside noise and allows the system to be set at a
"'lower threshold. Cancellation microphones are set up outside the protection area.
They pick up the outside noises, and c8ncel the same noises picked up by microphones
in the protected area. Cancellation take's place in the signal processor. Noises
such as vehicles, trains and planes can be cancelled in the system.

FREQUENCY RANGES OF DETECTORS'

Audio detectors are made to detect different frequencies of sound. Some detect
high frequency sounds such as cutting through metal. Some detectors use band pass
filters that allow only high frequency signals to pass to the signal processor.
The hi-4h frequency detector would not be a good one if the intruder was breaking
through sheet rock or other soft building materials. .'

MONITORING AUDIO DETECTORS

The monitor of an audio system can listen to, the sounds that are causing the alarm.
If the sounds can'be identified, a response can be planned. Many times the monitor
can dietermine if it was a.false alarm. This feature is an advantage if the monitor
knows the normal sounds of the protected area. Th system can be used to verify that
intrusions have occurred.

SKILL LEVEL OF INTRUDERS

Audio detectors are notgood detectors if the intruder is one.of great skill.
Experienced intruders do not make a lot of noisd! Low skill intruders such as
those committing vandalism are noisy and will set off die alarm. The nature of the

Alithreat will help determine if audio detectors should be part of the system.
VI/Although the audio detector might be a good choice for protecting the boy's locker,

room, it may not be a good choice for a jewelry store. Audio detectors should be

4C1
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Information
IM.111=0

A

used-with other types of detectors. The best use of audio detectors is to assess.
tAe cause of alarms.

opo.

4
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AssignmEnt

Complete self assessment and check answers with answer sheet.

Complete post assessment and have instructors score answers:



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

SElf
AssessmEnt

1. List two techniques for reducing false alarms in an audio detection system.

2. What is sound leVel threshold?

3. Band pass filters permit only) frequency sounds to pass to

the signal processor.

ti

4. The audio detectdr is best suited to intruders with

skill level. t (high, low)

4

5. The two FR4 parts of ayraudio detector system are, and a

2

4

tir

4C4
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.1.

t pf

Self Assessment
Answers

.=1...n...."

I. Adjustable pulse count circuit and cancellation microphones.

2. The noise level at which an alarm will be set off. It is adjusted.according
to normal noise levels of the area.

3. High

4. Low

5. Microphones and signal processor.

WM

I

V

60
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Assessment
Vb.

1. D'escribe sound level threshold.

2. List one setting where audio detectors might be used.

3. Describe audio detection as related to skill levels of intruders.

4. What is the purpose of cancellation microphones?

5. How doe'an adjustable pulse count circuit redCce the number offalse
alarms?

,t0

re

so.

A

11.

1
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b

instructor
4

Post Assessment Answers

0

The sound level thresilold is the noise level' at which the alarm is setoff.
Adjustments are made to the background noise le'vel to prevent false alarming
of system.

2. Schools use audio detectors because they'can be operated on existing public
address systems.

3. Audio detection operates on noise levels of intruders. High skill level
intruders do not make a lot of noise. The system is.useful in detection of
low skill level intruders,,such as vandals: Low skill level intruders are
noisy during in'rusions.

4. Reduces.false alarms, Cancellati4 microphones cancel out noises from outside
the protected area.

S.

Adjustable pulse count circuits prevent alarming on one loud noise. After a
series of noises the alarm will go off.

gio
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Supplementw9
References

Barnard, Robert L. Intrusion Detection Systems: Principles of Operation tnd
Applications. Butterworth Publishers. Boston. 1981. Pages 181-185.
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TRADE TERMS

Goa:
The apprentice will be able to use
trade terms of the security alarm

f field.

Performance Indicators:

1. Use trade terms in communicating
with others.

2. Understand trade terms when given
as part of a work assignment.

(it
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Study. Guide-

Read the trade terms and definitions in the information.sheets. Check off ttiOe
that are already known to-you.

Learn 10 new words each'week and check those off the list. Continue-until ypu
know all of,the trade terms found in this package.

Add new trade terms that are not found in this package. As'you hezt' or read a.:
new term, add it to the list.

Keep this.package as a handy reference for learning new terms. When-you become,
an experienced installer, the.list of terms will no longer be needed, it
will only be a...matter of keeping up wi0 new terms of'your trade.

4.
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Vocclbulary

The trade 141ns found in the information sheets 'hake up 4 vocabulary list.
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ntroduction

Every occupation uses trade terms to communicate with others in their field of
work. The medical profession uses trade terms ,that are not well understood by
the average person: *Lawyers use legal terms. Farmers have their special language
for talking among themselves.

The security alarm field has trade terms that d'escribe their work, equipment and
procedures'. In'order:to communicate with others in their field, apprentices must
know the common trade terms.
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Information

The common trade terms for the seCU7Tly Min areTisre'reriranTiff.'"
ti

Access Control

The control of pedestrian and vehicular traffic through entraces and exits of a'

protected area or premisses.

Access Mode

The operation of an alarm system such that no alarm signal is given when the
protected area is entered; however, a signal may be given if the annunciator or

control unit is tampered with or opened.

Access /Secure Control Unit 4-

1 An electronic unit which serves as the local control unit -for sensors and allows

deactivation of selected sensors.

. Accumulator
lb

A circuit which accumulates a sum. for example, in 4n audio alarm control unit,

the accumulator sums the aplitudes of a series of pulses, Vihich are larger.than

some threshold level, subtracts from the 'sum at a predetermined rate to account

for random backgrOund pulses, and initiates an alarm signal when the sum exceeds

some predetermined level.

Actuating Device or Actuator

A manual or automatic switch or sensor such as a holdup button, magnetic switch,

or thermostat which causes a system to transmit an alarm signal when manually
activated or when the device Senses an intruder or other unwanted condition.

Alarm

An alarm device, alarm condition, or an alarm signal.

Alarm Circuit

An electrical circuit of an alarm system which produces or transmits an alarm

Ali signal.
IOW

c
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Alarm Condition

A dangerous or unwanted condition sensed by an alarm device such as an intrusion,
or fire or holdup.

Alarm Device

A device designed to sense some predetermined dangerous or unwanted condition and
produce a signal.

Alarm Discrimination

The ability of an alarm device to. distinguish between thilse stimuli caused byan
intrusion and those which are a.part of the environment.

Alarm Line

A wire0 electrical circuit used for the transmission of alarm signals from the
protected premises to a monitoring station.

Annunciator

An alarm monitoring device which consists of a number of visible signals such as
"flags" or lamps indicating the status of the detectors in an alarm system or,sistems.

Ansv,4ring_ Service

ib

A business which contracts with subscribers to answer incoming telephone calls
after a specified delay or when scheduled to do so.

Area Protection

. Protection of the innerspace or volume of a secured area by means of a volumetric
sensor.

Area Sensor

A sensor with a detection zone which approximates an area, such as a wall surface
or the exterior of a safe.

4)-
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(1) A noisemaking device such as a siren, bell or horn used as part of a local
alarm system to indicate an alarm condition. (2) A bell, buzzer, hor or
other noisemaking device used as part of an annunciator, to indicate athange in
the status or operating Mode of an alarm system.

Audio Detectibn System

An alarm system which detects the sound or vibrations caused by attempted forceful
entry into.a protected structure. The system consists of microphones and a control
unit containing an amplifier, accumulator, and a power supply.

Audio Frequency (Sonic)

Sound frequencies within the range of human .heoing, approximately from 16 to
20,000 Hz.

Audio Monitor

An arrangement of amplifiers and speakers designed to monitor the sounds transmitted
by microphones located in the proteted area.

"r

Audio Sensor

A sensor Which responds to sound; a microphone.

Beam Divergehe

In a photoelectric alarm system, the angular spread of the light beam.

Break Alain

(1) An alarm condition signaled by the opening or breaking of an electrical circuit.

(2) The signal produced by a break alarm condition.

Bug

(1) To plant .a microphone or other audio sensor; to tap a co unication line for
the purpose of surreptitious listening or audio monitoring; 1 osely, to install a
sensor in a specified location. (2) The microphone or other 'sensor used for listening.
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Building Security Alarm System

The, system of protective signlaing devices installed at a'premises.

Burglar Alarm OA.) Pad .

A supporting frame laced with fine wire Or a fragile panel laced with foil or fine
wire and installed so as to cover an exterior opening in a building, such as a vent,
door or skylight. Entrance through the opening breaks the wire or foil and initiates

an alarm signal,

Capacitance Alarm System

An alarm system in which a protected'object is electrically connected as a capacitance
sensor so that its capacitance forms part of a tuned circuit. The approach of an

0 intruder causes sufficient change in capacitance to upset the balance of the system
and initiate an alarm signil.

Central Station

A control Center to which alarm and supervisory signaling devices in a subscriber's
premises are connected, where circuits are supervised, and here personnel are
maintained continuously to record and investigate alarm or rouble signals.

Circuit.

A combination pf electrical devices providing one or more closed electrical paths.

Circumvention

The defeat of an alarm system by the avoidance of its detection devices, such as by
jumping over a pressure sensitive mat; by entering through a hole cut in an
unprotected wall rather than through a protected door, or by keeping outside the

range of an ultrasonic motion sensor. Circumvention' contrasts with .SPOOFING.

Closed Circuit

A circuit in which there is a current through each of the system sensors when not

in the alarm condition.

416
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Clutch Head Screw

A mounting screw with a uniquely designed head for which the installation and removal
tool it not commonly. available. They are used to install alarm system components so
,that removal is inhibited.

Coded-Alarm System

An alarm system in which the source of each signal is identifiable.

Coded Cable

A multiconductor cable in which the insulation on each conductor is distinguishable
from all others by color or'dasign. This assists in identification of the .point of
origin or final destination of a wire.

411 Coded Transmitter

A device for transmitting a coded signal when manually or automatically operated
by an actuating device. The actuator may be housed with the transmitter or a
number of actuators may operate a common transmitter.

Coding Siren

A siren which has an.auxiliary mechanism to interrupt the flow of air through its
principal mechanism, enabling it to produce a controllable series of sharp blats.

Conductor '

A material which can conduct electric current, such as the metal forming a wire or
cable.

Constant Ringing Drop (CRD)

A relay which when'activated even momentarily will remain in an alarm condition
until reset. A key is often required to reset the relay and turn off thealarm.

Contact

(1) Each of the pair of metallic parts of a switch or relay which by touching or
being separated make or break the electrical current path. (2) A switch-type

410 , sensor.
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Contact Device

A device which When actuated. opens or closes'a set of electrical contacts; a switch or
relay.

Contact Microphone

A microphone designed for attachment directly to a surface of a protected area or
object; usually used to detect surface vibrations.

Contactless Vibrating Bell )

A vibrating bell without circuit-interrupting contacts whose continuous operation
depends upon application of an alternating current.

III Control Cabinet or Unit

A device, usually electronic, which responds to an alarm signal by generating a
suitable response suchas sounding an audible alarm device, turning on a signal
light, initiating an automatic telephone dialer, or a combination of responses.

Cross Alarm

(1) An.alarm condition signaled by crossing or shorting-'an electrical circuit.

(2) The signal produced due to a cross alarm condition.

Crossover
' 4

An.insulated electricalpath used to connect foil across window dividers, such as

those found onlmiltiple pane windows, to prevent grounding ana to make a more

durable connection.

Dark Current

4

\
The current output of a photoelectric receiver when no light is entering the

receiver.

Defeat

The frustration, counteraction, or'making ineffective of an alarm device so that it

41, fails to signal an alarm when a protected area is entered. Defeat includes both

circumvention and spoofing.

4 1
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.Detector

failure, rate of temperature rise, smoke.or fire.. (2) A demonciulator, a.device for
recovering the modulating function or signal. from a modulated wave.

Door Cord

A short, insulated cable with an attachihg block and terminals at each end used to
conduct current to a device, such as foil, mounted on the movable portion of a
door or window.

Door Trip Switch

A mechanical switch mounted so that movement of the door will operate the switch.

III Doppler Effect (Shift)

The apparent changp in frequency of sound oA,radio waves when reflected from or
originating from a moving object. Utilized in some types of motion sensors.

Double-Circuit System

An alarm circuit in which both the high and. low-sides of the circuit are routed
through each sensor.

Double Drop

An alarm signaling method often used in central station alarm systems in which the
line is first opened to produce a break alarm and then shorted to produce a cross
alarm.

Duress Oarm

(1) A.device which produces either a silent alarm or local alarm under a condition
of $tress such as holdup, fire, illness, or other panic or emergency. The device is
usuCly suI'reptitious or covert and the alarm silent when used as a holdup alarm.,

Fail Safe

A feature of a system or device which initiates an alarm.or trouble signal when the
46 system or device either malfunctions or loses power. r

4 1
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False Alarm
f

{1) An alarm signal for which an investigation discloses no evidence of an alarm
condition. (2) I3ny alarm signal which is not caused by that condition which the
alarm system was designed to detect.

False Alarm Rate, Monthly

The number of false alarms per month divided by the number of alarm installations,
usuajly expressed as a percentage.

False Alarm Ratio

The ratio of false alarms to total alarms, may be expressed as a percentage.

III Field

The space or area under the influence of a force such as electricity or magnetism
produced by an electrically charged object, current, or a magnet.

Floor Mat

A pressure sensor mat wired to make or break contact when stepped upon.

Floor Trap

,or

A device which initiates an alarm signal when an in breaks or' moves a wire
installed across a floor space.

Foil
+0

Thin metallic strips which are cemented to the glass in a window or door, usually
near the edges, and connected to a closed electrical circuit. If the glass is
broken so as to break the foil, the circuit opens, iriitiating.an alarm sinal.
Called tape. A window or door to which foil has been applied is said to be taped or
foiled.

Foil Connector

An electrical terminal block dked on the edge of a window to join interconnecting
41, wire to window. foil.
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Foot Rail

A duress alarm, often used at cashiers' windows, in whic
rail, lifting it, to.initiate an,plarm signal.

foot is placed under the

Grid

(1) An arrangement of electrically conducting wire, screen, or tubing placed */
front of doors or Windows or both which is used as part of a capacitance sensor.
(2) A lattice of wooden dowels or slats concealing fine wires in a closed alarm
circuit which initiates an alarm signal when forcing or, cutting the lattice breaks
the wires. Used over accessible openings. Sometimes called a protective screen.

Heat Detector or Sensor

0 A sensor which responds to either a temperature above a selected value or a temperature
inuTase which is at a rate of increase greater than a preselected rate. .

Holdup

Any-action 'to obtain or attempt to-obtain valuables by threat or force. A robbery.

Holdup Alarm System Automatic 4

A duress alarm systemin which the signal transmission is initiated solely by the
action of the intruder.

Holdup Alarm System, Manual

A duress alarmsystem in which the signal transmission is initiated by the direct
action, fof person attacked or of an observer of the attack.

Holdup Alarm System, Seinlautomatic

A duress alarm system in which the signal transmissionis initiated by the indirect or
covert action of the pe6on attacked or of an observer.of the attack. .

Holdup Button

A mechanical switch used eo initiate a duress alarm signal; usually constructed toitc'

0 minimize accidental activation.
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Hood Contact

A switch which is used for the supervision of a closed safe or vault door. Usually
installed on the outside surface of the protected door.

Infrared (IR) Motion Detector or Sensor

A sensor which detects changes in the infrared light radiating from parts of the .

protected area. Presence of an intruder in the area changes the infrared light
intensity from his location.

Interior Perimeter Protection

A line of protection along the boundary of a protected area including all points
through which entry can be effected.

Intrusion

Unauthorized entry onto the property of another.

Intrusion Alarm System

An alarm system for signaling the entry or attempted entry of a person into the
area protected.'

Jack

An electrical connector which is used for frequent connect and disconnect operdtions;
for example, to connect an alarm circuit at an overhead door.

Lacing

A network of fine wire surrounding or covering an area to be protected, such as a
safe, vault, or light door panel, apd connected into a closed circuit alarm system.

Line Amplifier c

An audio amplifier which is used to provide preamplification of. an audio alarm signal
before transmission of the signal over an alarm line. Use'of an amplifier extends the
range of signal transmission.

4 22
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Line Sensor or Detector

A'sensor with a detection zone which approximates a line or series of lines, such as
a photoelectric sensor which senses a direct or-reflected light beam.

Line Supervision

Electronic protection of an alarm line accomplished by sending a continuous or coded
signal through the circuit.

Local Alarm

An alarm which when activated makes a Thud noise at or near the protected area or
floods the site with light or both.

Local. Alarm System

An alarm system which when activated produces an audible or visible signaL,in the
immediate vicinity of the protected premises or object.

-1

Loop

A series electrical circuit consisting of several elements, usually switches, so
connected that the current path is through each element in succession.

Magnetic Contact or Switch
I

46.

A switch which consists of two separate-units; a magnetic actuated switch, and a
magnet. The switch is usually mounted in a fixed position (door jamb or window
frame) opposing the magnet, which is fastened to a hinged or sliding door, window,
etc., When the movable section is opened, the magnet moves with it, actuating.the
switch.

McCulloh Circuit or Loop

A supervised single wire loop connecting a number of coded transmitters located in
different protected areas to a central station receiver.

4

Mechanical Switch

0 A switch In which the contacts are opened and closed by means of a depressable
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plunger or button.

1
Mercury Switch

A switch operated by tilting which cause .an enclosed pobl of mercury to move,
making physical and electrical contact wth conductors.

Microwave Alarm System

An alarm system which employs radio frequency-motion detectors.

Microwave Frequency

Radio frequencies'in the range of approximately 0.3 to 300 GHz.

410 Monitor Cabinet

An enclosure which houses the annunciator and associated equipment.

Monitoring Station

The central station or other remote area, at which guards, polioe, or commercial
service personnel observe annunciators and.registers reporting on the csgMition of
remote a),arm systems.

Motion Detector or Sensor.

A sensor whicp responds to the motion of an intruder.

4

Multiplexing

A technique for the concurrent transmission of two or more signals in either or
both directions, over the same wire, carrier or other communication channel.

Multiplexing, Frequency Division (FDM)

The multip1RAAng technique which'assigns to each signal a specific set of frequencies
(called a l) within the larger block of frequencies available on the main
trasnmisSf h in much the same way that many radio stations broadcast at the
same time n be'separately received.'

424.
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Multiplexing, Time Division (TDM)

The multiplexing technique which Oovides for-the independent transmission of several
pieces of information on a time-sharing baps by sampling, at frequent intervals,
the data to be transmitted.

Nicad

Contraction of nickel cadmium. A high performance, long-lasting rechargeable battery
which may be,used for an emergency power supply of an alarm system.

Nonretractable (orie-way) Screw

A screwwith a head designed to permit installatiA with an ordinary flat bit
IIIscrewdriver but which resists removal. They are used to install alarm system
components so that removal is inhibited.

Normally Closed (NC) Switch

A switch jn which the contacts are closed when no external forces act upon the
switch.

Normally Open (NO) Switch

A switch in which the contacts are open (separated) when no external forces act
upon the switch.

Open Circuit

A circuit in which ther is no current until the closing of a switch causes a current
which activates an alarm signal.

Open Circuit System

A system which uses open circuit sensors connected in parallel. When a sensor is
activated, the circuit is closed, permitting S current which activates an alarm
signat.

Passive Ultrasonic Alarm System

0 A vibration detection system or audio detection system which operates at ultrasonic
frequencieS.

0

4 25
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Perimeter Alarm System

An alarm systetu which consists of the protection of all doors, walls, windows, and
other entry points to the protected area by means of contact devices, switches, foil,
etc.

Permanent Circuit

An alarm circuit which is capablelof trasnmitting an alarm signal whether the alarm
control is in access mode or secure mode.

Photoelectric Alarm System

0 An alarm system which employs light beams and photoelectric sensors tciprovide a
line of protection.

Photoelectric Detector or Sensor

A device which detects a visible pr invisible beam of light and responds to it
complete or nearly complete interruption.

Police Connection

The direct link by which an alarm system is connected to an annunciator installed in
a police station. Examples of a police connection are an alarm line, a telephone
dialer and switching network, or a radio communications channel.

Pressure Alarm System

110

An alarm system whi0 protects a vault or other enclosed space by maintaining and
.monitoring a predetermined air pressure differential between the inside and outside
of the space.

Printing, RecoOM

An electromechanical device used at a monitoring station which accepts coded signals
from alarm lines and converts them to a printed record of the signal received.

Proprietary Alarm

1 An alarm system which is similar to a central station system except that the annunciator'

42d
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is located in a constantly manned, guard room marained by the, owner for his own

internal security operations. The guards monit the system and respond to all

alarm signals or alert local law enforcement agencies or both. .

6

Protected Area

The area monito4td by a security system such as an alarm system, guards, or enclosed

by suitable barriers.

Protection_ Device _

(1) A sensor such as a grid, foil, contact, or photoelectric sensor connected .into

an intrusion alarm system. (2) A barrier which inhibits intrusion such as a grille,

lock, fence or wall.

III Protective Signaling

The initiation, transmission, and reception of signals involved in the detection and

prevention of property loss due to fire, burglaryo, or other destructive conditions.

Also the electronic supervision of persons and equipment concerned with this detection

and prevention.

RadarAlarm System

An alarm system which'employs radio frequency motion detectdrs.

adio Frequency (RF) Motion Detector

A sensor which detects the motion of an intruder through the, use of radio frequency

generating and receiving equipment. The device operates by filling a space with a

pattern of radio waves; the modulation of these waves by a moving object is detected

and initiates an alarm signal. These devices are often called microwave motion

detectors. They are also sometimes called radar units.

Register (Signal Recorder)

An electromechanical device which marks a paper tape in response to signal impulses

received from transmitting circuits. A register may be driven by .a prewound spring

mechanism, an electric motor, or a combination of these.

0 Register, Inking

A register which marks the tape with ink.

A
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Register, Punch

A register which marks the tape by cutting holes in it.

Register, Slashing

A register which marks the tape by cutting V-shaped slashes in it.

-Remote Alarm

e.

An alarm signal which is transmitted to a remote monitoring station. A local Clam
may also be activated.

IIIRemote Station Alarm System .

A central station alarm system or a police station unit:

Reset

To restore a device to its original (normal) condition after an alarm or trouble
signal.

Retard Transmitter

A coded transmitter in which a delay period is introduced between the time of activation
and the time of signal transmission.

Secure Mods

The method of operation of an alarm system such that all senors and control units are
ready to respond to an intrusion.

SensoV .

A device which is designed to produce a signal or alarm in response to an event or
stimulus within its detection zone.

Shunt or Shunt Switch

(1) A deliberate shorting-o t of a portion of an electric'circuit. (2) A key-
operated switch which remOves some portion of the protective system from the circuit,

Al
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AI"

allowing entry into a protected area without initiating an alarm signal.e.A type of
authorized access switch.

Silent Alarm

A remote alarm without anfobvious local indication that an alarm has been transmitted.

Silent Alarm System

An alarm system which signals a remote station by means of a silent alarm.

Single Circuit System

0 An alarm circuit which routes only one side of the circuit through each sensor.

Smoke. Detector

A device which detects visible or invisible products of combustion.

Solid State

An adjective used to describe a device such.as a semiconductor transistor or diode;
a cirdvit or system which does not rely on vacuum or gas-filled tubes to control or
modify voltages and currents.

Sonic Motion Detector

A motion sensor which, uses audible sound waves to detect the motion of an intruder
or any other disturbance of a sound pattern generated within the protected area.

Spoofing

The defeat of an alarm system by "tricking" or "fooling" its detection devices such
as by short circuiting part or all of a series circuit, cutting wires in a parallel
circuit, reducing the sensitivity of a sensor, or entering false signals into the
system.

Spot (Point Protection

411 Protection of objects such as safes, art objects, orianything of value which could
be damaged or removed from the protected premises.

429
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Spring Contact

A device employing a current-carrying cantilever spring which monitors the position of
a door-or window.

Subscriber's Equipment

That portion of an, alarm system installed in the protected premfses.

Subscriber's Unit

An authorized access switch.

Supervisory Alarm System

11

An alarm system which monitors conditions orliersons or both'and signals any deviation
from an established norm or schedule.

Supervisory Circuit

An elkctrical circuit or raifolpath which sends information on the status of a

sensoror guard patrol to an annunciator.

Surveillance

(1) Control of premises for security purposes throUgh alarm systems, closed circuit
television (gTv) or other monitoring methods. (2) Supervision or inspection of
industrial processes by monitoring those-conditions which could cause damage if not
corrected.

Switch

A device which makes, breaks or changes the 4irection of, the current of an electrical
circuit.

Tamper Device

(1) Any device, usually a switch which is used to detect an attempt to gain access to
the7Slarm circuitry, such as by removing a switch cover. (2) ,A monitor circuit to
detect any attempt to modify the alarm circuitry, such as cutting a wire.

s.
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Tamper Switch

A switch which is installed in such a way as to detect attempts to remove the
enclosure of some alarm components such as control box doors, switch covers, junction
box covers, or bell housings. The alarm component is then often described as being
"tampered."

Telephone Dialer, Automatic
k

A device which, when activated, automatically dials one or more pre-programmed
telephone numbers (e.g., police, fire department) and relays a recorded voice or
coded message giving the location and nature of the alarm.

Telephone Dialer, Digital

An automatic telephone dialer which sends its message as a digital code.

Terminal Resistor

A resistor used as a terminating device.

Terminating Device

A device which is, used to terminate an electrically supervised circuit.

Timing Table

That portion of the central station equipment at which means are provided for the
checking of i9coming signals from McCulloh circuits.

TQggle Switch

A simple on/off switch, operated by a lever. Used for a master control switch, cut-
off switch, etc., in a protected place.

Trap

A surreptitious switch used to detect the unauthorized opening of a protected
device, cabinet, or access opening.

N.
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trickle Charge

A continuous. direct current, usually very low, which is applied to a battery to
maintain it at'peak charge or to recharge it after it has ben partially or completely
discharged.

U.L. Certificated

For certain types of prgducts which have met U.L. requirements, for which it is
impractical to apply the U.L. Listing Mark or Classification Marking to the individual
product, a certificate is provided which the manufacturer may use td identify quantities
of material for specific job sites or to identify field installed systems.

U.L. Classified

A service of the Underwriters' Laboratories to evaluate and classify products with
respect to specific hazards, limitations, or conditions of performance.

U.L. Listed

Signifies that production samples of the product have been found to comply with
established'Underwriters' Laboratories requirements and that the manufacturer is

authorized to use the Laboratories' Listing Marks on the listed products which comply
with the requirements; contingent upon the follow-up services as a check of compliance.

r

Ultrasonic

Pertaining to a sound wave having a frequency above that of audible sound (approximately
20,000.Hz). Ultrasonic sound waves are used in the ultrasonic motion detection *system
to provide surreptitious space protection.

Ultrasonic Frequency

Sound frequencies which ace above the range of human hearing; approximately 20,000 Hz
and higher.,

Ultrasonic Motion Detector,

A sensor which detects the.motion of an intruder through the use of ultrasonic
'

- frequency generating and receiving equipment.

4 3 o
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Underdome Bell

A bell most of whose mechanism is concealed by its gong.

Underwriter's Laboratories, Inc. (U.L.).

Independent research and testing laboratories which test and list various items meeting
good practice and safety standards. 41,

Vibrating Bell

Abell whose mechanism'is designed to strike repeatedly and for as long as it is
activated.

111 Vibration Detection System

An alarm system which employs one or more contact microphones or contact vitiation
sensors which are4fastened to the inner surfaces of the area or object being protected
to detect excessive levels of vibration.

Vibration Detector or Sensor

Asensor which responds to vibrations of the surface on which it is mounted. There
are two basic types of vibration sensors: the contact vibration sensor, &Id the
cont ct microphone. The contact vibration sensor has a normally closed switch which
wiWmomentarily open when subjected to a vibration with large amplitude. The
vibration sensor sensitivity (i.e:, the vibration amplitude required to open the
vibration sensor switch) is adjustable,,to allow for the different levels of normal

vibration, to which the sensor should not respond, at different locations.

Visual Signal Device

General term for a pilot'light, annunciator or other device.which provides a visual
'indication of the condition being supervised.

Volumetric Detector or Sensor

A sensor with a detection zone which extends over a volume such as an entire room,
part of a room, or a passageway. Ultrasonic motion sensors and sonic motion detectors

41, are examples of volumetric sensors.
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Watchman's Reporting System

A supervisory alarm system arranged for the transmission of a patrolling watchman's
regularly recurrent report signals from stations along his patrol route to a central
supervisory agency.

Zoned Circuit

A circuit which provides continual protection for parts or zones of the protected
area while normally used doors and windows or zones may be released for access.

Zones

Smaller subdivisions into which large areas-are divided to permit selective access to
some zones while maintaining other zones secure and to permit pinpointing the
specific location from which an alarm signal is transmitted.

11
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AssignmEnt

Complete self assessment and check your answers.

Complete post assessment and have instructor check your answers.

Use trade terms in conversation to make them part of your working vocabulary.



Self
Assessment

ai

'41,NSTRUCTIONAL LEARNINGSY-ST-EMS

A

Define the following terms in your own words:

1. Alarm Device

2. ''Audio Detection System

3. Audio Sensor

Central Station

5. Contact Device

Foot Rail

7. Interior Perimeter Protection

8. MercurSwi tdh

Photoelectric Sensor

10. Underwriter Laboratories

4
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Answers

1. A device that is designed to sensetrouble and produce a signal.

2. Detects sound or vibrations caused by forced entry.

3. A sensor that responds to sound-microphone.

4. A control center for receiving and monitoring signals and investigating alarms.

5. A device which is actuated by opening or closing asset of electrical contacts.

6. A duress alarm at cashiers' windows which is activated by stepping on it.

7. A line of protection around protected area including all points:of entry.

41, 8. A switch operated by a mercury pool which moves to cover the contacts.

9. A device which detects visible or invisible light beams..

10.- Research laboratories that test products that meet good practice and safety
standards.

4
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Post
Assessment

Describe in your own words the meaning of the following trade terms:

1. Beam Divergence

2. Capacitance Alarm System

3. Closed Circuit

4. Line Sensor

5. Magnetic Contact

6. McCulloh Circuit

Monitoring Station

8. Normally Closed Switch

9. Passive Ultrasonic Alarm System

10. Radio Frequency Motion Detector

A 438
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instructor
Post Assessment Answers

It I

1. The angular spread of a photo-electrie beam.

2. A system that connects capacitance sensors to protected items.

3. Current flows through circuit when not in alarm condition.

4. Sensors with detection zones that fall in lines or series of lines. Example

is photoelectric beam.

5. A switch that is made of two units--a magnetic switch and a magnet. It fastens

to sliding windows or doors.

6.. A single wire loop that connects coded transmitters to the central station.
o

7. A station that observe annunciator panels and report on alarMs.

J .
A switch in which the contacts are closed when no outside forces are acting,

upon the,switch.

p. Vibration or audio detection system that

(;10. Microwave detectors.

rates at ultrasonic frequencies.
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Supplementary
References

Security Distributing & Marketing. Fast Publications. R.O. Box 272, Culver City,
CA 90230.

a
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14.1

INVISIBLE BEAM DETECTORS.

r.

Goal:

The apprentice will be able to describe
invisible beams and their applications.

or,

Performance -Indicators:

1. Describe microwave beam patterns.

2. Describe antenna arrays for microwave
detection.

Describe application of microwave.

4. Describe infrared beams.

5. Describe infrared applications.

44.1
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INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

St tidy. GuidE
''r#.4 Lid.' h'

Read the goals and performance indicators to find what should be learned from package.

alThead vocabulary list to become acquainted with new terms that will be used in the
package.

Study the introduction and information sheets to learn technical content,of the
package.

Read the assignment in the supplementary reference.

Complete the job sheet.

Completelthe self-assessment and check answers with the answer sheet.

Complete the post assessment and ask your instructor to score the answers.

ow'
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Vocabulary

Automatic gain control

Infrared

Microwave

Overlapping

Paralolic dish antenna array

OPhotoelectric cell

Stackting

Slotted antenna arrays

Stripline antenna arrays

Waveguide horn array

.443
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i.

Beams are commonly used to detect motion in outdoor areas. These beams are invisible '

beams of electro-magnetic energy. Ancintruder is detected when the beam is disturbed.

Two types'of beam; are used in protecting outdoor areas. One operates on microwave

frequencies and the other in the infrared frequency. Both are line-of-sight devices
that require both transmitters and receivers of the beams.

Thi$ package will describe microwave and infrared detection systems and their applications

in outdoor security. Other Uses of infrared in space and volumetric applications are
discussed in another package.

11

V. I
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Information

40

Microwave and infrared both operate with invisible beams. The microwave detector sends
out a beam of %nergy to a receiver. If the receiver detects any reduction or change
in the energy pattern, the system will alarM. Infrared sends outa multiple beam
pattern of energy. If this energy is disrupted or the beam modulation changes, an
alarm signal is generated.' Infrared beams are more narrow than microwave beams. For .

that reason, infrared is more suited to narrow fields of protection such as along
fences.

Infrared transmitters and receivers can be stacked together to give any height needed
for protection. Stacking_ can eliminate intrusion by jumping over or crawling under a
beam.

Microwaver detectors send energy from a single point. The beam is broad enough to

give good vertical coverage but, some areas beneath the transmitter and in corners

are unprotected. Added protection can be given to these unprotected areas by overlapping*

the transmitters and receivers. A top view of an overlap would look like this:

-rz
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Inf6rmIation

4,

A side view of the overlapping positions would appear as follows:

Note that each transmitter covers the area underneath the one in front cf it.

4111, microwave and infrared operate on a line-of-sight from the transmitter to the

receiver. Their application requires level ground and an absence of trees and brush.

The beams will not pass through hills or other objects that are between the transmitter

and receiver. Deep snow, and tall grass can interfere with the operation of micrpwave

and infrared. When installing a system, some thought should be given to snow problems

and plant growth in the protected area. The system mutt be placed so that a mower or

snow removal equipment can be used to clean the protected area.

Microwave Detectors
.*0

Outdoor microwave detectors operate on a frequency band that was allocated by the FCC.

The microwave detector uses several types of antenna. These types include parabolic

dish arr4s,swaveguid* horns, stri line arrays and slotted arrays. The antenna shape

controls the shape of the beam and t e distance that the receiver can be placed from

the transmitter.

Parabolic Dish A/'ay

This type of1antenna has a microwave feed assembly attached to a. large reflector. The

microwave energy is fed to the reflector which reflects it into a beam pattern. Thq

energy is sent toward the receiver dish and its microwave feed. A crystal oscillateir

in the feed converts the microwave into electrical signals.

Waveguide Horn

41ywaveguide horn Is mounted to a waveguide cavity feed. The size of the waveguide

er
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Information

horn determined the shape of the beam and the distance between transmitter and receiver.

Stripline Antenna Array

The stipline antenna array is a copper conductor etched on a dielectric material. The,

element is mounted on a reflector and covered by a cylinder shaped dome. This type of
antenna sends out a pattern that is more narrow in the horizontal than in the vertical
direction. This type of antenna can be used closer to fences than the other types.

fiSlotted Antenna Array

This antenna has a slotted waveguide feed mounted on a parabolic reflector. The .beam

is wider, than it is high.

0

Microwave energy,is modulated by the transmitter and demodulated in the receiver.
Signal levels are adjus*ed by an automatic gain control (AGC) circuit. It is difficult
to establish alarm criteria that detects :intruders without detecting dogs, cats and
birds.

Applications of Microwave

Microwave detectors have ranges up to 1500 feet. The range depends upon the size of
the antenna array. The type of antenna array determines the shape of the beam. Antenna

arrays are selected according to the beam shape and size of area to be covered. Each
detection zone should not exceed 300 feet. 'Antennas should be overlapped to give
protection of blind spots.

Microwave is best suited for leVel areas that are free of trees and grass. If

crawling intruders are to be detected, the ground surface must be level, and free of
grass.

Microwave is very effective in\the detection'of intruders that run,or walk through
the protected area. If low crawling intruders are to be detected, the protection
zone must be kept clean.

Infrared Detection

Infrared detectors, transmit a multiple-beam pattern of epergy:0 When one beam is

..
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4111.1

Information

interrupted, the system alarms. The infrared beams pass through a photoelectric cell
in the receiver. The photoelectric cell converts the infrared energy into an electrical

signal.

Like microwave, the infrared protection area mull be free of trees, grass and other
obstacles. Weather conditions such as fog and rain will reduce the range of detection.

The infrared detectors cante set up in two. ways. Transmitters and receivers can be
stacked on alternate sides as shown below:

The units can also be stacked on opposite sides as shown in diagram.

Applications of Infrared

Infrared detectors have operating ranges up to 1000 feet. This maximum range is
dependent on clear weather, A range of 300 feet is more realistic.

k

The infrared detector is used as a detector for perimeter protection of industrial and
commercial buildings., They are efficient detectors for intruders that run or walk

through the beams.

Alignment of the transmitter and receiver units is critical for good detection.

The space and volumetric applications of photoelectric beams is discussed ir(another

kage. Infrared is used as a light beam source in photoelectric detectors.

448
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r

Assignment

1#

Read Chapter 6, pages 75-92 in Intrusion Detection Systems: Principles of Operation
and Applications. Barnard, Robert L. Butterworth Publishers, Boston, 1.981.

Complete the job sheet.

ComOlete self assessment.

Completie post assessment.
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V

EXAMINE MICROWAVE AND INFRARED SYSTEMS

Visit the supply room at your work site or other security alarm businesses.

Examine microwave antenna systems and read the manufacturers specifications for each
system.

- What is the beam pattern?.

- What is recommended spacing between transmitter and receiver?

- How does each array function?

*xamine infrared systems for outdoor detection and read manufacturers specifications.

- Which stacking method is recommended?

- How are beams aligned?

- What are the recommended ranges?

- What are special precautions?

O. Study a supply catalog to find types of deActors that re not available at the
site. Read the recommendations given in the catalog fo each type of detector.

p.
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SEIf
Assessment

detection systems are more suitable for protection:of narrow areas,i.e. along fences.

2. Show how transmitters and receivers cane "stacked". Use sketches.

3. Overlapping of protection areas is needed with systems.

4. List three types of antenna arrays for microwave detectors.

4

5. kignal levels in microwave detectors are adjusted by an automatic
control.

6. Microwave detection zones should not exceed feet.

7. Infrared transmits a 4 beam pattern.

3.. Infrared protection zones should not exceed feet.

9. Why is level ground needed for microwave and infrared detectors?

10. What are some common obstacles to good infrared detection?



INDIVIII6ALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Self Assessment
Answers

2.

Infrared

Microwave

4. Parabolic dish, wavehorn guide,"stripline, slotted arrays.

5. Gain

6. 300 feet
4

7. Multiple

8. 300 feet

9. They are both line-of-sight devices.

10. Trees, grass, fog, rain.

452



Post
Assessment

INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS,

" 1"....

Show (by sketching) how microwave detectors can "overlapped".

2. Show (by sketching) how infrared detectors can be "stacked".

3. List four types of antenna arrays for microwave detectors.

4. Why is level ground important in setting up microwave systems?

5. What is the function of the automatic gain control?
ft

6. Microwave detection ranges should not exceed feet.

7. ,,Why are trees and ,brush. a problem for infrared detectors?

8. How A infrared beams converted into electrical signals?

What determines the range of a microwave System?

What determines the beam pattern of a microwave system?

A
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Instructor
Post Asse,ssment
Answers

I

)

SO

t 3. Parabolic diO, waveguide horn, stripline, slotted.

4. Microwave is a line of sight device. Crawling intruder detection is dependent on
the contour of land.

5. To modulate the microwave energy.

6. 300 feet.

7. Infrared is .a line of sight device. Obstacles break this.line of sight.

8. Crystal oscillator

k.

Antenna shape

0. shape

4
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Supplementary
/ References

Barnard, Robert L. Intrusion Detection Systems: Principles of Operdtion and
Applications. Butterworth, Publishers. Boston, 1981.
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Goal:

t

ruriucrionau, LEJhf VK xocaral

14.2

FENCE DISTURBANCE4SENSORS

The apprentice will be able to
describe fence disturbance sensors
and their applications.

0

46

0.1

Performance Indicators:

1, Describe major types of sensors.

2. Describe how various sensors operate.

3. Describe applications of each type of

sensor.

CRY
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Study GuidE

Read goal and performance indicators to find what you are expted to learn from
package.

Read the vocabulary list to find new terms that will be introduced in package.

41 Study introduction and information sheets.

Complete job sheet.

Complete self assessment and check answers with answer sheet.

Complete, post assessment and ask instructor to score answer.
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Vocabulary

Band pass filter

Electre't transducer cable

Electromechanical transducers

Geophone transducer.

Mechanical inertia switch

Mercury switch

Pjezoelectric transducer

O. Piezoelectric crystal

Seismic mass

'Shielded cablle

Taut wire switch

A
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Intrdduction

Fences usually mark the outer perimeters of property and the first line of defense
against intrusion. Intruders tend to cut, climb over or crawl under fences. Fence
disturbance sensors detect intruders when stress is applied to the wire.

Transducers convert the energy of vibrations into electrical impulses. The

vibrations caused by intruders are converted into electrical energy and passed
to the signal processor. If the electrical signal meets the alarm criteria, an,
alarm occurs.

Fence detectors'do not work when intruders tunnel underneath or bridge over a fence.
If those types of fence intrusion are expected, other detection lystems should be
considered.

4
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Information
4.

0

Fence security sensors detect intruders as they climb, cut or crawl through fences.
There are many types of sensors used to protect fence. The most common sensors are:

I. Piezoelectric transducers
2. Electromechanical
3. Geophone transducers.
4. Electret transducer cables
5. Taut wire switches

Each of the sensors respond to intrusion in different ways:

Piezoelectric -- Responds to amplitude, frequency and duration of electrical
signal.

Geophone -- Responds to amplitude,. frequency and duration of electrical
signal.

Electromechanical transducers"-- Responds after several pulses have been
recorded on the pulse accummulatidn circuit.

Electret transducer cables -- Responds toy mechanical stresses with electrical
signals in the cable.

Taut wire switch9s -- Responds by closing switch tylfen an intrjider pulls on
the wire.

PIEZOELECTRIC TRANSDUCERS

A piezoelectric crystal responds to vibrations of the fence breaker and produces
an electrical signal. The crystal is made of ggartz. When the quartz crystal is
exposed to stress, it produces an analog signal!'

A band pass filter is used to screen out vibration frequencies that do not fit the
desired levels of detecjtion. The band pass filter prevents many false alarms by

filtering out low frequency vibration" such as those caused by normal,mind.
Winds of more than 25 miles per hour ill make high frequenCy vibrations that will
cause false Alarms. High winds fall into the band pass frequency range.

Transducers can be mounted on the wire or to fence posts. the normal spacing of
transducers is about one for each twenty feet of fence. The manufhcturers
recommendations should be followed. If too many tranducers are used the signal
processor will be confused'by background noise. When spaced too far apart, the

`460,
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Information*

sensors may not pick up the vibrations of the intruder. Closer spacings improves
the signal-to noise ratio at the transducer.

Piezoelectric transducers are wired with shielded cable. Outside electrical inter-
ference on the signal is reduced by the use of shielded cable. The transducers
are wired in parallel to. the signal processor.

GEOPHONE TRANSDUCERS

A geophone transducer converts mechanical vibrations into electrical signals. It

consists of a seismic mass, coil of fine wire and a permanent magnet. The magnet
is attached to the geophone housing. The'seismic mass is suspended in spring
balance around the magnet. When the fence is cut'or climbed by the intruder,

0 the magnt and housing are displaced by the vibrations. As the magnet moves through
the coil of wire an electrical signal is produced at the coil:. The signals are
amplified and sent to the signal. processors. Band pass filters are used to imprre
the signal and reduce false alarms.

P

Geophone transducers are attached every 20 feet around the fence. These transduCers
are mounted into the center of the wire fabric rather than on fence posts.

ELECTROMECHANICAL TRANSDUCERS.

Electromechanical transducers are available as NC or NO switches. There are two types
of eledtrdmechanical switches:

I. Mechanical inertia switch
2. Mercury switch

A mechanical inertia switch uses a seismic mass to open and close its contacts.

rte
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Information

t

In a normally closed, circuit, the seismic mass rests upon the two contacts. When'
vibrated, it will bounce vertically to open the switch. A number of these open
circuit pulses. will signal an alarm condition.

Mercury switches consist of two electriCal contacts in a small 'glass vial of
mercury.. The mercury conducts between theiftwo contacts. During a vibration, the
mercury is thrown free of the contacts for a moment. During this short period of
time, the circuit is open. The bf'eak in the closed circuit is signaled to the
processor. After a series of open circuit impulses, the system will alarm.

Electromechanical sensors are wired to fence posts every 15-20 feet. Protection
zones should not exceed a length of over 300 feet. Usually the sensor cable is
routed along the fence line. It is recommended that sensor cables be placed in
conduit and that the sensors be placed in an enclosed box.

ELECTRET CABLE TRANSDUCERS

The electret cable trap ucer is a special type of-coaxial --C-A5T-67-Thd-teriter-carrTeS
an electrostatic charge dielectric material. .Under stress, the cable produces
electrical signals. These signals are transmitted down the cable 6 a signal
processor. A band pass filter is used to screen out unwanted signals. The signal-to-
noise ratio is greatly imprdved by the use of the band pass\filter. illtering reduces
the number of falselalarms in the system.

A pc
,

The electret cable is microphonic in nature. It is possible for central station
operators to listen to sounds that are transmitted through electrelowcable. This
feature may help the monitor to identify the-cause of some sounds.

A zone of protection should be less than 300 feet fn length. Electret cable is
suspended from the fence wire with plaAic ties. The signal processor is rclosed
in a watertight box with electromagnetic shielding. Rechargeable batterie are
recommended as a backup for the signal processor.

TAUT WIRE SWITCHES

The taut wire switch is used as a detector on barb wire fences. It is wired in a
normally open switch circuit. The switches are wired to individual strands of
barb wire. When an intruder pulls on a wire, it closes the contacts of the switch.

4 G 2
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Information
4,

Taut wire switches are diigned to alarm at the first pull on the wire. These
switches should never be used with puls6 count devices. .

The switches must be installed for each strand of fence. Otherwise, the intruder
might cut one wire and crawl through the fence without being detected.

04

I
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AssignmEnt

Read Chapter 5, pages 65-76 in Intrusion Detection Systems: Principles of Operation

and Application. Barnard, Robert L. Butterworth Publishers. Boston. 1981.

Complete job sheet.

Complete self assessment and check answers.

Complete post assessment and have instructor check answers.

0

0

0
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°Job Sheet
p

SET UP A FENCE DISTURBANCE DETECTION SYSTEM

41 Materials Needed

- Transducers
,Shielded cable

- 'Signal processor

410 Procedures

f.

- Wire in a fence disturbance system for one protection zone of 300 feet or less..
- Follow manufacturer's specifications for adjusting the alarm signal.
- Vest system to see if it works.

41,110 Resources

- Instructor
- Manufacturer's specifications
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SElf
Assessment

r a,

'Monk

1. List five major kinds of fence distrubance sensors.

2, &piezoelectric crystal is made of

3. What type of filter is.used to screen out some' frequencies of signals?

4. Piezoelectric transducers should be 'spaced every feet along a fence.

5. Why is shielded cable used for wiring piezoelectric transducers?

6. A geophone is made of a. coil of wire, permanent magnet and -a

7. List two types of switches'used in electromechanical transducers.

8. Prgtection zone for electromechanical INansducers should not be more than

. feet of fence.'.

9. The electret transducer is made of i cable.

10. Taut wire switches are used with wire.
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-P
1. Piezoelectric transduceri , electromechanical transducers, geophone, trtinsducers

e)ectret transducer cable and taut. wire- switches. *-

Quartz

' Band pass

20 feet

Cut outside jpterferen

Seismic mass

7. Mechanical inertia and mercury switches.

300 feet

9. Coaxial

10. Barb

V

.1

ep

ri

f;

0
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Post
AssessmEnt.
--. N... . - - t: - t; . -;"%.+1- "*"' P ; -1 - 'rztare.t.'" --4t

Yis

converts one form of energy into another form.

A transducer that operates on' guy z crystal is called a

A transducer that is a specially treated-Coaxial cable is called an

4 transducer.

4. Mercury switches operate on a normally circuit.

4115. The mechanical inertia switch operates when the

opens or closes the contacts.

A transducer that is made of a coil of wire, permanent magnet and a seismic

mass is a transducer. .

What type of filter is, used on electret cables to screen signals.

8% What is the purpose of filtering?

What
,

is the applicatiOn of taut wire switchel?,

10. What is the maximum length of fence to be included in one protection zone?
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Instructor
Post Assessment Answers

Transducer

2. Piezoelectric

3 ectret

4. Closed

4106. Seismic mass

6. Geophone

7. Band pass .

8. Reduce false alarms

9. On barbed wire fence'',

10. 300 fet

4
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Supplementary
References

41 Barnard, Robert L. IntrusionDetbction Sy terns: Principles. of Operation and

4

P

Application. )Buttcrworth Rublis ers, Boston, 1981. .
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jiRMUCLFIELD SENSORS

0

Goal:
The apprentice will be able to de
electric.4ield sensors and their'

_applications in outdoor security ystems.

0-

Performance Indicators:

1. Describe an electrostatic field, .

2. Describe how field sensors operate.

3. Describe common applications of
electric field sensors.

471
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Study GuidE
- "04' '.". /W.'. 1

Read the goal and performance indicators to find what is to be learned from package.

Read vocabulary list to identify the new terms that will be introduced in package.

Study the introduction and information sheets.

Read astrignment in supplementary reference.

Complete the job sheet.

Complete self assessment and check your answers with the answer sheet.

Complete post assessment'and have instructor, score answers.

4
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Vocb lady

Capacitance, detectors

Crystal controlled generator

d

Elttettric "sensor

ETeetrostati field

Field wire

MagnetiC(,field

Sense wire

.

a
fr
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Introduction

Ante types of sensors require a force field in which to operate. The intruder creates
an imbalance or break in the field and the systemalarms.

:Jo types of fields are commonly used in detectors.

q` Electrostatic field is used tn electric field sensors and capacitance detectors.

2) .Magnetic field i$ used in striin-magnitic sensors.

The applicftions of electrostatic fields and capacitante are discussed in a package on
capacitance detectors. ,

This package will consider electric-field sensors and their applications in outdoor
ocurity.

i

4 "7 4
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Information

Electric-field sensors generate a electrostatic field between two or more conductors.
When the electrostatic field is established, a regular signal is being transmitted to
the signal preessor. If an intruder walks near the sensor, the elearostatic field
i s changed. Changes in the electrostatic field will change the signal pattern and the
system will alarm.

The electrostatic field is made by passing AC current through a "field" wi e by a
crystal controlled generator., A "sense" wire picks up the signals rom the ,electro-
static field.

I.

0

Threewire arrays are bften used for electric-field sensors. The three wire array
would be used to extend protectilbn at the top'and bottom of the fence.

ar
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Information

In the three wire.system, the electrostatic field extends upward and downward to the.
sense wires.

APPLICATIONS

Electric - fie(d sensors can be used in zones up 4 1500 feet in lenjth. Most sensors
f

are. mounted on existing fence posts. In large systems that use many sensors, electrical
interference between sensors may be a problem. The electrical interference can be
controlled by using different frequency rates for the sensors.

The area underneath the electric-field sensor must be free of wee s and grass. If

plants touch the sense wire, the system is. likely to false alarm./ The sensor must be
adjUsted to detect a walking person within two feet of the sensoq. If the detection
evel is lower than that, it may not detect a trawling intruder./ If a higher level

110tection is used, the system marhave problems with false alarms-.--.

Electric-field send ors are used in perimeter protection of industrial and commercial
facilities.

A bandpass filter should be used to screen out high frequency signals such as wind
vibratitns and low freqUency sounds such as flying objects.

4 76
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Assignment

Complete job' sheet.

Read Chapter 7, pages 93-97 in Intrusion Detection Systems: Principles of
Operations and Applications.

Complete self assessment.

Complete post asseisment.'

4
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J013 Sheet
EXAMINE ELECTRIC-FIELD SENSOR DEVICES

Ask journeyman installer to show you the generator, wire and signal processor for
an electric-field system.

Read the specifications for each of the system components.

Fi.nd:t14 cOMponents in a supply catalog.

- Do you finds special adaptations of the electMc-field sensor?

- Are the specifications of 'a standard size and configuration?

- What are the' recommended applications?.

- Does the supply catalog give limitations of equipment?

O

4,
41/
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'Self
Assessment

1. Where are electric -field sensors commonly used?

2. AC current is passed through the wire of a field sense detector.

3. Thf wire picks up signals,from the electrostatic field.

4. A crystal controlled
sensor.

is used to provide AC current to the

The electric-field sensor alarms whet-the balance of the
is disturbed.

field.

a

a.
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S.
Self Assessment
Answers

1. Along perimeters and fende linei

2. Field

3. Sense

4.. Generator

411 Electrostatic

41.1.1414141.4114410011401444114101.041=114111mmisk
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ost
AssEssment

10

.1 ...Ir. "

1. Label the sense wi,re and field wire of an electric-field sensor.

\

2. Now far apart 'should the two wires in Problem 1 be spaced?

A

11.11 What generates. t4 electrottatic field?.

4. Now is electrical interferenCe between sensors controlled?
.

5. Why is a band ass filter used in 144%tric-field,detection systems?

Ir

'
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41,

instructor
Post Assessment Answers

vt

A

r

2. 3i, feet

411 Crystal controlled generator

By using difh rent frequency levels"on competing sensors

5. To eliminate high apd low frequency sounds, that might cause false alorms.
16
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Supplementary
References

...=11,...i.,

K
Barnard, Robert . Intrusion Detection Systems: Principles of Operation and Applications.

Butterworth Publishers. Boston. 1981.
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SEISMIC 'SENSORS '4%

I

%

.

a

-4
A

l

1
a

Goal:
The apprentice will be able to describe
seismic sensors and their applications, .

44'

a

11,

A.

Ferforrrance indicators:
I. Describe applicttions of piezoelectric

sensors,

2. 'Describe applications of geophone

. sensors.

3, Describe applications of strain
magnetic sensors.

4

MS
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Study GuidE

Read the goal and performance indicators td fiqd out what is. to be learned fr6
package.

Read the vocabulary list to find the new wbrds that wiirneed to be learned.

Study. the introduction and information sheets.

.2. Read the assignment in- the supplementary reference.

Complete the job sheet if possible.

Complete self-assessment and check answers with the answer sheet.

Complete post assessment and AliC the instructor to check your answer.
IP

4
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Vocabulary

Bandpass filter

Buried line sensor

Discriminator sensor

Dual channel signal processor

Geophone transducers

Passive transducer cable

piezoelectric transducer

qjoSirain/magnetic'line sensors

tr

5

4

V
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+2.

4

11.

The principle of seismic energy has many applications such as earthquake warning stations.

The Plains Indians used seismic energy to detect approaching buffalo heeds. They placed

their ear to the ground and seised the vibrations caused by the hooves of-the'buffalo.

Electronic Mete tors are based onthe ability of transducers to convert the Seismic

energy into elenrical signals. The dices used for detecting seismic energy are
far more sensitive than the ear of a Plains Indian. Skilled-intrudOrs walk more softly

than a herd of buffalo and Create less seismic energy. Seismic detectas can .be an

blecAronic ear that senses the'apprOach of a burglar.

V

4

I

p

4

e}.
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)Information
I.

r k
. . . r ,

t .

Seismic detectors respond to footsteps-and other .disturbances that create a vibration.
Vibration detectors for fence.protection were dicussed in a previous package. Another
package dealt with vibrAtiOn detectors in relation to structural And glass protection.
This package will consider seismic devices for outdoor and vehicular security.

4

For-protection Of el outside area, semit devices are usually used as buried line
sensors. -The sensors are buried unde neath the area to be protected. When an intruder
crosses the protected area, a seismic energy is picked up by the transducer. The

transducer converts the seismic energy into an 'electrical signal. The signal processor '
acts on-the electrical signal and triggers the alarm.

There are sobe,basic types, of seismic sensors: 4'

1. Piezoelectric transducers that are used t9 detect short range seismic waves.

411 2. Geophone tMsducers that are used to detect longer range seismic waves.

.3. train-magnetic line sensors that detect both seismic waves and ferrous
metals carried, by the Intruder.. 4 ,

The geoph ne and-piezoelectric devices

c.

used as buried line sensors are very much like
those used in fence protection. The major diffefrence is found in the frequency response
for the t o applications. Those differences are adjusted in the signal processor.

Piezoelectric Spnsors

Piezoelectric sensors are made from quartz crystals. When pressure is applied on the
crystal, it will produce an electrical signal. A footstep on the protected yea will
;initiate a signal. The sensor lines are burie0.to'a depth of 14 feet. The sensor line
should be plaNd in the.middle.of an 8 inch layer, of sand.

Compete-Iet:I
D

Sev,541,t- Line
S

1,
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4 N

Transducers should be spaced every 18 inches along the sensor line. Some sensor limps

pwill handle u to,100 transducers. Two of these sensor limes can be served by one ,

.

signal- processor. This means that one processor can handle 200 transducers that protect

e,300 feet of perimeter. It is Important that the sand be compacted about the trtrisduce-r

and the trench should be-backfilled with soil. Thd signal professor should be placed

in an waterproof enclosure and buried with other parts of the system.

A
g

Geophone Transducers u ,

. ,

,: ,

A geoPhone transducer consists of a coil of wire, permanent magnet and a seismic mass.

The coil of wire fits over the magnet which is attached to the .geophone housjing. When

,vibrated, the vismicmass acts upon the magnet and the geophone housing. ,The magnet is

pushed back throqthe cotl.of wire and produces an electrical signal. The signal is

read and acted upon by th'signak processor. *

,

'scriminator sensors are used to reduce false -alarms from Other sourus of seismic

rgy. The compnly used discriminator' sensors are geqphones. 'The geophones are

p aced outside-th&proteeted area to pick up noises that may come from the street.

The vibration of'trucks,and trains are picked upon the discrimination sensors before

it, reaches the area with the buriedline sensor-6. These vibrations are sorted out...by

the Signal processor 'so that they'will no)cause a-false alarm.
.

Dual channel signal processors, use two charOels for processing signals. After processing,

the output of the two channels are combined. If the signalsksatisfy. both channels, the

system will ala-rm.LThe dual channdl processor reduces false alrmilig from outside ',.

vibrations. )
,

.

<1 .
,

Wok

1

. N*
$

Another systemfor controlling false alarms is the bandpass filter. The background

seismic nergy of the protected area is measured and compared with that of a pecsen

crossing the protected area. The bandpass of the filter is selected to detect intrusion

Without alarming "to the seismic energy of the outside. ,,

,

Audio features are sometimes used with geophone sensors., Trained central station operator

can listen to the seismic signals and rptermine if the alarm is false. ,

0
)

Most geophone'system place 20-50 geophones,on each sensor line. The geophoneg.aro

placed 6-10 feet apart and each line will protect2'00-300 feet of perimeter. The

geophonqi shoulddbe placed in a layer of.sand. Thq trench mustbe backfilled with

tamped goil. The geophones must be packed tightly against the soil in order to sens6-

vibrations. /

414
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InforTati n
I

Geophones should be placed away from trees, telephbne poles and light poles. _Those

objects tend to sway in the Winsi and create seismic patterns ie the grand) Some
thumbrulesfor avoiding .the 'e objects are:

1. Stay at least 10 feet from fence line.

2. Stpay atleast 30feet back from .the drip line of trees. J

3. Stay back from telephone and light poles at.distance equal to their height.

1

Strain Magnetic Line Sensors

i The strain /magnetic line .sensor detects seismic waves and ferrous metals carried by the
intruder. A passive transducer cable is made by winding sense coiTout *magnetic
core. The weight of an intruder causes stress on.the magnetic core which generates a
Sighal, A signal tsalso produced if someone crosses the cable with ferrous materials'

Ach-as tools and belt buckles. Signals from the seismic disturbance o4- from ferrous
terials is processed by the signal processor.

, ,

4

'A dual channel processing systeM is.used,to reduce falSe alarms. The signal processor
analyzes the signals froW each bandpass filter separately. When the alarm requirements
of each.filter are 6t,'theralarm is set off. -' \\' .

.

. .
. .

4 1

.
The passive"trnsducer table is used with an alarm electronics module. Alarm modules
should be plAced in a waterproof enclosure Arthey are to ,be byried tin the ground.

,

Transducer cable can be purchased. in 1,00 foot and 500 foot standt'rd lengths. A usual, '

procedure'for.burial of cable is to dig 'a' trench that is 4 inches wide and" 12 inches
deep. 'A 2 inch hyerof sand iS'placed in the bottom of the trencp. After the cable is
placed, add another 2 inches of sand over the cable. .The sand and soil must be well : .

compacted about the cable. '
)

4 4
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O

AssigrirnEnt

-, Read Chapter 8, paged 100 - 110 in Intrusion Detection Systems. Barnard, Robei"t.L.
, Butteioorth_Publisher'st, 19$1. -

Complete Job Sheet. .

,.:.

...

Cdmplete Stif Assessment -and check agswers
v

Complete Post Assessment. and have instructor score/Awers:

4

ti

A
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4
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Job Shed

44.

. -

Ask instructor or journeyman to show you exampled of piezoelctric, geophone and
strain/magnetic sensors. / .;

Read manufacturers specifications and'diagrams _for instal 'ng each type of seismic
-sensor 'and controlling false alarms.

Assist with the installation of a seismic sensor .systeM if it can possibly be
.arranged with your work site.

0

.4

4

..

r

7
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A

Self
Assessment .

.'r "'"- -

What is a buried line sensor?
,

2: Wha*..are piezoelearic sensors made from?

3. Why should th.e sand and'sbii be)..L6iimpoiodtp.d about a buried line sensor?

4, A geophone transducer uses a'seiSmic mass, coil of wire and a

List three techniques for control of. false alarms -in a .geophone system.

a

410
One sensor line can handle

.

geophon'es

7. .,..5eophones'shouqd be placed at least feet from fence lines.

8. The strain /magnetic sensor Ufilizdd a transducer cable as a sensor.

9. The strain /magnetic. sensor will detect
or worn by the intruder.

mEtals that are being carried

10. An alarm electronicS module is used with
sensors.

4

4;x,3
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Self Assessment
Answers

ANIANNINNO.woMIAM

1

1. A sensor- that ii placed beneath totie ground.
.

.

or .

2.
V

Quartz crystal.
J

3. It must. have contact in order to receive e seismic waves created.ky the intruder.

4. Permanent magnet.

5. Discriminator sensoi-s,,dual channel

6. 20 - 50

signal processor and bandpas's filter f

7. 10 feet:

Passive

9. Ferrous

10. Stratin/magneti t"

a

f

#
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Post
Assessment
.r.; "' ;:z °.

4., 1. Describeethe parts of a-geophoneiransducer.

o
4

1

2. Describe' howa piezoelectric sensor works.
, .

1

I

3. Describe what is detected by atrain/magnetic sensor:

What is the purpose of discriminator sensors?

I
5. Which types of sensors need the discriminator sensor?

6. How far should geophones be from trees?

r'
ti

7. Hqw far should geophones be from telephone poles?

8. How deep should passive transducer cable be buried?

4: How many peophones can be placed in one sensor line?

10: .What are the standard lengths of passive transducer cable?,

495
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°Instructor
Post Assessment Answers

- 1. Coil of wire, permanent magnet and seismic mass.

2. Pressure on'a quartz crystal generates voltage.

3. arairOnagnetic sensors detect both seismic energy and ferrous materials,-

4. Reduce false alarms by cancelling outside seismic disturbances.

5. Geophone transducers. '

6. 30 feet from die.

7. 'Distance equal to height of pole.

0 .10 - 12 -inches

9. 20- 50

10.' 100 feet and 500 feet

.4

1.11111..
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SupplemerAwy
References

* Barnard, Robert L. Intrusion Detection Systems: Principles of Operation and
Application.' Butterworth Publishers, lloston. 1981.
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CAR ANNUNCIATORS

Goal:

The apprentke will be able to
describe car alinidnciators and

their applicatIons.

4'

l

Performance Indicators:

A

1, scribe under which
flarms'are,annunciated.

2. Describe types of annunciation
devices..

QP
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Study. _Guide

.6.

/11111141

3

Reid
.

ghal and performance indicators to find what is to be learned from package.

- Review trade terms on vocabulary, list.

Read introduction and information sheets for technical content.

Complete the job sheet.

*.Complete self assessment and check answers.

Complete post assessment and have instructor check answerr.

4

4 L,1

4.
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Vocabulary
t

T Anti-hijack devicd

Anti-towing de0ce

Car annunciators

Entry/exit.delay system

Wired syttems

Wireless systems

I

4

5
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1

Introduction
,44.1

Automobiles have become one of the biggest investments in Ame can households,.
This investment is mobile and tempting to thieves. Car theft h. %become a major
crime in the United States.. ,

Auto security can be provided with minimum installation 'time. The'average system
involves protection of the openings into the car=the doors', trunk and hood.

Auto theft alarms are annunciated at the iteof *.intrusion. Loud sirens, ,

bells, horns or buzz% -s alert owners and others that tampering is taking place.
Other types of annunciation is based on immobilizing the car. It may lock wheels
or'cut off fuel and ignition. The car becomes worthless to the thief and they ,
move on,

(

ti

;pi
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'a+

1%. `
c

Information
0

The most basic automotive alarm system is a simple perimeter type. When a thief
'opens any of the doors, trunk or hood a horn or siren is set,off. This alerts
the owner that their arit5 be-1,11g 'entered. Other systems may turn off fuel, lock
the wheels, t'r alarm n being lifted by a tow truck.

Cars may be protected by:

1. Wired systems

rr 0

4

.2. Wireless systems

Devices are designed to annunciate a car theft in the followingvways:

Sound a. siren, horn or bell when the thief operig'sloors, trunk or hood of car.

tit

Sound alarm when the car'is*being jaded pp for tire theft.

Sound alarm when being.lifted by a tow truck.

Lord< the ignitti.

Lock the wheels.
,

- Shut off fuel.

Turn on strobe lights.

In addition to theft, there are anti-hijack devices thatProtect valuable cargoes
by causing engine Shutdown. The driver has no control of this system. Scheduled
stops are pre - programmed by a dispatcher. If the driver opens a door by mistake,
they have three minutes,to pull off the road. A complete engine shutdown of
both spark and fuel occurs. The driver must call the dispatcher for a newcode
number befOre restarting the engine.

car annunciators are available in.maRy shapes. Some of the common annunciator
devices are shown below: * Additional protection may be extended to boat

trailers, tool boxes, et.
lk

* Horn blast for 2 - 3 minutes.

* Alarm'aOtivatedby dool4itch circuits.

* Connected to vehicle elettrical system.

* 8 second delay Wows entry and exit without alarm

562
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nif rriation

.

ANTI-HIJACK CONTROL1 BOX

KEYLESS ALARV,

BR46 SUPERVISOR

4

0.

,a

* Valuable load protector.

*( Pre-programmed by dispatcher.

* Solid state.

Immobilizes ignition.

Not conhected to ignition.

Alarms when voltage changes by
opening of door.

*- Very high sound (114 decibel)

.* 15 second entry/exit delay.

* Locks wheels on vehicle.

S.

jig.
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Information

J

Aga

4

LOUD MOUTH ALARM

REMOVAL RESISTANT
DOOR LOCK

ULTRASONIC ALARM

.4

./

* All solid' state, weatherproof unit.'

Prod6Ces a pulsating, wailing sound..

Sensors ege as wired and wireless.

* Cannot be pulled from door,.

* Crystal controlled 11 V - DC.

* Bell/siren ringing alarm.

* .Coyers area 15' X 30'

* LED walk test feature.

* False triggering rejection filters.
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KEY OPERATED ALARM

INFRARED DETECTOR

. ENTRY/EXIT DELAY SYSTEM

Alarm controlli ignition key.

System is aut M icalk on when
key ins removed.

* Uses passive infrared' to sense body
heat of thief.

Warbling siren alarm.

Used for truck/trailer protection.

Most-auto alarm systems have a delay feature. This allows the car owner time to
get into the car ors out of the car. The delay time may range from 10 seconds to
45 seconds. If the owner is slower than the delay time, the siren or horn will
start blasting.

.

ANTI-TOWING DEVICES
4

Many car theft rings use a tow truck for stealing cars. With towing, they do nolt
need to open doors and "hot wire" the car. Devices are available for detection
of towing. Vibration sensors are used to detect the lifting of the car by a tow
truck.

*DEVICES TO PREVENT WHEEL. AND TIRE THEFT

Switches and vibration sensors are available-for the detection of wheel thieves.
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Inforrnatiori
to

The vibration sensors alarm when a crrar i s being jacked

VEtICLE DETECTORS

Another type of- "device' is used to detect vehicle movement. A buriedline sensor.Pis
attached to a control unit inside the building. When a car moves near the sensor
line, an alarm will sound. This type of alarm is often annunciated by having. a

floodlight turn-on and light'up the area.

fr)

A

V
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A5igrirnent.
di

Complete job sheet assignment.

IP .Complete. self assessment and check answers.

4

Complete post assessment and have instructor check answers.

4

°
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Job ShOlt

EXAMINE CAR ANNUNCIATORS

-

,Visit a store that has a good"supply of car annunciators.

11 Identify annunciators that are available.

What are they used for?

How are they connected?

- What type of annunciation is provided by each device?
)

lb.
What type of switch or sensor used_in the system?.

Drawha wiring diagram of a car annunciator that' operates off of the ignition
system..

C

4't
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SElf
Assessment

LI.

1. What type of sensor would be used to detect a thief that is stealing tires
and wheels?

What iS the delay-time for an exit/entry feature of car annunciators?

What'does a brake supervisor device do?'

4104. One type of alarm systqm senses the bodpheat of the thief. This sensor is
used in truck/trailer'-prottction. What type of,sensor is used in this device?

Mk
5. sensors are used to prevent theft by towing.

1%,
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Slof. Assessment
Answers

11111111111.111111.1111111MMINIMMIIIIIIIIIININIIIMIONINMOMMINNIPINIPIE
0.

1. Vibration

2. 10 45 seconds
r)

3. Locks the wheels on the vehicle

Passive infrared

5.
\b,

Vibrati.on, 4

%,
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Post
Assessment

1, ,What is annunciation?

r

2. Annuntiatlon may be made by wired og systems:

3. The most basic auto alarm system is a simple type.

4. What type of sensor would be used in an anti-towing device?

5. Why is an exit/entry delay feature important in car annunciators?

4

0

0

5 1 1
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Instructor
Post Assessment Answers

1. Method of communicating alarm condition. Sirens, bells and .horn6 are examples.

2. Wireless

3. Perimeter
0

4. Vibration

Al lows owner time to .get in or out of car without it alarming.

0.

en

e- '
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Supplementary
References

Security Distributing and,Marketing Magazines. Product Reviews. P.O. Box 272.
Culver City, CA 90230. (Each issue has a product review section)

.
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ANNUNCIATORS

S.

Goal:
The apprentice will be able.tc.4
describe audible and visual
annunciation and its application.

0

Performance Indicators:

I. Describeaudible annunciations.

2. Describe visual annunciators.

3.' Describe applications of annunciators.
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N

Study GuidE

'YY

Read the goal and performance indicators for -this package.

Read vocabulary 1 ist-fo find new, trade terms.

Read the. introduction 4tnd information sheets for technical information.

Complete the job sheet.

Complete the sblf assessment and check your answers.

Complete the post assessment and ask the instructor to check your .answers.

IM'
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Vocabulary
a

Audible annunciation

Beepers.

AO, Bells

Blasters

Buzzers

Decibels

'Horns

Howlers

Light emitting diodes

Mini-howlers

Siren's

Strobe lights (.

Visual annunciation

Xenon tubes

a

It

JP-
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Introduction

ft

o

When an alarm conflition exists, siiiiieErieMiiii-ITOWEed .or acrar.-7617F5EMCO
0040.041X.C.1)001

of alerting people is called agnunciaton of an alarm.

Annunciation can be matte with loud and unusual noises. e noise must be above
the normal sound threshold in order to get their attenti n. Sound alerts-are

called audible annunciation. Audible means that is something wecart-Thear.

Lights are Lised as'a way to annunciate an alarm condition. People can see

flashing lights at night. The use. of lights is called visual annunciation or

something that we can,see.

.e

y
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Information
4

AUDIBLE ANNUNCIATION

y..

Audible annunciitoin is made by a wide assortment of noise-making devices. .All
are designed to annunciate an alarm status condition. The major types of audible
annunciators are:

- Sirens

- Horns

- Bells

- Buzzers

Beepers

SIRENS

Sirens are operated by a driven unit. The siren may be packaged separately from
the driver or in a self-contained unit that is called:a driver/speaker. The driver
unit contains the electronic components that make the sound coming from the speaker.
The speaker amplifies that,sound. The output of a siren is measured-by its sound
level. That measurement is decibels or db.. Many sirens have an output of 110
decibels. Sirens operate on 6 or 12 volt DC electricity in most applications. Most
sirens are equipped with two channels so that two outputs can be made, depending-
on the alarm.

Sirens are made,in two distinct sound patterns for burglary and fire alarms.
Within those two patterns; they can be either "blasters" or "howlers". The
blaster annunciates in blasts while the howler gives out a slow, lonely wail.
Some of the typical sirens, siren drivers and speakers are shown in the following
photographs.

518
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Information

Cabinets are available for hoifsin.g the speaker and driver unite to protect them
from environment and tampering. A tamper-proof cabinet is pictured below.

J.

HORNS

MPI.4 SPEAKER AND CABINET
TamperProof Speaker Same rugged construction as MPI-3 except 15
watt - 8 ohm speaker for medium power uses.

r

Horns are commonly used as an indoor annunciation of fire alarms. Most horns are
packaged in attractive housings to fit with the furnishings of a home. Horns
operate on 6 and 12 volt DC or AC/DC electricity. These devices am excellent for
sounding fireilarms. Some typical units are shown in the following pictimes.

BELLS

£1

9205 INDOOR WARNING HORN
Attractive beige housing 6VAC/DC, .81A

Dual horn elements: Ideal fire alarm
sounding device

Bells are used to annunciate fire and burglar alarms: They are usually hoUsed in
a tamper-prgof metal box that is weather resistant.' Bells can be purchased to
operate on 6 and 12 volt DC or 24 and 110 volt AC power: Most systems that use
bells have a bell cut-off module that turns the bell off in 15-30 minutes. Such
an alarm cut-off module can be.used with other annunciators such as sirens and

horns. Some typical bell annunciators are pictured below.

111
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Information
'1.11. al....0114,1114

BUZZERS

9209 BELL IN BOX
9265 10" vibrating bell in weather resis-
tant outdoor housing Bell mounted on
hinged, lift-off baffle plate II, Front and
rear tamper'switches 6VDC, .75A U.L.
Listed 98db at i0 feet

'Buzzers are used in some applications of annunciation. Many of the buzzers are

piezoelectronic devices that use a transistor-oscillator-diode circuit. Some

examples of solid state buzzers are pictured below. ,These devices will generate

about 100 decibels,

BEEPERS,

There are a number of annunciators that make beep, beep sounds. Most of these
are pieze1ectronic devices that operate on 4 to,24 volt DC.

MINI-HOWLERS

Mini-howlers
monitoring

power.

are used as an indoor wwarg device, an entry delay signal, or fot
rotective circuit.' The Oni-howler is usually oRerated on a 6 volt

A picture of the minilhowler is .shown below.

7061707 MINIHOWLERS
Single tone (No. 706) of dual tone (No. 707) Use with all 6 volt controls as indoor warning device, eritry
delay signaling unit or for monitoring the entire protective circuit 707 can be wired to allow separate
monitoring of the delay and regular protective circuits Compact, loud and attractive
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Inforrntion

VISUAL ANNUNCIATION

01'

Visual annunciation is visible to the Oligifieye. Lights are the most common visible
annunciators. Thegstrobe lights on polTIONtars and fire trucks are good examples.

Lights are visible at night which makes them a good alarm annunciator.

STROBE LYGHTS

Strobe lights are the most common form of light annunciation. In addition, to fire,

" police and emergency use, strobe lights are used by highway departments as hazard
warnings to motorists. A redstrobe light shows emergency conditions. Yellow
covers give us a flashing warning light. Strobe lights operate on 6 or 12 volt
DC power. The lights are solid state devices with a Xenon tube. The lights can
be purchased to flash form 60 to 100 flashes per minute. Common colors are clear,
red ;amber and blue. A strobe light is shown in the following picture.,

1269 STROBE LIGHT`t,!,
Clear cover 12VDC operation 60.90

VIN,) tImps per minute flash rate
K

44104'
'1,414°

LIGHT EMITTING DIODES

N.

LED's are used as annunciators in many alarm systems. The monitoring station
operator sees the green yi-ght2lnd knows that an alarm is being annunciated. LED's

4, "also tell us when a sys em is armed. Although LED's are not as impressive as a
flashing strobe light, theylare widely used to annunciate alarms.

0

FLOODLIGHTS.,* SPOTLIGHTS

Many systems are designed to light up an area when the detector triggers an alarm.
An alarm systeM may involve huge floodlights or bright spotlights to deter an
intruder from further intrusion.

OTHER TYPES OFIVISUAL ALARMS
A

There are many other types of visual annunciation that are used in special

applications. Flags, semipfiore signals and smoke signals have all been part of

alarm systems. A good hunter observes the movements of small animals and birds

as a visual annunciation of larger 6imals in an area. Most of these have no part

in a modern alarm system.
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ssignmEnt 1t

Complete the jWsheet.

Complete the self assessment and check answers.
63.

Complete the post assessment and have the instructor check your answers.

a

I.

Ab



INST.RUCTIONAl. LEARN.I,NG SYSTEMS

Job Sheet A

4

EXAMINE A SIREN DRIVER UNIT
AV

Obtain a siren drfier unit.

Remove the cover.
c

Examine the electronic components that operate the driver.

(I

Draw a schematic of the driver/speaker circuit.

4



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

SElf
Assessment

44.1.40-4

V

").

1. LiSt four types of audible annunciation.

vIr''

List three types ofkviSukl'annunciati6n.

3. Sound is measured in

4. Where are horns commonly used.in alarm sysems?

Are strobe. lights a solid state device?

o4.
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Self Assessment
Answers

NA,

ti

Horns, bells, buzzers, sirens, beepers

2. Strobe lights, LED's, flopd1TOts

3. Decibels

0 4. Indoor fire alarms

5. Yes

A

f
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*Post
Assessment

1. What is the unit of measurement for sound?

.2. What is the most popular form of visual annunciation?

3. List two sound patterns that are founduin sirens?

4. are a piezoelectronic 'device.

C4\,

5. Mini-ho lers are mainly used annunciation.
0 INDOOR, OUTDOOR

.....4.444444...44444.4=,44I4EmIINMImNl

A

ne.
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Instructor
Post Assessment Answers

1. Decibel (db)

Strobe lights

3. Police and fire (Howler, blaster)

Buzzers or beepers

5. Indoor

4.

527
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Supplementary
References

Security Distributing and Marketing Magazine. P.O. Box 272,, Culver City, CA.
90230. (Past issues).

o
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15.2

FIRE EXTINGUISHING SYSTEMS

t

VI

sty

Goal:

The apprentice will be able to describe
extinguishing systems and their
applications.

p

4

Performance Indicators:

-- 1. Describe waterflow contrc4 devices.

2. Describe air flow control devices.

3. Describetapplications of extinguishing
devices.

529
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A.

Study Guide
44.i.,

H.

I

Read the goal and perfbrmance indicators:

Read the vocabulary list.

Study the introduction and information sheets.

CompilEte the job sheet:

Complete the self assessment and check your answers.

Complete the post assessment and have the instructor check your answers.

4
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f.
,.I..Ma....m7ffNO.h.....vM/r.wwsmwr.wtwpg.ggsx.gxta

Vocabulary

Air duct contra"'

Air pressure supervisory switch
A

Alarm check valve

Door holder/closer device

Fire doors

Plug type supervisory switch

Post indicator supervisory switch

111 Post indicator value

Retard mechanism

Screw and yoke supervisory switch

Waterflow switch

Vane type waterflow switch

I

ti
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introduction

Early detection of fires saves many lives. 4tquick respqnse to alarms can save the

property. A fire is easy to.extinguish in its early stages. Some action should be

taken while the response force is coming to the fire.

A good extinguishing sWem_will slow the fire down until the response force arrives.
Fire can be slowed down by dousing it with water and cutting of its oxygen supply.

This package will explain some -of the devices used in extinguish-Mg systems. The

devices that control the water and the oxygen supply will be described.

532
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V

WATER'COMTROL SYSTEMS

'Fire alarms are often linked with a sprinkler system for extinguishing the fire. The

spr441kler system is turned on with the alarm. The biggest concern is that the sprinkler'

system continues to dperate. F'res are often troubled with explosions, drop in
water pressure and other malfun tions. A sprinkler has a number of switches that turn

on the sprinklers andtthen mon or the system to keep,the water coming.

This- package will discuss some of the devices of an extinguishing system.

Waterflow Switches

The waterflow switch is turned on with the alarm. It supervises the flow of water in

the sprinkler pipes. Waterflow switches are designed to operate on'a normally open

circuit. When the system alarms, the contacts close: The rise and fall of water

lip pressures can create problems with a waterflow switch. To avoid problems, a retard

mechanism is built into the switch. The retard mechanism is operated on air pressure

and protects the switch from quick changes in water pressure.

Sprinkler systems may or, may not use an alarm check valve. A special waterflow

switch is used in systems that do not use an alarm check valve. It is called a

vane type waterflow switch. The vane type switch ourates with up to 450 pounds per

square inch (psi) of line Pressure,. A waterflow switch is shown below.

sprinkler
flow switches

4'

Supervisory Switches

Supervisory switches are used to monitor the water system. One type is the air

pressure spervisory switch which monitors air and water pressure on sprinkler systems.

This switch is known as en ex p1 sion proof switch. The switch is factory adjusted to

40 psi. A 10 psi increase or decrease in pressure will cause it to alarm.
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Inforthatio

A screw and yoke supervisory switch monitors the open position of a screw and
yoke gate valve.

A third type of supervisori, switch is used to monitor-the open position of the post
indicator valve. This switch is called the post indicator supervisory switch.

r .

.7,17,;Z:
___...._

4

The plug type supervisory switch supervises the open position of sprinkler system-
.:gates. This valve is used with normally closed circuits.

Plug Type Supervisory. Switch
The Model PTS is designed lb super.
vise the open position of sprinkler
system gate valves. This device is
specifically used on valves that are
non rising stem or on valves that are in
pits which are subject to flooding. The
PIS has one set of S.P.S.T. normally
closed contacts. (Not available with
normally open contacts.).

534
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Cr?

Information
t.

.AIR CONTROL SYSTEMS

Firy must haveoxygen. One method in extinguishing fires is to cut off the oxygen
supply.

Fire Doors

49

Some 'systems use a door closer/holder devite that closes the doors at the fire alarm
signal. This keeps the fire from spreading and separates people from the dangers of
smoke. The closer/holder is a fail/safe release, hanism that automatically closes

- doors on a signal. Examples of door holders areshown in the following pictures.

ffi Multi-Point Hold Open With Detector
Exposed Models Only

Single Point Hold Open
Exposed or.Concealed as shown

MultiPoint Hold Open
Exposed as Shown or Concealed

4
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Informatiork

VST'EMS 11

Air Duct Contr9;

Commercial and industrial applications often have electronic controls for .the air duct
system.- This system can be wired to close at the alarm signal. The fire can be slowed
down by c19iing the natural flues of a duct system.

4

6
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INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SySTEMS

I

Assignment

Complete 'the Job Sheet.

Complete self assessment and check your own answers with the answer sheet.

Complete the post assessment and have the instructor deck your answers.

a

R4'
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Job ShEEt
.1.1.50.01.1.1,

CV-

'INSPECT A SPRINKLER EXTINGUISHING SYSTEM

Visit a site that has a sprinkler system that is linked with the alarm system.
Ask someone that knows the system to explain how it works.

Identify control devices and their location.

Sketch a block diagram of the total em and how.the sprinkler''', and alarm systemsIrelate to each other.

A

rt
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Self
AssessmEnt

1. An

Gate valves are monitored by a
switch.

3. A

A

switch mor*tors air and water pressure.

and supervisory

type switch is used to monitor the waterflow of systems that
do not have an alarm check valve.

A plug type supervisory switch operates on a normally

circuit.

5. Give two reasons for installing automatic door closer/holder5e

0

A

fgi
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Self Assessment
Answers

I

Air 'pressure supervisory switch.

Screw and yoke supervisory switch.

3. Vane

4. Normally closed circuit.

4

5. Slows the spre'ild of the fire and separates humans from danger of smoke.



INSTRUCTIONAL LEAR NG SYSTEMS

°Post
Assessment

00

List two methods for cutting oxygen away from a fire.

What monitors the post-indicator valve in a fire exti.oguishing system?

What is used to monitor watefflow in a sprinkler system?

4. What is used to monitor the gate valves?

. .
e

I

5. What type of waterflow switch is used in systems that d9 not have an alarm

check valve?

I

5 4i.
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linstructor,
Post Assessment Answers

1. Door closer/holder and airduct control.

2. Post-indicator supervisory switch..

3. Wate flow switches.

Screw and yoke supervisory switch.

5. Vane type.

0

F
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Supplementary
Refetences

4

4

Security Distributing and Marketing Magazine. P.O. Box 272, Culver City,
CA. 90230. (Past issues have articles on fire systems).

lo
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15.3

SIGNAL REPORTIALSYSTEMS

1

Goal: 4
,

The apprentice will be able to
describe signal reporting systems
and their applications.

Performance Indicators:

1. Describe DC Wired systems.

2. Describe AC wired systems.

3. Describe McCulloh circuit.

4. Describe tape dialers.

5. ,Describe digital communicators.

6. Describe wireless reporting systeims.

7.. Describe applications of reporting
systems.

n
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Study GuidE V1F

Read the goal and performance _indicators for this package.

Read the vocabulary list for this package.

Stbdy the introduction and information sheets.

Complete the job sheet.

Complete the self assessment and check answers.

4, Complete the post assessment and have your tnstructor .check the 4riswers.

4

-P

Pt
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Vocabulary

AC wired systems

DC Wired systems

Dedicated metallic phone wires

Electromagnetic interference

Frequency division multiplexing (FDM)

Interrogation -- response system

Interrogator-unit

McCulloh circuit

0. Modem

Time division multiplexing (TDM)
___-------

el, Transponder

Wireless systems

4
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p:

1iTtr6duction

A signal must reach a response force if any benefit is to be deri4ed from an alarm.
Quite often the response force is at a location away from the protected area. Central
stations have been developed for the purpose of monitoring alarm signals from many
customers. The central station will receive the alarm signal and alert a response
force.

A reporting system must be relia and,difficayo compromise. Reporting must be
a fast and efficient procedure. Se eral systems f reporting have been developed
over the years. New digital reporti g systems can dandle hundreds of customers
through the use of dialers and multiplexing.

This package will discuss the standard systems for reporting and transmitting.
signals to a monitoring station.

4

ti
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Information

a.

When dagtection devices trigger an alarm, it is reported to a monitoring station. The
monitogingistation may be a large central station or a home owner that responds to
alarms. In all cases, some system of reporting is used to get the alarm to a response
force.

1

, Several systems are used for reporting.

I

;DC wired system'
r

--/AC wired systems

McCulloh circuits

Tape dialer
A

Digital communicator

Multiplexing

Wireless transmission

DC qIRED SYSTEM

The/DC system requires a set of dedicated metallic wires between detectors
an' the monitoring station. This system is not being used much today because the
me allic wire is not easy to buy. This system uses a balanced bridge circuit and
vaTious types of line supervision techniques.

A WIRED SYSTEM

This system operates'in the same way as the DC wired system. Dedicated metallic
signal lines are not required. The signals are transmitted in audible tones. An
C bridge network is utilized along with line supervision. TheAC wired system

Ps becoming popular with central stations because metallic lines are not required.Ps
systems operate on voice-grade telephone lines.

4

McCULLOH CIRCUIT

_McCulloh circuits are similar to party line telephones. A number of customers report
Ilion a single line. A transmitter at the protected site sends a coded signal to
the station. Each customer has their own signal. A code wheel on the McCulloh
circuit has teeth that spell out each code number by the way they are spaced. Each
McCulloh circuit will service Neor more customers.--The advantage of the McCulloh

---6#
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s,

Information

circuit is that only one set of lines are required for several customers.

TAPE DIALERS

Telephone tape dialers have pre-recorded messages. When an alarm is triggered, the
dialer will dial some pre-recorded numbers and deliver the message. This dialer
uses an endless loop of auk recording tape. The telephone numbers to be called
are recorded as tone pulses on the tape. The alarm message is a voice recording.
Some cities prohibit the use of tape dialers that connect with local police part-
ments. Many of the early tape dialers had problems with self-triggering of a arms.
This problem has been partially corrected with improved design.

DIGITAL COMMUNICATORS

All Digital communicators use standard dial phone lines. The digital communicator is
an all electronic device. This gets 'rid .of the mechanical tape problems of the tape
dialer. The dialer must have a matching receiver in the central station. The receiver
decodes the digital signals and displays them n a form that can be read by the station
monitor. The digital receiver can communicate back to the dialer. It sends s nals
to acknowledge that the message has been received.

A digital clialer can be iOiled by a burglar by cutting the phone line. his is the
greatest disadvantage of the digital communicator.

MULTIPLEX SYSTEMS

Multiplexing is a fast growing concept in signal transmiss
customers can be serviced at one time. There are two basic mu

Frequency division multiplexing

Time division multiplexing.

Sev ral hundred,
xing techniquees:

In FDM each channel is divided intomany sob,channels. Each subchannel is assigned
toufivelpstomers. In TDM multiplexing, a time cycle is divided into many time slots
of one %econd each. This allows the central station to communicate with 60 customers

.

per minute.

The signals are transmitted in digital 40Orm6t, through the use of modem. A transponder
receives signals from the sensors. This signal is'passed through a modern to be
converted to digital. The signal is passed on to a modem at the central station.
Here it is decoded for the interrogator unit. The interrogator unit is a receiver
with the ability to communicate two ways. The interrogator asks. for a status report

4
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Information

ti

at the protected,4rea at frequent intervals. The transponder reports back that the
area is alarm or secure. A typical intfrrogption-response system Is shown in the
diagram be)ow..

CENTRAL

STATION

INTERROGATOR

(

MODEM MODEM TRANSPONDER SENSOR

WIRELESS SYSTEMS

410
Many remote' stations use radio'frequency transmission between the protectwl area
and the central station. A radio transmitter is connected with the detecfors by
Wire. When a signal is received from a detector, the transmitter sends the RF
signal to a receiver'. RF transmission is a line of sight system.' The antennas of
the transmitter and receiver must be in line and without major objects between them.
Such objects as mountains may block the signals. The greatest problem with wireless
systems is electromagnetic interference. Interference can make the message hard
to understand., A typical RF transmission system-will reach up to 50 miles on the .

frequencies allowed bfthe FCC. The block diagram shows an RF system.

TRANSMITTER

Wireless systdms are suited to remote areas that do not have available phone lines.
Another application is Per mobile equipment such as trucks, boats and trains.

.

1



IN TRUCT NAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

tAssignrnEnt

Complete the job sheet.

Complete self assessment and check answers.

Complete the pot assessment and have your instructor check the answers.

,.y

CP
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Job SKEEt I

44,

INVESTIGATE REPORTING SYSTEMS

Arrange an interview with a journeyman installer.

Ask journeyman installer to explain-and sketch the reporting systems that they
M.wotk-Olth-,

Which ones are most reliable?

What ate the common problems?

What does an installer need to know about each system?

Where can ,the systems be Obsbrved in operation?

et.
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INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNIN SYSTEMS

SElf
Assessment

a

1. Why are DC wired reporting sysqms)Lnot being Used much in today's security
systems?

2. The

party line telephone.

3. The

()Orates on the principle of the old

dialer uses voice recorded messages.

A multiplexing system uses a to convert electrical signals
into digital codes.

5. Name two types of multiplex techniques.

V

40'
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Self Assessment
Answers

1. Metallic. wire is hard to get.

McCulloh circuit

3. Tape

4. Modem

FDM -- Frequency diviskin multiplexing

. TDM r- Time division multiplexing

54(..)1



Post
Asessrnent

INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

1. What is the biggest problem with wireless transmission?

2. The interrogator-reponse technique is part' of a system.

3. Which system requires a set of dedicated metallic wires?

A. What was.the major problern with early day tape dialer systems?

Which system uses a code wheel with spaced teeth to identify customers.
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Instructor
Post Assessment Answers

1. Interference

2. Multiplex

3. DC wired system

Aft 4. Self-triggering of alarms

5. McCulloh circuit

fr
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Supplementary
References

.4
.

41 Barnard, Robert L. Intrusion Detection Systems: Principles of Operation and
Applications. Butterworth Publishers. Boston, 1981.
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16.1

DETECTION DEVICES

,n+

Goal:

The apprentice will be able to describe
and clasgify basic detection devices.

6

Performace Indicators:

1. Describe basic dftection,de4tcT3.

2. Classify detection devices' according
to their use in an alarm system.

'o
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INST CTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Study GuidE

Read the'vocabulary list to g uainted with trade terms of package.

Study the introduction and inform ion sheets.

Complete the job sheet.

Complete the self assessment and check answers.

Complete the post assessment and have instructor check your answers.

Read the goal and perfQrmance indicators fol.' this package.

JkJ
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A

Vocabulary

Hold-up alarm

Active barrier detectors

Barrier penetration detector

. Buried line sensors

Closed loop

Electric field sensors

Exterior detection devices

Fence disturbence sensors

Interior intrusion detectors.

'Invisible barrier detectors

Ionization detectors

Open loop A

Operable opening switches

Proximity and point sensors

Sensors

Thermal detectors

Time-lapse video recorder

Ultraviolet and infrared flamerdetector

Video surveillance systems.

Volumetric motion'detector

41.
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Introduction

7,4

The numbers and types of detection devices are many. There are a wide range of
technical concepts involved in detection devices. A complete understanding of the
many devices will require a great deal of learning and practical experience.

All detection devices are switches that activate an alarm system. These switches
operate on open and closed loop circuits. If the installer will keep this switching
function ii mind, it will be easier to understand how different types of detecfors

work.

The installer should learn to classify detection devices according to their use in
a system. When placed in logical groups, the detectors can be mastered with ease.

5,61
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Information

Circuits.

Basic detection devices are switches.. These switches are part of a normally open or
a normally claed electrical circuit. When the switch contacts open or close, the

'circuit is completed or broken. The switch operation activates the alarm process.
A, circuit with normally. open switches is called an open loop.

A circuit that has its switches closed during armed status is called a closed loop.

Sensors

Detection devices that sense intruders or sliloke are called. sensors. The switch is
affected by the condition enough to open or close. The sensor may be operated by
seismic shock as in the case of geophone transducers or by temperature rise in the case.
of thermal fire detectors. In fact, most of the principles o science can be used to
trip detector switches. Whichever principle is used, c component is a Switch.'

A

Fire DAegttpn Devices '

411Fire detection devices are grouped as:

562
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nforrnati n

11

,1) '1.

2.

3.

4.

A

Thermal detectors which are activated by heat of fire.,

Photoelectric particle detectors which operate on the electric eyc, principle.

Ultraviolet and infrared flame detectors which only respond to flame.

Ionization detectors which react to combustion particles. These areithe
common smoke detectors.

Intrusion Detection Devices
Pa,

Intrusion detection devices are grouped in several ways. One method of classifying
detection devices is:

011

I. Exterior detection' devices

b-A. Fence disturbance sensors

1. Electromechanical transducers
2. Piezoelectric transducers
3. Geophone transducers
4. Eelctret-cable transducer
5. Taut wire switches

B. Invisible barrier detectors

1. Mirowave
2. Active infraved

C Buried line sensors

1.' Geophone transducqrs
2. Piezoelectric traisducers

3.,' Strain/magnetic line sensors

II. Interior intrusion detectors '

A. Volumetric motion detectors

1. Ultrasonic
2. Microwave

3.' Sonic

.4. Passive in
5. Paslive

rared
io
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Informatioh

B. Barrier penetration detectors --------

...,

1. Structural vibration de ectors
2. Glass breakage detector
3. Heat sensors (safe and ault doors
4. Foil tape

0/
5. Breakwire grids

C. Operable 41cing switches '

1. Balanced ffagnetic switches
2. Contact switches

D. Active barrier detectors

/'1. Photoelectric
2. Trip-wire devices

E. Proximity and poin ors

1. Capacitance sensors
2. Pressure mats
3. Point sensors

Hold-up Alarm Systems

04.

at

Hold-up alarm systems have a few devices that are unique to the needs of such a system.

1.. Foot rails that allow tellers to trip alarm with their toe.

2. Hold-up buttons that must be squeeied On eachlicIde to activate switch.

-3. Money clips that have the contacts separated by two Mils.

m4. Traps that are designed so that hold-up bandit will trip their own alarm.
. These traps are designated as live and dead traps depending on whether it is

set with an open or closed circuit.

Video Surveillance

410/Video surveillance systems are also detection devices. Closed-circuit television is
being, used in access pontrol systems, bank surveillance and other security applications.
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Information

These systems are classified as:

1. Closed circuit video systems.

2. Closed circuit video tape recorder systems.

The time -lapse video recorder has applications where
desired. Most banks use time lapse CCTV.

Summary

All of these detecti
CCTV system is usua
in a time-lapse mode.

t-

cl
devices have switch contacts that open or close toolarm. The!

ctivated by other detection devices'or is operated continuously

a taped record of surveillance is

oo
1
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Assignment

Review the supplementary reference to gain rurther knowledge on classification
of intrusion detectors.

Complete the Job Sheet.

Cdmplete the

Complete the

self-ass,,essment.and check answer

post-assessfrient and have the test4ctoieck your

44'

answers.

t
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ShEet
0{4

CLASSIFY DETECTION DEVICES

,;
.4Iimm..44.40,4.1111.1

Visit supply room with large assortment of detection devices.

Classify devices according to the scheme trned in this package.

Determine if this method of classifying devices makes sense.

If it does not make sense, what method would be better.

Djscuss classification of devices with your instructor. Make sure that you use
the same scheme for classifying detectors.

4
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4):-.E If
AssessmEnt

.P'41,'""`"

1. List two basic types of circuits used in detection devices..

2. List two types of fire detection devices.

3. List three fence disturbance sensors.

1104. List two invisible barrier detectors for exterior detection.

5. List three volumetric motion detectors.

6. List three types of proximity detectors.

List three hold-up alarm devices.

8. List two types of video surveillance systems.

9. List two typO Of .operable operiinq.switches.

r
10. List two barrier penetraUoii detecOn.'devfces.

r
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1

Self Assessment
Answers

NorMally open and normally closed.

.

'2. Thermal, photoelectric particle detector, ultraviplet and infrared flame detectors,
Alonization detector.

Electromechanica4 piezoel4tric,.geophone add electret cable transducers. Taut
wire switches.

4. Microwave and active infrared.

5. Ultrasonic, microwave, sonic, passive infraredlossive audio.
.

6. capacitance sensOrs, pressure Mats and.-point sensors.

7. Foot rails, money c4ips; holdupbuttons, traps.
.

8... CCTV video an video .tape records.,

4

9. Magnetic switch and contact switches.

I

10. Vibration detectors, glass - breakage detectorheat sensors', foil tape and break-
,.

Are grids. .

6
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Post
AssessmEnt.

" ' ...;':I'Ao-,.. .

,C,Jassify the following devices according to their use as:

a

Fire detection
Hold-up detection
Fence disturbance sensors
Invisible barrier detectors (exterior)
Buried .line sOnsor

Volumetric motion detector
Barrier penetration detector
Operable opening switch
Proximity ancrpoint sensor

1. Capacitance sensor.

2. Infr ared (passive)

3.A Ultrasonic

Balanced magnetic switch

5. Geophone transducer

Glass breakage sensor

Miccovave

5 7
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.01

Ionization detector

.9. Money clip

10.. Infrared (active)

"Or



instructor
Post Assessment Answers

INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

1.

2..

Proximity and point sensor

/

Volumetric motion detector

A t.

, 3. Volumetric motion detector

4. Operable opening switch

5. Fence disturbance sensor/vuried line sensor

6. Barrier penetration detector

7. Invisible barrier/volumetric motion

8. .Fire detectgr.

9. Hold-up detector

10. Invisible barrier detector

572
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Supplementcov
References

Barnard, Robert L. Intrusion Detection Systems: Principles of Operation and
. Applications. Butterworth Publishers. Boston, 1981.
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16.2

CONTACTS

r

6oal:
The apprentice will be able to
describe contacts and their.
application.

Perfornlance Indicators:

1. Describe magnet c contacts.

2. Describe other types of contacts.

3. Describe applications for contacts.
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y GkaddE

Nob

Read the goal and performance indicators. Find out that can be learned from
this package.

ROad the vocabulary list. Get acquainted with new trade terms.

11 Study the introduction .and information sheets. ,

Complete the job sheet.

4 Complete the self assessment and chlOyour answers.

Complete the post assessment and.have the instructor check your answers.

L

I

40
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Vocabulary

,AININEMENNIIMI147/01.1.1.

Built in mechanical magnetic shunt

Built 'in statuslight

Bullet, nose sensor

Double pole

, Double throw
w--

High security contacts

Intermittent

Jumper proof contacts

Magnetic contacts

Plunger type contacts

Relays

Ribbon switch

Single pole

Single throw

Switch mats

576
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Introduction
8

4

.

Contacts are the working parts of switches and relays. The alarm-business uses-,....

many kinds, shapes and sizeSof twitches. Many "switches are specially adapted

t
... )

,

to the security field. '

The magnetic switch is the most common of contacts used in security alarm systems.

Circgits may be wired with normally'open circuits that alarm when the contacts are

closed. Or normally closed switches may be used in'an alarm system.' The NC switch

alarms when.the contacts are separated.
0

0

A good knowledge of contacts is'necessary for the installer of al'arm systems..

The contacts determine whether an alarm signal is transmitted to the signal

processor. 'The installer must be able to select and install -switches that will

send a signal at the appropriate time.

4

alb

/1
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A

Information

Contacts are the points at which currents either make or break a circuit. Both
switches and relays have contacts.

Contacts are described as:

- 'Si'ngle pble switches

.-: Double pole switches

The single pole switch is SP and the double pole is DP: SWitches are also
designated as single throw and double throw (ST and DT). For example, the letters
SPST means that ,the switch is 'a 'single pole, single throw switch.

It attached to one pole and, when thrown, touches one pole. A SPDT switch
will be switched to another circuit when thrown.

0

A double pole, single throw switch (DPST) is either on or off

o.

The double pc:0'6, double 'throw (.DPDT) is:.

TYPES OF CONTACTS

0

Magnetic contacts. The magnetic 'switch is the workhorse of the security alarm

-industry. Reed type switches are magnetic contacts. These are'used in protecting

door's and windows. The magnet is mounted on the door 4nd the metal bar is mounted

0 on the door frame. 'As the door is opened, the two contacts are separated and the
system alarms'. Magnetic contacts can be bought in many shapes, sizes and for special
purposes.' Some typical magnetic switches are shown below.

0

0
o

J

7d
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nforrnation
4

40

35
AO

V I

13

NO. 40 SERIES WIDE GAP CIATACTS

Extra powerful Up to 2 gap hien' or poorly fitted win
dowry or doors Loan housing I. Listed Grey 4

3116- L x I" W M t H Complete wr h magnet
No 40 SPST. clPsed circuit

No. 00-2 SPOT closed or iperi c
No. 40SP Same as No 40 with extra holding

I power
No. 00.2SP Same as No 40 2 with extra holding

power

NO. 35 SERIES SINT CONTACTS
Magnetic contact with b ff-in shunt switch
Eliminates shunt locks and provides automatic bell
test To operate arm control, depress button and
open door Alarm will not sound Subsegyent open
mg of door will sound alarms U listed 's Grade A
approved - Complete with magnet

No 35 SPST closed ClICUli
No. 35 2 SPOT dosed Or open circuit

NO. 13 REED SURFACE CONTACT -
Economical Ideal for damp climates Hermetically
sealedgold alloy plated contacts 1/4" gap Grey
f or clnsed circuit systems 2 1/8' l x 3/8" W x

H Complete with magnet

PLUNGER TYPE CONTACTS

`1( 59

W~

.

46
4

14

NO. 59 RECESSED CONTACT
Repel mechanism Extremely dilficull to defeat Nar
row beam magnetic held for high secutiry Unique

"Floating Magnet Action.' Completely concealed4
Recesses into two 3/4" holes Maximum 1/16" gap

,tor extra security U L Listed For closed circuit
s\tslerner Switch casing 1" L x 14" dia . Magnet

.casing. '7?"'t x 1/4" dia . Flanges 1 5/16" H x 1 "W

NO. 46 SERIES WIDE GAP CONTACTS
Similar to No 39, above. excopl up to 1 7/8" gap
U L Listed Grey 41/4" I x V?" W x 7/8" H
Complete with magnet

No. 46 SPST. closed circuit
No. 46-2 SPOT. closed or open circuit

t-

i

NO. 14 RECESSED REEIVONTACT
Miniature site lastly installed and concealed
1/8 gap 5- wire leads Ideal for narrow frame
windows and sliding glass doors U L Lisled
S/ 16" l x 3/16" W (Base) x 9/16" W (Flange)
Complete wit ti magnet

ti
Plunger- contacts are used in window protection. These switches are installed in
a way that causes the plungd\- to be depressed whetl the window is moved. One of-

the most common of plunger contacts is the bullet nosed sensor. Some typical
plunger contacts at3e shown in the following pictures.

NOS. 116T/117T PLUNGER
CONTACTS

Cam action allows installation at top
of doorway.,

No. 116T N.O for closed circuit
systems

No. 117T N.C. for open circuit
systems

1

NOS. 817 ALL PURPOS5 CONTACT
Bullet nose design allows contacl to
ho operated from slide pressure as
well as conventional forward
pressure. For 3/16" hole.
No. 0 N.O for closed circuit

systems
No. 7 N.G for open circuit

systems

5 7J
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Information
-41

SWITCH MATS

Switch mats are installed where an intruder will step on them and trigger an alarm.
Mats are commonly operated on cloyed circuits. The contacts are opened when a
.burgla'r steps on the mat and shorts the end-of-line supply. ,A diagram of a closed
loop switch mat circuit is shown.

FOR A SUPERVISED INSTALLATION, the No. 158 mat can be connected into any closed-circuit burglar alarm system
te)31 the following manner:

,end of line
oupply

contacts MAT contacts CONTROL
INSTRUMENT

When a mat is stepped on, it shorts the end of -line supply anthcauses the proteCtive circuit relay tovdrop out. This
method gives a completely supervised installation and is ideal for commercial installations.

RIBBON SWITCHES

Ribbon switches are normally open contacts for pilot controls. These switchesre
long and ribbon-like. They are usually fastened with adhesives-to an object: Some
heavy-duty ribbon switches are used to monitor traffic on a road. Ribbon switches
are 3/4" to 1 3/4" wide and 3/16" to 1/2" thick. Standard lengths of ribbon switch
are- 1, 2, 5, 8, 10, 12, 15, 18 and 20 feet.

Some ribbon switches are shown below.

RIBBON SWITCHES
Tapeswitch "Control lex" Ribbon switches are

normally open momentary contactors for pilot controls
or light duty actuation. These..fibbon switches offer
press.atanypoint control; they are sellbottoming; and
they eliminate linkages required with other sensing
switches.

Tapeswitches are moist ureproof when factory sup.
piled or properly sealed In the f isld. Theyare rugged with
high quality contacts. See notes for ratings.

All switches are available In any length. The follow-
ing factory lengths arbAstandard: 1, 2, 5, 8, 10, 12, 15, 18,
20 f I.

Controflex ribbon switches Can be mounted temost
surfaces with vinyl adhesive sealant, or cut to any length
and resealed. Submersion proof switches must be so
specified. Extruded Aluminum mounting channels are
available for A, B, BP, and B141 profiles. Controllex Rib-
bon Switches lend. themselves to the TAPESWITCH.
FAILSAFE circuit.

All Controliox Ribbon Switches may bo coiled
without shorting except style 180 Lex Switch.

tir
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Informixtion
4

4

SPECIAL PURPOSE CONTACTS

4
There are several contacts that have been developed tO,meet special needs. These
include:

* Built-in mechanicaM-magnetic shunt.

These contacts hive a rubber button,that sticks up from the top. When a '
person wishes to arm the system, they hold down* the button while openipg
the door. As they leave and close the door, the contact releases the shunt
and the contact returns to normal operation.

* Built -in status light

These contacts have an L.E.D. built-in to inlicatb protective loop status.

* High security contacts

In cases where an intruder may defeat a standard system, a bias magnet is
built-in the switch housing. If someone tries to defeat the system with a

magnet, the syltem will-alarm.

* Jumper proof contacts

These special contacts have a built-in resistor and are wired in series.
Any attempt to cut or short *the wires or to bypass the contacts will alarm
the system.

'APPLICATIONS

Magnetic contacts are very reliable. The one.probl,em that can cause trouble is ,

an intermittent or "ty_inger." These swinger problems are very difficult to trouble-
shoot because they come.and go.

Arynstaller must depend on U.L. listings. to determine the reliability of contacts.
The letters A?IQV on the U.L. Us-Biting indicates that the contacts meet, their test
requirements."

Magnetic contacts may have problems in such places as machine shops where metal
411 particles will cljng to the contacts. Moisture.can also cause a problem by forming

.a shunt path for the signal,.
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Information
11.1111

Switches are common to all detection devices. Magnetic switches are standard,for
interior perimeter protection of doors. Such circuits as foil tane,, switch mots
and plunger type switches Are also used in perimeter detectors.

Relays are types of switches. The relay contacts are operated by electromagnetic
energy between high and low voltage sources.

----...."
582
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Complete the job sheet.

Complete the self assessment and check answers.

Complete the post assessment and have instructor check your answers.

k.
4

4
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cif

or'

INSPECT A VARIETY OF CONTACTS

Find'a source for contacts.

- Magnetic

Plunger-type

Ribbon switches

Special purpose

IP Inspect each type of switch.

- Note construction of switch

- Note characteristics that can be identified for future reference

4.

- Note markin4s on switch

Study manufacturer's specifications for switch

Open or closed circuit

Recommended applications *

584
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SElf
AssessmEnt

What type of switches are shown below?

2.

3.

I

0

0--

0

416

5. What is a relay?

G. What type of a switch is the reed?

.7. What is a bullet-noSed sensor?

ti

.
8. What is'a shunt used for?

9.. An is used as a status light to indiCate the status of the protective
loop.

411 10. What does the letters AMQV on an U.L. listing tell us about contacts?
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Self Assessment
Answers

1

1. SPST

2. SPDT

3. DPST

4, DPDT

1.1

S

ORP

)1,

'5. A relay is a switch that is operated by electromagnetic force between a high
and a low voltage field.

6. Magnetic

7. fPlunger tyrie switch.

81-4o remove a part'of the circuit from protected status.

9: LED

10. The contacts have passed the U.L. teots.

586
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9

*post
AssEssment

4

\
Draw the following switch arrangements.

1. SPST 4

2. SPDT

3. DPST

4. DPDT

5. What is the difference between a switch- and a relay?
(IA

6. List or1 type of-magnetic switch used in alarm systems.,

v.

7. List one type of plunger switch used in alarm systems.

8. List two special purpose contacts.

9. What is the nickname of an intermittent?

10. What are. ribbon switches normally Osed for?

lo

AP.
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Instructor
Post Assessment Answers

1,

3.

0

4.
O

5. A rolay is operated by the electromagnetic energy between high and low voltage
sources. Switches are operated manually. A

Ey: Reed

7. Bullet nos 'ed sensor,

0
8.. Built in Mechanical-magnetic shunt, built-in status light, high security,

contacts, jumper proof contacts.

9. Swinger.

10. Pilot controls.

588
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VOLUMETRIC AND SPACE DEVICES
da

r.

Goal:

The apprentice will be able to
describe space.Rnd volumetric
input devices.

NrommilmwW.MINMMW"

Performance Indicators:1
1. Describe space and volumetric devices.

2% Classify space and volumetric devices as
motion detectors, stress detectors,
proximity devices, gas detectors and
photo-electric devices.
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Study GuidE

Read the goal .and perforinance indicators.

Read the wocabulary Hsi/.

46 Study the introduction and information sheets.

Complete the job sheet. ,

. Complete the self-assessment and check answers.

Complete the post-asSessment and have the instructor check your answers.

14(
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A.

0

Vocabulary

Active motion detector

Capacitance devices

Gas detection deivces

Microwave

Passive audio detectors

Passive infrared detectors

Passive motion detector

4) Photoelectric devices

Sonic devices

Stress. detection

Ultrasonic devices

5 9 2
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Introduction

...Detection devices are the workhorses of alarm systems. The installer mu\st be able

to select devices that are appropriate to each installation.

A.rutLr of detectors are knowq.as space and volumetric devices. Such devicet,Are
. used to protect space and volume that an intruder must cross to reach the protected

item. Fire and smoke sensors are also space and volumetric devices,. A sensor that
detects fumes of toxic sub'stances is also a volumetric device.

This package is designed to help the apprentice in classifying space and volumetric
devices into groups. The ability to group the many devices according to their function
will make it easier to make wise choices on detectors. Choices can be made from a
few detectors that serve a specific function rather than from a hodgepodge of detection
devices.

,..

/

rti
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Information

Space and)VeUmetric Devices

-7 Volumetric.detectors are called. motion. detectors. Motion detectors are classified as
active and passive detectors. The common motion detectors are classified below.

Active Motion Detectors

- Ultrasonic
- Microwave
- Sonic

Passive MotiOn Detectors

Passive infrared
- Passive audio

Ultrasonic Detectorg
(

The ultrasonic motion detector consists of a transmitter, receiver and a control unit.
The transmitter sends out an accoustical energy pattern that fills up the detection
zone. The reflected energy is picked up by the receiver and processed by the signal
processor. The reflected energy is of the same equency as the transmitted energy.
When an intruder moves into this energy patty the-signal is changed. The ultra-
sonic detector works'on the principle of the Dovsler fre uency shift. The transmitter
and receiver are often housed in one unit. is type of unit is called a transceiver.

1

The control box of an ultrasonic detector'contains a signal processor1 power supply and
stand-by battery system. An ultrasonic transceiver unit is shown below.

Qi)

s.
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Information

The ultrasonic systems can be operated as master-Oave units. Many transceivers' can
be controlled by one signal processbr.

1

Microwave

\ Microwave is actually a form of radar. The FCC regulates the frequencies that can be
u.sed:in radar transmission. The allowable frequencies all fall within the microwave,
range. The microwave 'sends out a radiation pattern at 10,525 MHz. An intruder will
interrupt that pattern and cause a Doppler frequency shift which is comlerted into an
alarm signal.

Microwave detectors consist of a single unit'4hat contains1 detector antenna, power
supply and signal processor. Some problems are found in making microwave installations.
The ability of microwave to penetrate walls can lead to false, alarms. If care is rift
given to its location, the microwave unit may pick up motion through the walls of the
building. . ,:

The shape of the antenna determines the microwave pattern of detection. Many con-
figurations of antennas are available.

A microwave (self-contained) unit is shown in the following picture.

) O
Some typical microwave patterns are shown.

[ MODEL 2820

MIlliiiiii!,;,.
,"..

15'

75'

moolLs 2800/2840

RP20 10'

41111111111/5°,

RP70

35'

RP40 20'

44111111111111 SO

40'
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Sonic'
:4

Sonic detectors use an audible frequency range. The detector consists of a control
unit and a transceiver unit. The transceiver unit are electromagnetic speaker trans-
ducers. Each transceiver unit,can protect a volume of x,401 x 10'. One control
unit can handle 7 to 8 transceiver units. The system is audible and may be
irritating for those that have to be in the area while the system is turned on.

Passive Infrared--

Infrared detects body temperature. When an intruder walks into the infrared pattern,
thermal sensors detect the change and trigger an alarm. Infrared detectors are self-
contained units. A silipal processor, thermal sensor and Oner supply are contained in

Aft one unit. Passive inffared can be installed as master-slave units with one master
lip control unit for several slave detector units.

Passive udio Detectors

Audio detectors listen for audible noise. When an intruder breaks into a protected
p area, the audio detector will alarm. The detector must be adjusted to handle normal

noises wi t alarming. S6eral techniques'are used to avoid false alarms. Those
techniques iltlude the use of cancellationmicrophoribs and pulse count circuits.
Audio systems are often used in schools because the detectors can ,be wired into the
public address system for the school.

Stress.Detectors

There are several types of detectors that. operate on stress and strain that is applied
to the protected area. Stress detectors include gla-ss breakage sensors, vibrition
detectors and seismic operated devices. Foil tape is also a stress detctor used in
window protection. Several types of fence sensors are operated by'stress on the
wire.

Gas Detection Devivs

Gas detection devices are used to cetect gases in a protected areV. These sensors
detect the vapors of kerosene, solvents, hydrogen, ammonPa, carbon monoxide and other
hazardous materials.

R
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Information

Sound Discrimination Devices

A sound discrimination device uses amplifiers with filters to discriminate between
sounds. These devices require careful adjustments to avoid false alarms. The
discriminator must be able 10 ignore the background sounds and still alarm when an
intrusion occurs. Theig,(Wiices differ from audio systems that 'listen in" on
sounds. The discriminaVor must make its own decision on whether the alarm should
triggered.

Capacitance Devices

Capacitance detectors are used to protect items suth as vaults and filing cabinets.
The device sets up anelectrostatic field about the protected object. When an intruder
enters this field, the capacitance is changed and an alarm is triggered. These devices

0 are called proximity sensors because the intruder must be very close to the object to
activate the alarm.

Photoelectric Devices

Photoelectric (electric eye) devices are used to set up protection barriers. Wheh an
intruder crosses the beam of the,device, an alarm is set off. Three types of light
sources (beams) are used in photoelectric devices. Light emitting'diodes, incandescent
light and infrared may be used to provide the beam. Infrared and LED's are invisible
forms of light. Theincandescqt light can be seen by the intruder and is used in
non-ecurity.applications.

.
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As5ignmcnt.
16.

. Compl6te,the Job Sheet.

Complete the self assessment and check, answers.

.0

#
Complete the post assessment and have the instructor check your answers.

0

I
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go
A

b Sheet

0

'CLASSIFY DETECTION DEVICES

List detection devices into categories according to their function.

.,..11.

.

.

Motion
Detectors

Noise

Devices

.

Stress

Devices

.4t.

,,,,.. Proximity

Devices
_Electric Eye

Devices

v.

...

..

.

.

0

.

1

.

.

,
.

,

.

,.

.

.

,

,

.

.

.

.

... _

,

.,

,

.

.

IP

.

.

........-......--

.

.
....

,..

.

.

......................,

.
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'Elf
AssessmEnt

1.

List two active motion detection devices.

.

List two passive motion dttection devices. 0

The frequency shift is the principle for operation of

ultrasonic and microwave detectors.

4

detectors sense body temperatures in the protected :NI

5. Capacitance detectors alarm when an intruder breaks the capacitance of an

. field.

600
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Self Assessment
Answers

1,
c

1. Ultrasonic, microwave, sonic

Passive infrared and passive audio

. Doppler

4. Infrared

5. Electrostatic

111MI1101 ~WO

s
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Post
As5essrnerit

1.7.0'.+7 .% . ,^4. ' ."711. t-- !'. -" -% '!"- ` :.rat`.... Zr": '

1. A form of radar used in motion detectors is called

r-

2. An active motion detector that Wgrks at*audible frequency range is

3. List two 'examples of stress detection devices.

8w

4. What is the major problem with hound discrimination devices'?

kv
5. List two types of Lams used inphotoelectric devices.

602
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/instructor
Post Assessment Answers

4

1.. Microwave

Sonic

7

*T.

4

Vibration sensors, glass breakage sensors, foil tape, seismic devices.

False alarming'from unusual noise levels.

5. LED's, incandescent' light, infrared.
0

p

0

603
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Barnard, Robert L. Intrusion Detection. Systems: Principles of Operation

and Applications. Butterworth Publishdrs. Boston, 1981.
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16.4

PROBLEMS AND APPLICATIONS OF DEVICES

4 -

NB

Goal:

The apprentice will be able to
describe common_ problems and
applications of detection devices.

.

c.

4

Performance Indicators:

I. Describe problems, of Various.

detection devices.

,2. Describe general applications of
various detection devices.

.ti

0
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Study Guid

r--`

-- "S'I-Ar P441r.,

*

Read the goal and performance indicators for this package.

.Read the vocabulary lit to learn new trade terms to be learned.

Reaethe introduction and infbrmation sheets for technical information.

Complete the job sheet.

Complete the self assessment and check answers with answer sheet.

Complete the post assessment and have instructor check your answers.

t.
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Vocabulary

,=.11=m101.00111MMOMIINEMINIONIMINION.MPINIR..MP.M.171.01.1111=1

$1.

Active volumetric device

Capacitance detector

'Microwave motion detector

Passive infrared

Passive volumetric device

Photoelectric beams

Proximity device

40 Seismic

Sound system

A, Stress detector

Ultrasonic motion detector

n,

14

607
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Introduction

Detection devices have a range of applications. Some applications are more suited
to the device than others. A device will tend to have fewer problems when the
appropriate application is made of the device. ,

All detection devices have problems with false alarms and failure to alarm.
Problems can be greatly. reduced by making proper applications.

This'package will highlight the problems'of each type of detection device and
show the application for which it is most suitable.

.,4

0

1

r.

.......
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Information
4.10,.....,,,11.

.

The following chart lists common types of detection devices, their probl6ms and
their most appropriate applications. .

DEVICE PROBLEMS
Olt

APPLICATIONS

A

Photoelectric
Beams

Cold weather may cause frosting
of optical parts of system. .

Strong ight on the receiver
may se false alarth".

Grass, shrubs°and trees may
grow and break the beaM.

Beam interruptions caused by
animals, insects, parked cars,
etc. will cause false alarm.

Used to establish protection
both inside and outside of
buildings.

Used on entrance ways and
other access routes.

Passive*in6ared Temperlature changes from
heaters, lights'and air ducts
may cause enough thermal
change to alarm the system.

Dogs, cats and other animals
may produce enough body heat
to tlarm the system.

Wide angle patterns are
used to cover a room.

Narrow angle patterns are
used for aisles, hallways.

609
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Information

DEVICE PROBLEMS APPLICATIONS

Ultrasonic Motion
Detectors ,

(Active Volumetric
Device)

O

Audible noises such as gas
leaks, whistles, machinery
will cause a false alarm.

Telephone bells that ring
atTandomltimes may cause
problems with false alarms.

Changes in temperature and
relative humidity may help
to create false alarms.

Air turbulence from fans
and air conditioners can
cause false alarm.

Objects in motion within
the protected areas are

. probleifis, i.e, doors

shaking in the wind,
swinging signs.

,Usually used to protect
individual rooms or
portions of a room.

Microwave Motion
Detectors
(Active Volumetric
Device) .

I Al

Microwave tends to penetrate
walls and respond to motion
on the other side. This creates
false alarms.

Failure to alarm because of
transducer blockage by metal
objects, X-mas ornaments, etc.

Metal'roofs, walls and doors
shaking in the wind cause
false alarms.

Outdoors within a fenced
area as perimeter
detection device.

Indoors as a volumetric
motion device.
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Information

.1k

DEVICE PROBLEM APPLIQATIOMS

Microwave Motion
Detectors (cont.)

Capacitance
Detectors
(Proximity Device)

0

a

Animals can cause problems.

. Two way radios call cause
false alarms.

Insects within the unit can
false alarm the system.

Problems occur if the protected
item is not well insulated from
the floor.

Problems occur when the
sensitivity level is set too
high. (False alarms.)

'Problems occur when the system
is not properly grounded.

Problems occur when the sensi-
tivity level is set too high
to avoid false alarms.
(Failu're to alarm).

Problems citcur when 'too many

Ojects are protected in one'
system. Follow manufacturer's
directions.

Use to protect valuable
item storage": Used on
metal vaults, filing
cabinets, etc.

I

Sound Detection Problems arise from unexpected

r Systems noises that are not intruders.
- "Listen in" (False alarms)

Detectors
- Sound Discrimination

Schools are a common
application of sound
detection devices. The
devices can be wired'into

611
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Information
p

'DEVICE
. I PROBLEM APPLICATION

SoUnd Detection
Systems. (cont.),

The system fails to alarm if the the public address system
sensitivity is too low. that already exists in

4 the school.
Cut or shorted microphone
wires are a 'problem.

Playing children, factory
whistles, thunder and
many other noises can
alarm the system..

ti

Seismic Detectors Any earth'tremor will alarm
the system. Vehicles,
animals or other pressures
that are unrelated to
intrusion can false alarm
the system.

Used as an exterior
perimeter protection
device.

Glass Breakage Some are'subject to
Detectors . corrosion which creates

problems of alarm failure.

Detectors 'can be removed
from the glass.

Settings may be too
sensitive and create false
alarms.

Used on windows to
detect breaking glass.

4 Stress Detectors Failureo alarm because of
sensitivity levels
transmitted through floors, etc.

Used on floor joists, fire
escapes, etc. Intruders
weight alarms system.

612
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Assignment

fr

)

Complete the job sheet.

Complete the self assessment and check your 'answers.

Complete the post assessment 'and have the instructor check your answers.

S.
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ICI RVIEW A JOURNEYMAN INSTALLER ABOUT PROBLEMS AND APPLICATIONS OF. DETECTION
DEV ES. *'

10 Arrange for an interview with a journeyman installer% Ask' for 4-1 hour of their
time.

Ask the journeyman to describe the applications and problems for each detection
device (in summary form of course).

Make a set of notes to show:

DEVICE PROBLEMS APPLICATION

a

* Are the problems anctapplications consistent with'the chart in this package?
Did you learn others from the experiences of the journeyman?

4
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SElf
Assessment

IMP

61. -

4

List one problem for each of the following detection devices.

1. Photoelectric beams

Passive infrared

Iv

Ultrasonic

4. Microwave

5. Capcitance

6. Audio

7. Seismic

List an appropriate application for each of the following devices.

8. Passivt infrared

9. Ultrasonic

10. Capacitance
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Self Assessment
Answers

V

Cold weather, strong sunlight on receiver, plant growth breaking beam,beam interruption b"nimals, insects, cars, etc.

2. 'Temperature change from heaters, lights; etc; dogs, cats and other
animals body heat.

3. Leaking gas, whistles, machinery, telephone bells, temperature change, air
turbulence, moving objects such as wind rattled doors.

4. Penetration of walls beyond protected area; transducer blockage causes
alarm failure when blocked by metal objects,-X-mas ornaments, etc.

5. Improperly set sensitivity levels, lack of insulation between floor and
protected item, poor ground, too'many protected objects on one line.t

6. Noises from other sources, sensitivity levels improperly adjusted, cut
or shorted microphone wires.

7. Pressures from other sources may cause false alarms. i.e., animals, vehicles.

8. Rooms, hallways, aisles.

9. Individual rooms.

10. Protected items such as safes, vaults, paintings, file cabinets.
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Post
Assessment

0

4 1

Which type of detector is affected. ollowing conditions to the point thatit becomes a problem.

1. Penetration of walls beyond the protected area.

2.*Reacts to the body temperature of stray dogs that wander through the
protected area.

Fails to alarm because the transducer has beed blocked by X-mas tree
'ornaments.

Fails to alarm because of corrosion.

5. ,False alarms because of tremors produced by an automobile passing over
the protected area.

6. false alarms to the noise of playing children, factory whistles and thunder.

adr

7. False alarms when in rawl inside the unit.

41.

Which device.is best suited to the following applications:

8. As a beam barrier to protect entrance ways to a protected` area.

9. As an active volumetric.motion detector for an outside perimeter area.

10. As an active volumetric motion detector for a single room in the
. protected area.

61.7
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instructor
Post Assessment Answers

tt.

1, Microwave

Passive infrared

3. .Microwave

Glass breakage sensors

5. Seismic detectors

6. Audio systems

7. Microwave

8. Photoelec-tric

9. Microwave

10. Ultrasonic

61.8
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Supplementary
References

Trimmer, William N. Understanding and Servicing Alarm Systems.
Butterworth Pubishers. Boston. 1981.
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17.1

KEY °STATIONS

Goal:
The apprentice will be able to
describe key stations and their
applications' in arming and zoning
alarm systems.

Performance Indicators:

1. Describe on-off controls.

2. Describe 'day -night control feature.

3. Describe entry -exit. delay feature.

4. Describe bell time-out feature.

5. Describe. low speed feature.

6. 'Describe Fomentaryi key switches.

7. Describe multiple zones.
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"O

S'tud'y GuidE.

Read the goal and performance indicators for this package.

Read the vocabulary list of new trade terms.

Study the introduction and information sheets.

Complete the job sheet,

Complete the self assessment and check answers.

Complete the post assessment and have the instructor check your answers.
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Vocabulary
v1111100111....P.SMIII11.110=1111Fil' imft,

Armed

Auxiliary features

Bell time out feature

Day-night featime

Di sarmed

Drop relay

Entry -exit delay feature

Lowlyed feature

Moffientary key switches

Mt4tiple iones

On-off switch control

1 Panic circuit

Protective loop

Pulse stretchers

Sensitive relay

Zoning

c.
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11.

introduction )
The control panel is a very important component of an alarm system. It allows the

system to be disarmed while authorized people eater the protected area. While the

system is armed, the control unit monitors the status of the protected loop. The

control must maintain an alarm to let the response force know that intrusion is
underway.

Key operated controls are very common in both commercial and residential systems.
Even though many systems are now using keyless control stations, key stations will
continue to play a role in security alarm systems.

The installer must understand the features of a key control unit. This will allow

them to design a system that meets the needs of individual customers.

be
4

623
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Information

4

INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Pb control is used to turn a system on and off. When a system is turned on it is
armed. When turned off, it is disarmed. In early day systems, it was a matter of
turning a switch on or off to arm or disarm it.

As systems became-more complex, the practice of zoning was begun. Zoning is a matter
of dividing large systems into zones or parts so that the monitor will know where the
intrusion is being made, The response force can be directed to where they are needed
without a loss of time in a zoned system. Zoning of large systems helps in trouble-
shooting problems that may arise in a system.

A control unit prdvides a means for monitoring the protective loop. In case of an
intrusion, the control must provide an alarm to alert a monitor to the intrusion.
The control must continue the alarm even after the protective loop has been restored.

Most new designs for control units use solid state devices such as transistors and
integrated circuits. This package will deal with stations that use keys for arming
and disarming the systeMs.

On-off Switch Control

Early controls consisted of an on-off switch and two types of relays. A sensitive
relay was used to detect the status of the protective loop. The loop was either
secure or not secure. A drop relay provided a continuous alarm until the system
was manually turned off with a key. The protective loop could be restored without
turning off the alarm.

v

Shunt Switches

The shubt switch is used to bypass an alarm system. The owner can shunt the system
while he enters a door. Once inside they can disarm the total system at the control
box.

Day - Night. Feature

In simple control systems'that have only one protective loop, the system is turned
off during the day and armed during closed hours. New systems are wired so that
some types of detectors operate both day and night. When a system is set for day,
the night circuit is turned off. The "night" position turns on all parts of the
system.

624
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Information

Multiple Zones

The microcomputer is used in most.complex multiple zone systems. Some of the more
simple systems can be operated on key stations. One such system places all the
,zones on a night circuit-and a few zones on the day circuit. This system of
multiple zoning requires &minimum of switches. Each zone must be connected to the
control box by a set of wires. Zoning requires additional labor and costs for
installation.

Low Speed Feature

Electronic devices respond much faster than the old-fashioned relays. Sometimes
the response is too fast and results in false alarms. Some systems use pulse stretchers
to slot: down the electronic response time. The need for pulse stretchers is dependent
on the devices used on a circuit. For example, glass breakage sensors Pa re.

*quick-response sensors and should not be slowed down WO a pulse stretcher.
1.1

Bell Time. Out Feature

A bell cut-off fe4fure is used to limit the duration of alarms. ;:any cities have

Oassed ordinances that limit the time that an alarm can ring. Most control units
have a built-in feature that cuts the alarm bell off after a period of ow.

Pomentary Key Switches

Momentary key switches are operated on a-spring return that will turn the system on
and off. 'hen the key is turned momentarily, the system is alternately on and off.
An indicator light shows the owner,whether the system Is armed or disarmed. Momentary
key switches are used in remote control stations. An owner of a residential alarm
system ray need 3 or 4 locations for arming and disarming the system. Two colors, of

indicator lights fan be used in a remote system--one to show if the system is on or
off and one to indicate if the loop is secure.

A security switch lock with momentary contact is shown below.

82 5
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Information
4

? _......11,

Entry-Exit Delay Feature

;al the -past controls have used key switches or a shunt that is located outside the
protected area. That system exposed switches to the weather and allowed intruders
ah opportunity to defeat the system. With the entry-exit control, the switch cats be
located inside the protected area. The system allows time for the owner to enter the
building and disarm the system. Likewise, it allows time for them to arm the system
and exit the building. The amount of time for entry or exit is preset on the control
unit. The entry-exit delay feature can be used with remote stations and multi-zone
systems. Some zones can operate on an instant alarm basis while other zones may have-
a delay feature.

Auxiliary Features

Controls may be used to operate a panic circuit in addition to burglar alarms. 'Fire
alarm systems are often included with the burglar alarm control system. Residential
applications may have burglar, fire and panic circuits on one control unit.

Types of Keys

There are .everal,types of locks used in alarm systems. These include round key-
locks, flat key locks, rotary switch locks, cam locks and pick-resistant locks.
These locks can be selected for on-off, shunt and momentary functions. A typical
cam key lock and specifications are shown below.

Medeco Security Cam Locks are recognized by
experts throughout the world as the standard
for security in a 3/4" diameter lock. No other
lock of any size can rival Medeco in protection
against surreptitious entry, resistance to
physical attaCk and maintenance of key integri-
ty. Ideal for control panel doors.

.04
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Assignment.

Read pages 147-158 in suplementary reference.

Complete the job sheet.

Complete the self assessment.

Complete the post assessment and check your answers with the instructor.

4

//
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Job Sheet

ANALYZE A CONTROL PANEL,

Obtain permission to inspect a control panel of a functioning system. Get a
journeyman installer to explain the arming, disarming, zoning and special features
of the control unito

_Analyze the system.

- Does it havea day-night feature?

- Does it have an exit-entry delay feature? If so, how much delay?

Does it have a bell cut-off timer?

01,
Does it use momentary key switches?

Does it have multiple zone control feature?

4
- What kinds of alarm circuits are controlled by the.unit?

- Now do different alarm systems'relate to each other.in control unit?

G 8 4'
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.1.

46elf
Assessment

1. What is zoning?

2. What are the advaritage$ of zoning?

3. What is the purpose of a shunt?

4. What is day-night feature?

5. What is pulse stretcher used for?

6. Momentary key switches are used in

(

Is

I-

control stations.

7. 'What is the purpose of an entry-exit delay feature on a control?

List two auxiliary features of a control unit other than burglar alarms.:

9. Two colors of indicator lights are used in remote systems. One is to.indicate
0 whether the system is armed. What is the other light for?

10. What type, of devices are used in new designs of control units?'

6V)
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Self Assssment
Anwers

1. Breaking a large system into sub-parts or zones, of protection.

2. Allows response force to go directly to problem area. Easier for the installer
to troubleshoot the system.

3.' To shut off part of the system so that protected area can be entered. Once inside
the person can disarm the total system at the control unit.

4. Allows parts of the system to operate during work hours and the total system to
work at night. The operator merely turns control switch to day or night position.

5. Used to slow down electronic response time.

6. Remote

4

7'. Delays alarm until owner enters or leaves,building.

8. Fire and panic alarm systems.

9. To indicate'if the protective loop is secure.

10. Solid state- transistors and integrated circuits.

p
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Assessment
=IP

1. A switch is used to shut down a part of the system while the
,owner enters a building.

2. Remote control stations use key switches.

la

3. A device that is used to slowdown the electronic response time of devices is
called a stretcher.

4.-Which other alarm systems can be operated on the same unit with a burglar alarm
system?

5. A control feature that allows an owner time to enter or leave a building is
called an feature.

'On-off switch control units used two types of elays. One was a sensitive relay
to detect the status of the protective loop The other was a relay
which provided alarm.

7. Two colors of indicator lights are used in remote systems. One color indicates
if the protective loop is secure. What is the purpose of the other light?

8. Can entry-exit feature be used in remote control stations?

9. List three types of looks used. in security alarms.

Kr'

10.. What is the purpose of tell cut off timer?

gt
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<

nstructor
Post Assessment Answers

1. Shunt

2. Momentary

3. Pulse

4. Fire and panic

5. Entry-exit delay

6.

4107. To indicate if the system is armed

8. Yes

9. Round key locks, flat key locks, cam locks, pick-resistant locks, rotary switch
locks.

10. Shuts off alarm bell after a period of time without shutting off the alarm system.

O

I
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Sypplementody
References
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Trimmer, William H. Understanding and Servicing Alarm Systems.
Butterworth Publishers. Boston. 1981.
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17.2

KEYLESS CONTROL STATIONS

st.

Goal:
The apprentice will be'able to describe
keyless control stations and their

applications.

634

Performance Indicators:
1. Describe digital keypad control stations.

2. Describe application of digital control
stations.
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Study GuidE
1..^.-s,vr- " 44:.

Read the goal and performance indicator for this package.

Read the vocabulary list to find trade terms to be introduced in this package.

Read technical content in introduction and information sheets..

Complete the job sheet.

Completj' the self assessment and check answers.

Complete the post assessment and have the, instructor check your answers.
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7.

Vocabula

Decoder

Digital remote stations

Field programmable

Flush type

Keyless stations

Protective loop

Surface mount

Tamper proof
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Introduction
I

410

The computer age has brought keyboard equipment for many purposes. This keyboard

equipmentoranges from computer terminals to simple push-button numbers on a key

pad. Binary language allows numbers on a keyboard to be transmitted by dedicated
lines or telephone lines to other locations. The 1 and 0 numbers of the binary
language convert into opening and closing of'switches.

Electronic locks can be operated from nett' or far by punching a set of numbers on

a key pad. This allows combinations of code numbers to be used in the locking of

doors, arming of systems and thousands of other applications.

The big advantage of keyless stations over key stations is the ease with which
combinations can be changed. 'The operator con stay ahead of a burglar by changing

the conbinations for the alarm systems.

.
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Information

in

P'

Digital Remote Stations

The digital control systems are becoming common to the security alarm field. Digital
systems are used as remote controls to arm asystem and to monitor the status of the
protective loop.

Digital,controls are available in many shapes and sizes. Some high security
models have up to 60,000 possible combinations on a 12-key keypad! These units
are field programmable and tamper-proof. The model shown below has both off-on
and shunt switch applications.

MODEL 7330/7340 DICiTAL KEY SYSTEM

High Security 59,000 combinations
Field programmable in minutes
Economical up to ten 7330's on a single 7340
"Touch" key operation

-Tamper.proof
For ON/OFF or shunt.switch application
Sealed vinyl touchkey pad for long troublefree service
Pporates electric door strikes

Digital- remote stations are packaged as a keyboard and decoder module or as self-
contained units. A multiple station control with two types of keypads and a
decoder module are shown below.

I

. I
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Information
.....

m

t
A self-contained unit with either surface mount and flush type keyboards are shown

below. These units do not require an encoder module.

Digital remote statrons may be wired with "two wire" or "four wire" runs., Most

stations have red and green LED status lights. The 'power requirement is either

6 or 12 volt DC.

Most keyless stations have tamper-proof features to prevent attempts to decode

the system. Some models use a remote master module to insure against tampering.

Each manufacturer will have special features for their control stations. The

installer must select the keyless station that best fits the needs of a job.

No.
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Asignrpqnt =1,

Complete, the job sheet.

Complete the self assessment and check answers:

# Complete the post assessment and have instructor check answers.

14#
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Job ShEEt

USE KEYLESS KEY STATION

oe

. Ask-a journeyman installer to explain the use of a keypad control station.

Get permission to arm and disarm the system by punching in the combination
jiumbers.

Ask them to show you how to change combinations.
4

Determine the following about the unit.

-. Meaning of status lights (LED's)

Is it a 2 or 4 wire system?
e-

t

What tamper protection is provided?

How many remote stations are on the system?

Is it a self-contained unit?

Are the key pads surface mounted or flush types?

What is the power requirement?
/

How many combinations does the unit provide?

4?
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Self
Assessment

1. How many keys are usually found on a remote station keypa

2. High security keypads can provide up to combinations.

3. Remote stations,are packaged in two forms. What are the forms?

4. Keypads are mounted in two ways. What "hre the w

5. Why should stations be tamper-proofed?

64,3
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Self Assessment,

Answers

1. 12

60,000

3. Self-contained units and with separate keypad and decoder modules.

Surface mount and flush type.

0

5. To prevent intruders from decoding the system.
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Post
Assessment

1. What colors are the status lights on remote stations?

Remote stations are wired with and

I

wire runs.

Remote master modules help insure against 'with the control station.

4: ,What are the functions of a digital remote station?

. Keypads may be purchased with surface mount or type keys.

4
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Instructor
Post Assessment Answers

R.

tr

Red and green

2. 2 and 4 wire runs

Tampering

4. Arm the system and monitor status of protective loop.

Flush
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Supplementary
References
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Security Distrjbuting and Marketing Magazine. P.O. Box 272. Culver City, CA.
90230 (Past issues).
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17.3

TYPES OF ANNUNCIATION

anwawIMEMII.A1111MONINVI

Goa!:
The apprentice'will be.able to
describe types of annunciation.

Performance Indicators:

1. Describe audible annunciation.

2. Describe visual annunciation.

3. Describe mechanical annunciation.

4. Describe applications of annunciation.

64 7
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Study GuidE It

`,"...9

AP

Read the goal and performance indicators for this package.

Read the vocabulary list.

Ilk Stwiy..the introduction and information sheets.

The job sheet has been deleted from this package. However, if you have
an opp rtunity for getting some "hands on" experience with the various types
irof an unciators, please take advantage of the chance to learn.

Complete the self assessment and check answers.

Complete ,the pbst assessment and have the instructor check your answer.
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Vocabulary

( Annunciation

Audible annunciation

Light emitting diodes (LED)

Mechanical annunciation

Strobe light

Visual annunciation

.4k

tit

v

asa
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Introduction

After the detection devices have done their job and'have signaled the alarm,

someone must be-notified of the alarm condition., The alarm message must reach
those that can respond to the alarm. That message.can be sent by audible, visual

or mechanical forms of annunciation.

The choices of annunciators are many. An installer should select annunciators
that will get the attention of those that are likely to respond to the. alarm.
In some cases, the annunciation is intended to scare the burglar away from the

protected area.

An installer should understand the purpose of annunciation and the types of
annunciators to use in the different alarm systems.

A

4

.1

9.
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ANNONCIATION

Annunciation is the way an alarm condition is expressed. It may be audible with
ringing bells, buzzing buzzers, horns, beeps or. chimes. Another form of
annunciation is visual. Visual annunciation is usually a light such as that in
LED indicators or a strobe light on a police car. Floodlights and spotlights may
also be used to annunciate and alarm. If we set a "deadfall" for a burglar that
causes a 200 pound weight to fall on him, that would be a form of mechanical
annunciation. Mechanical annunciation is used in vehicle security. The fuel is
shut off and the brakes lock up when the alarm is triggered.

AUDIBLE ANNUNCIAIJOH

Control stations have built-in audible panic alarms. .Many of them have a pre-
" alarm buzzer or sounder that gives an audible warning that an' alarm is about to

take place.

VISUAL ANNUNCIATION

Each control unit has at least two status lights. These status lights are
operated by light emitting diodes (LED's). A green LED annunciates that the
system is armed. The red (LED) annunc4ies the status of the protected loop.

MECHANICAL ANNUNCIATION

Control units can be programmed tO operate door strikes. In many fire alarm
systems, the alarm uses mechanical annunciation to close the doors and ventilation
ducts to slow down a fire. Security systems in correctional facilities might
annunciate an alarm by locking all cell block doors. Each cell block could be *
a zone of a multiple zone system.

APPLICATIONS_OF ANNUNCIATORS

Each type of alarm system uses their own form of alnunciation. Fire alarMi are
annunciated with loud shrill sirens and flashing sitrobe.lights. A hold-up alarm
must be silently annunciated because a nervous bandit might shoot their victim. if
an alarm was audibly annunciated. Nomeowners may prefer local annunciation of
a burglar alarM,with flood lights and buzzers. This type of annunciatir will
frighten the burglar away from the property.

110 In relation o Ihrming and zoning a'system, the LED status lights are essentlal
A

for the system. Tht pre-alarm buzzer is helpful in alerting people that an albrm
condition is on the way. 4

651
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AssigpmEnt

Cdmplete self assessment and check your answers.

Complete 'post assessment, have instructor check answers.
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SElf
Assessment

-. 4.0111

1. Give three examples of audible annunciation.

2. Give two examples of visual annunciation.

3. Give two examples of mechanical annunciation.

4. .What types of annunciation is used in hold-up alarm systems?

5. What types,of annunciation is used in fire alarm systems?

65 3
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Self Assessment
Answers

Bells, buzzers, sirens, bepers.

2. Strobe lights, LED's, floodlights, spotlights.

3. Brake lock mechanism; fuel shut-off.

4. Silent annunciation to avoid injury to hold-up victims.

Loud audible annunciation and attention getting visual annunciation such
as strobe lights.

6

1
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Assessment

A

What type of annunciation is represented by the following:

Siren

2. Floodlight

3. Fuel shut-off in automobile

4. Beeper

5. LED

6. Buzzer

7. Brake lock mechanism

8. Strobe ,light

9. Bell.

4010. Spotlight
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114

*Instructor
Post Assessment Answers

1. Audible

2. Visual

3. Mechanical

4. .Audible

5. Visual

6. Audible

7. Mechanical

8. Visual

Audible

10. Visual

JG
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Supplementary
References'

to

4

.4)

Security Distributing and Marketing Magazine. P.O. Box 272, Culver City, CA.
97230 (Past issues)

4.
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17.4

SHUNT SWITCHES

or.

Goal.:

The apprentice will be.able to explai,
shunt switches.and their application.`("

r

Performance Indicators:

1. Describe a shunt circuit.

2. Describe shunt switches.

Describe application of shunt switches.
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4

Study GuidE

Read the goal and performance indicators for this package.

Read the vocabulary' ltst of trade terms that will be introduced in this package.

Read the introduction and information'sheets.

Complete the job sheet.

Complete the self assessment and check your answers.

Complete the post assessment and have the instqtctor check your answers.

v. .
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Vocabulary

Armature

Break contact

Coil

Electrorpagnet

Make- contact

NC contact

NO contact

",
Relay

Shunt switch

a

chn

.v
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INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

introduction

Owners of security alarm systems often have some problems in entering and leaving
their premises without tripping the system. Many times they forget that the system
is armed. This can be a source of embarrassment when police converge upon a person
for entering their own business or home.

The shunt switch allows one part of the system to be, removed from action while an
entry is made. Once inside, the owner can disarm the system during the workday.
When the owner leaves, the shunt will allow them to exit withiut alarming the
system. Once outside the entlie system can be secured for the night.

The installer should be knowledgeable about shunt circuits and their apNications,J,
in alarm systems.
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Informati n

Shunt Switches
Mft

The shunt switch is mounted near the door. t bypasses the door contact so that the
owner will not set off their owd'alarm when hey enter the building. This allows

the owner to enter and. turn off the system.

A shunt circuit uses a relay to bypass the doork contact. A shunt control circuit

is shown in the following diagram.

1,

When switch S is opened, circuit A is deenergized and the shunt is removed from

the relay coil. This allows the shunt to become energized and closes circuit B.
Closing switch S reenergizes circuit' A .and spunts the coil. The deenergized coil

releases the closed contacts which opens ciecuit B. A relay,is an electromechavical

device. It consists of a'switch mechanism and an electromagnet. The relay hasia

hinged armature that allows it)to move when attracted by the coil. One contact is

mounted on the armature. When current is passed through the-a-TT, it becomes

magnetized and attracts the armature. This attraction closes the contacts. When
the coil circuit is opened, the coil deenergizes the electromagnet andothe contacts

are opened.
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Information

;

Design of Shunt Switches

The contact that is attached to the armature is called the NC contact or "break"
contact. The NO contact is called the "maip" contact, Switch locks ire often used
in shunt switches. When purchasing switch Pocks, read the specifications to find
which poSitions will allow removal of the key. Some locks will show that the key
can be removed in the make or break position. In other switch locks, the key Can,.
only be removed in the break position.

S14tch locks are designed for use as on/off switches and as shunt switches. A

standard switch lock with both on/off and shufttcontrol is pictured below.

4

Shunt switches may beeither SPOT or DPDT switches.

Applications

Some systems use control switches and shunt switches that are keyed alike. This
allows the owner to activate the shunt and shut off the total system with a single
key. Many silent.alaresystems do not use shunts. When the ~business is opened in

the morning an alarm is'transmitted to the central station. If the central station
expects this alarm at a certain time, it can be ignored. This procedure' requires
'that the owner open and 'close at regular times.

Relays are being replaced with solid state device's in control systems. They are

, ,still being used in some inexpensive units. The more expensive units use transistors
and integrated circuits for arming and zoning a systenL Solid state devices require

0, less space and use less stand-by power than relays.

se
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ssignmEnt

Complete the job. sheet.

Complete the self assessment and check answers.

Complete the post assessment and check answers.

N
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O

Job Sheet I

' "'"1 - , ,,

'EXAMINE SHUNT SWITCHES

Collect several shunt switches.

-.TEX'amine the switches. closely.

Determine:

Are switches SPDT or'DPDT?

How do they attach to circuit wiring? t

- How many positions will allow removal of the key?

Question a journeyman installer, about the applisations for 'Shunt switches.
0

'

77_ When should shunts be installed?

How are shudts installed? -

Wh4 are the alternatives to shunts?

.

vr
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*Self
AssEssment

1. What is/the purpose of a shunt switch?

I?. Where should it be located?

List the parts of & relay shunt circuit?

4. The NC contact is kilown as the contact';

5. The'NO contact is known as the

e.

0

contact:

.41

.10
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YO

I

it,oe, Self Assessment
Answers

1. Allows owners to enter building 'without tripping their own alarm. Shuts down
that pai-t of system near the door.

.2. Near the door.

Electromagnet switch mechanism and armature.

10

Break

5. Make

11

s,
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Post
1/2,1kssEssment

.

1..1 A shunt circuit uses a to bypass the door circuit of an
alarm system.

2. What is another name for the NO contact?

ti

3. What i-s another name for the NC contact?

Relays are being replaced_ with devices in
controls for alarm systems."

5. Relay contacts

open, close
when the electromagnet is deenergized.
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Instructor
Post Assessment Answers

410

1. Relay

2. Make

3. Bi'eak

4. Solid state
0

5. Open,

411

40.
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SJpplementary
References

Driscoll, Edward F. Industrial Electronics: Devices, Circuits and Applications.
American Technical Publishers, Inc. Alsip, ,Illinois. 1976

9
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18.1

'RED TAPE PROCEDURES

r

Goal:

The apprentice. will be able
describe the "red tape"
procedures of the security
alarm business.

Performance Inclicarbes:

1. Describe registration.

2. Describe licensing.

3. Describe NFPA regulations.

Describe OBC regulations.

671
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study Guide

Read the goal and performance indicatIrs for this package.

Read the vocabulary list flik this package.

Study the introduction and information sheets.

Complete the job sheet.

Complete the self assessment and check talswers.

Complete the post assessment and have yoir instructor\ check the answers.

4

.1

672
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°Vocabulary
Buildel- Board

e Building Code Division

Department of Commerce

Low Voltage/Limited Energy License
4

National .'Electric Code

.ft

NFPA regualtions

Uniform Building Code

I
4

j

to I

tl
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.

Introduction
Alarm system installers must adhere to the rules and regulations of several

boards, agencies and nodes that have been prescribed at the local, state and

federal-levels.

Basically, the fire codes of the National Fire Protection Association and the

National Electrical Codes provide the framework for allotrules and regulations

for alarm installers. The State of Oregon and local gpvernments interpret the
national codes through state laws and administrative-rules. Interpretations may
differ by locality. 0 .

This maze of.rules.and regulations are sometimes confusing to those that must

struggle with the red tape. An installer should understand how to register with

the Builder Board; the licensing process; and the requirements of relevant

sections of the Uniform, Building Code (UBC) and National Fire Protection

Association (NFPA) regulations. A check with the local lire marshal and

Wilding inspector will define how state and national regulations are

interpreted locally-

4

2

4

ao.
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1

Information
The installer will e faced with many regulations that influence the

installation of alarm ystems, t e National Electric Code and the.

Uniform Building Code vple a ram6work fo the .rules and regulatiods..

Enforcement of the rules And regualtions will v from one locality to another. -

The installer should be knowledgeable about the rules of the trade. Some of the

rules that must be adhered to are:

* Registration with the Builder Board of the Department of Commerce. In order

to register, applicant must have surety bonding and insurance coverage. The
Builder Board requirements are specified in a separate package.

* 'Licensing must be obtained from the Building Codes Division of the Department

of Commerce. Installers must have a Low Voltage/Limited Energy License which

requires four years of work experience or apprenticeship training.

Licensing will be discussed in a separate package...

* NFPA regulations must be followed in the installation of fire protection

devices. These rules are administered by the state Lire marshall office and

local fire marshalls. The NFPA. regulations fili 16, volumes. All

regulations of interest to security alarm installers can be found in volumes
6 and 7. Individual pamphlets of these regulations that are specific to

security alarms are:

#70 National Electric Code

#71 Central Receiving Stations
#72 Detection Equipment

* Uniform Building Code requirements must 11 adhered to by the installer. The

UBC is crossreferenced to the NFPA Pegualtions. The particular sections of
the UgC that should be reviewed by installers are: 1

I

Chapter 38
Chapter 12 (Section 10a)

Local building inspectors are a good resource for questions about code

requirements. These codes are administered statewide by the Building Codes
Division of the Department of Commerce.

4

A
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°Assignment

Complete the job sheet.

Complete the self assessment and check answers.

Complete the post assessment and have the instructor check your answers.,

goo
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Job Sheet
REVIEW NFPA AND UBC

Visit the local library and theCk out the NFPA and UBC codes. (In case
the library does not have copies, contact the local building inspector
and fire marshall.)\

Review Chaptef 38 and Chapter 12 (Section 10a) of Uniform Building Code.

Read pamppets #70, #71 and #72 of NFPA regualtions.

v f; 7 /-
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*Self
Assessment

.

0

1. What two things are required for registration of an alarm business.

2.' Who licenSes alarm low voltage installers?

3. Who, registers business'es?
ti

4. Who administers the NFPA regulations at the state level? Local Level?

5. Who administers the UBC codes at the state level? Local level?

'.\

II
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.Self Assessment
A savers

ti

.,-

11-SOnding and Insurance

2. Building'Codes Division of Department of Commerce

31, Builder Board of Department of Commerce

4. State fire marshal; Local fire marshal

5. Building Codes Division; Building inspector

I

A

I

kk)
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post
) Assessment

Match the following' terms and phrases.

I

1. Building Codes Division A. Adqinistered'b'y fire marshals.

2. Builder Board B. Licenses low voltage installers.

3.. NFPA regulations

4. UBC codes

5. Registration

C. Registers security alarm
businesses.

D. Requires bionding and insurance.

E. Administered Building Codes
it

Division and local building
inspectors.. laf

ti
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Instructor
Post Asiessrnent-
Answees

,J.

S

)

41.

2.

3.

4.

t
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Supplementary
Peferences

rY

Registratioh lihilders Board

403 Labor and Industries Building
Salem,, 'Oregon 97310

Telephone: ,678-4621

Licensing

'NFPA Regulations

e

UBC Codes

1,

.

Building Codes Division
401 Labor and Industries Building
Salem, Oregon 97310
Telephone: 378-4046

Office of State Fire Marshal
103 Labor and Industries Building
Salem, Oregon-97310
Telephone:' 378-4917

Local Fire Mfiahpl

Building Codes Division
401 Labor and Industries Building
Salem, Oregon 97310
-Telephone: 378-4046

Local Building Inspecto

0

J

*b.
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T

1

ti

BUILDER.BOARD REQUIREMENTS

4

Goal:

The apprentice will be at to

"describe the reguirements
e

T

f, the

Builders Board for registration of .

business, bonding and insurance.

War0414"4'

p

Performance Indicators:
,

Describe 'Oregon Ad ministrative

Rules (OAR) that apply to low
voltage installers.

. 4i

2. Describe (eregton Revised Statutes
that opply to low voltage
installers.

3. Describe procedure for-;
registering with Depeftment
of. Commerce.

4., Describe bending. requirements.
,

5. Describe insurance requirements:

L

tt

4
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study Guide

Read through the Oregon Administrative Rules. UAe a highlighting pen to markthose OAR's tifat are relevant to/installers.I

Road the Oregon Revised Statutes and- highlight relevant part--e{

AP Study the instructions for registration.

Study the form fbr obtaining a surety bond.

.Complee the job sheet.

Complete the Self assessment.'

-Complete the post assessment.

I

r.
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Vocabulary
Builder

Buildef Board

Department of Commerca........

Liability insurance

Lien

Oregon Administra4ve Rule

Oregon Homebuilders laaw

0 Oregon Lien Law

III4111. Oregon Lien Law

(OAR)

Oregon Revised Stotute (ORS)

Personal injury insurance

Property damage insurance

Statutory lien

Surety Bond

O)
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114.1.mw4

...Introduction

141

4 .

4

Security alarm businesses are subject to the rule's and statutes that govern the
Builders Board of the Orqiion Department of Commerce. All people that.cOnstruct,
repair or make installations in buildings fAll under the rules and regulations..
These rule "! and regulatAns require bonding, insurance,and business registration
for those that advertise todo work in residential and commercial settings..

The Department of.CommerCe has staff to interpret the administrative rules and
Oregon Statutes to people in the trades. This package describes the
-requirements of Oregon laws that govern the Builders Board:. A security alarm
installer should study the rules and statutes and deterMine their own level of
responsibility ,to the-Department of Commerce.

An Oregon Revised Statute (ORS) is a state law. The Oregon Administrative Rules
:.(0AR) are the operational rules that hate been defined from the statutes. For
operational purposes'the OAR's are just as binding as the ORS's.

4
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Information
Na.

Alarm system installers are subject to the bonding and insurance reqdirements of
the Builders Board, Oregon Department of Commerce. Chapter 812 of the Oregon
Administrative ,Rules (OAR) explains the rules that govern the Builders Board. A

copy of OAR 812 is included in the Information sheets of this ,packag. The
issues of registration, bonding and insurance are covered in that document.
Another set of regudtions are set forth in the Oregon Revised Statutes (ORE).
The Oregon ,Homebuilders Law isfound in Chapter 701 of the Oregon Revised
Statutes. Chapter '87 of the Oregon Revised Statutes sets forth the

Oregon Lien_Law as it applies to those under the jurisdiction of the Bdilders'
Board. A copy of ORS 701 and'Excerpts from ORS 87 are included' in the
information sheets.

An installer must regipter with the Department of Commerce and obtain bonding
and insuracne. . The following information is taken' directly from their
registration packet. The packet answers questions and includes an application '
form. A copy of the Department of Commerce form for a surety bond is included.
They require that this form be used in bonding and registration with the
Builders' Board.



ORA CHAPTER 701

(OREGON HOMEBITILDERS LAW)

and excerpts from

ORS CHAPTER 87

(OREGON LIEN LAW)

BUILDERS BOARD
403 Labor & Industries Building

Salem, Oregon 97310

403 -378 -4621

688



GENERAL PROVISIONS
(

701.005 Definitions. As used in thischapter:
ti

. (1) "Board" means the Builders Board.(2) "Builder" means a person who, in
the pursuit of an independent business,
undertakes or offers to undertake or

'submits a bid, or for compensation and,with the intent to sell the structure
arranges to construct, alter, repair,
imgrove, move Over public highways,
roads or streets or demolish a structure,
and the appurtenances ,therefo. "Builder"
includes, but is not limited to:
(a) A person who purchases. or owns
property and constructs or dr compen-
sation arranges for the construction ofone or more structures with the intent of
selling the structure or structures;
(b) A school district, as defined-in
ORS. 332.002, that permits students to
construct a structure as an educational
experience to learn building techniques
and, upon completion of the _structure,
the district sells the completed struc-ture; or
(c) A community college district, asdefined in ORS 341.005, that permits
students to construct a structure as an
educational experiencp to learn building
techniques and upon completion of the
structure, the district sells- the com-

.

pleted structure.
(3) If a builder is registered for
residential work only, "structure" means
a residence, including a site-built home,
a modular home constructed off-site, a
condominium and a Mobile home, a
duplex or multiunit residential building
consisting of four units or 1Ts. If a
builder has extended registration foinclude work performed on buildings of
all types as provided in ORS 701.0601
"structure"' means all types of buildiiigs,
regardless of use.

.6

701.010. Application. The ,followingpersons ail exempt from registrationunder th,chagter:
A person who is

alter.ing, improving or repairing persopoperl.
(2) A person who is constructing,
altering, improving or Cepairing a struc-
tur.q located .within the boundaries of any
site' or reservation under the jurisdiction
of the Federal GoVernment.
(3) A pevon who furnishes Materials,
supplies, equipment ,or finished product
and does not fabricate them into, or
consume them,'in the performance of the
work of a builder.
(4) A person working on one structure
or project, under one or more contracts,
when the aggregate price of all Of that
person's contracts for labor, materials
and all &heir items is less than $500-and
such work is of a casual, minor or incon-
sequential nature. This subsection does
not apply to a person who advertises or
puts out any sign or card or other device
which might indicate to the public that
that person is builder.
(5) An owner who contracts for work
to be performed by a registered builder.
This subsection does not apply to aaL
person who constructs or for compen-W
sation and with the intent to sell the
structure, arranges to have constructed a
structure with the intent of offering the
structure for sale before,upon or after
completion. It shall be prima facie
evidence that there was an intent of
offering the structure for sale if the
person who constructed the structure
does not occupy the structure after its
completion.
(6) A person performing work on a
property that person owns, whether
occupied by that person or not, or a
person performing work on that perscin's
residence, whether or, not that person
owns the residence. This subsection does
not apply to a person performing work on

1

40
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a structure owned by that person it' such
work is performed, in t11-e pursuit of au
independent business, witty the int6nt of
of Bring the structure for sale before,
upon or after completion. .

(7) A person licensed in one of the
following trades ofa professions when
operating within the seope of Olt
license:
(a) An architect licensed,by the State
Board of Architect Examiners.
(b) A registered professional engineer
licensed by the State Board of Engi-
neering Examiners.
(c) A water well contractor licensed
by the Water Resources Department.
(d) pi sewage disposal system installer
licinsied by the Department of Environ-s
mental Quality.
(e) A landscaping. business, licensed
under ORS 6'71.510 to 671.710 that
constructs fences, decks, walkways or
retaining walls only when done in con-
junction with landscaping work. .

(8) A' person who performs work
subject to this chapter as an employe of
a builder.
(9) A manufacturer of a mobile home
constructed under standards established
'by the Federal Government.
(10) A person involved in the move-
ment of:
(a) Modulo" buildings or structures I
other than mobile homes not 'in excess of /,

14 feet in width. is

(b) Structures' not in excess of 16 feet /
in width when they are beingmoved by,'
their owner if such owner is not a bulkier
required to be registered- under this
chapter.
(11).. A commercial lending institutilfi
that arranges for the completion, repa r
of remodeling of a structure. As used In
this subs6ction, "commercial lenditig
institution" means any hank, mortgage
banking company, trust company, savings
bank, savings andiloan association, credit
union, national w bhnki.ng association,

2

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

federal savings- am.] loan association,
I nsurane rompany or fedel'Ili credit
union \aintaining an office in this state.

R EGIST It ATION

701.055 Registration retiuired of builder;
issuance of building permits to unregis-
tered builders prohibited; evidence of
activity as builder; duty of contractor to
supply subcontractor '-lregistration
number. (1) A person shall not. under-
take, offerto undertake or submit a bid.
to do work as a builder on a residential
structure unless that person has a
current, valid certificate of registration
for residential work :issued, by the
hoard. A partnership, corporation or
joint venture may do such work, offer to
undertake such work or submit a bid to
do such work only if that partnership,
corporation or joint venture is registered
for residential work:
(2) A registered partnership or cor-
poration shall notify the board immedi-
ately upon any change in partners or
corporate officers. Upon'a change in
partners, a registered partnership
immediately shall register again and pay

Ao the board the fee requidbd by OR,
1 701.125 for an original registration.

(3) A city, county or the State o
Oregon shall not issue a building permit
to anyone required to he registered under
this chapter who does not have n current,
valid certificate of registration. Each
county, city or the State of Oregon
which requires the issuance of a permit
as a condition precedent to construction,
alteration, improvement, 'demolition,
movement or repair of any building or
structure or the appurtenances, to the
structure shall also require that each
applicant for such permit file as a condi-
tion to issuing the permit a written
statement, subscribed by the applicant,.
that the applicant is registered under the

0
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' provisions Of, this chapter, giving the
number of the registration and stating
that the registration is in full force and
effect, or, if the applicant is exempt
from the provisions of this chapter,
listing the basis for tilt examption. The
city, county or the State of Oregon shall
list the builder's registration number on
the permit obtained by that builder.
(4) Every city and county which

\ requires the issuance of a business
license as a condition precedent to
engaging, with)n the city or city and
county, in a business which is subject to
regulation under this chapter, shall
require that each licensee and each
apOlicant for issuance or renewal of such
license file, or have on file, with such
city or city and county, a signed state.-
ment that such licensee or applicant is
registered under the provisions of this
chapter and stating that the registration
is in full force and effect.
(5) It shall be prima facie evidence'bf
doing business as a builder when a person
for that person's own use performs,
employs others to perform, or for
compensation and with the intent to sell
the structure, arranges to have per-
formed any work desbribed in ORS
701.005(2) if within any one 12-month
period that person offers for sale two or
more structures on which that work was
performed.
(6) Registration under this chapter is
prima facie evidence that the registrant
conducts a separate, independent busi-
ness.
(7) The provisions of this chapter
shall be exclusive and no city, county or
other political subdivision shall requir
or issue any registrations, licenses
surety bonds, nor charge any fee for the
regulatory or surety registration of any
builder registered with the board. How-
ever, nothing in this subsection shall
limit or abridge the authority ot any city
or county to license and levy and collect

4

41 -
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a general and nondiscriminatory license
fee levied upon all businesses, or to levy
a tax based upon business conducted by
any' firm within said jtirisdiction,' or frtgik
limit the authority of any city or countlir
with respect to builders not requir td'
be registered under this chapter.
(8)(a) Every builder shall maintai a list
which includes the following info ation
about all subcontractors or other builders .

performing work on a residential struc-
ture for that builder.

(A) Names and addresses
(B) Registration numbers'

(b) The list referred to in paragraph
(a) of this subsection shall be delivered
to the board within 24 hours after a
request made during reasonable working
hours.
(9) A builder, including but not li mi-
ted to a general contractor, shalt not
hire any.. subcontractor or other builder
to work on a residentlial structure unless
the subcontractor or builder is registered
under is chapters, or exempt from
registration under the provisions of ORS
701.010.
(10) A summary of this chapter, pre-
pared by the board and provided at cost
to all registered builders, shall be deli-di
vered by the builder to the Owner when
the builder begins work on a structure.

701.060 Registration may apply to
nonresidential buildings. (1) Any builder
registered under this chapter may at the
time of registration or renewal and. at no
additional fee include registration for
activities performed by the builder in the
construction, alteration, improvement,
moving over public- highways, roads or
streets) demolition and repair of
buildings of all types.
(2) If a builder makes application' for
registration pursuant to subsection (1) of
this section all construction, alteration,
improvement, moving over public high-
ways, roads or streets) demolition or



repair performed by 'that builder on
buildings Of 'all types shall be subject to
the provisions of this chapter and to
regulation by the board, Such regis-
tration shall be exclusive as provided in
ORS 701.055(7).

sal

701.065 Registration required to main-
tain court suit or action for performance
of work or file a lien. (1) A builder may
not file a lien, file a claim witi) the
Builders .Board lbrIng or nvintain in
any court of this state a suit dr action'
for compensation for the performance of ,
any work on a residential structure or for
breach of any contract for work on a.

, residential structure which is subject to
this chapter, unless the builder was:
(a) Registered under this chapter at
the time the builder bid or entered into
the contract for performance of the
work;. and
(b) Registered continuously while
performing the work for which compen-
sation is sought.
(2) A court may choose not to apply
this section if the court finds that to do
so would result in a substantial injustice
to the unregistered builder.

701.075 Registration application. A

arson who wishes to register as a
'builder shall submit an application, under
oath, upon a form prescribed by the
board. The application shall include the
folio ing information regarding the
app 1 t:
(1) ocial security number.
(2) Workers' compensation insurance
account purnber if help is hired or
traded.
(3) Unemployment insurance account
number if help is hired.
(4) State withholding tax account
number if help is hired.
(5) Federal employer, identification
number, if help is hired or if self-

41/4,,
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em

employed and pirticipating in a retires
ment plan.
(6) The name and adqress'of:
(a) Each partner or 'venturer, if the
applicant is.% partnership. or joint .veni.
ture.
(b) The owner, if the applicant is an
individual proprietorhip. .

(e) The. corporate officers, if the
applicant is a corporation.

701.080 ,*lder to notify board of
address change; effect .of mail to. last
known address. (1) It shall.be the duty
of a builder to notify the board of any
change of address while registered and
for one year following the date the
builder's registration expires or 'other-
wise becomes inactive. The builder shall
so notify the board within 10 days of the
date upon which the change of address
occurs. Any proposed or final order 'or
notice of hearing directed by the board
to the last-known address of record shall
be considered delivered when deposited
in the United Steps mail and sent regis-
tered or certifig or post office receipt
secured.. Any' other communication'
directed by the board to the last-known
address. of record shall be considered
delivered when deposited in the United.
States mail, regular mail.

701.085 Surety bond, required of
bUilders; conditions of bond; suspension
or denial of certificate when bond li a-
bility exceeded. (1) A person who

r wishes to register as a builder or renew a
cerlificate of registration shall file with
the board a surety bond with one or more
ccrporate sureties authorizied to do'
business in this state in th'e amount of
$5,000, conditioned that the applicant,
with regard to work subject to this
chapter, will pay claims ordered paid by
the board under ORS 701.140. Bonds
filed under this subsection shall become
effe ;tive on the date the builder meets
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all requirements for registration or
renewal and shall remain in effect for
one year from that date or ithtil depleted
by claims paid under ORS '701.1401 unless
the surety sooner cancels the bond. At
the discretion of the surety the bond may
be continued for an additional .period by
'continuation certificate. The aggregate
liability of the surety under the bond fdr
claims against the bond shall nbt exceed
the penal kum of the bond, No extensron
by qontinuation certificate, reinstate-
ment, reissue or renewal of the bond
shall increase the liability of the surety.
(2) The board may reduce the amount
of the surety bond required by this
section to $2,000 for a registrant upon a
showing that the registrant did. not
perform work on structures exceeding
$30,000 in gross volume during the
previous 12 -month period in which the
registrant was registered.
(3) If the amotitiethe registrant must
pay against the bond under this section
ekceOs the amount of the bond, 'the
board shall suspend the certificate of the
registrant until the amount owed is
paid. The board; as a condition of ending
the suspension] may require the regis-
trant to file .a bond of an amount three
times as much as the amount required
ordinarily of a registrant under this
section. f
(4) .An applicant for registration or
renewal, who has an outstanding final
judgment by a court against the appli-
cant that a bond under this section would
have been subject to, shall not be per-
mitted to register or ienpw a regis,
tration until the judgment is satisfied.
The board, as a condition of registering
the applicant, may reguire the applicant
to file a bond of an amount three times
as much as the amount required ordinar-
ily of an applicant under this section. .
(5) The bond requipd under this
section is fbr the exclusive purpose of
payment of final orders of the board in

5
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ace ance with this chapter.
(6) pon d'terniinAtion of a claim
under ORS 701.140 agafrt a builder who
holds a, bond required wider this se'etioill
the board shall 'notify the surety' on thlw
bond of the4 final order in a manner
determined .hry the' board,,hy rule. " The
notification, 7hall -include, a list of all
claims 'upon which a final o has been
issued.
(7) No suit or action may be cont-
mewed agaihst a surety on a .bond re-
quired under this section until 30 days
After the date that the surety is notified
by the 'board under ORS 701.140 that
payment is due on the claim.
(8) In any action against a surety on a
bond under this section that is based on
the failure of the surety to pay'-a. claiM
or on the denial 9f a claim by the, surety,
the eFurt may award:
(a) Costs;
(b) Reasonable attorney fees'. to the'
prevailing party as part of the costs; and
(c) If the surety is ordered to pay a
claim on the bond that the surety arbi-
traribi and capriciously refusetl to pay
upoi order of the board, twice the
amount of damages against the surety as Amk
ordered by the board.

701.095 Deposit in.lieu of bond. (I) In
lieu of the surety bond required by ORS
701.085, the builder may file with th;
board, under the same terms and condi-
tions as when a bond is filed, a deposit in
cash or negotiable securities of a.ehar-
ader approved by the State Treasurer.,
Negotiable securities may be
deposited in a bank or trust company in a
manner authorized by the State
Treasurer.
(2) Any securities of the Federal
Government 4that have an immediate
market value in excess of the bond
amount are an acceptable deposit under
this section. The bank, or trust company
may substitute other that meet



the requirements of this section for the
securities of the Federal Government

!' initially deposited.

.701.105 Insurance required. of .builders;
notice of cancellation. (1) Throughoutthe period of registration the builder
shall have, in effect public liability and
property damage insurance covering the
work of that builder which is subject to
this chapter in not less than, the follow-
ing amounts;
(a) $25,000 .injury or damp to
_property
(b) $60,000 for injury or damage
including death to any one person; and
(c) $100,000 for injury or damage
including death to more than one perion.
(2) The builder shall provide satis-
ftictory evidence to the board at Jhe
time of registration and renewal that the
insurance required by subsection (1) of
this section has been procured and is it
effect.

1701.115 Term of registration; renewal;
registrationidentification card. (1) A
certificate of registration is valid for
one year from the date of issuance unless
the registration is revoked or suspended
as pt forth in ORS 701.135. It may be
renewed by the same procedure provided
for an original registration upon applica-
tion and furnishing of any additional
supplemental information as the board
may, require by rule. :
(2) The hoard shall issue a pocket-
card certificate of registration to a
builder registered under this chapter.
(3) The beard -may vary the dates of
registration renewal by giving to the
registrant written notice of the renewal
date assigned and by making appropriate
adjustments In the renewal fee.

0
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701.125 Registration fee. (1) Enelt
applicaht shall pay to the boarde *

. (a) For 'original, registration
renewal of registration, a fee as deter-
mined by the bohrd under OR,S 701.130.

(b) A fee for all changes in the
istration, as prescribed by toe board,

other than those due to clerical errors.

set the fees
referredtb -in (1) of this sec-

. (2). Th board shall

tion. so that the mone ?s °received- ate
adequate to administer the provisiens of
this chapter pursuant to ORS 701.130..

701.130 How registrations fee door.
mined. (1)* On or after Age 1 of eon
year,. but before July 1, the beard shall
determine the amouk of the fee a
applicant must pay Tor original builder
registration or renewal of builder regis7
tration under ORS 701.125. The fees
shall be subject to the. review of the
Executive. Deparwtment, and the prior
approval of the appropriate legislative
review agency. The fees and charges
established under this' section shall notak"
exceed the cost of administering the.
regulatory program of the board per-
taining to the purpose for which the fee
or charge is establisIW, as authorized by
the Legislative- Assembly for the board's
budget, as modified by the Emergency
Board or future sessions of the Legis-
lative Assembly.
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(2) The amount of the fee deter-
mined by tte.board under subsection (1)
of this section shall be effectitre for a
12-month period beginning on July 1 of
each year.

701.135 Grounds for discipline; injunc-
tions. (1) The board may revoke, sus-
pend or refuse to issue or reissue a

V
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. .
certificate of wistration' if the boai'd
determines ';after notice and opportunity
for Aearirig:i,
('a) That the registrant or alstRliCant

,has violated.ORS 701,055.
(b') That' the registrant or' applichnti
as failed to pay.in full any final judg-

ment on claims adjudged by the board or
tfr,-, a court of competent jurisdiction
referred to in ORS 701.085.
(c) ' That the insurance required by
ORS 701.105 is not currently in effect..
(d) That *the surety bond or deposit
required by,ORS 701.085 and 701.095 are
not currently in effect.
(e) That the registrant or applicaht
has engaged in conduct as a builder that
is dishonest or fraudulent that the board,
fihds injurious to the welfare of the
public.
(f) That the registrant has violated a
rule or order of the board.
(g) That the registrant has knowingly
assisted an unregistered person to act in
violation of this chapter.
(h) That a lien was filed on a struc-
ture under ORS,87.010 to 87.060 and
87075 to 870188 because the. registrant

...or applicant wrongfully failed to perform
a contractual duty to pay money to the
person claiming the lien.
(2) In addition to all other remedies,
when it appears to the board' that a
person has engaged in, or is engaging in,
any act, practice or transaction which
violates the provisions of this chapter,
the board may direct .the Attorney
General or the district attorney of the
county in which the act, practice or
transaction occurs, to apply to the court
for an injunction restraining the person
frob violating the provisions of this
chapter. An injunction shall not issue for

f.ailure to maintain the list provided for
in RS 701.055(8) unles,s the court deter-

es that the failure is intentional.

CLAIMS

701.140 Types a allOwahle claims;
procedure. The board shall only acce
and make.determinalions of the- folio

ling typ'es of claims for damages.against
builders registered under this chapter. 1,f

upon final determination and order by
the boarcl.a builder fails to pay a clairh
determined against the builder by the
tioard; the board shall notify the 'surety
that payment is due from the hand

r.equired undereORS 701.085. 'This sec-
tiOn applies to the following types of
claims:
(1) Claim§ against a builder by the .
owner of a structure for the following in
performing any work subject to this
chapter:
(a) Negligent work.'
(b) Improper work.
(c) 'Breach of conti-act.
(2) Claims against a builder by the
owner of a structure to discharge or to
recoup funds expended in discharging a
lien established under ORS 87.010 to
87.060 and 87.075 tO 87.0$, ender cir-

a 4

cumstances described under this sub-
section. The board may reduce any
amount adjudged by the board under thisW
Section by any amount the claimant owes
the builder. The board shall only deter-

' mine claims under this subsection if:
(a) The °wrier has paid the builder for
that builder's work subject to this chap-
ter; and

Aelien is filed against the struc-
ture of the owner unde ORS 87.010 to
87.060 and 87.075 to 87.088 - because 'the
builder failed to pay the person claiming
the' lien for that person's contribution

'toward completion of the structure.
(3) Claims against a, registered
builder 'subcontractor by a registered
contractor for the following in per-

, forming any work subject to this chapter:
(a) .Negligent work;
(b) Improper work; or

7
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(c) Breach of contract.
(44 Claims by persons furnishing labor
or material or renting or. ,supplying
equipment to a builder,
(5)` Claims against a builder by any-

.

one who is injured as a / result of the
builder's failure to comply with the '
requirements of ORS 454.605 to 454.745
or rules adopted by the Environmental
Quality Commission under ORS 454.625.

701.145 Procedure for making claims
against builder; investigation by board;'
disciplinary` action. --- (1) Any person
having a claim against a builder of the
'type eferred to in ORS 701.140, may
fil with the board a statement of the
clai in such form as the bo.ard pre- ,

scrib
(2) The board may refuse to- accept,
or refuse at any time to coptinue
processing, a claim /
(a) The same facts (and issues in-
volvP10 the claim have been submitted
to a court of competent jurisdiction for
determination or have been submitted to
any other entitYlouthorizedty law. or the
parties to effort a resolution and settle-
'ment;
(b) The claimant does not permit the
builder against whom the claim is filed
to be present at ,any inspection made by
the board;
(c) The board. determines that the
builder against 'whom thg claith is filed is
capable of complying with recommenda-
tions made by the board relative to the
cliiim; but 'the claimant does not permit
the builder to comply with the rec-
ommendations. Howeicrh, the board may
refuse to accept or further process a
claim under this paragraph only if the
builder was registered at the time the
work was first performed and is regis-
tered at the time the board .makes its
recommendations; or
(d) The board determines that the
nature or complexity of the claim is such

that a court is the appropriate firm for
'the ticljudidation of the claim.
(3) The boar shall not process a

'claim unless it is filed in a time
manner as cello mi
(a) If the. o ner of a, new structure
files a claim, th board must receive the
claim not later than one year. after the
date. the struet re was' first occupied or
two years Eat r completion, whichever
.comes first.
(b) If the wlur of ail existing strati-
ture files th claim, the board must
receive the aim riot later thart?One year .

after the dat the work was substantially
completed.
(c) Rega dless of whether the claim
invOlves a e or existing structure, if
the 'owner files he c/aini because the
builder fa led to egin the work, the
board mu receive the claim not later
than one year aftep the crate the parties
entered i to the contrast.
(d) ardless of whether sthe claim
involves . new or existing structure, if
the own r files the claim because the
builder failed to substantially 'complete
the wor the board must receive the
laim n t later, than one year after theAk
date th builder ceased work on theW
-structur
(e) I a registered general contractor
files t e claim against a registered
subcont actor, the bbard, must receive
the cla m not later thari one ear after
the da e the Subcontractor formed
the wo k.
(f) f a register general co rector
files she claim against a registered
subcon rector, because the subcontractor
failed to substantially complete the
work, he board must'receive the claim

( not la er than one year after the date
the sui contractor ceased to worl on The
struct ire.
(g) If a material ar equipment sup-
plier; an employee, or a registered sulps
contr tor files the claim, the board

8
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must re6eive the claim not latet% ttiaa
one year after the date the registrant
incurred the i ndebtedness.
(4) Upon' acceptance of the statement
of claim, the .board shall give notice to
the builder against who'll the claim is
made and shall initiate proceedings to
determine the'validity of the etaim. If,

a after investigation, the board determines
that a violation of this chapOer or Qf any
r e promulgated thereuliqer has oc-
c the board shall rc,cbm mend to the
registrant such action as the board
considers appropriate to compensate the
elairma,for any damages incurred as the
result of the violation. If the
performs accordingly, the board shall
kive that fact due consideration in any
subsequent' diseiplinary proceeding
brought by the board.

701.150 Priority of satisfying claims
from bond or deposit. If a final hoard
order is not paid by the registrant, the
board shall notify the surety on the
bond. Tpe claim shall be satisfied from
the depotit or by the surety from the
bond as follows:
(1) - If the total claims filed with the
board against a builder within 90 days
after the date the board receives noticeof the fir claim, against the builder
exceed the amount' of the bond or
deposit, the bond or deposit shall be
apportioned in proportion to the amount
the board adjudges to be owed on each
claim, subject to the priorities estab-
lished under this section.
(2) Claims shall be satisfied from the
bond or deposit in the following priority:
(a) Within any 90-day period, claims
filed against a builder by the owner of a
structure shall have payment priority to
the full extent of the bond or deposit
over all other types of claims.
(b) If claims filed against a builder by
the owner of a structure do not exhaust
the bond or deposit, then all other types

4

of claims filed within that 90-day periodmay be satisfied from the bond or'
deposit, except that the total" arTiour
paid from any one bond or deposit
nonowher claimants shale not excee
$2,00. ..

(c) A subsequent 90-day period will
begin on the date the first claim is filed
after the close of each preceding 90-df,iy.
period. Claims shall' be satisfied from
the bond or deposit in each 90-day period
in he manner set forth in paragraphs (a)
an (b) of this subsection.
(3) - If the total claims filed with the
board within 90 days after.the first claim
is filed do not exceed the amount of the
bond eposit, all claims filed within
the 91 dat4eriod shall have priority over
all el subsequently filed until ,the
mount of th4 bond or deposit is ex-

hausted but not later than one year
following 'the date of expiration of the
certificate of registration in force. at the
time the work was completed.

BUILDERS BOARD

701.205 Builders Board; members idh
terms; confirmation; vacancies; qualifi
cations. .
(1) There is established within the
Department of Commerce the Builders
Board, .,,isisting of five members ap-
pointed by the Governor subject, to
confirmation by the Senate in the
manner provided by law. Three of the
members shall be builders, including 'one
builder engaged in the business of re-/ modeling, one shall be a public member
and one shall be an elected representa-
tive of governing bodies of local govern-
ment.
(2) The term of office of each mem-
ber is four years, but a member serves at
the pleasure of,the Governor. Before ttie
expirati.on of the term of a member, the
Governor shall appoint a successor whose
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term begins on July 1 next following. A
member is eligible for reappointment. If
there is a vacancy for any cause,,, the
Governor shall mitke an appointment
immediately effective for the unexpil'ed
term.
(3) In order to be eligible for board.,
membership, the three builder, members
of the hoard shall be registered under
this chapter and shall maintain their
registration in good order during their

# , term of office.

701,215 Officers; qu4rum; compensation
and expenses: (1)' The board shall select
from among its members a airman, a
vice chairman and such,othedo

tifficeg
for

such terms, and with such duties and
powers necessary for the performance of
their duties as the board determines.
(2) A majority of the monhers of the.
board constitutes a' quorum for the
transaction of business..
(3) A member of tk board-ls entitled
to compensation and expenses as pro-
vided in ORS 292.405. .

701.225 Investigatory powers of, board;
use of-city or county inspectors; conduct
of hearings. (1) The board may investi-
gate the activities of any perrson engaged
in the building and construction industry
to determinecompliance with this chap-
ter.
(2) With the approval of the city or
county, the board may conduct investi-
gatiqns with city.or county inspectors,
provided that the city, or county is reim-
bursed by the department gr the costs

sof such investigthions.
(3) The board has t e power to
administer. oaths, issue notices and

---subpenas in the name of the board,
compel the attendance of witnesses
ancithe production of evidence, hold
hearings and perform such other acts as
are reasonably necessary to carry out its
duties under this chapter.

4*
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(4) If any person fails to comply with
a subpen issued under subsection (3l of
this section or refuses to testify on
matters on which he may he lawful
interrogated, the board shall comp

NI obedience in the manner provided in ORS
183.440.

701.230' Board to provide names f
unregistered builders to other ate
agencies. Ateast once each month, the
board shall _provide, to investigative units
of the Departmentt df.Revenue, Worker's
Compensation Department and
Employment Divisron.- the name ancr-
address of each -person whd acts as ^tx
builder, in violatign of this chapter or
who knowingly assists an unregistered
person to ac in violation of this chapter.

<4/
701.235 Rulimaldng authority.. The
board shall prdmulkate rules to carry out
this chapter: I

PENALTIES
t

701.990 Penalties. Violation of ORS
701.055(1) is a. Misdemeanor.

701.992 Civil penalties; enforcement.
(1) Any person: whoviolates 'any
provision of this chapter or any rule
promulgated thereunder shall forfeit and
pay into the General Fund of the Skate
Treasury a civil penalty in an amount
determined by the board of not more
than $1,000 for each offense.
(2) An order of the board imposing

'civil penalty which becomes final- by
operation of law or on appeal and re
mains unpaid 10 days after tile order
becomes final shall constitute a judg-
ment in' favor of the board against the
person and may be filed with the county
clerk in any county of this state.
(3) Upon filing, the clerk shall docket
the order isn the judgment docket in the

0
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same manner as a judgment of a court of
'record. After docketing, the order is
equivalent to a judgment and is con-
trolled by and subject to statutes relar
ting to judgments.
(4) The provisions of this section are 17
in addition to 'and not in lieu of any other/
penalty or sanction provided by law. d .

O
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a STATUTORY LIENS

CONSTRUCTION LIENS

8'7.001 Short title. ORS 87.001 to
87.060 and 87.075 to 87.093 shall be known and
may be cited as the Construction Lien Law. 11975
c.486 §1)

87.005 Definitions for ORS 87.001
to 87.060 and 87.075 to 87.098. As used
in ORS 87.001 to 87.060 and 87.075 to 87.093:

(1) "Commencement of the improvement"
means the first actual preparation or construc-
tion upon the site or the first delivery to the site
of materials of such substantial character as to
notify interested persons that preparation or
construction upon the site has begun to is about
to begin.

(2) "Construction" includes creation or
making of an improvement, and alteration,
partial construction and repairs done in. and
upon an improvement.

(3) "Construction agent" includes a contrac-
tor, architect, builder of other person having
charge of construction or preparation.

(4) "Contractor" means a person who con-
tracts on predetermined terms to be responsible
for the performance of all or part of a job of
preparation or construction in accordance with
established specifications or plans, .-retaining in
himself control of means, method and er ofmann
accomplishing the desired result, and who
provides:

(a) Labor at the site; or
(b) Materials, supplies and labor at the Bite.

(5) "Improvement" includes any building,
wharf, bridge, ditch, flume; reservoir, well, tun-
nel, fence, street, sidewalk, machinery, aqueduct
and all other structures and superstructures,
whenever it can be made applicable thereto.

(6) "Mortgagee" means a person who has a
valid subsisting thortgage of record or trust deed
of record securing a loan upon land or an irnj
provement.

(7) "Original contractor" means a contractor
who has a contractual relationship with the
owner.

(8) "Owner" means:
(a) A person who is or claims to be the owner ,

in fee or a lesser estate of the land on which
preparation or construction is performed; or

(b) A person Who has entered into a contract
for the purchase of an interest in the land or
improvement thereon sought to be charged with
a lien created under ORS 87010; or

(c) A person to whom a valid subsisting lease
on land or an improvement is made, and who

87.010..

possesses an interest in the land or improvement
by reason of that lease.

.(9) "Preparation" includes excavating, sur-
veying, landscaping, demolition and detachment
of existing structures, leveling, filling in, and
other preparation of lanci for construction.

(10) "Site" means the land on which con-
struction or preparation is performed.

(11) "Subcontractor means a contractor
who has no direct contractual relationship with
the owner. [Amended by 1957 c.651 i1; 1973 c.671 §1;

1975 c.466 52;1977 c.596 §11

87.010 Constructlyn liens; who is
entitled to lien. (1) Any person performing
labor upon, transportincor furnishing any mate-
rial to be used in, or renting, equipment used in
the construction of any improvement shall have
I lien upon the improvement for the labor, trans-
fortation or material furnished or equipment
rented at the instance of the owner of the im-
provement or his construction agent.

(2) Any person who engages in. or rents
equipMent for the preparation of a lot or parcel
of land, or improves or' rents equipment for the
improvement of .a street or road adjoining a lot
or parcel of-land at the request of the owner of
the lot or parcel, shall have a lien (eon the land
for work done, materials furnished or equipment

Aerated.
(3) -A-lien for rented equipment under sub-

section (1) or (2) of this section shall be limited
to the reasonable rental value of the equipment
notwithstanding the terms of the underlying
rental agreement.

(4) Trustees of an employe benefit plan shall
have a lien upon the improvement for the
amount of contributions, due to labor performed
en that improvement, required to be paid by
agreement or otherwise into a fund of the em-
ploye benefit plan.

(5) An architect, landscape architect, land
surveyor or registered engineer who, at the re-
quest of the owner or an agent of the owner,
prepares plans, drawings or specifications that
are intended for use in or to facilitate the con-
struction of an improvement or who supervises
the construction shall have a lien upon the land
and structures necessary for the use of the plans,
drawings or specifications so provided or super-
visiott performed;

(6) A landscape architect, land surveyor or
other person who prepares plans, drawings,
sutveys or specifications that are used for the
landscaping or prepargtion of a lot or parcel of
land or who euperviseAhe landscaping or prepa-
ration shall hays a lion upon the land for the

o



87.015 MORTGAGE'S ANA LIENS

plans, drawings, surveys or specifications used'or
supervision performed. (Amended by 1967 c.4151 §2;
1973 c.671 §2; 1975 c.466 §3; 1977 c.596 §2; 1981 c.757 §1)

87.015 Land and interests therein
subject to lien; leaseholds. (1) The site to-
gether with the land that may be required for the
convenient use and occupation of the improve-
ment constructed on the site, to 'be determined
by the court at the time of the foreclosure of the
lien, shall also be subject to the liens created
under ORS 87.010 (1), (4) and (5) if, at the time
of the commencement of the improVement, the
person who caused the improvement to be con-
structed was the owner of that site and land. If
the person owned less than a fee-simple estate in
the site and land, then only hiti interest therein
shall be subject to the lien.

(2) If a lien created under ORS 87.010 (1),
(4) and (5) is claimed against a unit as defined in
ORS 94.004 to 94.480, the Oregon Condominium .
Act, the common elements appertaining to that
unit are alai) subject to the lien.

(3) When the interest of the person who
caused the improvement to be constructed is a
leasehold interest, and that person has forfeited
his rights thereto, the purclaser of the improve-
ment and leasehold term at any sale under the
provisions of ORS, 87.001 to 87.060 and 87.075 to
87.093, is deemed to be the assignee of the lease-
hold term, and may pay the lessor all arrears of
rent or other miry and costs due under the
lease. If the lessor regains possession of the .
property, or obtains judgment for the possestion
thereof prior to the commencement of construc-
tion of the improvement, the purchaser may
remove the improvement within 30 days after he
purchases it, and the owner of the land shall
receive the rent due him, payable out of the
proceeds of the sale, according to the terms of
the lease, down to the time of removal. (Amended
by 1976 c.466 §4)

87.018 Delivery of notices. All notices
required under ORS 87.001 to 87.1460 and 87.075
to 87.093 shall be in writing and delivered in
person or delivered by registered or certified mail
except for the "Information Notice to Owner"
described in ORS 87.093 which may also be
proved by a United States Postal Service certifi-
cate of mailing. (1976 c,466 §5; 1981 (.157 §2)

Note: 87.015 was enacted into law by the Legislative
Assembly but woe not added to or made a part of 87.005 to
87.075 by legislative action. See Preface to Oregon Revised
Statutes for further explanation.

87.020 (Amended by 1965 c.446 §1; 1967 c.600 §1;
1967 c.602 repealed by 1975 c.466 §6 (87.021 enacted in
lieu of 87.020)1

87.021 Notice to owners; effect of
failure to give notice. (1) Except when mate-
rial or labor described in *ORS 87.010 (1) to (3),
(5) and (6) is furnished at the request of the
owner, a person furnishing any materials or
labor described in ORS 87.010 (1) to (3), (5) and
(6; for which a lien may be claimed under ORS
87.010 shall give a notice of the right to lien to
the owner of the site. The notice of the right to
lien may be given at any time during the prog-
ress of the improvement, but the notice only
protects the right to claim a lien on those mate-
rials and that labor provided after a date which
is eight days not including Saturdays, Sundays
and other holidays as defined in ORS 187.010
before the notice is delivered or mailed. Howev-
er, no right to claim a lien under ORS 87.010 (5)
or (6) exists for any services provided for an
owner occupied residence at the request of an
agent of the owner.

(2) The notice required by subsection (1) of
this section shall be substantially in the form set
forth' in ORS 87.023.

- (3) A lien claimed under ORS 87.010 (1) to
(I), (5) or (6) shall not be enforced unless the
notice required'by subsection (1) of this section
is given. .

(4) A person w o performs labor upon a
commercial improveme t or provides labor and
material for a commercia improvement or who
rents equipment used in the construction of a
commercial improvement need not give the
notice required by subsection (1) of this section
in order to acquire 8 lien upder ORS 87.010. As
used in this subsection:

(a) "Commercial improvement" means any
structure or building not used or intended to be
used as a residential building, or other improve-
ments to a site on which such a structure or
building is to be located.

(b) "Residential building" means a building
or structure that is or will be occupied by the
owner as a residence and that contains not more
than four units capable of being used as residenc-
es or homes. (1975 c,466 §7 (enacted in lieu of 87.020);
1981 ca57 §3; 1983 c.674 §1: 1983 c.757 'I)

87.023 Notice of right to lien; form
of notice. The notice of the right to lien re-
quired under ORS 87.021 shall include, but not
be-limited to, the followihg information and shall
be substantially in the following form:

P&f
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NOTICE OF THE RIGHT TO
LIEN WARNING: READ THIS

NOTICE. PROTFCT
YOURSELF FROM PAYING

ANY CONTRACTOR OR.
SUPPLIER TWICE FOR THE

SAME SERVICE.

To:
Owner

Date of mailing
'As

Owner's address

This is to inform you that
has begun to provide

(description of materials,
labor or services) ordered by

for improvements to
property you own. The property is located at

A lien may be claimed forall materials, labor
and services furnished after a date that is eight
days not including Saturdays, Sundays and other
holidays as defined in ORS 187.010 before this
.notice was mailed to you.

Even if you or your mortgage lender have
made full payment to the contractor who ordered
times materials or services, your property may
still be subject ,to a lien unless the supplier pro-
viding this notice is paid.

THIS IS NOT A LIEN: It is a notice sent to
you for your protection in compliance with the
construction lien laws of the State of Oregon.

This notice has been sent to you by:

NAME:
ADDRESS.
TELEPHONE:

IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS
ABOUT THIS NOTICE, FEEL FREE TO
CALL US.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
ON REVERSE SIDE

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
FOR YOUR PROTECTION

Under Oregon's la,a, those who work on
your property or provide materials and are not
paid have a right to enforce their claim for pay-
ment against your property. This claim is knoWn

as a construction lien.
If your contractor fails to pay subcontrac-

tors, material suppliers or laborers or neglects'to
make other legally required payments, the people
who are owed money can look to your property
for payment, even if you have paid your contrac-
tor in

The law states that all people hired by a
contractor to provide you with ii.wisrials, labor
or services must give you a notice of the right to'
lien to let you know what they have provided.

WAYS TO PROTECT
YOURSELF ARE:

- RECOGNIZE that this notice of delivery
of materials, labor or services may result in a lien
against your property unless all those supplying"
a notice of the right to lien hay') been paid.

- LEARN more about the lien laws and the
meaning of this notice by contacting the Build-
ers Board, an attorney or the firm sending this
notice.

- ASK for a statement of the labor or madri-
als provided to your property from each party
that sends you a notice of the right to lien.

- WHEN PAYING your contractor for
materials, labor or services, you may,make
checks payable jointly to the contractor and the
firm furnishing materials, labor or services for
which you have received a notice of the right to
lien.

- OR use one of the methods suggested by
the Informatiqn Notice/to Owners." If you have
not received such a notice, contact the Builders
Board.

- 'GET EVIDENCE that all firms from
.whom you have received a notice of the right to
lien have been paid or have waived the right to
claim a lien against your property.

- CONSULT an attorney, a professional
escrow company or your mortgage lender.

11981 c.757 1t: 1983 c.787 121 f
87.025 Priority aliens; right to sell

improvethents separately from land; no
tics to mortgagee; list of materials or
supplies.' (1) A lien created under ORS 87.010 .,

(2) or (6) upon any lot or parcel of land shall be
preferred to any lien, mortgage or other encum-
brance which attached to the land after or was
unrecorded at the time of commencement of the
improvement.

(2) Ex4ept as provided in subsections (3) and
(6) of this section, a lien created under ORS
87.010 (1), (4) o; (5) upon any improvement

fl ()
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shall be preferred to all prior liens, mortgages or
other encumbrances upon the land upon which
the improvement was constructed. To enforce
such lien the improvement may be sold separate-
ly from the land; and the purchaser may remove
the improvement within a reasonable time there-
after, not to exceed 30 days, upon the payment
to the owner of the land of a reasonable rent for
its use from the date of its purchase to the time
of removal. If such removal is prevented by legal
proceedings, the 30 days shall not begin to run
until the final determination of such proceedings
in the court of first resort or the appellate court
if appeal is taken.

(3) No lien for materials or supplies shall
have, priority over any recorded mortgage or
trust deed on either the land or improvement
unless the person furnishing the material or
supplies, not later than eight days, not including
Saturdays, Skindays and other holidays as de-
fined in ORS 187.010, after the date of delivery
of material or supplies for which a lien may be
claimed, delivers to the mortgagee either a copy
of the notice given to the owner under ORS
87.021 to protect the right to claim a lien on the
material or supplies or a notice in any form that
provides substantially the same information as
the form set forth in ORS 87.023.

(4) A mortgagee who has received notice of
delivery of materials br supplies in accordance
with the provisions of subsection (3) of this
section, may demand a list of those materials or
supplies including 'a statement of the amount
dud by reason of delivery thereof. The list of
materials' or supplies shall be delivered the
mortgagee within 15 days of receipt of de .0. d,
as evidenced by a receipt or a receipt of delivery
of a registered or certified letter containing the
demand. Failure to furnish the list or the amount
due by the person giving notice of delivery of the
materials or eupplies shall constitute a waiver of
the preferenh provided in subsections (1) and
(2) of this section.

(6) Upon, payment and acceptance of the
amount due to the supplier of materials or sup-
plies, and upon demand of the 'person making
payment, the supplier shall execute a waiver of
all lien rights as to materials or supplies for
which payment has been made.

(6) Unless the mortgage or trust deed is
given to secure a loan made to finance the altera-
tion or repair, a lien claimed under ORS 87.010
for the alteration and repair of an improvement
commenced and made subsequent to the date of
record of a duly executed and recorded mortgage
or trust deed on that improvement or on the site
shall not take precedence over the mortgage or

\A.

trust deed, (Amended by 1965 c.446 §2; 1967 c.602 §2;

1975 c.466 §8; 1981 c.757 §6; 1983 c.513 §1; 1983 c.674 §31

87.027 Right of owner to demand
list of materials and labor; penalty for
failure to provide list. An 'owner who re-
ceives a notice of the right to lien in accordance
wii,h the provisions of ORS 87.021 may demand,
in writing, from the person providing materials
or labor a list of materials or description of labor
supplied or a statement of the contractual basis
for supplying the materials or labor, including
the percentage of the contract completed, and
the charge therefor to the date of the demand.
The supplier's statement shall be delivered to the
owner within 16 days of receipt of the owner's
written demand, as evidenced by a reppt or a
receipt of delivery of a certified or registered
letter containing the demand. Failure of the
supplier to furnish the infdrmation requested
constitutes a loss of attorney fees and costs
otherwise allowable in $ suit to foreclose a lien.
(1981 c.757 18(

87.030 Effect of owner having
knowledge of improVement; potice of
nonresponsibility. Every improvement wept
an improvement made by a person other than
the landowner in drilling or boring for oil or gas,
constructed upon lands with the knowledge of
the owner shall be deemed constructed at the
instance of the owner, and the interest owned
shall be subject to any lien filed pursuant to the
provisions of ORS 87.001 to 87.060 and 87.076 to
87,093, unless the owper shall, within three days
after he obtains knowledge of the construction,
give notice that he will not be responsible for the
same by posting a notice in writing to that effect
in some cqnspicuous place upon the land or the
improvement situated thereon. (Amended by 1975
c.468191

87.035 Filing of claim for lien. (1)
Every person claiming a lien under ORS 87.010
(1) or (2') shall file the claim not later than 90
days' after he has ceased' to provide labor, rent
equipment or furnish materials or 60 days after
completion of construction, whichever is earlier.
Every ether person claiming a lien under ORS
87.010 shall file the claim not later th 60 days
after the completion of the constriVon. All
claims shall be filed is 'provided by subsection
(2) of this section.

(2) The claim shall filed for recording
with the recording officer o the county or coun-
ties in which the improve ent, or some part
thereof, is situated and shall contain:

(a) A true statement of demand, after de-
ducting all just credits and offsets;

828 3
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(b) The name of the owner, or reputed own-
er, if known;

(c) The name of the person by whom the
claimant was employed or to whom he furnished
the materials or rented the equipment or by
whom contributions are owed; and

(d) A description of the property to be
charged with the lien sufficient for identifica-
tion, including the address if known.

(3) The claim shall be verified by the oath of
the person filing or of some other person having
knowledge of the facts, subject to the criminal
penalties for false swearing provided under 'ORS
162.075. (Amended by 1961 c.609 §1; 1973 c.671 §3; 1975

c.466 § 10; 1983 c.517 §1)

87.039 Notice of filing claim for
lien; effect of failure to give notice. (1) A
person filing a claim for a lien as movided by
ORS 87.035 shall deliver to the ownera notice in
writing that the claim has been filed. The notice
shall be delivered not later than 20 days after the
date of filing. Notice delivered to the owner who
received the notice of the right to lien as provid-
ed by ORS 87.621 shall be deemed in compliance
with the requirement of this subsection, unless
the person givKing notice has actual knowledge of
changed ownership.

(2) No costs, disbursements or attorney fees
otherwise allowable-as provided by ORS 87.060
shall be allowed to any party failing to' comply
with subsection (1) of this section. (1975 c.466 §14;
193 c.674 14)

Note: 87.039 was enacted into law by thee Legislative
Assembly but was not added to or made a part of 87.005 to
87.075 by legislative action. See Preface to Oregon Revised
Statutes for further explanation. .

0

87.040 (Repealed by 1975 c.466 §25)
p

87.045 Completion date of improve-
ment; notice of completion, abandonment
or nonabandonment; contents of notice.
(1) The completion of construction of an im-
provement shall occur when:

(a) The improvement is substantially com-
plete; or

(b) A completion notice is posted and
recorded as provided by Subsections (2) and (3)
otthis section; or

(c) The improvement is abandoned as pro-
vided by subsection (5) of this section.

(2) 'When all original contractors employed
on the construction 0: an improvement have
substantially performed their contracts, the
owner or mortgagee or an agent of either s
post and record a completion notice in writing

statingin substance the following:

87.045

Notice hereby is given that the building or
structure on the following described premises,
(insert the legal description of the property
including the street- address, if known) has been
completed.

All persons claiming a lien upon the same
under the Construction Lien hereby are
notified to file a claim of lien as required by ORS
87.035.

Dated 19
Owner or Mortgagee

P. 0. Address: --

(3) Any notice provided for in this section
shall be posted on the date it bears in some
conspicuous place upon the land or upon the
improvement situated thereon. Within five days
from the date of posting the notice, the party
posting it or his agent shall record with the
recording officer of the county in which the
property, or some part thereof, is situated, a copy
of the notice, together with an affidavit indorsed
thereon or attached thereto, made by the person
posting the notice, stating the date, place and
manner of .posting the notice. The recording
officer shall indorse upon the notice the date of
the filing thereof andvecord and'index the notice
in the Construction Lien Book as required by
ORS 87.050.

(4) Anyone clain
87.010 on the premise

a lien under ORS
remise desc;ibed in a completion

or abandonment notice for labor performed and
materials used prior to the date of the notice,
shall file a claim of lien as required by ORS
87.035.

(5) Except as provided in subsecti n (6) of
this section, an improvement is ab ed:

(a) On the 60th day after work on the con-
struction of the improvement ceases; or

(b) When the owner or mortgagee of the
improvement or an agent of either posts and
records an abandonment notice in,writing signed
by either the owner or the mortgagee.

(6) When work on the construct on of an
improvement ceases, if the owner or ortgagee
of the improvement intends to resume construc-
tion and does not want abandonment to occur,.
the owner or mortgagee or an agent of either
shall post and record a nonabandonment notice
in writing signed by either the owner'or mortga-
gee. The notice of nonabandonment shay, be
posted and recorded notlater thtm the 59th day
after work on4the construction ceases. The no-
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tice of nonabandonment may be renewed at
intervals of 180 days by rerecording the notice.

(7) The notices of abandonment or nonaban-
donment described in subsections (5) and (6) of
this section shall state in substance:

(a) That the improvement is either aban-
doned or not abandoned.

(b) The legal description of the property,
including the street address if known, on which
the improvement is located.

(c) In the case of an abandonment notice,
that all persons claiming a lien on the improve-
ment should' file a claim of lien as required by
ORS 87.035.

(d) In the case of a nonabandonment notice,
the reasons for the delay in construction.

(e) The date of the notice.
(0 The address of the person who signs the

notice. (Amended by 1975 c.468 $111

87.050 Recording. The recording offi-
cer of each county shall record all notices and
claims required to be filed by the provisions of
ORS 87.001 to 87.060 and 87.075 to 87.093 in a
book kept for that purpose, and titled 'Construc-
tion Lien Book." The notices and claims record-
ed in the Construction Lien Book shall be index-
ed as deeds and other conveyances are required
by law to be indexed and shall constitute a public
record of the county. (Amended by 1975 c.486 112)

87.055 Duration of lien. No lien de,
scribed in ORS 87.010 shall bind any improve-
ment for a longer period than six months after
the lien is filed unless suit is brought in a proper
court within that time to enforce the lien, or if
extended payment is provided and the terms
thereof are stated in the recorded lien, then six
months after the expiration of such extended
payment, but no lien shall be continued in force
for a longer time than two mars from the time
the Claim for lien is filed und'er ORS 87.035 by
any agreement to extend payment. (Amended by
1975 c.466 113)

87.057 Notice of intent to foreclose;
list of materials furnished and statement
of prices; effect of failure to give notice.

. (1) A person intending to commence edit to
foreclose a lien shall deliver to the owner of the
property upon which the lien is claimed and to
the mortgagee a notice in writing not later than
10 days prior to commencement of the suit,
stating that such person, or others, intends to
commence suit to foreclose the lien. Notice
delivered to the mortgagee who received the
notice iequired by ORS 87.025 shall be deemed
in compliance with this subsection, unless the

person giving notice has actual knowledge of a
change of mortgagee.

. (2) Where a notice 'of intention to commence
suit to foreclose a lien has been given as provided
by subsection (1) of this section, the sender of
the notice upon demand of the owner shall fur-
11'.;',11 to the owner within five days after the
demand a list of the materials and supplies with
the charge therefor, or a statement of a contrac-
tual basis for the owner's obligation, for which a
claim will be made in the suit to foreclose.

(3) A plaintiff or cross-complainant seeking
to foreclose a lien in a suit to foreclose shall
plead and prove compliance with subsections (1)
and (2) of this section. No costs, disbursements
or attorney fees otherwise allowable as provided
by ORS 87.060 shall be allokvoti to any party
failing to comply with the provisionil of this
section. [1978 0.466 1151

Note: 87.057 was enacted into law by the Legislative
Assembly but was not added to or made a part of 87.005 to
87.075 by legislative action. See Preface to Oregon Revised
Statutes for further explanation.

87.058 Stay of foreclosure proceed-
ings; requirements; procedure; duration
of stay. (1) As used in this section:

(a) "Builder" has the Meaning given that
term in ORS 70.1.005.

(b) "Board" means the Builders Board estab-
lished in ORS 701.205.

(c) "Structure" means a residence, duplex or
multiunit residential building.

(2) When a suit to enforce a lien created by
ORS 87.010 is filed and the owner of the struc-
ture subject to that lien files a claim with the
board under ORS 701.145 against .a builder who
perfamed work that is subject to ORS chapter
701 on the structure, the owner may obtain a
stay of proceedings on the suit to enforce the lien
if:

(a) The owner already has paid a builder for
that builder's work that is subject to this chapter
on the structure

(b) The person suing to enforce the lien
created by ORS 87.010:

(A) Performed work that is subject to ORS
chapter 701 on the structure for the builder who
has been paid bSt the owner;

(B) Furnished labor or materials or rented or
supplied equipment used On the structure to the
builder who has been paid by the owner, or

(C) Otherwise acquired the Hen under ORS
87.010 as a result of a cqntribution toward com-
pletion of the structure fowhich the builder has
been paid by the ()viler; and

7er 60FY AVAILABLE
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is disallowed, if that party serves a demand
therefor in writing upon the other parties at any
time prior to commencement of the trial to
foreclose the lien. The demand ishall be filed with
the court. The failure of a party to serve a de-
mand as required by this subsection shall consti-
tute a waiver by the party of trial by jury. A
demand for trial by jury made as provided in this
subsection may not be withdrawn without the
consent of the parties.

(c '\The continued existence of the lien on
which the suit is pending is attributable to the
failure of the builder who has been paid by the
owner to pay the person suing for that person's
contribution toward completion of the structure.

(3) The owner may petition for the stay of
proceedings described in subsection (2) of thib
section by filing the following papers in the
circuit court in which the 'suit on the lien. is
pending:

87.070

(a) A certified copy of the claim filed with (5) When notice of intention to commence
the board under ORS 701.1451 and - auit-taloreclosathe lien has been _given, plpeded

(b) An affidavit signed by the owner that and proven as provided for in ORS 87.057, the
contains: court, upon entering judgment for the lien claim-

ant, shall allow as part of tht costs all moneys
(A) A description of the structure; paid for the filing or recordingibf the lien and all
(B) The street address of the structure; moneys paid for title' reports required for prepar-
(C) A statement that the structure is the ing and foreclosing the lien. In suite to enforce a

stricture upon which the suit to enforce the lien lien created by ORS 87.010 the court shall allow
is pending; and a reasonable amount as attorney fees at trial and

(D) A statement that the petitioner is the on appeal to the party who prevails on the issues

,owner of the structure. of the validity and foreclosure of the lien.

(4) Upon receipt of a complete petition (6) In case the proceeds of any sale under
described in subsection (3) of this section, the ORS 87.001 to 87.060 and 87.075 to 87.093 are
circuit court shall stay proceedings on the suit to insufficient to pay all lienholders claimitg under
enforce the lien. such statutes., the liens of all persons shall be

(5) After the board has adjudicated or other- paid prO rata. Each claimant is entitled to execu-

wise completely processed the claim agatnst the tion for any balance due the claimant after the
builder's bond or deposit, the circuit court shall distribution of the proceeds, and that execution
dissolve the stay ordered under subsection (4) of shall be issued by the clerk of the court, upon
this section, [1981 c.618 §16) demand, after the return of the sheriff or other

officer mg the sale showing the balance due.

(7) A suits to enforce any lien created by
ORS 87.0 shall have preference on the calen-
dar of the in over every civil suit, except suits
to whic the state is a party, and shall be tried
by t court without unnecessary delay. In such
suits all persons personally liable, and all lien-

87.060. Foreclosure; right to jury
trial; distribution of proceeds of foreclo-
sure sale. (1) Suits to enforce the liens created
by ORS 87,010 shall be ,brought in the circuit
courts, and the pleadings, process, practice and
other proceedings shall be the same as in other
cases. holders whose claims have been filed for record

(2) In suits to enforce the liens created by *tinder the provisions of ORS 87.035, shall, and
. ORS 87.010, evidie of the actual costs of the

labor ail
all other persons interested in the matter in

ii material provided by the lien claimant controversy, or in the property sought to be
establishes a rebuttable presumption that, those charged with the lien, may be made parties; but
costs are the reasonable value of that labor and persons not made parties are not bound by the
material.* , . proceedings. The proceeding upon the foreclo-

(3) In suits to enforce the liens created y sure of the liens created by ORS 87.010 shall, as
ORS 87,010, the court shall allow or disallow the nearly as possible, conform to the proceedings of
lien, If the lien is allowed, the court shall proceed a foreclosure of a mortgage lien upon real proper..
with the foreclosure of the lien and resolve all .ty, /Amended by 1975 c.466 116; 1981 c.897 120: 1981

., other pleaded issues. If the lien is disallowed, and c.898 144; 1083 c.517 $2) -4

a party has made a 'deinand for a jury trial as
provided for in subsection (4) of this section, the
court shall empanel a. jury to decide any issues
triable of right by a jury. All other issues in the , 87.070 Amount of recovery by con-
fiuit shall be tried by the court. tractor; respective rights of contractor'

-...., (4) A party may demand a trial by jury of and owner. Any contractor may recover, upon
any issue triable of right by a jury after the lien a lien filed by-him, only the amount due to him

87.005 [Amended by 1961 c.609 $2; repealed by 1976
c.466 §26)

71
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according to the terms of his contract, after
deducting all claims of other parties for work
done and materials furnished for which a lien is
created by ORS 87.010. Where a lien is filed
under ORS 87.005 to 87.076 for work done or
material furnished to any contractor, he shall
defend any action brought thereupon at his own
expense, and during the pendency of such action
the owner nay withhold from the contractor the
amount of thoney for which such lien is filed. In
case of judgment against the owner or his prop-
erty upon the lien, the owner may deduct from

my amount due or to become due bythim to the
contractor the amount of such judgment and
costs; and if the amount of the judgment and
costs exceeds the amount due by him to the
contractor, or if the owner has settled with the
contractors in full, he may recover back from the
contractor any amount so paid in excess of the
contract price, and for which the contractor' wils'
originally the party liable.

87.675 Exemption of building mate-
rials from attachment by third persons.
When a person furnishes or 'procures materials
for use in the construction of an improvement,
those materials are not subject to attachment,
execution or other legal process to enforce any
debt due by the purchaser of the materials, ex-
cept a debt due for the purchase money thereof,
so long as in good faith the materials are about
to be applied to the construction of the improve-
ment. (Amended by 1975 c.466 §23)

87.076 Bond or deposit of money;
amount. (1) The owner of an improvement or
land against which a lien provided for by ORS
87.010 is claimed, or any other interested person,
may file with the recording officer of the county
in whose office the claim for lien is filed a bond
executed by a corporation authorized to issue
surety bonds in the State of Oregon to the effect
that the owner of the improvement or land
against which the lien is claimed shall pay the
amount of the claim and all costs and attorney
fees which are awarded against tie improvement
or land on account of 'the lien. The bond shall be
in an amount not less than 150 percent of the
amount claimed under the lien, or in the amount
of $1,000, whichever is greater.

(2)(a) In lieu of the surety bond provided for
in subsection (1) of this section, the owner of an
improvement or land against which a lien pro-
vided by ORS 87.010 is claimed, or any other
interested person, may deposit with the treasurer
of the county in which the claim for lien is filed a
sum of money or its equivalent' equal In value to
150 percent of the amount claimed uhder the

lien, or in the amount or$1,000, whichever is
greater.

(b) The court in which any proceeding to
foreclose the lien may be brought may, upon
notice and upon motion by a person who makes
a deposit under paragraph (a) of this subsection,
oilier the money invested in such manner as the
court may direct. A person who makes a deposit
under paragraph (a) of this substeLion shall be
entitled to any income'from the investments and
the treasurer of the county shall pay the income
when received to the depositor withidut order.

(3) A bond or money may be filed or deposit-
ed under subsection (1) or (2) of this section at
any time after the filing of the claim for lien
under ORS 87.035. 11975 c.466 §17; 1983 c.513 §3)

87.078 Notice of filing bond or de-
positing money; contents of notice; effect
of failure to give notice. (1) A person who
files a bond or deposits money under ORS 87.076
shall cause to be served upon the lien claimant a
notice of the filing or deposit and, If a bond, a
copy thereof, not later than 20 days after the
filing or deposit. The notice shall. state the loca-
tion and time of the filing or deposit.

(2) If a person does not notify the lien claim-
ant as required-by subsection (1Yethis section,
the filing of the bond or the deposit of money is
of no effect and the provisions of QRS 87.083
shall not apply in a suit to foreclose the lien for
which the filing or deposit is made. 11975 c.466

§18)

87.080 (Amended by 1967 c.407 §3; repealed by 1975
648172)

87.081 Filing affidavit with county
officer. (1) When a person files a bond with the
recording officer of the county under ORS
87.076 and serves notice of the-filing upon the
lien claimant, he shall file with the same record-
ing officer an affidavit stating that such notice
was served.

. (2) When a person deposits money with the
treasurer of a county under ORS 87.076 and
serves notice of the deposit upon the lien claim-
ant, he shall file with the recording officer of the
same county an affidavit stating that the deposit
was made and notice served, (1975 c.466 §19)

87.082 11967 c.40.7 §11,2; repealed by 1975 c.648 §72)

87.083 Foreclosure after filing of
bond or deposit of money; effect of filing
or deposit; disposition of bond or money.
(1) Any suit to foreclose a lien pursuant to ORS
87.060 which is commenced or pending after the
filing of a bond or depositof money under ORS
87.076 shall proceed as if no filing or deposit had
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been made except that the lien shall attach to
the bond or money upon the filing or deposit and
the service of notice thereof upon the lien claim-
ant. The property described in the claim for lien
shall thereafter be entirely free of the lien and
shall in no way be involved in subsequent pro-
ceedings.

(2) When a bond is filed or money is deposit-
ed, if, in a suit to enforce the lien for which the
filing or deposit is made, the court shall allow the
lien, the lien shall be satisfied out of the bond or
money. The court shall include as part of ,its
judgment an order for the return to the person
who deposited the money o4 any amount remain-
ing after the lien is satisfied.

(3) When a bond is filed or money is deposit-
ed, if, in a suit to enforce the lien for which the
filing or deposit. is made, the court shall disallow
the lien, the court shall include as part of its
judgment an order for the return of the bond or
money to the person who filed the bond or mon-
ey. [1975 c.466 PO] ..

87.085 Illepealedby 1975 c.648 §72)
I

87.086 Determination of adequacy of
bond. If a lien claimant considers the bond filed
with a recording officer of a county inadequate
to protect his claim for lien for some reason
other than the amount of the' bond, he shall,
within 10 days of receipt of the notice of filing,
petition the court in which the suit to foreclose
the lien may be brought for a determination of
the adequacy of the bond. The lien claimant
shall state in detail the reasons for the inadequa-
cy. Not later than two' days after the filing of the
petition with the court, the lien claimant shall
send a notice of the filing and a copy of the
petition by registered or certified mail .to the
person who filed the bond. After a hearing, if the
court determines that bond is inadequate for
one or more of the reasons stated by the lien
claimant, the court shall order such action as
shall make the bond adequate to protect the
claim for lien. (1976 c.466 §21)

87.08 Return o f bond' or money.
The recording officer or treasurer of a county in
whose office a bond or money is filed or deposit-
ed under ORS 87.076 shall return it to the per-
son who made the filing or deposit vThen:

---.)(1) A suit to ,foreclose the lien is not com-
menced within the time specified by ORS
87.055; or

(2) The person who filed the bond or depos-
ited the money presents a certified copy of a
court's order for the return of the bond or all or
some of the money to that person;.or

708

(3) The person who filed the bond or depos-
ited the money presents a written release of lien
signed by.the lien claimant. (1975 c.466 122)

$7.000 (Repealed by 1976 c.848 §72)

87.004 Information Notice to Owner;
adoption lay Builders , Board; contents;
when notice mus) be given; penalty for
failure to provide. (1) flu) Builders Board
shall adopt by rule a form entitled "Information
Notice to Owner" which shall describe, in non-
technical language and in a clear and coherent
manner using word in their common and every-
day meanings, the pertinent provisions of the
Constructions Lien Law of this state and the
rights and responSibilities of an owner of proper -
ty and an original contractor under that law. The
rights and responsibilities described in the form
shall include, but not be limited to:

. (a/ Methods by which an owner may avoid
multiple payment for the same materials and
labor,

(b) The right to file a,claim against a regis-
tered ,builder with the Builders Board and, when
appropriate, to be reimbursed from the builder's

/bond filed under ORS chapter 701; and
(c) The right to receive, upon written re-

.quest therefor, a statement of the reasonable
value of, materials or labor provided from the
persons providing the materials or labor at the
request of an original contractor and who have
also provided notices of the right to lien.

(2)(a) Each original contractor shall provide
a copy of the "Information Notice to Owner"
adopted by the Builders Board under this section
to:

(A) The first purchaser of residential proper-
ty constructed by the contractor and sold within
the 60-day period inipediately following the
completion of construct U; and .

(B) The owner or an agent of the owner,
other than an original contractor, at the time of
signing a written residential construction or
improvement contract with the owner.

(b) When the residential construction or
improvement contract is an oral contract, the
original contractor shall mail or otherwise deliv-
er the "Information Notice to Owner" not later
than five days after the contract is made.

(3) This section applies only to a residential
construction or improvement contract for which
the aggregate contract price exceeds $1,000. If
the price of a home improvement contract was
initially less than $1,000, but during the course
of the performance of the contract exceeds that
amount, the original contractor shall mail or
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otherwise deliver the "Information Notice to
Owner" not later than five days after the con-
lanclr knowe or should reasonably know that
the cohtract price will exceed $1,000.

(4) An "Information Notice to' Owner" need
not be sent when the owner is a builder regis-
tered with the Builders Board under ORS chap-
ter 701.

(5) ;Notwithstanding ORS 87.010, if an
original contractor does not provide an owner or
agent with an "Information Notice to Owner" as
required under subsections (2) and (3) of this
section, the original contractor may not claim
any lien created under ORS 87.010 upon any
improvement, lot or parcel of hind of the owner
for labor, services or materials supplied under
the residential construction or improvement,
contract for which the "InformationThlktice to
Owner" was not provided.

(6) If an original contractor does not provide
an owner or agent with an "Information Notice
to Owner" as required under subsection (2) of
this section, the Builders Board may suspend the

p certificate of registration of the original contrac-
tor for any period of time that the board consid-
ers appropriate or impose a civil penalty of not
more than $1,000 upon the original contractor as
provided in ORS 701.992.

(7) As used in this section:

(a) "Residential construction or improve-
ment" means the original construction of resi-
dential property and constructing, repairing,
remodeling or altering residential property and
includes, butatis not limited to, the construction,
repair, replacement or improvement of drive-
ways, swimming pools, terraces, patios, fences,
porches, garages, basements and other structures
or land adjacent to a residential dwelling.

(b) "Residential construction or improve-
ment contract" means an agreement, oral or
written, between an original contractor and an
owner for the performance of a home improve-
ment and includes all labor, services and materi-
als furnished and performed thereunder. um
c.757 §9; 1983 c.767 §3)

87.095 (Repealed by 1976.c.648 §72)

87.100 (Amended by 1973 c.54 §1; repealed by 1975
c.648 §721

87.105 (Repealed by 1976 c448 172)

87.110 (Repealed by 1976 e.648 §72)

87.115 (Repealed by 1975 c.648 §72)

87.120 (Repealed by 1976 c.648 §72)

*87,122 (195 c.438111,2; repealed by 1975 c.648 1721

87,125 (Amended by 1967 c.327 61; 1973 c.307 110,
repealed by 1976 c.648 672)

87.130 (Amended by 1961 c.519 6,1; repealed by 1975

c.648 172)

87,185 [Repealed by 1976 c.648 6721

87.140 (Rep by 1975 c.648 172)
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DIVISION I

OREGON AIMINISTRA'TIVE RULES
CHAPTER 812, DIVISION I --- BUILDERS BOARD

ADMINISTRATION

" Noticed Proposed Rule
812-01-000 Before adopting, amending. or repealing any

rule, the Builders Board shall give notice of the proposed
adoption, amendment, or repeal:

(I) In the Secretary of Stale's Bulletin at least I5'days
before the effective date of the rule.

(2) By iling a copy of the notice to persons on the
Builders oard's mailing list establishEd pursuant to ORS
183.335 ).

(3) By mailing a copy of the notice to the following
organiz lions or publications:

(a) ssociated FlOorcovering Contractors:
(b) Associated General Contractors:
(c) Associated Press:
(d) Building Material Dealers Association:
(e) Homebuilders Association of Metropolitan Portland:
(I) Independent Electrical Contractors of Oregon;
(g) Independent Plumbing and Electrical Contractors:
(h) Manufactured Housing Dealers Association:
(i) Nation$l Electrical Contractors Association:
.(j) Oregon Association ofPlumbing. Heating and Cooling

Contractors
(k) Oregon Labor Press:
(I) Oregon Manufactured Housing Associa
(m) Oregon Remodelers As':;ociat
(n) Oregon State Homebuilders Association:
(o) Surety Association of Oregon:
(p) United Press International:
(q) Capitol Press Room. State Capita
Stat. Auth.: ORS ('h. 183 & 701
Hist: IBB 4. f. & cf, 12-29-75: IBB I-1978.1.4'4 cf. 5-23-78: 11)11

6-1980.1. & cf. 11-480: IBB 1-1982, 1. 3-31-82, cf. 4-1-82

it(

General Procedures'
812-01-003 ( I) The Builders Board adopts the Attorney

General's Model Rules of Procedure. filed with the Secretary
of State on November 18. 1981. except 137-04-020(1). 137 -04-
020( I') is replaced by the following:

(1) To be timely received, the following items muse be
receive& by the Agency within 20 days from the date a
proposed order is mailed by the 4geney:

(a) A request for hearing;
(b) Exceptions to an Agency order.
Stat. Auth.: ORS Ch. 183 144 701
Mgt: 11311 6-1980. f. K cf. 1/113 1-1982. f 111-82, cf

IBB 4-1982. f. & 10-7-82: IBB 1-198' f & cf
3-1-83: I BB 2-1983. 1. & cf. 7-6-81'

Hearings Postponements
812.01 -005 A postponement ofa hearing may he granted at

the.request of a party if:
(I) The request is promptly made after the party receives

the notice of hearing: and . .

(2) The party has good cause as stated in the request. for
not attending the hearing at the time and date set.. For the
purposes of this section. good cause exists when:

(a) The circumstances causing the request are beyond the
reasonable control of the requesting party: and

(b) Failure to .grant the postponement would result' in
undue hardship to the requesting party.

Stml. Aulh. ORS`th 1834k 701
lika 11111 5. f. 6.1 76. el 7 1-76: 11113 1-1978. I ,1/4 el 5-23-78:

1011 1.1978. & cf 12478, 1811 2- 1979. I cf _12.19-
79: tlill 1-1 ef. 2-29-80; IBB 6-19W1, f cf.

.14-4-80; III 1.1983, I el 3-1-83

Not lees
812-01-010 III The following notices shall he. deemed

properly served by the Builders Board when delivered
personally or deposited in the United States mail. registered or
certified mail, addressed lo.the builder or lo any other entity
having an interest in any proceeding beforet he Builders Board.
in that enlity's;,lasl known address of record with the Builders
Board:

(a) Notice of Hearing:
(h) Notice of Revocation or Suspension of a Certificate of

Registration: .

(c) Proposed or Final Civil Penally Order:
(d) Proposed or ,Final Order in the Matter of ;I Claim,

adjudicated under rule 812-04-05.5,
(2) All other notices under ORS Chapter 701 or these rules

shall be .deemed properly served by the Builders Board when
delivered personally or deposited in the United States mail.
regular mail, to the addressee's last known address of record.
with the Builders Board.

(3) Time for response to all notices shall run from the date .

of'mailing.
Stip, Auth. .ORS ('h. '183 & 701

I110 5, f. 6-15-76. cf. 7-1.76: IBB 1. & cf. 5.23-78:
11111 6-1980. f. cf 11.4-80: IBB 1-1483. f. & cf. 3-1.83

C,

Information Requests
812-01-015 11) The Agency will provide the following

information in response to telephone requests for registration
informatiin relating to a specific entity:

(a) Whether or not the entity is or has ever been regis-
tered:

(h) The registration number(s):
(c) The Business names used by the entity of record with

the Agency.
. (d) Type of business organization (individual .proprietor-

ship. partnership, or col-floral ion):
(e) 'Personal -names of owners. partners. or corporate

officers:

(1) bast known address:
(g) Type of registration (residential or residential/

commercial/ industrial):
(h) Fxpiration date or date upon which the registration

became inactive and the reason it became inactive:
(i)The date the entity first became registered.
(2) If more information is required than that listed in

%eclair] ( I) of this rule, the request for information should he
made in writing

(3) The 'Agency, will provide the following information in
response' to telephone requests for claims information relating
to a specifk registrant:

(a) Number of claims filed:
(h) The status of each claim (closed or in process):
(c) Type of each.claim filed:
(d) Date upon which each chiim was filed:
(e) Alleged amount of the claim or 'amount awarded.
14) If more information is required than That listed in

welkin (3) of this rule. the request for information should be
made inwriting.

(5) If no'claims have been filed or if the entity about whom
the inquiry is being made is nonregistered, the caller will be
given this information by telephone. If claims exist. the caller
will he sent this infOrmatkm in writing by mail.

-Div, I (Oclober,'1983)
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CHAPTER 1112, DIVISION I BUILDERS BOARD-

(6) Telephone requests foe registration of claim informa-
tion will he limited to three names per call. No more than one
gall daily should he made by any person, business in agency'
When information is readily accessible, the caller will he
answered immediately if staffing permit-s. Otherwise. the
Agency will attempt to return the call. within 24 hours. If
information is required for more than three names, the request
should be made in writing.

(7) Written requests for registration or claim information
should be submitted in the form of a list alphabetized by the
entities' business names. Included on the list should he all
known assumad business names used by the entity as well as
the owners' names, addresses and/or cities, and registration
numbers,'if known, The list should include headings for each
type of information required. The Agency will complete the
research and return the list to the person making the inquiry as
quickly as workload and staffing allow.

(8) If the Agency is unable to fulfill an information nest
because of staffing limitations. because of the extensive nine
of the request, etc.. the person making the request may r iew
the Agency's records at 403 Labor and Industries Buittlihg,
Salem. Oregon 97310 from 8 a.m. to S p.m. Monday through
Friday.

(9) The Agency may make the following charges for
records:

(a) $5 for each-certification that an individuar or business
has or has not been registered with the Builders Board. This
certification will include the following information:

( AfRegistrat ion number(s),.

(B) Name of registered entity and any iisstimed business
names registered with the Agency,

-((..) Type of business organization (individual proprietor-.
ship, partnership or corporation)..

(U) Personal names of owner. partners or corpoihte
officers.

(F) The important dates in the registration history and the
action that took place on those dates.

(h) $5 for certified copies of documents;
(c) $5 for every 20 copies made;
(d) $10 per tape for duplicate tape recordings' of agency

hearings.

Stat Auth.: ()RS Ch. 701
HW: 1118 1-1983, f. ,t cf. 3-1,-83

Inforonatkm Notice to Owners
R12-01-020 The Builders Board adopts form" 814- 070 -157

(revised October 1983) entitled "Information Notice to Owiter
about Construction Una". This form may he obtained from
the Builders Board. Use of the January I, 1983, revision will
suffice to lairdl requirements of ORS 87.093 until supplies are
exhausted.

Shot. Audi.: ORS Ch. t1,7 & 701
188 4-1981,1. 11-24-81, cf. 1-1-82; 1811.3-1982, f. 6-4-82,
cf..1- I-83; 11113 1-1983, f. & cf. 3-1-83; Renumbered from'
812-11-076; !RR 3.1983. f..10-5-83,. cf. 10-15-83
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DIVISION 2

DEIFINMONS

OREGON ADMINISTIAA'TIVE RULES
CHAFFER 812, DIVISION x BUILDERS nomen

Definitions
812. 02-40) As used in these rules:
(I) "Board's means the five-member appointed Buiptirs

Board.
(2) "Agency" means the administrative ajsuity2including

the staff of The Builders Board.
(3) "Builder" includes; but is not limited to, entities

which, in the pursuit of an independent business, undertake or
offer to undertake or submit a ind

pe
to perform or arrange for the

performance of i y of the following, unless eichtiled under
ORS 701.010 or rule 812-03-010:

(a) Construction alteration, repair, improveme ving,
or demolition of residential apartments of four un 15r less,
homes, carports, garages, or condominiuins, whet r done
speculatively or undercontract; ,

(h) Alteration. repair, improvement, set-up or demolition
of mobile homes, whether done speculatively or under
contract;

(c) Installation or repair in a residence of:
Air conditioning;
Alarm systems (electrical; built-in);
Awnings;
Barbecues (built-in);
Basements;
Bathtubs or bathtub enclosures;
Cabinets;
Carpeting or other floor coverings;
Chimneys or, flues:
Countertops;
Drywall pr plaster:
Electric wiring;
Elevators;
Fans or ventilating equipment;
Fireplaces or wood-burning stoves:
Foundations;
Framing:
Furnaces or other heating equipment
Garage doors or garage door opening equipment;
Glass or glazing;
Hardwood flooring:
Hot water tanks;
Insulation; stprm windoWs, or other sweat herivation ;
Intercom systems (electrical):
Iron or other metal work;
Laminates:
Lath;
Masonry;
Millworlsmand trim;
Painting(exterior and interior);
Pantiiniti
Plumbing;
Roof structures:
Roofing or flashing;
Sandblasting;
Saunas, hot tubs, spas (built-in);
Screen doors;
Security systems (electrical);
Sheet metal:
Shower doors or shower enclosures;
Siding:.
Skylights;
Solar energy systems or equipment;
'Stairways;
Stuoro or gunite;tf

go-

Tile or grim, mg:
Underlayment;
Vacuum systems t built-MI:
Wallcoyering installers:
Water purification or conditioning equipment ;

Waterpniof ing:
Weatherstripping i

(d) Performance of the following work on land owned by
the owner of the structure:

(A) EXcavation fin the structure or its appurtenances.
(B) Backfill or grading when rough grading the 4ite to

accomplish proper drainage and nut for landscaping,

nan

iC) Trenching wheti done Cdr the stnicture or its appurte-
s and not fOr .landscaping or the installation of sprinkling

systems. .

(D) Concrete flatWork, including installation, cutting or
breaking, when related to the stnicture or its appurtenances.
This toes not apply to concrete flatwork on retaining walls and
walk ays when done only in conjunction with landscaping
work,

(E) Curbing. or paving when related to the structure or its
appurtenances.

(F) Installation or repair of an "appurtenance" as defined
in-section (8) of this rule.

(c) Work performed on a residence related to pest control
if in the course of that work any structural repairs are per-
formed, any wood is replaced, or any other work is performed
which is subject to ORS Chapter 70 I;

(1) The erection of modular housing constructed off-site.I (4) "Builder" also includes, but is not limiteir to, any
entity which in the pursuit of an independent business as a
builder, contracts for labor only. regardless of whether
compensated by the- hour or by the job.

k
CO A builder also includes, but is not limited to, a develop-

er who, wit hthe intent of selling residences). contracts with a
general contractor to, construct, alter or improve residences)
on land owned by the developer.

(6$a) If a builikr is 'regiStered for residential work only.
"structure" includes, res!idential buildings of four units or less
and does not include commercial improvements or dwellings
otherwise residential in nature used for commercial purposes:

(b) "Structure" includes modular and mobile homes..
However, the manufacturer of a mobile home constructed
under federal standards is exempt from jurisdiction of the
Board.

(7) "Entity" means an. individual. a partnership or a
corporation.

(8) "The pursuit of sin independent husiness" as used in
ORS 701.005(2) means that entity operates us an independent
contractor. Evidence of `operating as an independent contrac:.
for and not as an employe may include, but not he limited to.
the following criteria:

.

ma (a) Is free from close snpervision by the homeowner or
Adfitractor over the details of the work being performed,
including hours of work:

(h) Enters into a contract, either oral or written, which
calls for the completion of ti certain type. kind or piece of work
on a specific project or job site for which payment is made on a
per-hour or iime-and 7materials basis, or for the entire job;

(c) May have two or mon; effective contracts at any one
time;

.

(d) Hires and supervises other subcontractors and/or
employes and may be responsible for business insurance and
payroll lases if help is hired;

(e) Enters into a contract, either oral or written, which
does not require the employer to consider remuneration paid to
he wages for the purposet; of unemployment 'compensation.
benefits, workers' compensation payments, or federal or state
withholding;

111
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(f) Uses as normal business practices, telephone service.

(g) Furnishes substantially all of the equipment, tools. andsupplies necessary to carry out contractual obligations;
(h) May be registered with the Employment Division's

Contractor Cenification Fund.
(9) "Appurtenance" is limited to one of the following.located on land owned by the owner of the structure toenhance the residential use of the structure!'
(a) Garage or carport;
(b) Porch, patio, decks and deck steps, walkways. orfencing. This does nut apply to decks. decksteps, walkways orfencing when such work is done only in conjunction withlandscaping work;
(c) Driveway:
(d) An installation for domestic water supply or theconveyance of water from raingutters or the foundation area toits point .of out fall:

. (e) A retaining wall when necessary to protect a structure
or its appurtenances or to comply with building code slope
requirements or when done not in conjunction with landscap-ing work: .

(1) Swimming pools.
(10) "Speculative" means in anticipation of or with theintent of selling to another entity during or after construction.
( I I) A "general contractor" is n registrant who has acontract. either oral or written, with the owner of a structure toperform work subject to ORS Chapter 701, or who is building astructure speculatively; who may engage one or more subcon-tractors to perform all or part of the work; and who has

responsibility for the entire project which is the subject of the
contract. Responsibility for the entire project includes seeingthat prompt and pnir payment is made to all subcontractors

performed work.on the structure and to all suppliers of
fabric o the structure, thereby preventing the;04 in

fa mg of construction Dens against the properly.

:,.)

(Octotler, 198:1)

ismess cards, or commercial advertising;4/IP (12) A ''subcontractor" is a registrant who hir1 a contract,either oral or written, with a general contractor but net with theowner of the structure to perform work subjecf to ORSChapter 701 and who is responsible for a specific portion of theentire project.
I, (13) "Work period'' mean* the time from the date acOntract is entered. into until the date the contracted work iscompleted or substantially completed.

. (14). "Substantial completion" may include but not belimited to the following conditions: completion of final
inspection, issuance of a certificate of occupancy, the house orportion of house in a habitable or.usable condition.

(45) "Monetary damages" ilIthe dollar amount required in
excess of the contract amount to provide te claimant what
was agreed to be provided under *he terms of the contract
minus any amount due and unpaid the registrant.

(16) "Labor" as used in ORS 701.140(4) means worksubject to ORS Chapter' 701 performed as an employe of aregistrant as v11 us work subject to ORS Chapter 701 providedthrough a contractural relationship between a general Fontrac--for and a subcontractor.
(17) A "developer" is a person who owns property and

contracts with a general contractor to construct, improve or
alter one or more residences on the land for the purpose of
selling those residences to their final owners.

(18) "For compensation and with the intent to sell" asused in ORS 700.005 is not intended to include real estatelicensees engaed in professional real estate activities asdefined in ORS 696.010(9).

Auth.: ORS ch. 701
likt PHI) 5. f 1576. cf. 7-.1-76; 1BH 7. f. & cf. 11-14-77; IBB1-1978. f & cf. 5-23-78; 1135 6-1900, I. ef. 11-4.80 IIBB

3-1981. f
(

10-.30-81, cf.. 11-1.81; 111H 4-1982. & ef.
10-7-82: 11111 -19113, f. & cf. 3-1.83; Renumbered from

11)11 3-1983, f. 1(1-5-83. ef. 10,15-83

(14' An "Gwner," for purposes of ORS
701.140(1) and (2) means a person not in
pursuit of an independent businessies a
builder, who purchases a residence from a
huilder.or developer as defined in ORS
chapter 701 and OAR chapter 812 and intends
to own that residence indefinitely either
as a personal residence or as a rental. An
"owner" cannot be a general.dontractor as
defined in subsection .(11) oe this rule or
a developer as defined in subsection (17)
of this rule unless that general contractor
or developer continues to own the home as
his or her personal residence or as a rental.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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DirvisioN 3

REGISTRATION

Registration Grimy
812-03-000 (1) A certificate of registration will be issued to

one entity only. Other entities shall not be included in that
certificate, but each ;ball be separately registered and shall
separately °meet the kquircmcnts of registration. No entity
may perform work subject to ORS Chapter 701 through the use
of another entity's certificate of registration except as-gp
employe of the registrant.

(2) Registration shall be limited to residential work unless
the Agency receives a written request from the registrant at the
time of application for registration or renewal to extend. the
registration to cover an types of buildings.

(3) If an entity registered as an individual, partnership, or
corporation seeks to change the registered entity to another
type, the torpor registration will be terminated and the new
entity must retister anew.

(4) All partners within a partnership shall be of record with
the Builders Board. Registration becomes invalid upon any
change in the composition of that partnership.

(5) Each entity shall list on its application for registration
or renewal all assumed business names under which business
as a builder is conducted. All assumed business names listed
shall be on record with the Corporation Commissioner.

(6)(a) A certificate of registration is valid for the term for
which it is issued only if the following conditions are met
throughout the registration period:

effect and undiminished by parraciit of damages awarded to
(A) The surety bond or securi o agreement remains in

claimants, and ,

(B) The insurance required by ORS 701.105 remains in
effect, and

(C) If the registrant is an individual, survival of that
individual, and

(D) If the registrant is a partnership, no change in the
composition of that partnership, by death or otherwise, or

(E) If the registrant is, a corporation, survival of that
corporation, inclUding compliance with all applicable laws
governing corporations.

it(b) If the registrant's bond is cancelled, the registration
will lapse 30 days from the date the cancellation notice is
received by the board;

(c) An entity whose certificate of registration has lapsed is
considered nregistered from the date the lapse occurred untilrthe date t deficiency is corrected. Durina period of lapse,
the entity s 11 not perform the work of a builder;

(d) A period of lapse will end and the Certificate of
registration previously issued will again become valid on the
date upon which the Agency receivesa new bond or a notice of
reinstatement for the existing bond. If the surety bond or
security agreement becomes diminished by payments of
damages awarded to claimants, the Agency will take the action
set forth in rule 812-03.030. If the Agency receives informationi that the registrant's insurance has been cancelled, the Agency
will take the action set forth in rule 812-03-015;

(e) If a certificate of registration becomes invalid, the
Agency may require the return of the certificate and pocket
card(s).

(7) No builder shall advertise or otherwise hold out till the
,Flicliscathcaut ptitsovnat'sidservrti7ts as afbuildetr unless that builder
holds

, II builder claim
current,

advecertisi4caoarobyreensyraoth:; nor
shall

to be`...., bonded, insured, or registewd unless that builder holds a
current, valid certificate of registration.

4 (8) The annual fee for original registration or renewal of
registration is $55.

(9) Reciprocity with other states shall he limited to the
exchange 9.1 information.

Stat. Auth.: ORS Ch. 183 & 701
IBB 5, f. 6-15-76, ef. 7-1-76; IBB 7,1. & ef. 11-14-77; IBB
1-1978, 1. & el. 5-23-78; 11313 3.1980(remp), f. of.
7-1-80; 113B 4-1980, f. & ef. 7-1440; IBB 6.1980, f. & ef.
11-4-80 IBB 3-1981. f. 10-30-10, ef, 11-1-81: 1BB 1-1982, f.
3-31-82, ef. 4-1-82; IBB 2-19132, f. 41-82. ef. 7-142; IBB
1-1983; f. & ef. 3-1-83; Renumbered from 812.11410; IBB
2,1983, f. & ef. 7-6-83; IBB 3-1983. f. 10-5-83. eft 10-13 -83

(ED. NOTE: The text of Temporary Rules is not printed in the
Oregon Administrative Rules Compilation. Copies may be obtained
from the adopting agency or the Secretary of State.) .

Record Changes
812.03-005 (1) Requests for record changes necessitating a

new certificate of registration shall be accompanied by a $10
fee.

(2) Requests for name changesoof the registrant shall be
accompanied by a rider to the security to cover the new name..

(3) The registrant shall advise the Agency of address
changes within ten days of the date the change occurs. No
charge will be made for address c s on the record. Former
registrants shall inform the Agency off changes for one
year after registration expires or is otherwise terminated.

Stat. Auth.: ORS Ch. 701
Mot; 113B 5, f. 6-15-76, el 7-1-76; !BB 7. f. & cf. 11-14-77; 100

0 1 -1978. f. & cf. 5-23-78; IBB 5-1980, f. & ef. 10-7-80; 113B
6.1900. f. & ef. 11 -4-80; IBB 1-1983, f. & cf. 3 -1-83:
Renumbered from 812-114115; IBB 3-1983. 1. 10-5-83. ef.
IP-15-83

EXC111151011$ From Registration 1,

812-03-010 (I) "Casual, minor or inconsequi- al'' a's used
in ORS 701.010(4) means work not of a structure nature which
cannot affect the health or safety of the owner or occupant of
the structure.

(2) ORS 701.010(6) does not apply to an entity performing
work on a structure owned by that entity if such work is
performed speculatively.

(3) "OWner" as used in ORS 701.010(5) does not mean an
entity which builds or arranges to have built a structure for
speculative purposes.

(4) ORS 701.010(10) applies only when the licensee is
operatifs within the scope of that license.

Stat. Auth.i ORS Ch. 701
111.1: IBIS 5. f. 6.15-76. cf. 7-1-76; IBS 1-1978. f. & ef. 5.23-78:

IBB 6-1960, 1. & ef. 11-4-80 11113 3-1981, 1. 10-30-81, ef.
11-1-81; IBB I-19133, f. & ef. 3-183; Renumbered from
812-11-020

Applications for
81243415 (1) original, fully-executed surety bond or

security agreement in lieu of a bond shall be On file with the
Agency before a certificate of registration may be.issued.

(2)(a) An applicant for registration or renewal shall certify
that the applicant has procured insurance as required by ORS
701.105 and will continue to meet those insurance requirements
for as long as the applicant is registered;

(b) This certification constitutes satisfactory evidence of
insurance and is in lieu of any other evidence of insurance;

(c) If the requirements of subsection (2)(a) of this rule
have been met, and the Agency receives a notice of cancella-
tion, the Agency tivy:

(A) Send a notice to the registrant, by caviar mall,
reminding, the registrant of the obligation imposed by the
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I0rant 's k ernfication referred to in subsection (2)(a) of thisi tile. and
(10 Inquire of the registrant if the registrant wants tolei inmate the registration. if an affirmative response is

ick eis'ed, the registration shall be terminated. If a negative(espouse to no response is received. no further action is
requited of the Agency

.

(d) The registrant shall maintain the insurance required by
ORS 701 lOS in effect, continuously until the certificate of
registration is terminated, revoked, or expired. If the regis-
trant, in perfoi stance of work subject to ORS Chapter 701,
through failure to comply with this subsection, causes damage
to anothr entity or to the property of another person for whichthat entity could have been compensated by an insurance
company had the requited insurance been in effect, the Agency
may illSChh il civil penally against the registrant in an amount
up tO SI MIX) in addition to such other action as may be taken
under ORS 7111.135.

(3)(a) A complete application for registration includes:
(A) A completed application form.
(R) The certification referred to in subsection (2Xa) of this

rule.
(C) A properly executed bond or "Agreement with

Depositor and Trustee" referred to in rule 812-037020(7), and
(1)) The application fee.
(h) The Agency may return an incomplete application fort.registration to the applicant with an explanation of the'.deficiencies
(4) A certificate of registration shall be issued by the

Agency effective on the date on which all fees required by law
have been paid and all documents required by law and by these
roles are on file with the Agency.

Ili. Guth, ORS rh 701ki 111,3 c!f 6-15-76, cf. 71-76: 1111i 7. f. & cf. 11-14-77; 11313
1 1978. I & of 5-21-78; 1811 2-1979. f & cf. 12-29-79;
1011 c-1980, f. & cf 10-7-80: 188 6-1980, f. & cf. 11-4-80
MI 1-1981.1 10-30-81. cf. 11-1-81; MB 1-1983. f. & cf
1 1-83: Renuntrred from 812-11-025

Bonds and Deposits
812-03-020 (1)Effeetive December 1. 1983. a surety bond's

cflecti.e date will be the date on which the registrant has met nii; pm,! (Qt 1,11 qi rat ion or renewal ;and the bond's expirationdate will be one year from the effective date. The suretyompal4 will he responsible for ascertaining the bond'sel recto e ,I1111 expiration dates for the surety company's
reeold,. Me, surety will retain the right to cancel the bond.

C) A sure' bond may he cancelled only after the suretyhas .giveit day,' ninice to the Agency. Cancellation will hevf teL to,r a) days after receipt of the cancellation-notice 01
of a 'enlacement bnd, whichever occur s firstherwise '.Minty bond will remain in effect no less than one

veal lollmA tug termination, revocation, or expiration of thebuilder registration, except as provided in section (5) of thisode
(3) The surety shall pay, to the limit of the bond, final

ttttilers of the Agency under ORS 701.145. excep' when
payment is Immunity made by the registrant.

(41 The name of the entity as it appears on the bond must
he identical to the name on the application:

(a) If the entity is an individual proprietorship, the bond
most include the name of the owner and any business name(s)
used.

(b) If the entity is a partnership, the bond must include thenames of -Al partners (except limited partners) and anybins name( s) used;
If the entity is a corporation, the al must he issued

III the corporate mime and any businels War (5) used.

(Ocibber,

ATIVERIULIKS
BUILDERS uotitip

(5) If at any time, an entity amends, deletes, or adds
business name, the Agency must be notified within 10 days of
the slate of the change; a bond rider must he provided indicat-
ing the name change within that 30 days

.

(6) If an entity registers as an individual. partnership, or
corporation. and seeks to change the registered entity to one of
the other types. the application must be accompanied by a new
bond. Riders to existing bonds changing the type of entity
bonded will be construed as a cancellation of the bond and will
not be otherwise accepted.

(7) If a claim is filed against a registrant while the security
required under ORS 701.085 or 701.095 is in effect, the security
shall be held until final dispositilTh of the claim.

(8) In lieu of a surety _bond, a builder may file, under the
same terms and conditions as when a bond is filed, an "Agree-
ment with Depositor and Trustee" on a form prescribed by the
Agency, evidencing assignment to the Agency of the right to
determine the disposition of cash or federal government
securities deposited with the trustee. Such a cash or federal
government security deposit, placed in trust in,a commercial
hank, savings and loan association, mutual savings hank or
credit union insured by the National Credit Union Administra-
tion authorized to do business in Oregon shall be the only form
of security in lieu of a surety bond acceptable to the Agency
under ORS 701.095.

(9) Any "Agreement with Depositor and Trustee"
accepted by the Agency under ORS 701.095 shall remain in
effect for not less than one year following termination.
revocation, or expiratiork of the builder's registration except as
provided in sections (10) and (I I) of this rule.

(10) An "Agreement with Depositor and Trustee" may he
released if it is first replaced by a surety bond having an
effective date no later than the first day. of the registration
period in effect one year before the date of release.

(I I) The funds or securities in trust under an "Agreement
with Depositor and Trustee" must remain. in the financial
institution in which they were originally deposited as security
until:

(a) The time specified in section (9) of this rule; in
(h) They arc replaced with a surety bond as set forth in

section (10) of this. rule; or ,
(c) They are replaced by an "Agreement with Depositor

and Trustee" from a different financial institution.
(12) Funds or securities deposited under an "Agreement ,

with Depositor and Trustee" may be transferred from one
account to another within the same financial institution, or
other securities may be substituted for those initially deposited
if the Agency is immediately sent notice of the transfer or
substitution. Notice shall consist of a revised "Agreement with
Dep(sitor and Trustee" or a letter listing the' new 'account
numberts) or the substituted securities.

(13) The surety bond and the "Agreement with Depositor
and Trustee" in lieu of the surety bond. are for the exclusive
purpose of payment of final orders of the Agency, issued under
ORS 701.085( 11. when such orders are not promptly paid by the
registrant.

(14) The name of t1) entity as it appears on the "Agree-
ment with Depositor and Trustee" shall follow the same
format as that required for surety bonds tinder section (3) of
this rule.

(151 If a registrant chooses to meet the iequitemei tf
ORS 701.085 by providing a combination security 4. nd
bond and if claims 'are adjudicated against the leg!. ant,
payment to claimants will first he made from the security
deposit Any unpaid balance' will then tre referred to the
registrant's surely company for payment.
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OREGON Al)MINISTRATIVE MILES
cIllArliER 812, DIVINION 17 11(111.1)KIAS ROAM)

Stat. Auth. ORS Ch 181 A 701
Mar mu 5,1 6 15.76, el 71.76, 11111 /, I 24 el 11 14 77 I1111

I I78. f ef s 21 7H, 11111 fr 19140, el II 4 NI 11111
I 081, f 10-1(1-81. ef 11 1-81. 11111 1 1982.1 1 11-82, el
4-1-82, 108 I-19111. 1 A el 1 1.81. Renumbered Irani
812-4,14110: 1HH 2-198.1. f ef 7 ft13, 111H 1.1901, f
I0 -5.H3, cf. 10-.1S

Renewal of Registration
812.03-028 (I) A Certificate of Registration may be

renewed upon application if the fee prescribed in rule 812.03
000(8) is paid and if it appears to the Agency that the security
required in ORS 701.085 is in effect, by receipt by the Agency
of either a new bond , or a ,continuation certificate for the
existing bond; or that the security required in ORS 701.095 is in
effect; and if the applicant has complied witlethe provisions of
rules 8112-03-0000 and 812-03-011(2).

(2) The term of each renewal shall.be one year. Payments
of fees in excess of the amounts required by section (I) of'this
rule shall be refunded.

(3) If during a work period the amount of a surety bond iir
deposit is changed and a claim is filed relating to work
performed during that work period. the claimant may recover
from the surety bond or deposit up to the amount in effect at
the time the contract was entered num However, any recovery
is subject to the priorities set forth in ORS 701. 150 '

(4) A registrant may, at the time of renewal of a certificate
of registration, reduce the bond or deposit to $2.000 upon
certification that the registrant's gross business income during
the previous 12 months from work subject to ()RS Chapter 701
was less than $30,(XX). This may he 'accomplished by submis-0,'ion of a decrease rider 10 an existing bond or the submission
if a new bond. If the decrease rider or new $2,000 bond is not
received by the Agency within 10 days of the registrant's
renewal date, the registrant will he renewed on the basis of the
existing $5,000 bond, the decrease rider or new VOX) bond
will be returned to the bonding company and the bonding
company and the registrant will be notified that the existing
$5,000 bond will he liable unless a cancellation notice is
received. The effective date on either the decrease ride, or the
new bond must be the registration renewal date or up to 10
days following the renewal date A registrant is ineligible for
this, reduced atnotiot if the certificate of registration was
inactive for moire than 2 of the previous 12 months In addition.
the Agency may refuse to authowe a reduced amount until any
pending claims against the registrant are oesolved

(5) If a registran provides a decrease rider to an existing
bond or a new 52,0(X1 bond in accordance with section (41 of
this rule and if the effective date of the decrease rider or The
new bond is before the registration renewal date. Ihe Agent
will determine the dice!' ye date to he the dale it is received by
the Agency or the effective dale of the tole,, whielwvei is
later. If this determinatam still does not constitute ; 1 n effective
date which is the iegistramm ienewal dale of ale', the
deereas% rider or $2.000 bond will he returned to the hourlong
company; and the bonding company arid Me registrant will he
notified that the existing $5,1X10 bond will he liable unless a
cancellation notice is received.

Stet. Auth.: ORS ('h. 181 A 701
Hid: MR C.1 h-15-76,c( 7-1 7n, 11111 / I A el It 14 77 . 11111

1.1978, 1. A ef 5 21-78, 11111 1 1980( law. I fr 2 410 . el
7.1-80, 11111 4-19841, I ..(i el 7-14-80. 1811 5.1980, I. A"u'i
10-7 -84). 11111 6-1980, 1 A el 11 4.141) 11111 1-19,11. 1

1010.8I, cf II I-81: 11111 1 1982, I IA1.82. et,- 4,1.82,
11111 4 1982..1 24 ef 10 7.82. 11111 1 1981, 1 A of r 1 gi,
Renumhered front 812.11-4115, 11111 1.19$1. f Iii.i.141, ii
10-15411

1E11. NOTE, The text of Tempotary Rules is nu ;mooed m she
Oregon Adminktraiive Rules Compilation Copies t ay, he .0tained
I rom the adopting agency to the Secretary rot State.1

Revocation or Suspension of Registrathr
812-03-030 t I) lot pm-poses of OR's 71)1 115 and Ions ride,

a "registrant do appliCant shall include the owner. milts 'dual
()aline,. (including pent venturers). of ludo alual corporate
officers who make application to register or subsequently
operate the individual proprietorship. partnership (joint
venuire). o, corporation as well as the individual proprietor-
ship, partnership (Joint venture), ;MI corporation

(2) If the Agency adjudges one or more claims agaia'st an
individual proprietorship, partnership (join) venture), or
corporation which dial entity sir that entity's bond or security
deposit fails' to pay an full,, the Agency will take the following
action:

(a) Except as set, forth in subsection (2gki) of this rule, if
the entity's registration us still active, the Agency will suspend
the registration until the amounts adjudged against the entity .
have been paid. Upon full payment. the Agency may require
the entity to_rovide a hood or security deposit in an amount
three tiMes that normally required:

(h) Except as set forth in subsection 12)(th of this rule. if
the entity's reAstration has lapsed, expired, or been terminat-
ed. the Agency iill refuse to reinstate the registration until the
aminints adjudged against the entity have been paid:

(c) Except as set forth in subsection (21(d) of this rule. if
one or more of the individuals comprising the first entity make
application to reregister as another entity, the Agency may
'Huse to issue a new tegistration until the amounts adjudged
against the first entity have been paid:

(d) The Agency may not lake the actions outlined in this
_section if the entity submits proof to the Agency that the
;into/outs adjudged against the entity represent debts discharged
in hantatiptcy or otherwise provided for by an approved plan
of bankruptcy reorgametnam.

(1) Contluel as a builtlei that is dishonest or 'fraudulent,
and which the Agency finds injurious to the welfare of the
pnblic includes, but is not limited to, the following:

(a) Acting in a manner that. because of a wrongful or
fraudulent act by the applicant or registrant as a builder. has
resulted in injury or damage to another person; or

(h) tailing to pay monies when due for materials or
services rendered in comwoion with the applicant's or
registrant's operations as a builder when the applicant or
registrant has received sufficient funds as payment for Ihe
particular construction work project or operation for whichihe
services or Irene, ells were rendered or purchased: or

(et Accepting payment in advance on a contract or
agreement and failing to pet form Work or provide services
iequired by the contract or agreement and (ailing to return the
payment; or

(di (*living false. misleading in decepose advertising
v./hot-by a teasonable pet son mull he mislead 14 111111red

tie) Submitting an application for registration that includes
false tit misleading info, matitrb;

(f) Submintng a false gross business volume certification
m order to qualify for a 'educed bond amount as set forth in
rule 812-03-025(4).

(4) If the Agency determines that a registration should be
suspended or revoked, it will take one of the following actions:

(a) Propose to suspend or revoke the registration at some
specific ketone date

(A) The Agency will,give notice to the registrant of its
proposed action. This notice will be served personally or by
certified mail and will include those items set forth in OAR
117.011101 If the Agency proposes to suspend the registration,
the tnifive will also Mehl& the length of the suspension and the
conditions Ado which the suspension will ht' o unloved. if the
Agency proposes to revoke the registration, the notice will
explain that, the revocation will be permanent and that the

'4
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eegistrani will- be barred' from any future resist ;dm with theency.
(B) The notice will include information ate tit an Agencyinitiated heating. if any, or will give the registr nt an opportunity to request a hearing. Requests for heari gs involving aproposed suspension or revocation must be r ceived by theAgency within 20 days from the date the note 'e is mailed or

personally served upon the registrant. If the A envy initiates abearing, the notice will include the dads. time. and location ofthe hearing, and a statement of the registry is rights in acontested case before the Builders Board. - _.
(b) Immediately suspend a registrution upo i determination

that there is a serious danger hi the public heath or safely:
. (A) The Agency will give notice to the re istrant that theregistration is suspended as of the date of he notice. This

notice will be served personally or by certifi d mail and willinclude those items set forth in OAR 137-03 010. The noticewill include the length of the suspension an the conditionsunder which the suspension will he removed,
(B) The. notice will include information a In an Agency-initiated hearing, if any, or will give the regis rant an opportu-nity to request. at caring. Requests for h wrings involvingimmediate SVspensi ns must be received by t c Agency within94) days fr.* the date the notice was mai ed or personallyserved upon tie egistrant. If the Agency i itiates a hearing,the notice will include the date. time. an location of the

hearing, and a statement of the registrant's ri his in a contestedcase before the BuilderS Board.
(I) if the Agency refuses to issue or rev sue a registratiod,it will take the following action: Give anti e to the applicant.'This notice will be served 'personally or h certified mail andwill includq the following items:
(a) A statement of the party's right to caring:
(b) A statement of the authority a jurisdiction under

illch the heating will he held;

(c)
A reference to the particular s hons of the statutes .rules involved;

(d otear and concise statement/of the reasons for Therefusal:
(c) A aternom that the appliFa may he represented bycounsel at the hearing:
(f) A statement that requests fo hearings must be receivedby thyl Agency within M) day, Fri the Hale the notice wasmailej or personify served upon i a: applicant.

EGON ADMINISTRATIVE RULES
812 DIVISION 3 BUILDERS BOARD

O

(October. 1083)

(fa) The Agency will enter a default order supporting its
action and will enter into the record evidencaidemonstrating
prima facie case justifying the order if:

(a) It determines that it should suspend, revoke, or refuse
to issue at registration in Accordance with sections (4) and (5) of /this rule; and

(h) The registrant or applicant hat; been given an opportu-
nity to request. a hearing and fails to do so within the specifiedtime: or

(c) The registrant or applicant requests a hearing and fails
to appear; or

(d) The Agency has scheduled a hearing of its own volition
and the registrant or applicant fails to request change of' the
hearing date and fails toappear.

(7) If the registrant or applicant timely. requests a hearing,
relating to actions set forth,in sections (4) and (5)or this rule. a
notice of hearing will be served personally or by certified mail
in accordance with ORS 183:413 and ORS 183:415. Based upon I
evidence received at the hearing, the Agency shall issue a final
ogler including findings of fact and conclusions of law.

1(8) A final order of the Builders Board. relating to itsuspension, revocation, or refusal to issue a registration;mayhe appealed by filing a petition for. judicial: review with the
Court of Appeals.

(9) Each hearing record will include at tape recording of the
proceeding. Duplicate tape recordings may he purchased: for
$10 per tape. Tape recordings of Agi(lncy hearings wills not beretained more than 30 days beyond the end of: the 60-day
appeal period following issuance of the Agency's firial order
except when petition for judicial review to the Court of
Appeals has been timely filed.

Slat. Antis.: ORS Ch. 701
IBB 5, C. 6.15.76. ef. 7-1-76; 1110 1.1978:1; & cf. 3- 23-78:
MB 6-1908. f. & ef. 11-4.80t 113B 5-1961(Temp), ft

. 12-30441, cf. 1-1-82; 1BB 1-1982. f. 3-3142. et: 4.1412; MB)
4-t9112. f. & cf. 10-7-82; 1D13. 1-1983. f. & ef. 3-1.83:
Renionhered from 812-11-040; 1BB '3-1983. f. 104-83. ef:
1D-15-83

IRO. NOTE: The text of Temporary Rules is not printed in-the
Oregon Administrative Rules Compilation. Copies may be obtained'
from the adopting agency or the Secretary of State.'

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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OREGON ADMINISTRATIVE RU1.F.S
t'llAPTER.812, DIVISION 4 01.111.DERS IIOARD

DIVISION 4

CLAIMS

Types of Claims
81244400 (I) As used in ORS Charnel 701 and to

determine priorities with regard to the security:
(a) An -"employe claim" is a claim for unpaid wages filed

by a laborer employddby a registrant to perform work subject
to ORS Chapter 701;

(b) A "material claim" is a claim filed by a supplier who
has not been paid for materials sold to a registrant to be used
and installed in a structure. An "equipment claim" is a clairp4
filed by a supplier who has not been paid for equipment
fabricated into a structure (for example, air vonditioning
equipment) or for the rental of equipment to a registrant to be
used in the performance of the work of a builder in connection
with a structure. A claim may not be made for non - payment for
tools sold to a registrant, for equipment sold to a registrant and
not fabricated into a structure, or for interest or service
charges on an account;

(c) A "subcontractor claim" is a claim filed by a subcon-
tractor arisidg out of a contract between the subcontractor lend
a general contractor. Such a claim may be for unpaid labor
and/or materials furnished under the contract:,

(d) A claim filed by an owner for "breach of contract.
negligent work, or improper work" may include. but not be
limited to. one or more of the following:

(A) Failure of a registrant to meet contr!Ictual obligations
imposed by a contract to perform work subject to ORS
Chapter 701,

(B) Negligent or improper work by the registrant,
(C) Monies paid by the owner of a structure to prevent the

filing of.one or more construction liens resulting from failure
by the registrant to pay for labor performed upon and/or
materials and equipment furnished to a structure when the
Owner has alreaty paid the registrant.

(e) A "construction lien claim" is a claim filed by an
°Owner against a general contractor to discharge or to recoup
funds expended in discharging a construction lieb. The Owner
must have paid the general contractor for the work and a lien
must' have been filed because of failure to pay a subcontractor
and/or material 4-or equipment supplier for that person's
contribution toward completion of the project. A construction
lien claim may not include excess interest paid as the result of
the owner's inability to refinance e a lower interest rate due to
the existence of the lien;

(f) A "general contractor" claim is a claim by a registered
contractor against a registered subcontractor. A general
contractor Claim is limited to damages which have resulted
from one or More of the following actions by the subcontractor
with whom the general contractor had a contractual relation-
ship:

(A) Failure to meet contractual imposed by a
contract to perform work subject to ORS Chapter701.

(B) Negligent or improper work,
(C) Failure to pay for labor performed upon and/or

materials, or equipment furnished to a project. causing one iir
more construction liens to be filed against the property.

(2) For purposes of payment from the bond or deposit as
set forth in ORS 701.150(2):

(a) Claims defined in subsections ( I Xd) and (e) of this rule
constitute "claims .filed against a builder by the owner of a
structure";

(b) Claims defined in subsections (.10). (c), and (f) of
this rule constitute "all other types of claims":

(c) As set forth in ORS 701.150(20), payment from any
one security for all claims of the types defined in subsections

1114a). (b). i i and (1) o1-4.bis rule shall not exceed. 52.000,
egardless of the amount of th?-mturily.

Auth. )ItS ( INA AI 701
1104. 11311 S. f. h-15-70"c1 . 7-1-76: 11011-1978. f. el'. 3-23-78;

1110 6:1900. f It cf. 11-4-80 11313 3-1981. f. 10-30-81. ef.
11.1-81: MB 1.1982. f -31$2. cf 1BB 1-1983. f.
/4 ef A 1-83; Regorotwret1 from 812-11-045.: 1813 3-1983. f.
10.5-83. ef. 10-15-141

Filing of Claims
812-04405 (1)(a) Claims will he accepted only against

registered entities;
(h) If a claim is for breach of contract, negligent work, or

improper work filed by an owner. theentity against whom the
claim is filed will be considered registered and the claim will be
accepted if that entity was registered during all or part of the
work period;

(c) If a claim is a construction lien claim. an employe
OVUM, a subcontractor claim or a material or equipment claim,
the entity against whom the claim is filed will he considered
registered and the claim will he accepted if One or more of the
invoices or payroll records involve work performed or a debt
incurred while the entity was registered. Howevq, damages
will be awarded only for those invoices or payroll rEcords that
fall within the period of registration:

(d) If a claim is a general contractor claim or a subcontrac-
tor claim, the entity against whom the claim is filed must meet
the criteria set forth in subsections ( Xb) and (c) of this rule
before the claim will he accepted. The claimant must have been
registered at the time the hid was made or the contract was
entered and continuously throughout the work period before
the claim will be accepted.

(2) Claims submitted to the Agency pursuant to ORS
101.145 shall he deemed to have been filed when a Statement
of Claim in substantial, compliance with rule 812-04-025 is
received by the Agency.

(3) Claims will be accepted only when a direct contractuat
relationship or an einployment relationship .exists between
claimant and registrant.

(4) Claims will be accepted only for work performed,
within the isoundpries of the State of Oregon or for materials or
eqUipment supplied or rented for fabrication into or use upon
structures located within the boundarie% of the State of
Oregon,

Stat. Audi.: ORS Ch. 183/4 701
1BH 5, 1. 6-15-76. cf. 7-1-76; 1BB 1-1978, & ef. 3-23-78:

IBB 1-1979, f. & ef. 7-25-79: 11311 6-1980, cf. 11-4-80
188 3-1981. 10-30-81. el. 11-1-81; 11311 1-1982, 1.
3-11-82. cf. 4-1-82: IBB 1-1983, f. & cf. 3-1-83; At-num-
bered from 812-11-050: !BB 3-1983. f. 10-5-83, cf. 10-15-83

4 Timeliness Requirements for Filing Claims
812-04-010 IIHB 6-1980, f. & ef. 11-4-80;

18111-1981. f. 10- 30-81, cf. 11-1-111:
!BB 1-1982. ft 3- 31 -82, ef. 4.1-82:
11113 1-1983, f. & ef. 3.1-83:
Renumbered front 812 -11 -052:
Repealed by !BB 3.1983, f. 10-5-83, cf.
10. 15-831

. Contracts With Arbitration Agreements
812-04-015 (I) The Agency will take the following action if

a claim is received Which is based upon a contract whteh
cont)uins un agreement by the parties to arbitrate. disputes
arising out of the contract:

(a) Inform the claimant that the Agency will accept the
claim for processing only if both parties agree '.to waive their
right to arbitration: This waiver must he written and signed by
both parties and must he received by the Agency 'within 30.

I - Div. 4
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I/sOf the date ll.je.Agency notifies the claimant that a waiver
quired ,

(A) If the Alp:bey receives no response within 30 days to
.its.,request for a waiver from the claimant, the claim will he
closed and will not be reopened.

(B) If the agency receives no response within 30.days to
its request forTa waiver, from the builder, the Agency will
resume processing the claim..

(h) If the claimant is unable to locate the builder after
making a diligenrattempt to do so and submits to the Agency a
written statement to that effect. including a description of theefforts made to locate the Wilder, the Agency will resume
processing the chant:

lc) If the builder refuses to waive the right to arbitration as
set forth in4he contract, the Agency will discontinue process-
ing the claim for 60 days to allow the builder time to commence
arbitration. If the builder fails to submit evidence to theAOncy that arbitration has been commenced wittan this
60-day period. the Agency will resume -processing the claim;

(d) If arbitration is commenced, and the builder submits
evidence 'substantiating this within the 60-day period referred
to in subsection (1Xc) of this rule, the Agency will discontinue
processing the' claim until the arbitration is completed. Theclaim file will remain open and the claimant's potential access
to the builder's bond or security deposit will be retained if the
claimant takes the following action;

(A) Within six months .of the date on which the Agency
discontinued processing the claim and no less frequently than
every sixth month thereafter, delivers to the Agency a written
report setting forth the current status of the ..arbitration
proceeding. and

(B) Within. 30 days of the date of final action by the
arbitrator. delivers to the Agency a copy of the arbitration

or decision.
If the claimant fails to comply with paragraph ( IXdXA)

and (B) of this rule, the Agency may close the claim file. A
claim file closed in this manner will not be reopened.

Iftthe claimant is unsuccessful in obtaining an arbitra-
tion award upon completion of arbitration. the claim will he
closed.

(1).1f the claimant Is successful in obtaining an arbitration
award, the Agency will resume processing the claim. Any
monetary damages awarded the claimant will be hosed upon
the amount of the arbitration award.

Stal. Auth. ORS Ch. 701
ilist IRH 6-1980. f. /Cc cf. 11-4-80: 1138 t-1982. f. 3-11-82. cf.

4-1-82; 1118 4-1982. f. & ef. 104-82: Inn 1-1901. f. & cf.
3.1-83: Renumbered from 812-11-053

Court Judgments
812-04-020 11) A court judgment may constitute the basis

for a chum in the following situations:
(a) A claimant has obtained a court judgment against a

builder before filing a statement of claiM:
40 A claimant filed a previous claim which was closed in

ackordaace with rule 812-04-050(3) because the claimant had
also initiated litigation against the builder, and the litigation
resulted in a judgment in favor of the claimant;

Ic) A claiMant has filed a claim-which the Agency ceased
processing in accordance with. rule 812-04-050(4) until litigation
initiated by the builder against the claimant was completed.
and the litigation resulted in a judgment in favor of the

(d) A claimant has filed a claim which the Agency ceased
processing because of its nature and complexity in accordance

rule 812-04-050(5), the claimant pursued the matter
h the craws. and the litigation resulted in a judgment in

fa of the claimant.

(2) A court judgment will COnstilille the basis for a claimonly if1/4,'It involves work performed, material supplied or
equiprtwnl rented within the jurisdiction of ORS Chapter 701.

(1) If a judgment is the basis for either a material claim. anequipment claim, or a subcontractor claim as defined in' rule
812-04010. and if the claim falls within the categories set forth
in subsections ( I )(a) and (b) of this rule. the claim must be filed
within one year from the dale the debt is incurred. The date oneach invoke will constitute the date the debt was incurred.
Any invoice received more than one year after the debt was
incurred will be subtracted from the judgment in the event
monetary damages are awarded. If the judgment is the basis
for a breach of contract claim filed by an owner, as defined irrride 812-04-0(X), and if the claim falls within the category set
forth in subsections (1)(a) and (b) of this rule, the date the
claim is received must he one year or less from the date of
occupancy (if a new structure) or within one year or less from
the date the work was substantially completed (if an existing
structure). If the judgment is the basis for a general contractor
claim as defined itr-rule 812-04-000, and if the claim falls within
the category set forth in subsections (1)(a) and (b) of this rule,
the date the claim is received must be one year or less from the
date the subcontractor substantially completed the work or, if
the work was not substantially completed, from the datt the
subcontractor ceased working. If the claim falls within the
categories set forth in subsections (I)(c) and (d) of this rule, the
claim will be considered timely filed if the claimant submits the
judgment to the Agency within '30 days of the date of final
action by the court as set forth insule 812-04-050.

(4) Claims based on court judgments may in9lude attorney
fees, cool t costs. interest and/or service charges if these items
are included as part of a court judgment.

(5) Upon receipt of a timely-filed judgment. the Agency
will take one of the following actions:

(a) Issue a proposed order providing the builder and the
claimant with an opportunity to request a hearing within 20
days of the date of mailing the proposefforder:

(h) Schedule an administrative hearing.
(6) The A%ency's adjudication of a claim based upon,a

court judgment will involve only a determination of whether
the work performed or the materials purchased come within
the jurisdiction of the Builders Hoard.

Stet. Auth.: ORS ch. 181 & 701
' NW: 11111 1-1982, f. 1-31-82. cf. 4-1-82; 11311 1-1983, f, & el,

3-81; Renumbered from R t 2-11-054: 188 3-1983, f.
111-5-83. cf. 10-15-83

Form of Claims
812-04-025 (I) Claims shall be subthitted on Statement of

Claim forms provided by the Agency. The Agency may require
the use of the most recent revision of the Statement of Claim
form.

(2) The Agency may require the following information
before processing employe claims; subcontractor claims;
claims for breach of contract, negligent work, or improper,'
work filed by an owner; constructionlien claims; and general
contractor claims:

(a) The name, address, and telephone number of the
claimant ;

(b) The name. address, telephone number, and registration
number of the registrant;

(c) The amount claimant alleges to he due from the
registrant after crediting payments, offsets, and counterclaims
in favor of the registrant to which claimant agrees:

(d) Identification of the type of claim;
(e) The date on which the contract was entered into; if the

contract was in writing,, a Copy of the contract shall be attached
to the Statement of ('laser;

(f) Joh !MAIM:
- 0
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(g) Dates on which work began and ceased;
(h) Payments. offsets. and counterclaims of the builder. 11

'known:
(i) Whether the project . is or

commercial/industrial:
(j) A certification .hy the claimant that the Statement of

Claim is true;
fr (k) If the matter which is the subject. of a Statement of

Claim has, before the filing of the Statement of Claim, been
adjudicated by a court or by binding arbitration, the Statement.
of Claim shall he accompanied by a copy of the judgment and a,
copy of the complaint or other pleading upon which the
judgment is based or by acopy of the arbitration award ;

(I) Claims alleging non-payment for labor and/or labor and
materials filed by a subcontractor shall be accompanied by two
copies of each original invoice relating to the claim and a
recapitulation showing the date, number, amount and descrip-
tion of each invoice submitted. Claims alleging non-payment
for labor filed by an employe' shall be accompanied by two
copies of time cards or other evidence of time worked;

(m) Claims filed by an owner to recoup funds expkraled to
prove ri the filing of a construction lien shall he accoinpained
by a cinoy of the notice of right to lien, if any;

(n) Construction lien claims shall be accompanied by
evidence dr, the claimant has paid the general contractor, a
copy of the notice of right to lien, the lien, and any foreclosure
documents; ;

(o). If the lienholder of lien claimant in those claims
referred titi.in subsections (2Xm) and (n) of this rule is a
subcontractor. the claim shall he accompanied by a .copy of
each invoice or billing included in the lien. If the lienholder or
lien claimant in those claims referred to in subsections (2)(m)
and (n) of this rule, is a material and/or equipment supplier, the
claim shall be accompanied by a recapitulation of the date,
number, and amount of each invoice included in the lien and a
copy of each invoile.

(3) The Agency may require the following information
before processing claims for non-payment of materials and/or
equipment:.

(a) The claimant's business name, the name and position
or title of the person completing the Statement of Claim. the
claimant's mailing address and the claimant's telephone
number;

(h) The name, address, telephone number, and registration
number of the registrane

(c) Whether the materials arid/or equipment wore used in
Oregon for residential and/or commercial and industrial
buildings;

(d) The job site addresses where the materials and/or.
equipment were delivered:

(e) The beginning and ending dates of the invoices;
(f) A recapitulation of the indebtedness showing the date

of each invoice, each invoice number, and each invoice
amount;

(g) The amount claimant alleges to be due from the
registrant after crediting payments and deducting amounts
included on the invoices for tools, interest, and/or service
charges;

(h) A certification by the claim'ant that the Statement of
Claim is true;

(i) If the matter which is the subject of the Statement of
Claim has before the filing of the Statement of Claim, been
adjudicated by a court or by binding arbitration, the Statement
of Claim shall be accompanied by a copy of the judgment and a
copy of the complaint or other pleading upon which the
judgment iN based or by a copy of the arbitration award. If it
construction lien has been filed rehUing to the debt which is the
subject of the Statement of Claim, the Statement of Claim shall

he accompanied b .1 copy of the construction hen and/or any
foreclosure documents; .

(j) The Statement of Claim shall be accompanied .hy two
copies of each invoice listed on the recapitulation.

Auth. 0K Ch.701
0311 %. f 6-15-76. cf. 7-1.76: 11311 7.4 A ef. I-14-77; toB
I-1978. I. vf. 5.21-78: 11313 1-1979. f. A ef. 7.25-79: I BB
6198p. f' At ef 11-4-80 IHB 3-1981. f 10-30=81. ef.
11.1-81:, I BB I-1981. f & cf.. 1.1-83; Renumbered froin
812.11-055: IBB 1.1981 1 10-5-83. ef 10-15-83

Consiruction lieu Claims
812-04-030 ( I) Upon act:a:Ounce of a claim, the Agency

shall send a copy -of the claim to the general contractor and
may initiate an investigation to determine the validity of the
claim:

(a) Investigation by the Agency will include:
(A) A determination of whether the claimant paid the

general contractor for work performed or materials supplied or
equipment rented subject to ORS Chapter 701 and whether the
general contractor failed to pay the subcontractor or material
or equipment supplier. dwrehy causing a lien to be filed against
the claimant's property. and

(H) A determination of whether the lienholder delivered to
the claimant a "Notice of the Right to Lien" as specified in
ORS 87.018, 87.021, and 87.025. and

(C) A determination of whether the lienholder filed the lien
with the recording officer of the county as specified in ORS
87.035.

(h) If the general contractor cltends that payment has
been glade to the lienholder either directly or by the return
of goods _constituting a credit to the registrant's account the
general contractor may subpoena the lienholder and pertinent

c records to any hearing held by the Alient y.
(2) If more than one lien has been filed against the

claimant's property, a separate Statement of Claim shall be
submitted for each lien filed.

(3) The claimant may seek monetary damages in the
amount the claimant has paid to discharge the lien or, if the
claimant has not paid to discharge the lien, in the amount of the
lien.

(4) Claims may include attorney fees. court costs, interest
and/orservice charges if these items arc included as part of the
construction lien. -

(5) The Agency may reduce the amount awarded to the
claimant by:

(a) Any amount the claimant owes.the general contractor:
(b)4The amount of the debts incurred during any period of

nonrekist ration of the general contractor:
(e) Any amount included for tools or equipment not

fabricated into the structure.
(6).1f the amount due and unpaid to the general contractor

is greater than the amount of the lien, the claim will, be-
dismissed.

(7) If a claimant files two or more claims against a general
contractor relating to work performed under the saMe
contract(k) and if the claimant has not paid the general
contractor the full amount of the contract, the amount
awarded on each claim will he reduced on a pro rata basis:

(a) No proposed or final orders shall be issued on any
claim until all claims involving the two parties filed within the
same 90-day period have reached identical stages in their
processing;

(b) The amount awarded on each claim shall be reduced by
a prorated portion of the amount due on the contract.

(8) If a suit is filed to enforce a lien that is the subject of a
claim, the agency shall send notice to the claimant that:

3 - Div, 4 (October. 1983)
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*0 (a) The claimant has the right to request a stay of the
(weedings until the agency's processing of the claims is

complete:
(b) The agency will hold the claim open for 60 days' from

the date of the notice to allow the claimant to obtain ii,stay;
(c) The Agency will close the claim if evidence is not

received within 60 days from the date of the notice that a stay
has been obtained: , .

(d) Upon timely receipt of evidence that a stay has been
obtained, the Agency will resume erocessing the claim.

(9) If at any time during the p wessing of the' claim, the
claimant accepts a promissory note fr the general Contractor
as settlement of the claim, the Agency will dismiss the claim.
The Agency will consider that the clai int. by accepting the
promissory note, has chosen another fo for resolution of
the claim. Dismissal of the claim will be fi al, and the claim
will not h_ e reopened.

Stat. Autb.: ORS Ch. 761
Hilt: 1813 3-1901. f. 10-30-81: d 11-1-81; 11313 1-1902. I

3-31-82, ef'. 4-1-82; 11111 4-1982. I. & ef. 10-7-82: IBB
1-1983. f. no ef. 3-1-83: Renumbered from 812. 11-061; 11313
2-1983. f. & ef. 7-6-83; $88 3-1903, f. 10-5-83. ef. 10-15-83

Claims Flied by Owners for Breach of Contract, Negligent
Work, or Improper Work

81244-035 (I). Upon acceptance of a claim, the Agency
shall send a copy of the claim to the registrant and may initiate
an investigation to determine the validity of the claim. The
investigation may include an on-site inspection.

(2) If it appears that the registrant has breached a contract
or performed work negligently or improperly, the Agency may
recommend to the claimant and registrant a resolution
consistent with the terms of the contract, generally accepted

ip(ding prat:bees. and industry standards. .

(3) A settlement proposal may be presented by the Agency
to the claimant and registrant for their consideration and
agreement:

(a) If claimant and registrant agree to the resolution
recommended by the Agency and sign the settlement agree.
.ment. the agreement shall be binding upon each party unless
breached by the other:

.

(h) The Agency may close the claim file without notice to
the clainuint if:

(A) The claimant notifies the Agency-that the terms of the
settlement agreement have been fulfilled. or

(13) The claimant does not notify the Agency in writing,
within 30 days of the date shoWn on the settlement agreement
for completion. that the terms of the settlement agreement
have not been fulfilled.

.

(4) If at any time during the processing of the claim the
Agency finds that the issues involved in the claim have been
submitted to a court for determination, or to arbitration. or to
any entity authorized by law or the parties to effect a resohr
Lion. it may discontinue processing the claim. .

t5) If at any time during the processing of the claim the
Agency finds that the nature or complexity of the issues arc
such that a court would he a more appropriate forum for
adjudication, it may discontinter processing, the claim.

(6) If at any time during the processing of the claim, the
claimant accepts a promissory note from the cegistrant as
settlement of the claim, the Agency Will dismiss the claim. The
Agency will consider that the claimant, by accepting the
promissory note/has chosen another forum for resolution of
the claim. Dismissal of the claim will be final, and the claim. ,,
will not he reopened.

.

(7) if the registrant is willing to attend an on-site inspection

0ducted by a representative of the Agency and the claimant
not permit the registrant to attend, the Agency may dismiss

claim. ..

(8) If the registrant is Willing to comply with the resolution
recommended by the Agency under section (2) of th11( rule and
the Agency finds that the registrant is,capable of complying,
but the claimant, will not permit the registrant to comply, the
Agency may dismiss the claim

(9)(1,1 "The claimant may seek monetary damages if:
(A). c Agency has not discontinued processing the claim,

and
(B) claimant disagree's with the resolution recom-

mended the Away, or
(C) The registrant cannot', r will not .comply with the

recommended resolution, or
(I)) The parties signed the settlement agreement proposed

by the Agency but, through no fault of the claimant, the terms
of the settlement agreement have not been fulfilled by the
builder, and the Agency is so advised in writing by theclaimant
within 30 days of the date shown on the settlement agreement.

(b) To seek Monetary damages, the claimant shall state an
amount alleged to be due and owing from the registrant, limited
to items of complaint in the Statement of Claim. The Agency
may require a claimant to submit, in support of the amount
alleged, an estimate from a registrant for the cost of correction
of the items Of complaint.

(10) If upon investigation of a claim it appears to the
Agency that the registrant has breached a contract or per-
formed work negligently or improperly, but that the monetary
value of damages sustained by the claimant is less than any
amount due and unpaid. to the registrant from the claimant
under the terms.of the contract, the Agency may dismiss the
claim.

(1 I) If upon investigation of a claim it appears to the
Agency that the registrant has not breached a contract or
performed work negligently or improperly, the Agency may
dismiss the claim.

. (12) If the Agency dismisses a claim under'sections (10) or
,(11) of this Me. the claimant may contest the dismissal by
stating an amount alleged to be due and owing iron( the
registrant and requestinga hearing, within 20 days of the date
of dismissal. The hearing will be conducted as set forth tin rule
812-04-055. 1

Sot: Audi.: ORS Ch. 701
11fist: .1813 6-1900, f ono ef, II-4-80 188 3-1901, 1. 10-30-81, ef-

11-1-81; 1813 1-1983, f. & ef. 3-1-83; Renumbered from
812-11-062; 11313 3-1903. 1. 10-5-83, ef. 10-15-83

General ContractoieClaims
1112,04-040 ( I) Upon receipt of a general contractor claim,

the Ngency shall send a copy of the claim to the subcontractor
and may initiate an investigation to determine the validity of
the claim. The investigation may include an on-site inspection.
, (2) If at any time during the processing of the claim, the
Agency finds that the itleti involved in the claim have been
submitted to a court for determination or to arbitration or to
any entity authorized by law or the parties to effect a resolu-
tion, it may discontinue processing the claim.

(3) If at any time during the processing of the claim, the
Agency finds'iliat the nature or complexity of the issues are
such that a court would be a more appropriate forum for
adjudication, it may discontinue processing the claim.

(4) If at any time during the processing of the claim, the
general contractor accepts a promissory note from the
subcontractor as settlement of the chiim, the Agency will
ikons% the claim. The Agency will considEr that the generld
co tractor. by accepting the promissory note, has chosen
another forum for resolution of the claim. Dismissal of the
claim will he final. and the claim will pot he reopened.

(5) If upon investigation of a claim, it appears to the
Agency that the subcontractor has not breached a contract or

(Octobei 1983) 4 1)iiy ., 4
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performed work negligently or improperly. the Agency may
dismiss the claim.

(6) An award tif monetary damages against a subcontrac
for will be reduced by any amount due and unpaid from the
general contractor to the subcontractor under the terms of the
contract. If the amount due and unpaid to the subcontractor is
greater than the amount of the award, the claim will be
dismissed.

. (7) If the Agency dismisses the claim under sections (2).
(3), (4), (5), or (6) of this rule, the claimant may contaat the
dismissal by stating an amount alleged to be due and owing
from the subcontractor and requesting a hearing within 20 days
of the date cf dismissal. The hearing will he conducted as set
forth in rule 812-04-055.

(8) Payment from bonds or deposits resulting from'
monetary damages awarded for general contractor claims shall
be made in accordance with priorities set forth in ORS 701. I 50.

(9) If a homeowner claim based on the same facts and
issues is received at any time during the processing of the
general contractor claim, the two claims' will be processed
together.

Stat. Auth.: ORS Ch. 701
Hist: IBB 3-1981, f. 10-30411, ef. 11-1-81; 100 4-1982. f. & cf

10-7-82; 113B 1-1983. f. & ef. 3-1-83: Renumbered from
812.11 -063: 11313 3-1%3, f. 10.5-83, ef. 10-15-83

Clakns for Materials or Equipment and Labor .

812-04-045 (I) Upon acceptance of a Maim, the Agency
shall send a copy of the claim to the registrant and may initiate
an investigation to determine the validity of the claim. The
vestigation may include an on-site inspection.

(2) If it appears to the Agency that the amounts claimed
are due from the registrant, it may accept the claimant's

..._.
Statement of Claim and supporting documentation as evidence
of the damages sought..

.

(3) If a construction lien claim relating to all or part of the
debt that is the subject oramaterial claim,an equipment claim,
or a labor claim is received by the Agency before; or during the
processing of the material claim, equipMent claim, or labor
claims, the Agency shall do one of the following:

(a) Process the claims simultaneously: or
(b) Process the construction lien claim and withhold

processing the material claim, equipment claim, or labor claim
until adjudication of the construction lien claim is complete.

(4) If the circumstances set forth in section (a) of this rule
exist and if the Agency awards monetary Ramage% iii-the owner
todischarge the lien, the Agency may reduce the amount of the
awarct in the material, equipment, Or labor clfiim by the amount
of the award in the construction lien claim.

(5) If of any time during the processing of the claim it
iippears to the Agency that the issues involved in the claim
have been submitted to a court for determination, or to
arbitration. or to any entity authorized by law or the parties to
effect a resolution, it may discontinue processing the claim.

(6) If at any time during the processing of the claim it
appears to the Agency that the nature or complexity of the
issues are such that a court would be a more appropriate forum
for adjudication, it may discontinue processing the claim.

('7) If at any time during the processing of Ilic claim. the
claimant accepts a promissory note from the registrant as
settlement of the claim, the Agency will dismiss the claim. The
Agency will consider that the claimant, by accepting the
promissory note, has chosen another forum for resolution of

e claim. Dismissal of the claim will he final. and the claim
'II not he reopened.

(8) The claimant may seek monetary damages if the
Agency has not discontinued processing the claim under
sections (5), (6) and (7) of this rule.

(9) II it .appears to the Agency that the amounts claimed
'Arc due from the iegistrant. it may dismiss Mc claim. The
cla may contest thcodtsmissal by requesting a hearing,
within 20 days of the date of dismissal. The hearing will be
conducted as set forth in rule 812-04-055

Sun. Auth. ORS Ch 701
Hist 113136-1980, t & of 11-4-80 100 3-1981. 1. 10-30-81. ef.

11-1-81; 11311 4-1982,1 & cf. 10-7-82: 1BB 1-1983. f. ert cf.
3-1.83: Renumbered from 812-11-064

Detenninution 014 Claims Which the Agency has Refused to
Continue Proemstrul Under the Authority of ORS 701.145(1Xa)
or (d)

812,04050 (1) As used in this rule:
(a) "Claimant" means the entity which filed a. claim with

the Builders Board, against a registrar), :
(h) "Voluntary" means that the action before the court or

other entity was initiated.or commenced by the claimant and
was not in response to an action previously before the court or
other entity initiated or commenced by t registrant against
the claimant;

(c) "Involuntary" means that the act* in before the court
or other entity was initiated or comment d by a person other
than the claimant, including but not limited to. a suit to
foreclose a lien, or a breach of contract complaint filed in a
court of competent jurisdiction against the claimant.

(2) As used in this rule and in ORS 701.145( Xd): "Nature
and complexity" includes, but is not limited to the following
meaning:

(a) Involves issues requiring legal interpretation of statutes
in addition to ORS Chapter 701 (i.e. contract law, corporate
law, etc.): or -

(h) In the interest of fairness and equity, requires rulings
against persons or entities outside the jurisdiction of the' .

Agency.
OHO The Agency may refuse to continue processing a

claim under the authority of ORS 701.145(1)(a) and close the
claim file if:

(A) Submission, of the matter to a court or other entity has
been voluntary. and

(B) The Agency has notified the claimant that closure of
the claim file will bar the claimant from access to the surety

-bond or other security, and
(C) The claimant, having been so notified by the Agency,

has not, within 20 days of such notification, withdrawn the
matter from the court or other entity to which it was submitted.

(b) A claim file closed as set forth in this subsection shallnot he reopened.
(4)(a) The Agency may refuse to continue processing a/

claim under the authority of ORS . 701.145( I)(a). and later
. cresume processing the claim if:

(A) Submission of the matter to a court Or other era irY has
been involuntary. and

(H) The facts and issues under determination by.lhe court
or other entity are the same facts and issues contained in the
original statement of claim filed with the BuildersBoard'and

(C) The claimant has, within six months 0f the date on
which the Agency refused to further process the claim, and noless frequently than every sixth month thereafter, delivered to
the Agency a written report setting forth the current status of
the action before the court or other entity, and

(D) The claimant has, within 30 days of the date of final
action by the court or other entity, delivered to the Agency acopy of the judgment or decision together with a copy of thecomplaint or other pleadings upon . which the judgment ordecision is based.

(h) If the claimant fails to comply with paragraphs
(4XaXe) and (D) of this rule. or either of them, the Agency
may, without notice to the claimant, close the claim file. A
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'm file d ticlosed as set forth iti this subsection shall not be
red

(5)(a) The Agency may refuse to continue processing a
claim under the authority of ORS 701,145(1)(d). and later
resume processing the claim if!

IA) The claimant. within 90 days of refusal by the Agency
to hirthei process the claim. files an- action in a court of
competent, jurisdiction relative to the same facts and issues
contained in the original statement of claim filed with the
Builders Board. and

(B) The claimant has, within 10 days of filing the action
referred to in paragraph (5XaXA) of this rule. delivered a copy
of that action to the Agency. and

(C) The claimant has, no less frequently than every sixth
month after the filing of the action, delivered to the Agency a
written report setting forth the current status of the action
before the court. and .

.

(D) The claimant has, within 30 days of the date of final
action by the court. delivered to the Agency a copy of the
judgment.

(h) If the claimant fails to comply with paragraphs
(5)(a)(A). (H). (C). and (D) of ifits rule, or any of them, the
Agency may. without notice to the claimant, close the claim
file. A claim file clichqsas set forth-in this subsection shall not
be reopened.

(6) In addition to the itequirements of paragraphs (4XaXC)
and (D), and (5)(a)(B). (C), and (D) of this rule, the Agency
may, at any time. demand froM the claimant a current status
report. Such demand shall be in writing. and sent to the
claimant's last address known to the Agency. The claimant
shall deliver a written response to the Agency within 341days of
the'date the demand letter is mailed by the Agency. setting
forth the current status of the action before the court or other

v If a timely written response is not received by the
cy from the claimant, the Agency may, without notice to

the claimant. close the claim file. A claim file closed as set
forth in this section shall not he reopened.

171'To "resume processing the claim" as used in sections
44) and (51 ixf this rule means to accept a judgment of a court of
competent jurisdiction or a decision of another entity as the
final determination of the merits of the claim. Upon receipil or
such judgment or decision, the .Agenuy shall issue its proposed

,ort,ler in the matter, and serve the proposed order on the
'panics. The proposed ortlei shall he based upon the judgment
orolecision Opportunity for hearing shall be given the parties;
ht.kever at such hearing the merits of the claim will not be
readjudicated. Rights to file exception and to seek judicial
rellrietv are as set forth in rule 812-04-060.

(81'\.),This section applies only to claims chised or dismissed
by the oard under the authority of ()RS 701.145(1 Ma) or (d)
doruat the pea how Octobvi 4. 1979. to Noveinbei.4. 1984).

Woll respoct to such claims only. the claimant may, upon
receiving a Audgment from a court of competent jurisdiction.
submit that judgment to the Agency. Provided that the facts
and issues upon which the judgment is based are the same facts
mid issues which were the snhiect of the claim filed with the
Ihuldeis Boaol. the Agency may then reopen the previously-.
closed claim file and proceed in the manner set loath in section
(7) of this rule. Availability of redress through a bond or other
security is subject to the bond or other security nut having
been previously exhausted. The provisions of section (6) of
this rule apply

ails Atari. ints (1i-'qu1
nisi. mn S. I. 6,14.%. el. 7-1.76: 11tH 7. I 14 el. II 14-7f. 11111

. 1.1978. (..!C of 1.21-78: 11111 4-1918. f ek of 12-4-78; 11111
21980. f. (k: cf. 2,29-80: MO 6-1960.1..4 el 11.-4410: I lin0 4-1982. I' ..14 cf. 111-7-82; 11111 1.1981. f & cf. 4-1-10;
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Adjudication of Monetary Domagesty the Agency
8120. 04-055/ (1) If the Agency determines thai monetary

damages should he ciinsidered, one of the following ovents will
take place:

(a) A claimant will submit to the Agency an amount alleged
to he due and owing from a registrant. in accordance with rule
812-04-035(y)(h); or

(h) A t/lstimuuli will-seek monetary damages as set forth in
rule 812- 045.

(2) e Agency may respond by doing either of the
followin

(a) ssuing a proposed order, stating the tunotint claim
and giv g opportunity for hearing; or

Selling an administrative hearing to. determine
of the claim and whether the amount claimed..or

(b)
validit
lesser amount, is proper.

. (3) If the Agency issues a proposed order and no w Den
request for hearing is received by the Agency within 20 da of
the date of" mailing of the proposed order. the Agency May
is, sue a final order as proposed.

.

(4) if the Agency issues a proposed order and a rritten
request for hearing is timely received, the Agency wine! an
administrative hearing /to determine the validity of the claim
and whether the amount claimed, or some lesser amount., Is
proper.

, .

(5) A notice, of hearing shall stale the amount being sought
by the claimant. The Agency shall not issue a final order ip alt
amount greater than that shown in the notice of hearing..

co) "Determination of the validity of a' claim" .ineans
determining: .

(a),Whether the claim arose out of a transaction within the
scope of ORS Chapter 701; or

(h) Whether the Agency has jorisdiction. over the matters)
it isstie:.and

(c) Whether the claimant has been damaged. and if so,
whether those damages have been caused by the registrant,
and if so, the monetary amount due the claimant becauie of
those tiffiages.

(7) Administrative hearings may be held before a hearings
officer of the Agency. The claiMant must prove that damages
have occurred and that those damages have been caused by .the
registrant, and the monetary value of,..those damages. If the
claimant fails to carry this burden of proof, the Agency will
diSmiss the claim.

(8) If the claimant proves that damages have occurred but
fails to provide persuasive proof of the monetary value of
those damages, the hearings officer will offer the parties three
options:

(a) To continue the hearing until additional estimates. can
he obtained: or .

(b) To allow the hearings officer to establish a monetary
voile of damages based upon the hearings'officer's expertise:
01

(c) To dismiss the claim due to the claimant's failure to
carry the burden of proving the monetary value of the dam-
ages.

(9) If the claimant, after being properly served notice of
hearing in accordance with rule 812701-010(1), fails to appear at
a hearing, the Agency will dismiss the claim unless it finds that
failure to appear wtei caused by circumstances outside the
control of the claimant,

(11)) If the registrant, after being properly served notice of
hearing in accordance with ride 812-01-010(1), fails to appear at
a hearing, the Agency will issue a default order based upon the
Claimant's presentation of a prima facie ease. The only
exceptions will he those situations in which the registrant's
failure to appeal was caused by circumstances ouoiide the
registianr's control.

(a- Div. 4
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DIVISION 5

CIVIL PENALTIES

Civil PesusIdes
81245-000 (1)(a) If the Agency proposes to assess a civil

penalty, it shall issue and serve on the respondent a proposed
order, giving the opportunity for hearing:

(h) If the Agency issues a proposed order and no written
request for hearing is received by the Agency within 20 days of
the dale of Mailing the proposed order, the Agency may issue a
final order as proposed:

. .

(c) If the Agency issues a proposed order and a written
request for hearing is timely received, the. Agency will set an
administrative hearing to determine whether the respondent
has violated any provision of ORS Chapter 701 or of these
rules, and if so. the amount of the civil penalty to he assessed:

(d) A notice of hearing shall contain the amount of the civil
penalty proposed by the Asgency, The Agency shall not issue a
final civil penalty order irjan amount greater than that shown
in the notice of hearing.

(2) Administrative hearings may be held before a hearings
officer of the Agency. The Agency's evidence ma_y_ he entered
into the record by the hearings officer, or by another represen-
tative of tlif Agency. If the respondent fails to appear at the
hearing, nevertheless the Agency must present a prima facie
case.

(3) Based on evidence received at the hearing, the hearings
officer will prepare findings of fact and conclusions and make
recommendations tokthe Agency for disposition of the case.

lioc Agency, after review of the findings of fact and conclu-
ns will issue a proposed order assessing a civil penalty in a

specified amount or a final order dismissing the matter.
(4) The respondent rryy file written exceptions if the

respondent does not believe.the proposed order is supported
by the evidence received at the hearing. To be considered,
exceptions must be received by the Agency within 20 days of
the date of mailing of the proposed order. If written exceptions
arc not timely received, the Agency may issue a final order as
proposed.

(5) If exceptions are timely received, the matter will he set
for consideration by the members of the Baird at their next
regular meeting, for which agenda .space is available. Written

ss, argument in opposition to the proposed order will he accepted
up to IS days before the Board meeting date if the original
exceptions were timely received.

(6) The respondent and/or the respondent's attorney may
appear before the members of the Board to argue against the
proposed order, if the Agency receives written notice of intent
to do so not less than 15 days before the Board meeting date
Oral argument will be permitted only if the original exceptions
were timely received.

(7) At the meeting of the members of the Board, the Board.
will consider evidence received at the hearing and exccption4
and written or oral argument relative to the proposed order, NW
the Board will not consider new or additional evidence.

. (8) The members of the Board may affirm the proposed
order and findings of fact, modify either or both, or send the
case hack to anew hearing. Unless the case is sem hack to a
new hearing. the Agency will -issue a final order after the Board
meeting.

1*

Ji;JI copy AVAILABLE

191 F111111 c1ttlel- our stihjeci. to Judicial levies,. ON Net forth
na ()KS ('haptci 181.

110) Time .allowed ha oral argument before the members
of the Hoard may he limited to 10 minutes.

11111a) A final civil penally order is chic and payable when
statutory appeals periods have passed:

(h) The ..Agency may initiate its own collection proceed-
mgs, assign the matter to the Department of Revenue for
collection, or commence an action as set forth in ORS
701.992(3).

112) The Agency may revoke the registration of any
builder who fads to pay on demand a civil penalty which has
become due and payable.

-Stal. Audi. ()RS tit, 701
IHH 7- 1984)(Temp). 1 I. e f . 11-4.80; 11111 -8-1980. f ef.
12.9-80; 1138 2-1981. f. & IHR 11982. f.
3.11-82. cf.' 41-82: 11111 4-1982. f. & cf. 10-7-82: 11313
1-190. 1. & cf . 3.1-83; Renumbered from 812-11.080

WO. N(11111i: The nest of Temporary Rules is not printed in the
.Oregon. Administraiive Rules Compilaiion Copies may he obtained
from ihe adopting agency or the Secretary of Shoe.

.Sehedis1Col Fines
812 - 05-005 The Agency may assess fines according to the

following Schedule:
(I) $600 for advertising in violation of ORS 701.05511) and

section 812-03-(X)((7), to he. reduced to $200 if the respondent
registers or to $50 The advertisement is withdrawn immedi-
atel upon notification from the Agency that a violation has
occurred and no work was acee led as a result of the Aver-
tisement and

(2) $600 per offense without possibility of reduction for
advertising in violation of ORS 701.155(1) and section 812.-03-
(W), when one or more 'previous violations hay. occurred;
and

(3) $1,000 per offense fur performing work as a builder as
defined in ORS Chapter 701 or these rules, to he reduced to
$6(X) if the respondent registers within a specified time: and

14) $1,000 per offense without possibility of reduction for
performing work as a builder as defined in ORS Chapter 701 or
Chest rules, when an owner has been damaged by theperfor-
mana of that work: and

(5) $1,000 per offense without possibility of reduction for
performing work as a builder as defined in ORS Chapter 701 or
these' mks. when one or more violations have occurred: and

(6) $500 per offense for failure to respond to the Agency's
request for the list of subcontractors required in ORS
701.055(8); and

(7) 51,110(1 per offense for hiring a nonregistered subcon-
tractor: an*

. (8) At the discretion of the Board. a warning or a fine in
any amount up to $1,000 for fail To provide an "Information
Istilke to Owners about 0)114-ruction Liens" as provided in
ORS 87.093.

.Stat. Audi.: ORS Ch. 701
1161: INH 4-1982, f. & cf. 10-7-82; 11)11 1-1983, f. & cf. 3-1-83;

Renumbered horn 812-11-080(13): 11111 1.1981, 1. 105-83.
et. 1015-83
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(11141:4194)N ADMINISTIAATIN't.: NI ILES
('llAPTER 812, 1)1VISI()N 4 lit '111.1)1Eitti 1141AKI1

111) Claimant or registrant ma) arid utter
e valeta e to deploys: the Agency's investigation rep( t If aov.
at an administrative hearing.

(12) Hosed upon evidence ieceived at the hearing, the
hearings officer will prepare findings of fact and conclusions
and make recommendations to The Agency for disposition of
the case. The Agency. after review of the findings of fact and
conclusions, will issue a proposed order. The proposed order
may order the registrant to pay monetary damages to the
claimant, or dismiss the claim. The Agency may consider any
amounts due and unpaid to the registrant from the claimant
under the terms of the contract and may reduce any proposed
award by that amount.

(13) The record of Agency hearings will include a tape, ,
recording of the proceeding. Tape recordings of Agency
hearings may not he retained more than 30 days beyond the
end of the 60-day appeal period following the issuance. i( the
Agency's final order, except when petition for judicial review
to the Court of Appeals has been timely filed.

Sim. AWL: ORS Ch. 183 & 701
HW: 11411 6-1960, 1 & ef. 11-480 1BB 3-1961, 1. (0-30441. ef

I I -I -HI: 1BB 1-1982, f. 3-31-82, ef. 4-1-82; JAB 1-1963, f.
& et, 3-1-83; Renumbered from 812-11-067

Exceptions to Agency Orders
8129-04-060 (1) Claimant Or builder may file, written

exceptions if they believe the proposed order is not supported
by evidence received at the hearing. To be considered,
exceptions -must be received by the Agency within 20 days of
the date of mailing of the 'proposed order. If written exceptions
arc not timely received, the Agency Mayissue a final order.

ilk.(2) If exceptions are timely received, the matter will he set
r consideration by 'the members of the Board at their next

111Fr;gular meeting for which agenda space is available. Copies of
exceptions filed will be mailed to the other side who may
respond to the exceptions. Response and any written argument
for or against the proposed order will be accepted up to 15 days
before the Baird meeting date if the original exceptions were
timely received.

(3) Claimant and registrant, and/or their ,attorney(s), may
appear before the members of the Board to argue for or against
the proposed order if the Agency receives written notice of
intent to do so not less than 15 days before the Board meeting
date. Oral argument will be permitted only if the original
exceptions were timely received,

(4) The Agency may waive the I5-day requirement
contained in sections (2) and (3) of this rule.

(5) At the meeting of the members of the Board, the Board
will consider evidence received at the hearing and exceptiops
and written or oral argument for Or against the proposed order.
but the Board will not consider new or additional evidence.

(6) The members of the Board may affirm the proposed
order and findings of fact, modify either or both, or send the
case hack to a new hearing. Unless the ease is sent hack to a
new hearing, the Agency will issue a final order after the Board
meeting.

(7) Final orders are subject to judicial review as set forth
in ORS Chapter 183.

(14) Tune allowed fun oral 'ligament helot e the members of
the Board may he limited to ten inamics I1a each side.

mai. Autb. t /HS (11 I81 t\ 101
Itha. 11-11-1 6 19140. f &--.4:1 1.1 4-80. 11114 f

I MI 11962, f 1 11 82. ef 41.82, I fill 1-1983. f & ef.
1-1-$1. Renumbered f 1-m1..012-11-069

Closure 114 Claims
-812-04-065 Throughout the processing of a claim. the

claimant has the respOnsibility to pursue the claim anti to
respond in a timely manner to requests from the Agency for
information or documentation. 1-allure of a claimant to respond
to correspondence from the Agency. or to provide requested

)information or documentation within a time limit specified in
(that correspondence or request, may result in closure of the
claim file by the Agency without further notice to the claimant.

Stat. Auth.. ORS Ch. 701
Ilita7 I RH 6.1980. f. R ef 11-4 -80: 1B1) 1.1981. f. & et. ± -1.83;

Renumbered from 812-11-072

Payment 11rom surety Bonds or Security
812-04 -070 (I) At any time during the processing of a

claim. if the Agency becomes aware of partial or full exhaus-
tion of the surety bond or security by prior claims, it may
notify the claimant, and close the claim file, or it may process
the claim to a final order and close the claim file.

(2) The Agency may notify the surety compatiy of claims.
pending.

(3) The Ajy shall notify the surety company of claims
ready for payment. This notice shall constitute notice that
payment is due on the claim. "Ready for payment" as used in
this rule means that all of the following have occurred: .

(a) A final order has been issued, and 30 days has elapsed
to allow the registrant a reastayable time in which to pay the
order;

(h) The Agency has received no evidence that the regis-
trant has complied with the final order:

(c) The registrant has not requested a stay of the final
order pending a review by the Court of 'Appeals.

(d) All other claims filed against the registrant Oithin the
same 90-day filing period under ORS 701 150 have either been
resolved/been closed, or have retched the same stage of
processing as the subject claim.

(4) If the registrant has provided an "Agreement with
Depositor and Trustee" in lieu of a'surety bond, the Agency
shall direct the trustee to pay the claim from the deposit when
the claim is ready for payment tinder this rule Priorities set
forth in ORS 701.150 will apply in all payments-1pm surety
bonds or deposits.

.(5) If payment from a surety bond or deposit results from
adjudication of a construction lien claim. payment shall be
made jointly to die owner and lienholder.

7 Div, 4
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BUILDERS BOARD

DO I .NEED TO REGISTER WITH
THE BUILDERS, BOARD?.

You must register before you advertise, bid, perform work.
upon, or arrange for work to be performed upon a residence
other than your own in the pursuit of an independentbusi-
ness. As a general rule, you should register 41th the Builders.
Board if you consider yourself either a prime contractor or a
subcontractor.

Examples of the trades that must register with the Builders
Board include:

Cabinet installers
Concrete workers
Countertop installers
Developers
Electricians

Excavators
Fence installers
Finish carpenters
Fireplace or wood-

burning stove dealers
and installers

Floorcovering dealers
and installers

4%.

11,

Framers

General contractors
Heating and cooling

system installers
Housemovers
Masons
Mobile home installers
Painters
Plumbers
Roofers
Solar installers
Wallcovering installers
Weatherization contractors

NOTE: This is not a complete list.

You must register if Ku are building one or more residences
speculatively: "Speculative" building meanst that you are
building a residence that you plan to sell during or after
construction.

If there is any question.in your mind abotOkether r not you

should register, you should contact the Builders Board.

If you are working or advertising as a builder and are not
registered with theBuilders143oard, you could be fined up to
$1,000. In addition, you may not file a suit or lien if someone
fails to pay you for work you perform *Me not registered!

ti
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REGISTRATION

HOW DO I REGISTER?

To register with the Builders Board, you must do five things:
, .

1. Register any assumed business name (or corporation) with
the Corporation Division, 158 12th Street ,;i1.E Salem,
Oregon 97310;.telephone 378-4166.

2. Complete the application in this packet.

3. Purchase insurance in the requiredamounts.

4, Submit either an original $5,000 surety bond, or a $5,000
security deposit.

5. Pay a $55 fee.

SHOULD I EXTEND MY
REGISTRATION TO COVER .

COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL
WORK AS WELL AS RESIDENTIAL.
WORK?

This is entirely up to you. In some cases, this extension
will keep you from having to pay extra fees to some
citlts and counties wheA you work within their bouild-
aries. However, it also means that claims can be filed
against you through the Builders Board for commercial
and industrial work as well as for residential work.

If you ekecide to extend your registration to commercial .

and industrial work, you can do so when you first
register with the Builders Board or when you renew your
registration by:

1. Informing your bonding company that you want to
extend your registratioti and

2. Submitting a written request to the Builders Board.asking
that your registration be extended.

* * *



WHAT KIND OF BOND DO I NEED?

You must submit a $5,000 surety bond qn a form prescribed
by the Builders Board, which may be purchased from your
insurance agent, through various trade associations, or
directly from a bonding company.

You must submit the original bond; a copy of the bond will
not be accepted. BE SURE THAT YOU SIGN THE BOND.

How your name appears on the bond isixiremely important.
If your business is an individual proprietorship, your bond
must be in your personal name and any business name(s) you
will be using. For example: John A. Austin; or John A.*Austin
dba J. A. Construction.

If your business is a Ortnership, your bond must be in the
perional names of all partners and any business name(s) you
will be using. For example: John A. Austin anil Dean Meyer;
ofJohn A. Austin and Doan Meyer dba Hillside Const.

If your business is a corporation, your bond must be in the
name o4our corporation as it is registered with the Corpora-
tion Division and any business name(s) you will be using. For
exa e: Hillside Construction, Inc.; or Hillside Construc-
tior dba Gresham Floorcovering.

NAMES ON YOUR APPLICATION AND ON THE
BOND MUST BE IDENTICAL. IF THEY ARE NOT IDENTI-
CAL, YOUR APPLICATION WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED.

After you have been registered for one year, you may qualify
for a lower bond amount if your gross business volume is less
than $30,000 per year.

N
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IS THERE' AN ALTERNATIVE TO
THE PURCHASE OF A BOND?

Yes. If you wish, you may depoit $5,000 cash orin federal
government securities in a bank or other financial institution
in Oregon, to be held for the Builders Board as security,
should any claims be filed against you.

If necessary, the Builders Board will pay any unresolved
claims out of this deposit. '

Any interest earned on this deposit is yours, but the cash or
securities must remain in the bank AT LEAST ONE YEAR
FROM THE DATE YOU NOTIFY THE BOARD THAT YOU
HAVE STOPPED WORKING AS A BUILDER. If claims have
been filed against you, the deposit must be held until they
have been resolved.

For this reason, we suggest that you use this alternative only
if you are certain that you will not need the cash or
securities for up to three years latter your registration
becomes inactive.

If you decide to use this alternative to the purchase of a bond,
you can get the necessary forms from your bank or from the
Builders Board.

WHAT KIND OF INSURANCE
DO I NEED?

You must p.urchase insurance of the following types and
amounts:

Property Damage $25,000;
$50,000 (including death to one

/
person);

40. $ I 00,000 (including death to:,
4 more than one person).

Personal Injury

726
4A.



INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETION OF

THE APPLICATION FORM

1, Read the instructions in this packet.

2..Print or type all entries.

3, Check any of the numbered boxes that apply to you.

Check either box 4, 5, or 6. Do not check more than one.
Complete the application section on theback of the form.

4. Register your business name (if you are using a business name) or corporation with the Corporation

Division BEFORE you submit your registration to the Builders Board.

5. Sign the application before a notary public.

6. Send your application for registration to the Builders Board accompanied with the following items:

The original, signed bond or deposit form

The $55 registration fee

IF THESE ITEMS ARE NOT SENT TOGETHER AND COMPLETED CORRECTLY, THEY WILL ALL BEI

RETURNED TO YOU FOR PROPER COMPLETION.

7. Mail or bring your application, bond and $55 fee to:

Builders Board
403 Labor & Industries Building
Salem, Oregon 97310-0180

4\

NOTE: Approximately 20% of the applications submitted to the Builders Board must be returned as

unacceptable to the applicant because of the following:

1) Failure to properly complete and sign the application and have it notarized, and/or

2) The bond is issued in an incorrect amount, name, effective date, and/or is unsigned by the

!P applicant, or unsigned by a corporate officer.

These problems cause unnecessary delays in the issuance of registrations and result in extra work for

everyone. We appreciate your assistance in solving these problems.
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STATE OF OREGON
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

BUILDERS BOARD
403 LABOR AND INDUSTRIES BUILDING

SALEM, OREGON 97310.0180

APPLICATION FOR REGISTRATION

082
$55.00

REGISTERED CORPORATE NAME AND /OR BUSINESS NAMES, IF ANY OTHERWISE BUILDER'S NAME

MAILING ADDRESS TELEPHONE NUMBER
ei

CITY STATE ZIP CODE

L

COUNTY

LOCATION ADDRESS (IF DIFFERENT FROM MAILING ADDRESS)

414

CITY
411.-

STATE ZIP CODE

(

COUNTY

CHECK here if you wish to include your nonresidential work under your registration. This is a VOLUNTARY expansion of your
registration:

1. If you are now or have previously been registered with the Builders Board, check this box and complete A and/or B below:

A. If you are currently registered, give your registration number:
Do you wish to have any current registrations terminated and replaced with this registration: YES NO

B. If you have been registered in the past, give your previous registration number(s) and/or business name(s) used in previous
regiArations:

2. If you have not paid in full any final judgment on a claim adjudged against you as a builder by the Builders Board or a court, check
box and attach a separate sheet giving details.

3. If you plan to hire or trade help, check this box and complete Section D on back of this form.

TYPE1OF OWNERSHIP

You must check one and complete the noted section on back of this form.

1 4. If your business is an individual proprietorship, check this box and Complete Section A on the back of this form.

5. If your business is a partnership, check this box and complete Section B on the back of this form.

6. If your business is a corporation, check this box and complete Section C on the back of this form.

AFFIDAVIT 1/4

I HEREBY CERTIFY that effective this date and for as long as this registration is in effect, I have and will continue to have insurance
of the type and in the amounts required by ORS 701.105.1 understand that failure to carry this insurance may result in a $1,000 fine.

'VAMP (11 I ,ability Inatirant P Company Mb( y NISMI/4

I HEREBY CERTIFY that any corporation and/or assumed business name included in this application has been recorded with the
Corporation Commissioner and approved for use by the applicant.

I HEREBY CERTIFY, under penalty of perjury, that to the- best of my knowledge, all statements on both sides of this orm are
cornplqe, true, and correct.

,tall'

iigned or attested before me on - , by

S111(1.11ute

Wooly Publit for Oregon

)!.

J

t-.;
14),$1



SECTION A

Complete ONLY if you checked box 4.
. - .

.11111. 01 ( )W111.1 florttulale

klaress

JEST copy AVAILABLE

Stale bp Code

Six 1.11 Set molly No

telephone Nomlw,

Count

p

SECTION 13

Complete ONLY if you checked box 5.

Names of All Partners Addresses Phone Nos. Birthdates

2.

3.

.

. .
..

0

SECTION C

Complete ONLY if you checked box 6.

Names of Officers Addresses Titles

President

Vice Pres.

Secretary_

Treasurer

0 Check this box if you have SECTION D
applied for these account Complete ONLY if yo il checked box 3.numbers.

otkers Comp &count No. Unemployment insurance Account/No.

State Withholding Account No. federal WithholdinkAccount No. 4



HOW DO I RENEW .

*REGISTRATION?

YoU must renew your registration every year. As a courtesy
and reminder, the Builders Board will send you a renewal
notice approximately two months before the date your regis-
tration expires.

You should know your renewal date and contact the Builders
Board if you do not receive a renewal notice. It is your
responsibility to keep your registration active at all times if
you are working as a builder.

AFTER I REGISTER WITH THE
BUILDERS BOARD, WILL I NEED ANY
OTHER LICENSES TO DO BUSINESS/

Yes; if you are doing plumbing or electrical work, contact the
Building Codes Division, Department of Commerce, 401
Labor & Industries Building, Salem, Oregon 97310. Electrical
section telephone: 378-4046. Plumbing section telephone:
378-3169.

You should contact the city hall in any city in which you are
yv g to see if you need a business license.

A onal information can be obtained from the State Permit
Coorditiation Section at 373-1234.'

AFTER I COMPLETE MY FIRST
REGISTRATION, DO I HAVE TO DO
ANYTHING TO REMAIN
REGISTERED?

The main thing you have to do to remain registered is to
keep your bond and insurance in effect.

However, the Board can also revoke, suspend, or refuse
to renew your registration if:

1.' You have not paid in full any final judgment on
claims resulting from a decision of the Builders Board
or a court.

2. You engage in conduct as a builder that is dishonest.
or fraudulent.

3. You fail to pay your material suppliers or subcontrac-
tors, causing a lien to be filed on a structure owned
by a consumer.

4. You knowingly assist an unregistered person to act in
violation of the Homebuilders Law.

5. You violate the Homebuilders Law or the Administra-
tiVe Rules of the Builders Board.

* * * *

40.

IMPORTANT NOTICE'

You must notify the Builders Board of any change of address as long as you are registered AND one year afterYou
are no longer registered. We cannot inform you of any problems with your registration or of any claims which have
been filed agaittst you without a proper address.

It is also your responsibility to inform the Builders Board of any change in the ownership of your buskiess (for
exa change from a partnership to a corporation or a change in the names of the partners). Any such change

requ new registration.



BUILDERS BOARD
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

BOR & IgIDUSTRIE.S BUILDING
SAVEM, OREGON 97310-0180
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STATE OF OREGON DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
BUILDERS BOARD

SURETY BOND
y.

S

A

A Surety Company's

Bond No.

Builders Board

Registration No

as principiti,
a corporation qualified end authorized to do business in the State of Oregon, as surety, are held and firmly bound unto the State of Oregon for the use

and benefit of the State of Oregon and of any other interested person in the sum of
($. ) lawn,' money of the United States of America for the use and benefit as provided in ORS 701.085, for which payment wellgind truly to be
made, we bind ourselves, our heirs, executors, administrators, successors and assigns, jointly and severally, firmly by these presents.

WHEREAS, the above-named principal has made application for a Certificate of Registration with the Department of Commerce, Builders
Board, of the State of Oregon, or for renewal of a Certificate of Registration and is required by ORS 701.085 to ftunish a bond in the penal sum of

dollars, with good and sufficient surety, conditioned as herein set forth.

NOW THEREFORE, the conditions of the foregoing obligation are that if said principal with regard to all work done by the principal as
"Builder," as defined by ORS 701.005, shall pay all persons fignishing labor or materials, or renting or supplying equipment to the builder, pay all
amounts that may be adjudged by the Builders Baird against the principal by reason of negligent or 'improper work or breach of contract in
performing any of said work, whether sought by the owner of the structure or another builder who contracted with the principal, and pay all amounts
that may be adjudged by the Builders Board against the principal to discharge or repay holds expended to discharge a lien placed on an owner's
property where the principal failed to pay the person claiming the lien, then this obligation shall be void; otherwise to remain in tkill force and effect.

. /

. This bond is for the exclusive purpose of payment of final orders of the Builders Board in accordance with ORS 701.085.

This bond shall be one continuing obligation, and the liability of the surety for the aggregate of any and all claims which may arise hereunder
shall in no event exceed the amount of the penalty of this bond.

This bond shall become effective on the date the builder meets all requirements for registration or renewal end shall remain in effect for one
year from that date or until depleted by claims paid under ORS 701.140, unless the surety sooner cancels the bond. This bond may be cancelled by the
surety and the surety be relieved of ftirther liability hereunder by giving 30 days' written notice to the principal and the Builders Board of the State of
Oregon.

THIS BOND SHALL NOT BE VALID-FOR PURPOSES OF REGISTRATION IN ACCORDANCE WITH ORS 701.085 UNLESS FILED WITH
THE BUILDERS BOARD WITHIN DAYS OF THE DATE SHOWN BELOW. .

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the. Principal and Surety have hereto set their hands and seals this

day of ,

Surety Principal

Name. Business Name

By

Street address

Title By Title

City State

11144/1)11 0/83)

Zip

10. A

7314



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Assignment
Complete job sheet.

Complete self assessment.

41 Complete post assessment.

.



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

°Job Sheet
COMPLETE APPLICATION FORM

Complete the application for registration with the,Oregoq Department of
Commerce.

Vt



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Self
Assessment

Match terms' and phrases.

1. Surety bond ' A. Must have $25,000.

2. Personal 'injury insurance B. Costs $55

3. Property damage insurance C. Located in Department of Commerce

4. Registration fee D. Must have $5,0Qo

Builders Board

6. Homebuilders Law

7. Oregon Lien Law

8. Administrative Rule
Chapter 812

9. Revised statute

4

10. Lien

get

E. Must have $501000 including death to
One person

F. Chapter 87 ORS)

G. Govern act/ions of the Builders'Board

H. Chapter/701 of ORS

Ii
I. Stag laws

J. Claim against property for money
owed



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Self Assessment
Answers

4.

a
C 5.

11 6.

F "- 7.

8.

I 9.

44-

J 10.

7 3



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEIIAS

,Past
Assessment

1. Where would you apply for registration as a security alarm business?

2. How much surety bonding will b'e, required?

3. How much personal injury insurance mill be required?
ti

4. How much property.damage insurance will be required?

5. What will the registration cost?

6. What is the difference between an Oregon Revised Statute and an Oregon
Administrative Rule?

7. Is the Oregon HomebuiVers Law an ORS or an OAR?

8. Is the Oregon Lien Law an ORS or OAR?

9. .Does the installer get licensed through the Builders Board? Which other
division of theDepartment of Commerce handle licensing?

10. How can registr4tion be extended to commercial and industrial work?

3 zi



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Instructor
fost Assessment
Answers

9111111M11111,

1111111111111/111,14101.11

MINIIN

1. Builder Board, Department of Commerce, 403 Labor and Industries Building,
Salem, Oregon.

2. $5,000

$50,000 for one death, $100,000 for more than one death

4. $25,000

5. $55

6. The ORS statutes are 'state laws. Administrative rules reflect
working policies based on interpretations of the statutes.

7. ORS

8. ORS

9. No. Building Codes Division

10. By informing bonding company of extension and submitting a written request
for the extenpion. 4

:



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

*Supplementary \

References
t

. *

11.1.1.11111111111.1111111MINIMMINIMMINIIIIIIIII0111111111.1111101111111111111111.11111MMIRINIIN

Packhe is self-contained. Additional information is available from:

Builders' Board
403 Labor and Industries Building
Salem, Oregon 97310 - 0180 *
Telephone: (503) 378-4621
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19.2

LICENSING

Goal:
-7 .

The appientice will be able to
describe the requirements for
a license to install low voltage
alarm systems.

Performance Indicators:

1. Define requirement for license:

2. Identify type of license.

3. Identifythe agency that issues
license.

;.



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

4

ttudy Guide

Read the information sheets.

Complete the job sheet.

Complete thp self assessment and check your answers.

Complete the post assessment and have your isntructoT check the answers.

tit

0

743



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Vocabulary
" Building' Codes Divisio*

Department of Commerce

Limited energy electridal contractor.

"1, Limited energy systems

imited journeyman/limited energy electrician

ational Electrical Code

Oregon Administrative Rules (OAR)

a

_744



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Itoittroductign
11.01.0ftEIMIIIIN1111011wwmil=1Nams,

0

The National Electrical Cede requires licenses for those hat work with'
electricity: There are many types.of'electrical licenses. E ch license is

based on the nature of work to be performed by the joull.eyman.

An apprentice should understand these license requ ements so that all
requirements will be met by the time they reach journeyman level. A knowledge
of the rules will help to prepare for the workplace and to avoid problems
arising from being improperly licensed.

s-

A



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Information
OAR 814-22-110(30 states that alarm systems installers must possess a valid
license. The exact wording of the license requirements from Chapter 14,

Division 22 of the Oregon Administrative Rules is shown below. All licenses are
handled through the Building Codes Division of the,Department of Commerce.'

"(i) Limited Journeyman/Limited Energy Electrician's License. Any person
who installs, maintains, replaces, or repairs electrical wiring and
electrical products conveying or operated by electrical energy not exceeding
1.00 VA in Class II and Class III installations under Article 725 of the 1981
edition of the National Electrical Code is required to have a valid
Limited Journeyman/Limited Energy Electrician'a License and phall be
employed by a licensed electrical limited energy contractor. A Limited
Journeyman Limited Energy Electrician shall sign all permits for limited
energy electrical . installations. Such licenses shall b'e limited to
installations such as burglar alarms, fire protection signaling systems,
signalihg and. control circuits, non-utility-owned communication systems,
data processing controls, closed circuit television, MATV, CATV systems and
similar systemd except as permitted in paragraph (C)."

OAR 814-22-110 WAC) states that no license is required to install some devices
one and two family dwellings and in buildings less than .3 stories. The exact
wording of that section of the OAR is:

U.

"(C) For the installation of limited energy systems not exceeding 100 VA in

Class II and Class III as defined in Article 725 of the 1981 edition of the
National Electric Code for intercommunication (audio) systems in one and two
family dwellings, doorbells, sound and sound recording systems in residential'
occupancies, single station smoke or ionization systems, closed circuit TV
systems in buildings three (3) stories or less in height except where inter-
connected with an installation system covered in section (3) of this rule,
MATV and CATV systems in buildings of three (3) stories or less in height,
and radio and television antenna systems," 0

An electrical contractor must have A limited energy electrical contractors
lig/Anse in order to employ limited journeymen. The fee for a contractor's
license is $125.



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Assignment
Read the Oregon Administrative Rules (OAR), Section 22, that explains the
electrical standards. Pay' special , attention to the rule on licensing.
(814-22-110) (3i)

Complete the job sheet.

complete the self assessment and check your answers.

Complete the post assessment and have instructor check answers.

ate

NO,



4NSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

°Job Sheet
Complete application for license.(See next page).

Complete an application for an electrical contractor's license.

t

A

(
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rCity or Town)
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State of Oregon
DEPARTMENT OF COTfMERCE

LIMITED ENERGY

Application, for Electrical Contr#ctor's 14\cense

The undersigned hereby makes application for a license to engage as an electrical contractor for the
installation of wires, appliances or equipment, to convey or be operated by electric current,,as defined and
providefl for by Chapter 479, Oregon Revised Statutes. .

01-831-121

Firm Name

Address

I

Phone

City State Z i p County

Corporation Individual [J Partnership

If firm is operating under an assumed business name, list the assumed business name and all parties having
an interest therein. Assumed business names must be registered with the Corporation Commission.

Assumed Business Name

Parties having an interest:

Name of Manager

NAME OF LICENSED LIMITED JOURNEYMAN LIMITED ENERGY ELECTRICIANS:

0

4,

1y

Title
.

LICENSE rgE OF $125 MUST ACCOMPANY THIS APPLICATION

Separate license must be secured for each place of business.

0

V.
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INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

,Self
Assessment

1. What type of license is required for installing alarm systems?

2. Who issues the license?

3. Where is the rule that requires a license to be found?

0



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

p

Self Assessment
Antwers

1. Limited Journeyman4Limited Energy Electrician

2. Building Codes Division, Oregon Department of Commerce

3. Oregon Administrative !tiles

1,,

75_13
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INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS. -

Post
Assessment

r--

1. Where would you file an application for license?

2. What kind of license would you file for?

4"

3, What is the fee for a Limited Journeyman/Limited Energy license?'

,4. What is the fee for a limited energy electrical contractors license?

'754



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Instructor
+lost Assessment
Answers1, .

.

0:

1. Building Code Division, Department of Commerce

2. Limited Journeyman/Limited,Energy Electrician.

3. $15

4. $125

/

4



INSTR6CTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Supplementary
References

Licensing: Building Codes Division
401 Labor and Industries Building
Saleth,"oregon 97310
Telephone: 37 -4046

(



CENTRAL STATIONS

1.

1
If

II 11. 10.0

'Goal:

, .

The apprentice 441 be able to
describe central 'Stations and
their operation.

757

Performance indicators:

1. Describe central stations.

2. Describe types of central stations.

3. Describe how central stations
operate,

4. Describe signal transmission
sysfems.

5. Describe alarm systpn displays.

4.

44



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Study GuidE
4.,^yor 4:-.

Read the goal and performance indicators. This will show you what you are
expected to learn from the package.

Read the vocabulary list, to see the ew terms that will be found'1n the package.

Study the material in the intr,oductio, and information sheets..

Complete the job sheet.

Complete the self assessment. and check awers.

Complete the post assessment and ask instructor to check answers.

4

ti

is)
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Vocabular

Alternating current transInission system

11 Annunciator/display panel

Central station

Commercial

i CRT displays

Tape dialers

, Time division multiplexing

, Time slots

Transceivers

el0 Transponders

Dedicated transmission lines Undedicated transmission line

Digital dialers

Direct curftnt transmission lines

411 Event recorders

Frequency Division multiplexing

InterrogAtor

Map displays

McCulloh circet

Modems

Multiplexing

Numeric displays

Proprietary

Radio frequency transmission

Resistive bridge circuit4 Signal transmission systems



'INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS.
A

Introduction

The central station'is a key component of alarm systems. Signals from sensors
are transmitted to the central station. The signals are shown on a signal display.
panel. The operator views the display panel and sets a response force into action.

There afire man kinds of central station arrangements. The technical details
cannotte presented in this package. This package will acquaint the apprentice
installer with the several systems for transmission of signals'and the display
panels used in a central station.

AV,

1
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CENTRAL STATIONS

A central alarm station is a control center that receives signals from the
protected, areas. The central station is respbnsible for setting a response force
in motion. A total alarm system is made up of the following:

Intrusion
'Detectors

Alarm '
Mongering,

System

Alarm
Response

Force

4 .

The central stationjs th,e middleman that monitors,the detectors and alarms the
lip response force,- Trained operators monitor the display panels around the flock.

When the displayipapels show 'an emergency, the oeprator notifies the proper

authorities.. , -
. .1.\

, .

A,central station May 'be se .up-t9 mongol' intrusion alarms, fire alarms, panic
alarms and other sensing devices. For example, Honeywell provides environmental

-,
monitoring services to private firms. Through a central station, as monitor can

control.the climate in hundreds af buildings.

Types of Central Stations

Central stations can'be commercial or proprietary. Comm cial stations are

*located away from the protected areas. Proprietary stations are usually close
to the area that is being monitor d. Commercial stations are operated for a
profit by private companies. Probrietary stations are used by a firm in the
protection of their own facility or by °a non-profit agency such as a city.

,t

Components ofa Monitoring System

A monitoring system is composed Of:

Signal transmission system thatransmitssignal from:Trotected area
to central station, . .

Annunciating /display panel:that tells operator that an alarm signalj
being transmitted to the station:-

. 4 :

. '
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0

The signals are transmitted from the protected,areas to the station,by:

- Dedicated transmission lines which havW the sole purpose of carrying alarm
or'other status signals.

- Undedicated communication charnels inqlude regular telephone linesand radio
communication, The channels have many other functions beyond security.

The choice of dedicated or undedicated Channels is dependent on the transmission
device. Most DC .transmission devices require dedicated lines: McCulloh circuits /
and multiplexed systems use a single dedicated line. Digital dialers-use normal
telephone service lines. Radio transmission is also used as an undedicated
channel foe.movin9 signals into the central station.

Operation of a COltral Station

The alarm signal enters the central station by either a dedicated or undedicated
transmission line. The Opal is displayed on the annunciator/display panel. The

display panel might show at a map of the area. The mAp helps the monitor in giving
directions. ta a response force. Many monitoring systems have'event recorders that

give printouts on status changes.

s-

o

Computerized dystems use'CRT displays, indicator panels, map displays and line
printers.to dtsplay information. Many computerized monitoring systems give

:response instructions to the operator. 'The computer can be used to. perform
,comMand functionsitor operating closed circuit cameras, environmental controls
and doors. A cOmputer managed system uses transpobders to report from the
prptected areas 40

r,

[7-Central
Station

Central

.Processing
.111111. ransponders OrrommommilmilIMI

3

7.6 2

Detectors'
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McCULtOH CIRCUIT

SIGNAL TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS

4

The McCulloh Circuit works like the old telephone party line. One line is used
to service many customers. Each customer has a code. This code is tranSmitted
to.the central station by a series of pulses. The pulses are transmitted as
"grounds" and "breaks" in the circuit. A McCulloh circuit can service 20-30
customers on a single line. Line "clash" occurs when two customers codes are
being transmitted at one time. The principle of the McCulloh circuit isshown by
this.block diagram:

C g 7-1.?..A7 4
57 ierry 0 N

/Pe eopt de
MN&

DIRECT CURRENT TRANSMISSION

Direct current transmission requires .qo dedica ed wires from the central station
to each protected area.. The old model DC lines were often disabled by cutting
-the line. Anew version uses a balanced current to provide line supervision. By.
using a resistive bridge circuit in a monitor modUle, the cutting of lines can
be detpcted. Such tampering Wril.cause a change in the line supervision current.

0,73 kri I e-) 5 04-5
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A block diagram of a DC transmission system shows:
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ALTERNATING CURRENT TRANSMISSION

AC signals can be transmitted over voice grade telephone lines. The system requires

an AC balanced bridge circuit in the monitor module. These systems do not require

dedicated lines which is a major advantage to central stations:
%

.MULTIPLEX TRANSMISSION SYSTEM

A single communication channel can be used to transmit signals from many protected

areas. The channel can be telephone lines, coaxial cable, microwave, radio or

twisted wire cable. Voice grade telephone lines are the most popular at the present

time. Rate increases for telephone line, may change the method of transmission in

the future. Multiplexing uses two basic techniques:

- Frequency division multiplexing (FDM)

Time. division multiplexing (TDMI)

FDM involves breaking the, channel into a number of sub-chanLls with separate

frequencies. Each protected area is asSigne0 a dedicated sub- hannel fre uenc

This assures that each protected area has a channe o communication wit t e

central station at all fires.

764 ,
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TDM divides time into sub-intervals called time slots. +Each Protected area
communicates its status during its assigned time slot. TDM is the most popular
of the two multiplexing techniques. TDM works well with computerized systems.

One of the commom multiplex systems is the interrogte/response s-ystem.
It operates on voice grade telephone lines. The interrogator sends out an
address signal to the protected area. A transponder at that address will transmit
a status report back to the central station. An interrogator is a combined receiver
and transmitter. The transponder also acts as a receiver and tronsmitter. The
transponder reports the status of the sensors back to the central station. Modems
are part of the system. The modem converts binary logic into AC-tones. A block
diagram of an. interrogate/response mUltiplex,system shows the relationship of the
parts, of the system.
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The bridging of multiplex circuits can be a problem. Telephone Impanies do not
provide this as a normal service. The installer must seek assist nce of the
companies that manufacture multiplex systems.

Digital pialers

Digital dialers communicate messages in digital codes. These dialers differ from
tape dfalers that transmit recorded voice messages. The digital messages are'
transmitted over voice grade telephone lines to the central station. The message
is received by a transceiver at the central station. The transceiver interprets

6.
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the message and displays it to the station operator.

Digital transceiver can handle the message from hundreds of digital dilers. The
messages may travel through several telephone exchanges in getting tetween
transceiver 9,nd dialer. Two-way communicOtion, exists between the dialer and
transceiver. A block diagram of a digigtal dialer system is shown:

Control Station
Transceiver

411 RF TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS

Telephone
Exchange ,

Digital

Dialer

r
Radio frequency transmission systems are used to monitor protected areas where
telephone. lines do not exist. Transmitters and receivers must be placed in line-
of-sight because of the frequency requirements of the FCC. This means that the
antennas must be in view of each other. A block diagram shows the use of RF
transmission for central station monitoring:

Intrusion Detector

gm. -Transmitter Sensors

Central I 1

Station

Receiver
Trahsmittgr

a.

Transmitter

Electromagnetic interference can be a major problem in RF transmission.

76&
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ALARM SIGNAL DISPLAYS

ANNUNCIATOR PANELS

Indicator lights are used to annunciate alarms to the station operati9n. Sets of
lights are used to annunciate a protected area. Single lights are used to
annunciate individual sensors.

NUMERICDISPLAYS

Numeric displays annunciate alatinformation by numbers. Each protected area
has an identification number whic allows the operator to know which area is

sending the signal. Indicator lights are used with numeric displays;,

MAP DISPLAYS

Map displAys identify locations of the protected areas and sensors that are
reporting. These displays help the monitor in giving directions' to the response
force.

767
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AssignrnEnt
4.

a

O For further understanding of alarm station monitoring systems; the apprentice:
should read pages 193-243 in the supplementary reference.

o Complete the job sheet. '

omplete self assessment and check answers.

0 Complete post assessment and ask instructor to check answers.

4

4

c.%

A
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Job Sheet

VISIT A CENTRAL STATION

Arrange-for afield trip/visit to a cenNal station.-
operator that the visit is for learning poses.

' Analyze the way that the station operates.

- What signal transmission system is used
How.are the signals annunciated?
How is the response force notified of alarms.

nform the station

40 Make a bl ck diagram that shows how a signal flows' from the sensors' through

the central station to the response force.

*Al

Jr.

es. -

p
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SElf
AssessmEnt

1

-1. Describe a central station.

2. List two important responsibilities of a central station operator.

3. List two'types.of central stations.

4. What are the two major componentsof a monitoring'system?

5. Describe a dedicated line.

J

6. Alarm s-ignals are shown on the panel in the central station.

A

7. List Tour types of signal transmission systems.

8. What Is meant by FDM and TQM?

7

9. How do tape and digital dialers differ?

.10. .List three types of alarm signal disp)ays.

1
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Selfilssessment,
Answers

1. 'A control center_for many protected areas.

2. Monitor signals'from protected areas.
Set.response force in action.

3. Commercial and proprietary.-

4. Signal transmission device and annunciator/display panel.

One with the sole purpose of carrying alarm sipnals.

6. Annuncipr/display

7. McCulloh circuit, direct current transmission, AC transmission, multiplex,
digital dialers, RF transmission.

8. FDM -- Frequency Division Multiplexing
TDM -- Time Division Multiplexing

9. Tape uses audio voice transmission.
Digital dialers transmit in digital logic.4

10. Annunciator panels, numeric displays, map displays.

77i
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1

1. A control center for monitoring alarm devices is called a

*"t

2. A signal transmission system that operates like,the old telephOne party lineis the 0

..,

3. A multiplexing technique that breaks a time cycle into sub - intern of times,-is called'

4. A multiplexing technique the+ bre'aks frequency down.into subfrequencies is-called

5. °A dialer that uses audio voice is called a dialer.

6. A dialer thauses binary numbers in transmission is called a
dialer.

7. interference can be a i`m,RF transmission
systems.

3. Which transmission system uses two-way communication between the central
station and the protected area?

9. Which transmission system requires bridging ofirthe telephone circuits?
. , '

A device that records alarms and'Aatus changes is called an
4

1.

ts,

7 '4
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inMructoti
Post Assessment Answeis

I

1. Central' station

2. McCulloi Circuit

3. Time Division Multiplexing (TDM)

4. Frequency Division Multiplexing (FDM)

Tape

.

. Digital

7. Electromagnetic

4

8. Digital dialers'

9., Multiplexing

10. Event recorder

4,

a

'7 73
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Supplementary
References

f

4

Barnaed, Robert L. . Intrusion Detection Systems: Principles of Operatlon anV
Applications. Buttererth Publishers. Boston. 1981.

.
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FIRE.DEPARTMENT MONITORING'

Goal:,

The apprenticel will be-able to
describe fire department
monitoring.

C

"Performance lndlcators:

1. Describe transmissi6n.of
fire alarms.

2. Describe annunciation of fire
alarms.

3.0 DeScribq response time factor
in .fire' alarms.
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V.

tudy Cuide
4

If

Read the.gval and petformacne indicators for Phis4package.

Read the vocabulary list for this package.

Study the,introduction and information sheets.

Complete the job shpet.

Complete the self assessment and check answers.

Complete the post,assessment and re your instructor check the answers.

$
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°Vocabulary

4.0

Ademco dialer

Annunciation

Modularm .system

. Paramedic team ,

1111 P;oprietary stations

Sescoa dialer'

.21

I

4

as.

4

9

a

t
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nt r pducti o n
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d

I . . A ,

.. , .

Fire departments are responsible for the safety of the oitizetts within their
area and for saving property froM fire damage. In orderto Ave property .andir-.7
'lives from fire, the fireman must reach the scene as early\as possible. A quick.
response, is critical to control of'a fire:

.

Me detection system must alarm while, the fire is small. That alarm signal must
--i reach the fire department immediately. A renonie force mist move firefielting.
equipment to the scene without anyloss of time. ,..

\The fire station must be monitored.around the click and decisions must be 'made

1
uickly upon receipt of an alk.m. The decision-making and alertness of the
tation monitor will`affeet the reponse time of the department..

. -

V.

I

S
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f
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a.

Information
Fire departments in Oregon usually monitor aldrm- systems for public and

eommerctal interests within their city. Each fire dcepartmeit may Piave one or 1

morb systems of'transmission into their stations. Forexample, Albany uses 3

different systems of transmission. Due to local budget constraints, fire

departments.may not have state of the art.equipment for Nonitoring alarms.

Emergency and medical sieririces.are often linked with,.the fire departments
paramedic teams. Some systems monitor both fire and emergency alarmp.

.

Transmission Systems ,

. ( , *

The trend is toward multiplexingsystems\hat can handle both fire and emergency
alarms. Digital dialing systems are also used in transmission: The Ademco and
8escoa dialers. -have received laboratory approval as fire alarm transmission

. systems. Tapeusdialers are found in manylocal fire statioRs.
,

..

. .
1

L_.0 t;ioAt.oring , . a.

. \ :
s.

MMonitoring of alarms for commercial and public buildings is ugUally the

responsikality of a local fire department. Central stations operattd by

telephdhe answering services and private companies monitor alarm systems for

homeowners. The response. time on 'fire alarms is- the critdcal fattor in a

monitoring system. In smell towns, the monitoring is performed by the %fire

dispatcher So thht a response can be madetwithout n, loss in time. , Whether` the

alarm is trarismitted by tape dialers,' digital dialers or direct wired loop, 17
response must be immediate.

C
.

,

Annunciation of Alarms /
0- Alarms ate annunciated. through both visual and audible means. Lights; buizel-s

%nd sirens are used 6`hiert the response force of the alarm. Map displays may
be used to show ,specific locations of the alarm,

'k Proprietary Stations

Many residentialresidential areas have their own monitoring station and some fire fighting
.

capability. In proprietary stations, burglar, fire and panic alarms .are,

monitored, the same station, Such Aevelopments usually have a security patrol
.

that serves, as a response force. Thesestations have computerized. data on

medical needs, family situations and Aists of'vaIuables to be protected. from
'-fire and theft. The monitor h,s specific data on which to make a response. For

411inqtarite, all hearpatients are entered into,the data bank.' An emergency
. . . .

. .

.k o
. .r\

A
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0

alarm at that dwelling will bring a/CPR trained person as part of the response

force.

An example - of a monitoring unit for.fii-e alarms is shown below:-.'',This unit is

flknown as a Moduiarm system. A modularm unit is connected to thejrotected area

by a leased phone line. This unit can be used by fire, cpollce and.terephon& f .

answering service monitors.

A

I

arw

TWO DIFFERENT MODULARM SYSTEMS
TitE MODULARM NO. 130 is a Compact, e-xpand4ble system for.automatIcally monitoring

ala circuits at pollcelheadquarters, fire departrhents, central offices or telephone answering
stirvices. The monitoring headquarters is connected to .the premises being piotected by
means of a leased telephone line. One Modularm plug-in unit and ohe leased telephoe line is ,

required for each subscriber being protected. The Modularm No. 130 features a circuit that in.
stantly distinguishes between an actual alarm and an open or shorted telephone line. A meter
constantly shows when the supervisory current flowing through the telephone line is t1NOR
MAL." There oarf.be no errors! All guesswork has been eliminated! One glance at the metersin
the Modularm showS the condition of all the telephone circuits. An alarm.from any subscriber
starts the"horn unit blowing In the console cdbinet at headquarters, alerting the persOn in
charge. At the same time, a pilot light in a Modularm 130 lights and identifies the subscriber.
Its meter reads "ALARM." The horn continues to blow at headquarters, even if the intruder
quickly opens and.closes the door. To stop the horn, a button on the.Modularm unit is pressed.
The horn stops blowing, but the pilot light stays on until the subscribersielarm has been shut
off by an authorized person on the premises. The Modularm now resets itself automatically

and is ready for another'alarm. *

... .1 .
s

.

THE MODULARM NO: 143 Is similar in operation to Modularm No. 130 except that it does not distinguish between an actual alarm

and telephone line trouble. It Is primarily recommended for maintaining internal plant security when telephone lines are not needed.

Modularm No. 133 automatically keeps a security watch on any device electrically connected to It. For example, warning would be .

given if any unathorized door 4r window were opened, or a freezer or refrigerator temperature were to rise to dangerous levels, or fire.

were to break out in protected areas, or if water pressure would fall 16 a dangerous level, or if any other electrical device failed,

An malfunctioned or did not operate as intended. .
. . .

v
HOW MODULARM FUNCTIONS HOW TO ORDER
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No. 132 Console Cabinet, holds up to 5 plug-in Modularm Units, 161/4

51/4" D x 4' H, stackable.
No. t31 Signaling Horn, plug-in module, one requited.
No. 83 'Energy Pack.
No. 130 Modularm, plugin module, one per subscriber, ident Iles alarm con-

dillon and telephone line trouble.
No. 133. Modularm, .plug-in module, one per, substriber or device being

monitored. Identifies alarm condition onlz. Ideal for in plant security.

REST coy AVAILABLE
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"Assignment
moinimilmimemmoimmom

Complete the. job slieet.

Complete the self assessment and check answers.

Complete th' post as4ggamoivt ,and have instructor check answers.

I

4
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41.

!Job Sheet
It

VISIT LOCAL FIRE DEPARTMENT
ow"

P J

4/ Visit local fire department.

. , , 't
.,,

.
... .

Observe system for transmission, of signals, monitoring and responding
...-

to alarms .

,

.Ask-questions to clarify the components of the system and how they function.
. .



Self
Assessment

4

INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

1. List three types of transmission systems that might- be found in bregon .

-fire departments?'

Who is served by fire depattment monitoring stations?

3. List two bitsic types of.annunciationcommon to fire alarms?

4. What is the purpoSe of a map display?

ow/

5. List one brand of digital dialer that has been laboratory tested approved for

use in fire departments.

4 I
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*Sett' Assessment
Answers

1. Tape dialer,_ digital' dialers, pultiplex systems, direct wired loops.

$

2, Commercial and public interests.:

3.' Audible, visual

g.,

4.- Shows exact. location of fire alarm and saves' time in making a response.

Sescoa,-.Ademco

I

0'

dQ

S
4

4

4
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jujo OSt e

Assessment
1. ksiren is An.example of

2. Strobe lights are examples of

annunciation..

3. A panel that shOws the exact locatin of an alarm is a

annunciation...

4. and SeScoa dialers have been-laboratory tested
and'approv4d for transmission in fire departments.

5. List three common types okequipment for transmission of fire alarm signals?

a

`, 785
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linstructor
P s st Assessment
Answers

-011.1MVI*WIVOIMVVVNEOV.....15 ..v.vvvm...vvi
,Vv vM1,11VivoriMIMINVI1

1. Audible
VON.

2. Visual

3. Map display
4 4

4. Ademco

5. Tape dialers, digital dialers, multiple/ systems, direct wired loops

4
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Supplementary
References

(

Local Fire Departments
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20.3

POLICE DEPARTMENT MONITORING
n

I

Goal:

The apprentice will be able to
describe police depaftment
monitoring of alarm signals.

S.

.1

5,

6,

Performance Indicators:

1. Describe clients served.

2. Identify transmission sysleMs.
used.

3. Describe problem of false
alarms.

4. Describe annunciationof
alarms.

5. Describe how response force
is ,assigned.

788
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study quide
40W Read thq goal 'and performance indicators for this package.

Read the vocabylary list for tf:iis package.

Study. the introduction and information sheets.

. Complete the job sheet. .

s . .

Complete the self assessment and check answers.
.

. .

.. .,
. (

Complete the post assessment and have your instructor. check. the answers.

s
4

.F0
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A

Annunciator

Digital dialers

.Event recorder

Map dispAay

McColloh circuit

Multiplex system

4

1
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`Introduction
N.Police or other law enftrcement agentS are needed to apprehend burglars after

the elardl is sounded, The police officers have the training for walking among .

k dangerous types. The averse cid/Fen may get injured VI attempting to deal with
a burglar. .

,V
. 4 /

Many alarm systems are dirbctly linked with the local pol'icd station. Those

systems nre 'normally bliAppqserand public institutions within the city. In

most cases, the police deiartments'ao not serve individual home security

systems. The incidence of false alarming has discouraged police from moving

deeper into thq, security alarw'field. Most homeowners are serviced by a

'telephone answeirigUervice or other central station. the,The, statiOn
screens tifte Olarms and contact the police on those cases deemed worthy of

investigation.

lag
41

1
V
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Information It

Police, Department monitoringis usually restricted tg commeli-cial. and publid
buildings. A business' must file a request with the Chief of Police, in order to
have the Police Department monitor their premises.' Banks, schools and other
types of businesses may request is service. 4

The signals pre transmitted' to a police station through McColloh transmitters,.
multiplex systems or digital dialers. The type of translis9ton depends on

(

the ''

size of the town and local; budgets. Most systems have a tape that records the
exact time and date that the alarm was triggered. Sikh la device is called an
event recorder.

4.. .

:t A member of the local police force monitors the system on a 24 hbur 'basis.
When an alarm is received, the police dispatcher radios a patrol car to

, investigate the alarm. The patrol car nearest to the alarm site will respond to k
the request. .11 .

False alarms of burglar alarm systems have been'a\headache for police. After a

_

series of false alarms, ,the response time will become longer because the police
expects another false alarm. This'creates problems between the detection
systems and the response force. It is important f40 installers to reduce false
alarms to minimum levels. Only then can the system and the response force work
as a team in apprehending intruders.

Burglar alarm systems are annunciated try bells, buzzers and 14hts in the po
station. Large departments may have map displays that .pinpoine the location
the alarm. This saves time in dispatching a police car to the scene.

A list of three names is maintained for each business being. protected. .Those

'names are called' 'immediately upon alarm.

(r.

A
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Assighment
t.

Read pa gews 229-236 in supplementary reference:

Complete the job sheet.

or
A.

complete the self Assessmemt

Complete the post assessment

and check answers..

and ask the, instructor to

I

0'

check dnswers.
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Job Sheet
VISIT A LOCAL POLICE STATION

,

tkE

k

Ask them permission to 961Aerve the,:onitoring system.''

Which transmission systems are Use"?

What types of audible annunciators are used?

What tvessof 'visual; annunciators are-use

Now is the response:force alerted?

V

10

sh

:104,k!

o
1
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1

eSelf
Assessment

7 4

1. Who are thticlients or customers of police station monitoring systems?
O.

11,

2. Whet is the biggest problem in police department monitoring of burglar

alarms?

rV

3.10 How is the elarm'communicated to the reponse force?
. .

r '
How are alarms annunciated in the police station?

. List three types of signal transmission from the protected area to the

police station.

4

a

795
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Self Assessment
Answers

1, Commercial firms, public institutions

2. False

3. Radio communications

4. Bells, buzzers and lights

S. 'McColloh transmitter, multiplex Systems, digital dialers

11)

11
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Jost
Assessmenttit

1. Who normally responds to a burglar alarm after it is monitored at the

police station?

2. Who does the'monitoring in most small polite stations?

3. List 3 common transmission systems used in police stations.

4% What are map displays used for?

5. Whqt is the number one headache encountered by police in monitoring burglat

alarm systems?

4,'

5

0

4
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Itistructor
Post Assessment
Answqrs

NAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

A

1. Patrol car nearest the alarm site.
.45

2. Police dispatcher.

3. McColloh transmitter, multiplex system, digital dialers.

9

4. To visually display location of ,the alarm and save time in assigning a

response force.

5.) False 141aTms.

O

798
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aiSupplementOry
ileferences

4

10 Barnard, Robert L. Intrusion Detection Systems. Butterworth Publishers.

Boston. 1981..

4
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20.4

TELEPHONE ANSWERING SERVICE MONITORING

Goal:

The apprentice will be able to
describe teiephone answering
service monitoring of security
alarm signals.

°#1

Performahce Indicators:

1. Describe typical answering
service monitoring station.

2. Describe economic advangates
of digital dialers.

a

A

rTh
S

800
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*study. ,,
Read the goal and performance indicators for this package.

Read the 'vocabulary list for this package.

Stddy the introduction and information sheets.

Complete the job sheet.

Complete the self assessment and check answers.

Complete the post assessment and have your instructor check the answers.

0

1

8'1



,INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Voeabulary
Audible annunciation

CRT displays

Digital dialer

Filedex system

Visual annunciation

0

1

Po

0

8') )L 4.
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Introduction
They teleph&e answering services are rapidly becoming a major part of the

security alarm field. With,digital dialers, voice grade telephOne lines can be
used to transmit alarm signals to a central, station. The cost of direct wired,
metallic lines to each protected site is not, needed with digital dialers. The

central- -Station can'be" far removed from the protected site. This places the

telephone answering. karice at an economic advantage as monitors of security
alarma.

.

An increaye in residential security systems has expanded the need for monitoring
services. TrqditiOhal monitoring agencies such as fire and police departments
restrict their services to local business places.. Answering' services have

picked up much of this expansion into residential security systems.-
*

c

e

k
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Information
Telephone answering companies re expanding,their services as Monitors of

security alarm systems. Answer ng services have 24 homr-staff on board so It
_makes them suitableas a monitoring station. In many cases, the police and fire
departments only serve !the public and commercial buildings within a city.
Homeowners can be served by the answering service 'through existing telephone
lines. Their customers include, both homeowners and,businesses.,

A' typical telephone answering service monitoring station is described belpw.

The answering service accepts clients that wishl.to have their alarm systems
monitored. The alarm systems include fire, burglar, and panic alarms. Each
customer has _a code number. A digital dialer communicates alarm status by

transmitting the customers code number. The alarm is annunciated b, both

audible and visual methods. 'Also, an event recorder prints the time and date of
the alafm. The monitoring staff reads the customer number and a number that,

represents the type of alarm. A file of customers and persons ty be contacted '

is-readily accessible through a filedex system. Calls are made immediately to

the response force and the contact persons listed on the filedex cards. If.the

codes show the alarm to be 'fire alarm, the local fire department is alerted.'
Burglar alarms are referred to the appropriate police,agency.

1//

Many telephone answering services have become central monitoring stations. They

may still provide answering services but their major function is to monitor

security alarm systems.

CRT displays can be attached to digital dialing equipment for providing
additional visual annunciation, map displays and numeric displays. Most systems
have al event recorder that establishes a record of alarms.

Digital dialers have opened .,rup opportunities for the telephone answering
services. Voite grade telephone lines can be used for transmitting digital

signals' to a distant location. The high costs of metallic lines have been

eliminated by the digital dialers, making it economical for the answering
services to become involved in monitoring.

C
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of

Assignment
0

I

A

liomplete the job sheet .

Complete the self assessment and check answers.

Complete the post assessment and have instructor check your answer's .

4

4'
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INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS
-r

ob Sheet.

VISIT A TELEPHONE ANSWERING SERVICE CENTRAL STATION

,

Ask permission to visit a telephone answering service that monitors alarm
systems.

.Which transmission system is used?

How are alarm signals annunciated?

What are the procedures for notification of res nse forces?

r

80t



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEM

Self
Asessment

e

r1

1. What types of alarm systems are commonly monitored by telephone answering
services?

2. Who are the customers of telephone answering service mdhitoi's?

3. Which transmission system is commonly used in a telephone answering service
monitoring station?

4. Which two code numbers are transmitted to the monitor?

5. How are response forces alerted?



INSTRUCTIOIAL. LEARNING SYSTEMS

Self Assessment
Answers

1. Fire, burglar, panic

2. Homeowners and businesses

3. Digital dialers

4. Customer code number and type of alarm

'5. ,Appropriate response agencies are called according to the type of

alarm code.

I
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U

Assessment

1. What type of transmission line idlneeded for digital dialers? J

LA

im CRTIa-be-used with digital dialers?

".

3. Which two uouptare contacted when the answering service receives an alarm,
signal from a customer?

4. Who is served by an answering service monitoring station?

. Wilat types of alarm systems are commonly serviced by telephone answering

p:taidons?

0
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Instructor
cost Assessment
Answers

(Milorommomompommowammour
I

I

. Voice grade telephone lines

2. Yes

4.

3. List of contact persons given by customer. Appropriate agency for

repponse, i.e. Firg Department, Police Department

4. Homeowners and business places

5. Fire, burglim, panic

1

11
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Supplementary
References

re

-a

Local telephone answering service that,operates as 'a central. station.
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21.1

FIRE/POLICE/EMERGENCY RESPONSES

t

Goal:

The apprentice will be able to
describe how fire, police,
emergency and medical teams
respond to alarms.

I

Performance Indicators:

1. Describe

2. Describe

fire alarm responses.,

burglar alarm responses.

)

3. Describe emergency medical
response.

4. Describe
response

5. Describe
response

6. Describe
forces.

of

annunciation of
force.

radio transmissions in
team actions.

Proprietary respone

11
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*Study Guide

Read.the goal and performance' indicators for this package.

Read the vocabulary list for this package.

Study the introduction and information sheets.

Complete the job sheet.

Complete the self assessment and check.answers.

Complete the post Assessment. and have your instructor check the answers.

4°

4

4
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INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

0

Vocabulary

alb

w. .

I

Audible annunciation

CPR (CardioPulmonary Resuscitation)

Proprietary stations

Response force

Visual annunciation

A

814$



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

ntroduction
Security alarm systems are only as good as the response force that folloWs up on
the alarms. People that are planning an alarm system should analyze the
response force that will be utilized. A quid( response is needed in all types.
of security systems.

The efficiency of the response team will depend on its distincd from the

protected site; .response rate of the team; and the level of training of the

response force. Installers of security slam systems must 'consider the adequacy
of the available response force 711 the design of a system. If a response fort
cannot provide a quick response, then4the system must be designed to scare of

the burglar or extinguish a fire. This means the addition of mo'e sprinklers,
-louder annunciation and-floodlight-s-.

,

4

4
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Infprmation

4

f

,Nomismon100PONAmmk

The response force must act immediatelkon fire, burglar and emergendy medical
responses. A mehitoring station operator must make quick decisions on the .

'nat,pre of the alarm and transmit requests to the response force. In case of
fire alarms, the fire department is the response farce. The fire department may
also handle emergency medical alarms by dispatching paramedics to the scene.
Burglar alarms are, responded to by police or security guards. Each situation
will be unique in Its response force, All will be Tor making a quick response
to alarms.

Most alarms use,some type of audible annunciation. Sirens are used on fire
trucks and police cars. Strobe lights provide visual annunciation of fires and
police emergencies. Bells, buzzers and horns are part of ,some annuncation

----a-ysLeins.- -7-AlidibrO and- Vis-tial annunciation is important for vehicles of. a
esponse force. It Blears traffic and shortehs the response time. The bells
nd buzzers ab the station help to activate a response team and get them moving
toward the alarm site. 'Volunteer firemen make up many fire teams in small
towns. The fire buzzers or siren notffies them that they are needed at the fire
hall.

Radio communications is4important in responding to alarms. Police cars may be
patrolling a neighborhood'nearby the alarm site. The police dispatcher' can
assign the car nearest to the scene. Likewise, the radio promotes cooperation..
between variou protective agencies. For example, the state police and city
police may shar&in responses to alarms, depending on the agency that is closest
to the scene'. Radio also allows fiie, 'ambulance and emergency vehicles to
coordinate their efforts in handling emergencies. For example, a paramedic unit
will call' for an ambulance back-up in case the patient will' need to be
transported to a hospital.

In, some proprietory stations, security guards may act as a response force for
all types of alarms. In those cases, the security force has been trained in
basic firefighting and, emergency medical responses as well as methods of

handling intruders.t The response team must' be cross-trained to handle this wide
_array ef`tasks. For example, such a security force would need first aid and,
CPR training. In proprietory stations, medical information has been
computerize and medical conditions of the clients are known in advance by the
repanse team. 141e 'security force also carry, fire extinguishing equipment to
catdh fires while still small. The on-site security patrol can be an effective
response force because they are near to the alarm site Fires are caught in the
early stages. Burglars can be caught at.the site of the crime. In all cases,
such a'response force will, utilize local fire and police departments as back-up.
At least, these oh-site security guards can sort out the false alarms for the
police and fire departments.
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JAssignment

Complete the job sheet.

Complete the self assessment and check.answers.

Complete the post assessment and ask instructor to check answers.

I

4

41*
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f.

VISIT A FIRE DEPARTMENT

Arrange with the Fire Chief to visit the fire station.

How is response team ai)efted?

-' Type of annunciation
- Quickness of response

Does the department have a paramedic unit?

- How do they respond to emergencies?
- Are they closely linked with fire responseteam?

40-What is the rate of false alarms?

818
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Self
Assessment

1. How can the efficiency of a reponse, team be predicted for a given location?

2. Why do police and fire vehicles use strobe lights? °

Tv do -police and fire annunciation include bells, sirens and buzzers?
0

4. Why is radio communications important in a response to security alarms?

1 4

5. What is the advantage of 8nsite security guards as a response force?

k

,81d
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Self Assessment
Answers

1. Distance from alarm site.
Rate of response.

Level of training of response force.

I

,2. Help clear the road so that the vehicle can reach the alarmillte'in the
shortest possible time. 1

0

L3. Alert the onse force. Sirens also helliclear traffic from path 4
vehicle.

4. Coordination of response team efferts. Helps get response force to, site

quicker.

5. Quicker response because of heir familiarity with premises. They do not

have to travel.

U
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lost
Assessment

TEMS

a

1, Why should security guards in proprietary stations be trained to respond to
medical emergencies

. What is the best type oftesponse to security alarm signals?

-*4

3. List two basic types of annunciation.

4. What type of communication system is used to coordinate response force,

actions?

5. Why are fire station sirens sounded so loudly?

821
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Instructor
,cost Assessment
Answers

444

1. Because they can respond to a medical emergency much quicker than a

paramedic team. They are already onsite where the emergency is taking

place.

2. Quick responses are the best ones.

3. Audible, visual

4. Radio

S

4."

5. To alert the response force.that quick action is necessary.

0

I

p
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Supplementary
References

4

p

Barnard, Robert L. Intrusion Detection Systems. Pages 30,4-35.

Butterworth Publishers. Boston. 1981.
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22.1

CA! ACCESS CONTROL,

Goal:

The apprentice will b4 able to
describe. card access control and
its application.

rr

Performance Indicators:

824

1. Describe types of coded cardkeys.

2. Describe applications of coded
cardkeys.
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Study Guide

Read the goal and performance indicators for this package. Find out what is
to be learned from package.

, Read the vocabulary list. Get acquainted with the trade terms that will be
used in this package.

Study the introduction and information sheets.

11 Complete the job sheet.

Complete the self assessment and check your answers.

Complete the post assessment and have the instructor check your answers.

3

40

4t.
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Vocabulary
14

Bar code

Coded cardkey system

Magnetic stripe

Multi-period models

S."

r".

82 6

f
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ntrodudion
wr

All access control equipment can be classified as follows:

Live guards

Turnstiles

Mechanical locks

Coded cardkey systems

Voice identification

- Remote control systems

ti

411 This package explains the types and applications of coded keycards in access
control systems.

144
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Information

' Coded cardkey systems areused to operate parking gates, security gates, turnstiles,
electric strikes and other accesses to secure areas. SAtems may be sitnple one
card systems or multi-period.models. The multi-period models change lock codes./
from time to time to invalidate old cards. Several types of codes are used on
the cardkey.

- Bar code

- Magnetic stripe

Handprints

Fingerprints

- Photographs

Coded cardkets are used in many types of applications. Basically, cardkeys are
used for the purposes of:

Entrance control

- 'Exit control

- Visitor control

- Package inspection

Control of numbers ina facility at °Re time

Three.common methods are used for encoding the cardkey. These are magnetc,
capacitance and optical.. All codes are read by electronic card reading system.

Bar Code

The bar-code is used in cash registers at grocery stores for checking prices. The
grocery clerk passes an item over a reader and the price is elettronically recorded
from t 'ar code. The bar code can be used On access control cards. Ah electronic
scanner s the identification numbers on the cardkey. If those numbers are on

f.

4
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Information
A

wit

the list of authorized personnel, the access will be opened. Unauthorized cards
will not be accepted atl the gate will not open.

Magnetic Stripes

,Cards have a stripe of ,magnetic material in a fixed position on the keycard.
Information has been magnetically encolded on the magnetic stripe. The card is
fed into an access control'box.' Magnetic force between the card and reader will
trigger a switch that opens the access. Cards without a magnetic stripe would
not be accepted and the gate would remain closed. VISA cards use a magnetic stripe
which enables a person to get cash ,f..11'm a teller machine at night.

Handprint and Fingerprints

0 Handprints and fingerprints are used ink rdkey codes. .This system is used where
strick security is needed. The person 'has a handprint or fingerprint on their I.D.
carp. This fingerprint must match .a print in the master file of persons authorized
for entry. Cothputerized systems will search their memory and match up fingerprints-

Photographs
4

Photographs are used o regular I.D. cards. The card is inserted into the access
control unit. A central console scans its memory'for the matching I.D. card. Any
I.D. badge can be rendered totally functional or totally,useless in three seconds.'
Another system employs "'instant replay" video that allows the operatow to compare *,

a previous photograph with the one on the IUD. card.
.

Computerized Cardkey Systems

Many complex systems have been developed in the past few years. Some of these involve
central consoles, memory, storage, printers, entry keyboards and many after features.
These systems can assign levels of authorization, monitor the operator and a dozen.
other things.

Remote Control

There are several systems that use closed circuit television to control entry/exit
by remote control. A person walks into a booth and enters their I.D. card into
an access control slot. A CCTV camera sends video pictures of the I.D. card and the
individual to a remote guard station. The CCTV display is plit to show the I.D.

82D
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Inforrhation
O

As.

photograph andthe actual person. side.by side. The guard makes the identification
and allows or disallows access.

Applications

Cardkeys are used in 'everything from cashing checks to the security, of defense plants.
The higher levels of security requires more complex systems. Many systems use keyed
-locks, guards and keycard systems.' Others may use only one method'of access control.
Industrial plants are heavy users" of keycards. Computer facilities have need of
controlling unauthorized personnel. Any place that restricts the entry and exit of
people is likely to have a keycard system. Security guard time for checking
identification is greatly reduced with keycard control. This results in a savings
because fewer live guards are requiredito secure the building.

O

10,
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ssignmEnt
1.1

ft

Complete the job sheet.

Complete the self assessment.

Complete the post assessment and check answers.
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EXAMINE A VISA CARD

0

Look at the reverse side of a VISA ca
Q[.

Note the brown *stripe on the reverse
side.

Is this a magnetic stripe?

What types of .electronic information is coded on the brown stripe?

How does teller machine know that it is safe to give`out money on this card?

Visit with a bank employee about the cardkey features of your VISA card?

,...b...L.RINI.16604111.110110..111.
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Self
Assessment

et

1. List three methods used\for encoding cardkeys.

Grocery tores use a code to mark prices on items.

3. List a common example of the u"e of mhgnetic stripe.

. Remote Control systems usually involve

5. What is the advantage of a keycard syitem over

r/

uards?

television.
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Self Assessment
Answers

1, Magnetic, capacitance, optical.

2. Bar.

t

3. VISA card and other bank cards.

4. Closed circuit

Cost of perynel is reduced.

834
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*Post
Assessment

.. , 7::.roz,-,

1. List two purposes for cardkey control.

2. List four codes that can be used on cardkey.

List three methods for encoding the carIkeys.

4 4. Closed circuit television is often used in control systems of
card access.

5. Why are businesses moving from live guard systems to card access control syskemt?

1

A
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4Instructor

Post Assessment Answers

11

1. Entrance control, exit control, visitor control, package inspection, control
of numbers i.n a faciltty at one time.'

2. Bar code, magnetic code, fingerprints, photographs, handprints.

411
3. Magnetic, capacitance, optical

4. Remote

4

5. Saves money.. Card access reduces number of guards needed.

ISO
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Supplementary
References

)

or

Security Distributing and Marketing Magazine. P.O. Box 272, Culver City, CA
90230. (Past issues havehany articles on access control systems).
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NE ACCESS CONTROL

wormilmimmeriollimenlmorimmoimmlimmii1110111111101011=11111011=1111

L Goal:

The apprentice will be able to
describe telephone access control.

4

Performance Indicators:

1.
Describe function of digital
dialers in telephone access
coVol.

Describe telephone use for
remote access control..

0
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2

/*Study Guide

fi

4

41 Oead the goal and yerformance indicators for this'package.

AD Read the vocabulary list for this package.

Study the introduction and information sheets.

10 Complete the job sheet.

Complete the Serf assessment and check answers.

Complete the post assessment and have your instructor check the answers.

N
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°Vocabulary

Digital communicator

Digital dialers

Digital keypad

illrVoice grade telephone line

ry
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The original concept of access control was, to station a guard at the points of

access. Live guards are expensive in today's labor mark t. The problem; of

access control becomes -more complex with increased ndlikbers of people and

01
vehicles. Instead of one guard nd one gate, a single.monitor may be required

to control several access points. The monitor may be nearby the point of

access or at a remote site.

The ability to transmit digital signals down voice grade phone lines has opened

up many new possibilities in access control. Telephone access control can now

be handled.from points far removed from the point of access

841
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rro

information
41p

r

The telephone can be utilized as an access control device. Digital dialers
(digital communicators) use voice grade telephone lines to communicate digital
signals. Through the use of digital dialers, a Seattle real-qstate man could
open the gate of a Florida estate by use of a. digital communicator. Digital
communicators offer many options in remote control of access.

Traditional devices of access control can be used with the telephone. The
digital dialer is used to transmit the signals from where-access is requested to
where access is approved.

For example, a. motorist drives to a gate and punches in an identification number
on a digital keypad. Those numbers become digital signals which travel by
telephone lines to the number that controls access. If the ideptification
number is a valid one,' digital signals are sent back along the telephone lines
to the gate mechanism. Those signals are converted into electro-mechanical
energy to actuate the gate operator.. The gate opens and the motorist enters the
controlled arlea. If tteir I.D. number is not valid, the gate remains closed.

Digital dialers make telephone access control feasible. Costly metallic lines
are not necessary Math digital dialers. The digital signals can be transmitted-
on voice grade telephone lines.
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Assignment

Complete the job sheet.

Complete the self assessment and check answers.

Complete the post assessment and have instructor check answers.

0
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e

7Job SI lee:

All***YONYIAMMOIlim.~o

REVIEW SUPPLY CATALOC

Obtain an up-to-date supply catalog.

Study equipment specifications for access control equipment.

Study specifications for equipment used in transmission of signals by
telephone.,,

Compare the recommended equipment for its applications in telephone iaccess
control.
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Self
Assessment

1. .What device is needed to transmit digital signals through voice grade
telephone lines?

2. Why is telephone access control appropriate fpr remote controlled
situations?

0

8

a
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Self Assessment
Answers

1. Digital dialers or digital communicators.

2. Voice grade phone lines can be
wiring.

sed. This eliminates the needlor costly
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Post
Assessment

1. Why are digital dialirs important to telephone access control systtms?

A

2. Why are voice grade telephone lines more economical than direct wired
metallic lines?

At

Y
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Instructor
Most Assessment
Answert

1. Digital signals can be trasnmitted.

2. Direct wired lines are expensive to install. Voice grade lines already
exist in most locations.

11
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Supplementary
References

p

Local phone company.
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22.3

COMPUTERIZED CONTROLS AND INTERFACES

Goal:

The apprentice will be able to
describe computerized access
control and interface equipment.

Performance Indicators:

Describe computer managed alarm
system.

2. Describe parts of a computer
system.

3. Describe interface equipment.

4. Describe applications of computer
systems.

A



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

4

Study GuidE

i

Read the goal and performance indicator for this package.

Read the vocabulary list. Take notice of the trade terms that will be used in
this package. .,

Study the introduction and informltion sheets.

Complete the job sheet.

'Complete the self assessment and check answers

Complete the post assessment and have ins uctor check your answers.

8 5 1



6 INDIVIDUALIZED LE RNING SYSTEMS

Vocabulary

"4.

h.

Central processing unit .(CPU)

Communication processor

Computer interface control

Digital computer proceissor

Display

Input/output

IV Interface control

TDM (Time division multiplexing)

Terminal keyboard

Transponder

(.1

1. 8 52



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Introduction

The computer is caustng an explosion of-technology. It is being used in all aspedts
of life and is becoming a household device. The introduction of microcomputers have
made computerjechnology available to most Americans.

The computer 'saves people time in performing routine opertions. It can be linked
with other electronic devices through the use of interface equipment. This allows the
digjtal computer to receive many types of outputs aM deliver outputs in a number of
formats.

The security alarm systems, be managed by a computerized centrOl. As systems become
more complex,, the computer 1,44;111 become even more useful. An installer should understand
computerized control systems ,and their applications in the alarm field 1

J.

4C,
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r

.41=1

Information

A computerized access control system includes:

Terminal keyboard fpr making inpu

Display such as CRT',iprinter or side projector.

Communication processor that communlcates with the
protected area.

Digital computer processor.

Transponders to' monitor the detectors.

Detectors in the protected area.

41.
A block diagram of a computerized access control Sytem is shown below.

transponders, of the

Digital
Computer
Processor

1

CRT

Printer

I

Termihal

O

COTRAL STATION PROTECTED AREA

I I

Communication
Processor

Transponder Detectors I

4

{

Transponder Detectors

Transponder Detectors
..

Each communication processor will handle the signals from several transponders.
Each transponder handles the signals from detectors in one area of protection.

0 Input/Output

Data call be entered into the processor by a keyboard-termi punch cards, magnetic

854
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Information

I

4

tape or through a communication processors. Likewise, the output of a processor may
be placed on tapes, disks, CRT, slide projector or printer.

Computer interface control allows the processor to communicate with people. Interface
devices are needed for converting digital signals into print and visual displays of
information.

Display

The CRT (Cathode Ray Tube) is a screen display of information. It is one of the most
cpmmon form of displays. Hard-copy printers provide a written record of the information
and can be combined with CRT displays. In closed circuit television systems the moni-
toring screen can be controlled by Computer interface equipment.

Most computerized systems use more than one-form of display.

Communication Prgkessor

The communication processor operates on t TDM (Time Division Multiplexing) system.
Each transponder is assigned,an identification number. The processor interrogates the
transponders and asks for'a status report. The transponders reply that the protected

- areas are either secure...or alarm status. Each transponder is interrogated in the TDM
time-sequence- _.The communication processor sends this status report on to the digital
computer processor. The communication prodessor is located the central station.

Digdtal,Computer Processor

4".

The computer processor may be a microcomputer or a central main frame computer. A
computer processing' unit has three basic functions:

I. Memory to store data and instructions for processing data.

2. Input/output to-move data into the computer and out to a display.

3. Central processing unit interprets instructions, sequences data and combines
input and memory information.

Transponder

A transponder monitors the'signals from the detectors in the protected areas. Each

40
transponder is interrogated about its status in the sequence of the time_divisions of
the multiplex system. Any alarm signals are reported at the time of int4tpgation.
The transponder is capable of receiving, signals from the detectors.andAtransmitting
signals to the CPU.

0
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Information

Detectors

A wide range of detection devices can be managed in a computerized system of access.
control. Computers. can be used to operate door strikers, lights and environmental
controls along with securityoystems. Where CCTV is used, the pans, tilts and zoom
lens 'control can be computer operated.

Interface Control,
fi

em

Interface devices allow us to hook many other prices of equipment into a computer
system. For example, aprinter must be interfaced with a computer because one is
using a binary language and one is writing in English. The interface devices are
extremely important to success of a computerized alarm system. The interface must be
properly synchronized with the CPU to get good results. The computeohak.been developed
for several years. Most of the recent efforts have been to develop good interface
devices. The interface devices make the computer'' practical and usable system.

Applications

Computers are used to manage control systems for intrusion and fire alarms; control
openings and closings of buildings.; operate CCTV access control systems and control of
the environment. Many security measures are routine and can be programmedlnto a

computer. Door openings and closings are one example. This can be programmed and will
save considerable time for,staff.'

Computers can be rogrammed to control who enters a facility. Card access controls,
voice prints, fin erprint controls and other systems can be interfaced with a central
1Rrocessing,unit. The computer an also-control the time of entry into a' facility.

(4
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R.

Assignment

9.°

0

React ges 237-243 in the supplementary reference.

0! CompI to the job sheet. .

. /

Complete the self assess ent ar check your answers.

Complete the post assessment and have the Instructor check you answers.

I ;.,

O

I



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SY$TEAP4S'k

VISIT A COMPUTER MANAGED ACCESS CONTROL SYSTEM,,

Arrange a visit to a station that uses computer control.

Ask for a general explanation of the system.

Ask questions about features that Were not covered in the- explanation. Make sure 14
that.you have an understanding of:

- Devices being managed by the system.

Location and numbers Hof transponder, units that are controlled by system.
5---

How the communiation.processor works in the total system.

- Where the CPU is 16cated.

. )

How the signal information is displayed.

- Types of interface equipment needed to operate the system_

- Advantages, disadvantages and problenis with the system.

R

.6



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

SElf
AssessmEnt

A

ghat is the prupose of an interface device?

2. Now does a CRT display information?

3. lerst three forms of outputs from a computer?.

4. A communication processor uses a type of multiplexing to interrogate the
transponders. What is the type of multiplexing used?

5. A transponder communicates whether a protected area is alarm or status.0

6. What is a CPU?

What operations can -h computer. perform for a CCTV system?

. WhipWdevice monitors the detectors?

Which types of.services can IT computer managed along with security alarms?

LiSt two ways thk a computer can take inputs.

'

is
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Self Assessment
Answers

AMEMMIIMII111

11. Allovis. other expressions to be made from binary language of computer.
Example: Printers, CRT.

a screen.

3. Tapes, disks, slide projector,)CRT, printer.'

4. TOM (Time Division Multiplexing).

5. Secure

6. Central processing unit.

Manage system for pan/tilt control, zoom lens control, scanner control.

8. Transponder.

.9. Environmental controls, opening and closihg of dooi-s, CCTV' control.

,10. Terminal, tapes, disks.



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYST MS

Post
Assessment

. " - . --- 14, -;

1. List the major parts of a computerized acce s control system.

2. What device is used to monitor the detectors?

3. List two forms of computer input.

110 4. List two forms of computer output.

5. What is the full name 9f a CRT?

/

I.
1

(

6. A device that converts digital signals into print and Visual displays is called
control.

List two functions of CCTV that cart be controlled by a computer.

8. Which multiplexing sistem is used in a con cation processor?

9. What are.the three basic functions of a computer?

10. What are the two modes of security that can be reported by a transponder?

4r,

6 J.
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41)Instructw
Pot Assessment Answers

(
Se

1.. Digital computer processes, comNttication processor, transponder, detectors.

2. Transponders' L

3. Keyboard terminal, punch cards, magnetic tape or,through a communication processor.

Tapes, disks, CRT, printer, slide-projector.

5. Cathode Ray Tube.

6. Interface.
)

7. Zoom lens control, pan/tilt control, scanner control.

V.

Time Division Multiplexing (TDM)

\,

9. Memory, input-output, central processing unit.

10. Alarm, secure.

86 )
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Supplementw9
References

Barnard, Robert L. Intrusio Detection Systems: Principles of Operation and
Applications. Butterworth Publishers. Boston. 1981.,
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KEY ACCESS'CONTROL

4
"C

Goal:

The apprentice will be able to
describe key access control and
its application.

Performance Indicators:

1. Describe key sstem for access
control.

2. Describe applications of key access
control syitems.

A
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INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Study GuidE O

Read the goa) and performanCe indicators for this package. .

Read the vocabulSry 1.ist to learn new trade terms.

* .Stbdy theiintroduction and information sheets.

* 4Cotinplete the job sheet.

* Complete the self assessment and check your own answers.
%

* Complte the post assessment andhave the instructor check your answers.

Is

4P,

' de

,r
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INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Vocabulary .4

Vir

Control 1 ock system

Master key

Release kby

Starter key

'''vve

a

,

I

sa

Y.

I

a

V

1

vv

OP

bU



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Injroduction

0

7. -\-\

The traditional lock and key syst offer very lI ttle protection against a skilled
burglar. The burglar has skill in pening locks. Security\alarm systems have
moved toward card access cpntrols and digital key systems to,get tire needed
oroteCtibri. .

Keyed' switch locksscp be very effective in access control.. The keys' must be part
of a system and linked with the alarm sytem. ..Installers must underttand how to
use keyed locks and their applications. in alarm systems.

.

t

86/

-4
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Iniormation
4

The control of access by keys has been greatly improved irithe 1W few year. At
ooe time access was one 'ock and one key. Later. the use of master keys' al lowed a

personkto open many locks with one key. Some systeN.have 'been developed-to make

Keys
into an effective control method.

(.

An example of key control is the Controlock System which is built 6y the Silent
Watdiman Company of Columbus, Ohio.

I

' Each' key that is issued. to- employees identifies the holder of the key. The lock
on the main door is connected with a. recorder. When the lock is turned, it records
the day, time and key number on hard copy.. The controlock works with
a starter key and a release key. Whec the starter key is turned, it releases the
relbase key. The release key becomes thewstarter key on the next lock. Any
number of lodk's may be on this sequende. The last lock in the series activates
the 'controlock from the inside and allows the master key to Secure the front door.
.A diagram of the system is shown below.

. . %. ., LOCK A .-'-... LOCK B
.**;%17 1"--....-, ,.,

40.

1

A

A

AT

r-

d

lj.

tlf LF
AP/

1

STARTER KEY
SECURES LOCK N
REMOVE RELEASE
KEY yyvou-vnEcomEs

Ar
(Ls

864

r

mi!Al
Mfr Kt,

CL)CK H STARTER
KEY LOCK Li RELEASE:
KEY GOES TO NEXT
LOCK OR MAIN LOCK (RFT OW ,

.111

1 .

ANY NI IMRE R 01 L(X;K`; MAY RE
ON THIS SEQUENCE UN III.

3
HELEASE KEY FROM I AST
srcunco LOCK AC T IVAT I ';

II CONTROL OCK FROM THE:0' INSIDE AND

ALLOWS'MAS TERM. Y TO
f;rcunr MAIN LXX)T1
AE TM.
AlV fs,JVM

. H lacopy

A
I.
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6

InformatiQn

TYPES OF SWITCH LOCKS...

Switch locks are made to function as on/off, shunt and momentary switches. The on/off
tyke switch lock arms and disarms the alarm systefm A shlint switch removes a portion
of the protective,system from the circuit to allow entry into a,, protected area with
an alarm. Momentary switches allow a delay time so that the,system can be armed and
the person will'have time to exitthe area before it alarms.

Switch locks are ciassfYied as round key, rotary, flat key, pick-resistant and cam
locks. They can be purchased according to, the positions in whidh the key can be
remoyed from the lock. Some keys ate removable in the make position and others in
the break position. Keys are'also sold according to their circuit description. The
key switches are described as 2 or 3 pole switches and the nupber of positions

( on the switch. A security rotary lock is shown in the followitig picture.

SECURITY ROTARY SWITCH LOCKS

HOW TO ORDER

The security of the control unit of a burglar JLOCK &
alarm system, can be greatly enhanced by the ( 2 KEYS FUNCTION
addition of a' Medeco Rotary Switch Lock. '°
Functions of the lock may be Varied to encom 360* No Stop
pass many different applications. Ideal as a 60.1000 Key Pulls In
function switch for any burglar alarm control. Positionl 1 thiu 5

41
111.

e
1

APPLICATIONS .

/ .
1 0

/.The sequence locking system can b3 built into an alarm system. When the last lock
-is secured, the alarm will be activated., An owner can monitor opening and closing

,

. times and after hour access by employees. This feature has.been a big saver for
firms that have probleDs with,employee theft. Some companies use the control6ck
to monitor their area supervisors visits to individual stations. cachrarea

... supervisor is issued a letter key and is told to cycle the controlock on each
.

visit. It leaves a record of the date 4nd time of visit and. the hours spent at
the station.

--

.
. .

i

The tape from a controlock ks become court evidence 'in ma cases oremployee
i

,theft. When employees know that t4y are bking monitored,, it reduces the temp-
tation of theft.

i
1

' .
.

41,
-There are many applications ,for key control systems with a sequence loCking.

..J

system.
ir

869
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AssignmEnt

1
a

4

4

f.

* Complete the 'job sheet..

* Complete the self assessment and check answers.

Complete tKe.post assessment and have the instructor check your answers.

4

870
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INSTRUCTIONACLEARNINt SYSTEMS

b hEd
EXAMINE A SWITCH LOCK

Obtain one oraore examples of keyed switch locks.

* .TuvW key in lock and obserVe movements.

How many switching positions do you observe?

- At which positions can the key be removed from the lock?-

4

- Can you find the contacts?

Read the manufacturers recommendations for installation and use of switch.

Do you understand the recommendations.?

.")

,Can you install this switch im a system?

N,

4

A.

t

s

87.E
-I
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qi Self
Assessment

4

It4StRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

1. Ohat is the purpose of sa shunt switch?"

o

2. List two other functions (other than shunt) ,of key switch locks?

List qh*eeoclasses of switch locks?
.

4 What is a sequential lock'ing system?

S

fa,

5. Why is .a hard copy record of locking dates and times important in security
sytems?

4

a

4

f

v..

I

8 72
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e I

Self Assessment
Rowers

4.

.14

I. -Remgye.a portion of the system from the circuit.

On/off and momentary functions.

r

3. Round, flat, rotary, cam and pick-resittant.

,

1

t

4. Uses a starter key and a release key. One key must be turned before the other

0

5.
;

.Prevents employee from after- hour visits to business. If they do enter at
unauthorized times, the record will identify the person brtheir
key identification.

ti
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Post
AssessmEnt

V

0

et.

; S.. 1. 7 " !...:=1^"". 1 44.4 re V: write 0.17 "" ; , ;, -

1

II : A , switch removes -a portion of the .system from the-,

circuit.

2. A switch delays the arming while the owner makes an

exit from the protected area.

.

3. The controlock system uses a starter key and q

a locking sequence.

4.

key

4. Now can we determine who used a ,key to make edkry 'into ta protected `area?

-4.
5. Cist°four types of switch locks according to their .genpral classifiEation.

*4.
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Instructor..
Post F14s'p.'sirnekt.AnswOhis

.,,,,,,,

4

. 0,
* .

Shunt

2. AoMentary

4

Release

4

4.

139. the hardcopy record. Each key holder is identified on their key.

Round, Nat, cam, ick-resis.tant, rotary.
4

-
(1-;'

A

p
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Supplemen
Reference

Sa9 e.

AP.

r,

.

* Security D-ktributing a'nd Marketing Magazine. P.O. Box 272,,Culver City,' CA. 90230..
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.:itclugocEss CONTROL

I

P

Gal:
The apprentice will be able to
describe vehicular access control

systems.

Performance Indicators:

1. Describe use of live, guards.

2. Describe door and gate opeigtors.

3. Describe mechanical 1
digital key systems.

4. Describe coded cargkey access
systems.

5. Describe voice identification
systems.

6. Describe CCTV remote. control.

Describe magnetic sensors.



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING' SYgEMS

I. Vocabylaty

45
140

.

CCTV remote control

'Cipher locks

4

vo' ..

r, J

1.1
Coded cardkey

Diegital key t,

4611(ik

Door/gate operator"

Magnetic sensor

Voice ideptificati,on

AP.

A

r--1
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s N

Study Guide

I

S

Read the goal and performance indicators for this package.

Read the vocabulary list for this package.

Study the introduction and information sheets.

Complete the job ,sheet.

Complete the self assessment and Sea answers.

,Complete the post assessment and have your instructor clieckP-the answers.

879
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.*". INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING S 'YSTEMSelmftewar111 AMMI1.10.11

Intthduction
Access control is an ever - increasing problem. More and more people and vehicles

are moving about than at, any time in the padt,. With this influx of people and

cars, crime and vandalism have be6ome,a major problem. In ordex to carry on an .

or.derly business, mahy,firms must control the fldw of traffic that enters and.

ldgves their premises. Parkin& is one, part of the 'vehicular access p?6blem.

This package will introduce tthe apprentice to some concepts of.vehiallar ,access

control. , The' control systems range from very simple' ones to 'highly

sophisticated systems. The greater the security threat, the more complex the

system will ,become. :Experience will lead the apprentice into these complex

systems.

4'

p
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If

!s*

Information
Vehicular access control involves the same devices that are used tn,other types

of access control systeWs. Those.devices may be:'

* .Live guards
*

4
Door/gate operators
Mechanical locks using keys or cipher locks
Coded cardkey systems including magnetic, fingerprints,
Voice identification
Remote control systems usipg CCTV . .

Magnetic sensor.6Ithat trigter gate mechanism whertcCars pass

etc.

Live Guprds

over them

Many parking and vehicular accesses are controlled by( live guards. The motorist

must present I.D. to the guard.before,entering ,the cobtrolled access area. 'Live

guards and dogs are the oldest forms ofaceess control.

Door/Gale Operators

ow

Electric door and gate openers can be controlled by, coded cardkey- to allow -1

authorized access. The motorist inserts the-cardkey irito a reader Which ir

confirlis their right to access. These door and gate-operators can handle very

heavy doors and gates. The operators can be purchased as light commel-cial or

heavy duty types. A picture of a door and gate operator mechanism is shoWn.

DOOR AND.GATE OPERATORS HELP
THWART THEFT AND VANDALISM

A complete line of industrial and
commercial electric dam% gate and
grille operators to control access is

available from StanIcy Velum, De-.
troit.

4i

The operators are available for use
with heavy duty and standard hi-lift
or vertical lift doors: slide and swing
gateshe'avy, rolling steel curtains.
rollinegrilles; sliding doors and bar-
rier gates. One-, two- arid, three-
button manual operation is standard;
automatic operatian is optional.

Operators are available for doors
up to 440 square feet-4rom light
commercial operators to heavy-duty.
three-button jackshafi operators.
PRODUCT INFO , CIRCLE 270. READER SERVICE CARD
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Information
IN!

4

Mechanical Locks
O ..

.

, .

.

,.Mechanical lOcks.for vehicular access control are of two types. The locks., may,
be operated with keys or by cipher locks. Cipher locks'require that proper keys
be punched in sequence in order to open a gate. A cipher lock is con rolled
electronically. A,cipher lock system is shown in the following photograph

"Th f >

ti

V

a,

Digital key systems are miniaturh computer systems that operate doors and gates.
These systems are set according to codes'and offer 10,000 combinations of

coding. A diiptal key system is shown.

13777777777777777713
Corby Digital Ku

Model 100

--
.06 LOYMNOMIM *OS 01101

lownw 00 INS IN MOD
MO OVVTIO.

Coded Cardke'y Access .

41.
DIGITAL. AY SYSTEM

New Nlodel 100 Digital Key Sys-
tein, available from the Electronics
Division of Corby Industries. Inc.,
Whitehall, PA, utilizes integrated
circuits to furnish the user with a
pickproof electronic" 1kv that can
operate at any voltage. six to 24 volts,
AC or D(:.

er,

Coded cardkey accesg has been discussed in detail in other packages. A driver
must insert a cardkey into a reader to gain access to an area. The reader can
read a code.nUmber foi the authorized motorist and open an access gate or door.
Handprints and fingerprints may also be used as identification on a coded
cardkey system., The levels of security threat will determine how sophisticated
the system will be, The magnetic stripe is the most basic type of cardkey

111
identification.

a

:361 COPY AVAILABLE
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f

4

. Voice Identification ...

)

4-
.

I

'Voice identification is one type of access control. .Pre-recOrdings of. voices of ,.

authoriZed persons are matched against voices'requesting access to an area. The

computer makes the match and either allows or denies access In mactice, a

motorist drives u to a speaker and gives .their name. Their voiceis matched

with a.pre-rec d g. If the'voice characteristics match, the gate is owed\
. .

electronica (

ii

s

CCTV Rerte Control Systems I
. .

CCTV systems may be used to control access at remote locins such as Parking
lots.' The driver pulls up to a gate and looks into the C camera and shows an

I.D. badge: -.A security guard monitors the CCTV at some ceAtral site If. the

driver matches photographs and I.D. with those on the guard's list of authorized
personnel, the guaq-lehen. opens a gate by remote control.

I

4,

Magnetic Sensors

Traffic lights are often-controlled by magnetic sensors. When a vehicle ()tills

up to an intersection, a magnetic sensor lets-the light know that someone is

waiting and the light will turn green. Airport parking lots use magnetic

sensorsetO open barriers at parking lot entrances. -The car pulls up; a ticket

is dispensed to the driver; and the beerier is lifted. After the car passes

under the barrier, it is lowered to get/ready for the next vehlcle..

a

O
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Assignment

ti

maw

10 Complete. ,t-he.job sheet.

41" Cbmplete theeself assessment and check /140r answers.

IrCoplete the postassessmentand have instructor check your answers.,

4

be

\ .
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b Sheet I

9,40ERVE A CONTROLLED ACCESS ENTRY'

4

-
- AD Visit a site that has controlled access entry, i.e. government facility,

''factory, parking lot, airport.

0 Obgerve how vehicular access is 'contiolled.-
- ._

.G .

Are magnetic sensors used toannounce thp arrival of a vehicle?
i.e. Tickets coming out of machine.

Are identification cards required 7-

- How is identity verified? i.e. handprint, fingerprint, photograph,
number .on magnetic stripe

O

L

lT

1

8&:5



elf,
"Assessment

IN TRUCTIONAL)LEARKING SYSTEMS

1. A lock thEdrequi es keys to be punchwed in''sequence is called)a
lock.

4

2.. A-key system that.7actpally involves a miniature .computer- to process
A the combination-codes is d key syqlsm.

3. Whae is the most comihon identification method found on coded cardkeys?

V

NN

4. What alerts the traffic light to change when your car rolls up to an
intersection?

5. Which control device is most often used in remote control systems?

886 0
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Self 'Assessment
Answers

1. Cipher'

2. Digital

p.

3. Magnetic stripe

. Magnetic sensor

#

5. CCTV

Oa

4

4

4
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4.

Post 4P

Assessment
411. What is"a cptmon device that opens gates for contro/ access`?,

4

2: Digital Icht systems offer some combinations of coding.

3. List thiee types of ideritification used in coded cardkey access systems?

glA

te4. The barriers'at entrances to airport parking lots are adtuated by
44 sepsors that react,to the vehicle.

5. locks require that proper keys be punched'in sequence
in order to open a gate.

A
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nstructo
IPOst Ads ssment
Answpr

1. Gate ope ator

2.. P3.:000
I

3. Magnetic stripe code, fingerprint, handprint, photograph

4, .Megneitic sensors

5. Cipher

AIM I

4
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Supplementary
Referencs

4

41

-

Security Distributing andMarketing: -P.Q;Box 272, Culver City, 'CA! 96230,

'

85
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TELEPHONE SERVICES

1

-41

4

0

10

a

Goal:

The apprentice will be able tp
describe telephone services
for alarm system operation.

Performance Inalcators:

1. Describe

2. Describe

3. Describe

4. Describe

telephone rate structure.

tariff.

repair orders.

RJ 31 X jack.

I
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Study ciaide,

4IV"Read the goal and performance indicators for this package.

Read the-vocabulary list for this package.

Study the introduction and information sheets.

Complete the job sheet.

Complete the'self assessment and check answers.

Complete the post assessment and have your in4tructor check the answers.

it*



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

°Vocabulary
11110.1.1111

a

41 AT & Toll4perican Telephone and Telegraph)

40 Public Utility CommisgGner

41 RJ 31 X phone jack

Tariff

dy

J

ti

a

F

1

1

11,



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

I

l'Introduction 1

4

4

Secukity alarm systems are becoming highly dependent upon telephone lines as

carriers of the, signals. digital communicators have made it possible to carry
alarm signals on voice grade telephone lines. The alarm systems are becoming a
part of regular telephone services.

*
An apprentice needs to know some of the basic requirements. of telephone rates,

tariffs and hookups. For effective service, a good 'relationship must be

developed with local telephone companies.

b

S.

4.

I

T

ro

A

A
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I

1



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING'SYSTEMS

Informatign 11.

aw

How are rates determined?

Dedicated phone lines are leased from the telephone company. Rates for leased
lines are determined by the Public Utility Commissioner. Digital communicators
operate on ordinary phone lines. The regular telephone rates apply to these
systems whether the lines. are used to operate alarm systems or a businelprphone.
These rates are determined,by the telephone company.

.

What is a tariff?

The rules and regulations that cover utirities is called a tariff. Tariffis may
be a thick book of rules and regulations that govern all telephone utilities or
it may be a single rule that applies to security alarm systems. The Public
Utility Commission administers the tariffs on telephone use. At this point in
time, there are few tariffs that specifically impact the security alarm field.
The tariff specialist at the Public Utilities Commission indicated that a new
tariff has been.submitted for- the use gf digital communicators as of March 1984.

How_are telephone repair orders handled?

The security Edam company has a special number to call kor repairs that involve
security alarm 'ransmission. Responses by telephone repairmen will vary from
one phone company to another. It is dependent on the relationship between the
hone company and the security alarm iarm.. Security alarm companies do much of
the repair that relates to their alarm systems. This trend is the result of
,delays in getting their systems restored through telephone repair orders. ,The

servicing of telephone systems has become more complex since the breakup of
AT and T. Now the local telephone company installs jacks and lines but will not
repair the phlne itself, The phones are either individually owned or leased
from AT and T.

What types of connections are required ?.

The FCC (Federal Communications Commission) now permits direct connection of FCC
registered equipment to the telephone line by standard plugs and jacks.
Telephone company couplers are no longer required.

The No 620 Direct Connect Cord includes the plug to 'be used. It plugs into a
telephone company supplied and installed USOC (Universal Servic Order Code) No.

\
1031X or RJ38X Jack.

0 #

The No. 620 must, be sed td "direct connect" equipment that ha line seizure gob
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.4,

nforination

Itswol.M.4.4sRWilOOMMOlawyelImero

.14

capability. (i.e. automatic disconnection of handsets from the telephone line
during equipment activation) such as:

No. 663 Line Seizure/Switching Module
No. 669 Digital. Communicator,
No. 670 Digital Communicator
No. 674 Select- A -LJ!ne 'k

9

Equipment that does not utilize line seizure may be direct connected via the No.
620 and "RJ" Jack as described in Diagram 1. Alternatively,
where local regulations permit, a standard 4 pin telephone .plug and jack may be
used. Such equipment includes:

No. 612 Automatic Telephone Dialer
No. 660 Digital Receiver
No. 671'Digital Call Director
No. 679 Digital Communicator

OPERATION: (See Diagram)

No. 620 plumed into "RJ" Jack: Connection of the handsets to the incoming line
can be controlled by the equipment attached to the No. 620.

No. 620 unplugged from "RJ" Jack: Handsets are connected directly to the
incoming line via "shorting bars" within the jack. Protection equipment is ,

- disconnected from line.

GENERAL.SPAFICATIONS:

Plug :

Conductors :

Jacket :

Length :

Termination

Mates with .:

0

Miniature, 8 Position, Keyed
8

Chrome Vinyl
7' (2.1 meters)

USOC (Universal'Service Order Code)
No. RJ31X or RJ38X, Jack (Miniature 8 Position) to be
ordered from and installed by telephone company

1

A

'896
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th.

Informati n

The installation instructions for Ademco No. 624 Direct connect cord into a RJ31X
or RJ38X Jacks are shown in the following diagraMs.

TI

gIV)r? N

tPROVIDED and INSTALLED
1:1' TELEPHONE COMPANY)

INCOMING

TPAIR
FROM

ELEPHONE
NET WORK

w

41111

s.

R

ql

ADEMCO No 620 DIRECT CONNECT CORD
(PLUG) (CABLE)

R.
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r I
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DIAGRAM 1 Wiring and Typical connections
CJ

SHORTING BARS AUTOMATICALLY
SHOR-IT 1 to 4 and 510 8 WHEN PLUG
IS REMOVED

The RJ31X is provided and installed by the telephone company. The functional
wiring of an RJ31X jack is shown in the following diagram of an AA635A
connecting' block which is the same as the RJ31X. ,,,111 01..1114 0 II mom
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4

Assignment
;Complete the job sheet.

Complete the self assessment and check answers.

Complete the post assessment and have instructor check,your answers.

C.

0

1*

R

a

74.
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,/

Job Sheet

OBSERVE%THE CONNECTIONS INTO AN RF31X PHONE JACK-

Arrange to observe a journeymat make connections into an RJ31X Jack.

110 Record the steps in the installation.

Techniques
- Wire identificaiton

10 Testing

.

Ot.

t

p

I

fit
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, Self
Assessment

V

1. Who sets the rates on leased telephone lines?

2. Which rates are used for digital communicators?

3. Where are the tariffs for telephone communications found?

4. What type of jack is needed for hooking alarm'systems into telephone lines?

5. How are repair order)s handled?

.1,
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9

(

Self Assessment'
'Answers

1. Public Utility Commissioner

2. Regular telephone rates

3. Public Utility CoMmission

4. RJ31X

5. By calling a special, number at the telephone company.

0

1

4

A
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Pot:
\ Assessment.

1. What is a_,PJ31X?
p

40

2. What is a tariff?

3. Who sets the rates on leased lines?
iroomik

4. Who determines the rates for digital communicators?

4

5. Wbo owns or leases telephones at present?

p

9 1 4
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Instructor
post Assessment
AnsmTss

1. A special phone jack used,in installation of alarm systems.

. A set of rules and regulations that govern telephone services. It is kept

by Public Utility Commissioner.

3. Public Utility Commissioner

44. Telephone companies regular rates

1
5. A T and eT,

4

903
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Suppleinentary
References

Public Utility Commissioner
Labor and Industries Building
Salem, Oregon 97510
Contact: Jack Bosch ik

Tariff Manager
Telecommunications DivisiO4
Telephone: 3784635

Local Telephone Company
Business Office

I
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24.1

BASIC SOUND SYSTEM

O

.

Goal:

The apprentice will-be able to
describe a basic sound system. 4'

0

Performance Incilcators:b,

1. Describe transmitter.

2. Describe amplifier.

3. Describe receiver.

4: Describe loudspeaker.
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!Study Guide Ur\

t

I

Read the goal and performance indicators for this package.

' Read the vocabulary list for this package.

Study the introduction and information sheets.

Complete theqtskeet.

Complete the self asses and check answers.

Complete the post assessment and have y rrnstructor deck the answers.

Iv

4
\a"
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Vocabulary

Amplifiers

Audio f requencies-

Audio frequency amplifier

Baffle

Cone

Hertz

Loudspeaker

Microphone

Output transformer

Resistance couplings

Speaker

VIP

Transmitter

Tweeter

Voice coil

Woofer

a



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Introduction
Sound' systems are part of many detection systems. 'Schools often\lse public
address systems as the basis for audio detection or sound tascrimination
devices. A basic sound system consists of a transmitter, amplifier and

'receiver.

An apprentice should have a basic knowledge of how a sound system operates.
They shiould know its parts and bod they relate to each other. This package
providtp a general description of a sound'system and how it works.

D-b

,estr*---
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Information
cr.

A basic sound system is composed of the following parts.

* Transmitter that accepts the sound and converts it to electrical
energy that can be transmitted down a line. As sound as made it creates
vibrations. Those vibrations that can be held by the human ear are called
audio frequencies. HuTans hear frequencies of 20 to 20,000 hertz.
Hertz refers to cycles per second of the sound vibrations. a microphone
is a transmitter.

* Amplifiers are used to magnify the sound so that it can be heard. The
amplifier increases the strength of the signal being transmitted.

* Speaker or Loudspeaker idla receiver that processes the signal and
. reconverts it to voice quality sound.

Transmitter

A telephone transmitter consists of a round, flexible diaphragm connected to a

small container of carbon. When voice waves hit the diaphragm it moves with the
vibrations of the sound. This vibration causes movement in the carbon. If this
setuVls connected with a battery the current will vary according to the sound
waves. This variation changes the sound vibrations into electrical waves that

can be transmitted. A transmitter and microphone are the same'. The symbol of a
microphohe is . A telephone microphone is shown below:

Docir 44-4.1.4701

D' SK

C0b-lbon 9r-tIntr le s

All Other microphones work on a sin4iar principle.'

Amplifiers

The purpose of amplifiers is to make signals stronger. The signals produced by
a transmitter are weak and'need to be'magnified for ease of hearing at the

illreceiver
end. An audiofrequency, Iplifier is used to make audio signals

900
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nformation
stronger. In. one scheme, the transmitter 1.s connected to an amplifier by a

resistance and capacitor coupling. This is known as resistance couplings.
A diagram of an audio. amplifier in a total sound system is.shbwn.

Irrans).1.4-0e.&-

Receiver

Aud Rio
Wa.tie

Aft, pis eeao. Zaa.,Js peiteceb-
(

,

Ample-Cocci
Ave, 1.11
14.142.Ve..

. .

A receiver transfers electric current back into sound waves. -A receiver
consists of a magnet witWa coil of wire around it and with a flexible diaphragm
mounted in front of it. A telephone receiver is an example:

41 c?

Di& eh PACI rn

Plaine+.

Cod of

Loudspeakers

A loudspeaker unit contains a permanent magnet. The loudspeaker consists of:

* Voice coil which 16 a coil of wire wound on a hollow tube at the lose of
the cone.
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Information A Th

Cone that produces sound waveh.,

Output transformer that couples the amplifier to the speaker.

Magnet that sets up a magnetic field in the voice coil.
7---

A diagram of a speaker is shown below:

sro v--

A loudspeaker system which handles high frequencies is called a tweeter.

One that handles low frequencies is called a woofer. The box 'surrounding a

loudspeaker is referred to as a baffle.

,e

4
A
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Asvgnment
Complete the job shept.

_Complete the self assessment and check answers.

Complete the post assessment and check answers with instructor.
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Job Sheet
INSITCT A SOUND SYSTEM

Carefully inspect a pound system and identify the following.

Microphone or Transmitter

Do you find the diaphragm that receives the sound waves? Do you find the
location of the carbon grains that help to convert sound into electrical
energy?

Amplifier

Does it have a resistance and capacitor coupling with the amplifier?.
What does the unit look life?

Speaker

Is ig a woofer or tweeter? Where is the magnet located? "Do you find the
voice coil? Does it have a transformer? `What type of baffle is fo6nd?

41
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Self
Assessment..

1. The cylces per second of sound vibrations is called

ail

2. S6und vibrations that can be heard by humans it called
frequency.

3. Sound energy is converted to electrical energy by the

4. Electrical energy is converted back into sound energy by the,

5. A loudspeaker that handles high frequencies is called a

vr

10

r.r4
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Self iekstessment
Answers

4

1. Hertz

2. Audio

3. Transmitter

4. Receiver or Speaker

5. Tweeter
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Pout
Assessment

-;

f),

1. is used to make audio signals stronger.

2. A loudspeaker system that handles low frequencies is called a

3. The box surrounding a loudspeaker is called a

4. Draw the symbol of a microphone.

5. A

electrical current.

1/4

ot

is used to change sound waves into

1

916
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Ar

Instructor
"Post Asseisment
Answers

1. Nmplifier

2. Woofer

3. Baffles

4
4.

t

5. Transmitter or microphone

411

00'

'Pt
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CI

Supplementary
'References

'4

40-,.Basic references in electronics will provide additional information as
needed. Manufacturers information and supply catalogs are another good
resource for specific informatfon on soundYsrtem6.,

%II"...

14
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25.1
d

BUSINESS LETTERS

ti

4,

Goal:

The appAtice will be able to
describe the parts and format

/ of a business letter.
-;

(3. J

Performance Indicators:

el

1. Describe parts of a letter.

2. Describe format of a letter.

A

a
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Study Guide
41%

41,Read the goal and performance indicators for this package.

Read, the vocabulary list for this package.

Study the introduction and information sheets.

Complete the job sheet.

Complete the self assessment and check answers.

Complete the post assessment and have your instructor check the answers.

\11

V

Q

rtt

f
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Vocabulary
IIIIIMMat 110=111111111MIN=MNTINIMMIa.MINIIIMIMIIIII.MOMMOINIONIMIN ,M.111111111111.

Body

Closing

Conclusion

Date

Inside address

Introduction

Salutption

(

S

60
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4
ntroduction
Businesses communicate in a number of ways. The most common methods of
communcation is through business letters and telephone conversations. Both
forms of communication are vital to success in a business.

Business letter writing is a simple process if a format is followed in writing
the letters. The letter format must become habit with the writer.

This package explains the parts of a business letter and shows examples of those
parts in example letters.

A

1
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nformation
L.

lootowtoNemitt*
WElourppoonlmomm10111.

A business letter should be concise, clear and neatly written. Well written.,

letters usually get a positive response from the receiver.

Parts of a Business Letter

Letterhead should be used for company business. It looks more official and

businesslike. The name and address of the receiver should form the inside

address. It is wise to use titles in the headings because sae receivers may

prefer it that way. A date shoulit be typed on the letter on the opposite side

of the page. A salutation can be Dear Mr, Jones, Dear Tom or Ms. Irene Dunn.
The salutation should be appropriate to tliN receiver. If you do not know fats

sure that the receiver is a Mrs. or a Miss, the Ms. prefix should be used. If

you know the receiver is proud of the title of Dr.., use it in the salutation.
After all, a business deal may hinge on how well you please them.

An introduction is used.to establish a r rence-point for t message that you
wish .to convey. It does not .ude the ssage but sets the stage for the

message.

1
Tie body of the letter is used to convey the message. It should be clearly

stated so that the reader can understand it. Lengthy, rambling sentences are

not good in a business letter. The reader gets lost and rjects the idea that
is being conveyed.

The conclusion of a letter is used to summarize the points in the message, and

make proposals for the future. It is a wrap-up of the message that you ,were
trying to convey in the body of the-letter.

e closing of a.letter is a Sincerely, Yours truly, Respectively Yours, etc.

oAlo d by the signature of the letter'sender. The closing is equal to a so

1 ng or goodbye, have a. nice day that occurs when two people end a business

di ssion. The, closing should be as courteous as though you were stating a

verbal goodbye. It leaves the reader with a positive feeling toward the sender.
In business, positive feelings and responses are most important.
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nformation
Purpose of Business Letters

1,

Business letters are written for various reasons Some of the most common
reasons are:

Provide information to a customer or client.

Clarify financial transactions.

Request information from others.

Public relatinos with customers and potential customers.

Writing the Letter

The letter should be written in the same style that you would use in a verbal
communication. In order to show the parts of a business letter in the context of
actual letters, two example letters are given in this package. The apprentice
should follow tbe format of these letters and write their own. Only practice
will make -good letter writer. It can be a pleasure to communicate 'ideas
through businiss letters.. Good letters are good public relations for the letter
.sender. For. this reason, the process of letter writing must be continually
improved.

.

924



[NAME AND ADDRESS OF RECEIVER'

(BODY OF LETTER'

LETTERHEAD

(DATE WRITTINJ

Mr. Jack Daniels
Smoke Detectors, Inc.
2302 S.W. Pine Street
Bend, Oregon 97801

Dear Mr. Daniels:

INFORMATION LETTER

JOHN DOE COMPANY
Frechnglen,'Oregon 97203
Telephone: (503) 682-7312

40

January 16, 1984

In regard to our telephone conversation on December 28, I am sending
the inf6rmation that you requested.

The new smoke detector (Model 621) is an ionization type detector that
is far more sensitive than any of the previous models. It offers the
advantage of early detection cif smoke which allows a response force to

/ suppress a fire before it does extensive damage. The disadvantage of
this detector is false alarms created by cigarettes and other small
quantities of smoke that may be a natural part of the environment.

The price of this dete/tor is $18.43 which is conpetitive with other
smoke sensing units.

P\ I have included a brochure that shows pictures and specifications for.
the 621 detector unit. ha s°, an order blank is provided for your
convenience.

If I can be of further help in this matter, please call or drop by our
office.

`CLOSING 1

'SIGNATURE

f'1AME OF SENDER

Sincerely,

JIM DOE, WESIDENT

925

!INTRODUCTION

[CONCLUSION

0



PUBLIC RELATIONS LETTER

JOHN DOE COMPANY
Frenchglen, OR 97203

Mr. James Beam
700 Hazy Lane
Fossil, OR 97256

Dear Jim,

O

January 16, 1984 .(7A

Our company wishes to express its appreciation for your purchase of
the fire alarm system. It is nice to ibrecome acquainted and establish
friendships with new customers. It is personally rewarding to our
staff as well as being financially advantageous to our conany.

We would like to help.you. with your alarm system needs in the years to
come. If we cannot supply your needs with quality products at
competitive prices, we can certainly refer you to fellow suppliers that
can fill your orders.

Once again, thanks for doing business with our firm.

a

Sincerely,

JIM DOE, PRESIDENT
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Assignment

4,110."1141

0, Complete job sheet.

Complete self assessment.

Complete post assessment.



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNINGISYSTEMS

Job Sheet
'a

Write business letter requesting informationIiaasupply company

or manufacturer.

er

1
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, Self
Assessment

1. Write a short business letter for the purpose of conveying product
information to a customer.

2. Idehtify parts of 'letter to assure that it is complete.

0
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Self Assessment.
Answers

41 Does the letter have:

- Inside address
.2. Date

Salutation
Iliiroduction

- Body

- Conclusion
- Closing
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Pait
Assestment

41 Write a short letter to clarify a financial transaction with a

customer that believes you have cheate1 him.
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INSTRUCttONAL LEARN' G SYSTEMS

Instructor
Post Assessment
Answers

Have the instructor read and comment on your letter.

- Di you fully explain the financial matter?
- Is the letter written in a way to appease or make him madder?

'N 0

/1,
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Supplementary
References

Business *letter files.

-....i....-

a
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Goal:

5--
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26.1

VIDEO SURVEILLANCE SYSTEMS

'

The apprentice will be able to
describe video surveillance systems.

41

Performance Indicators:

1. Describe one camera surveillance
system.

2. Describe multiple surveillance
systems.

3. Describe field of view systems.

934
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Study GuidE

Read tie goal and performance indicators to find what is to be learned from
package.

Read vocabulary list of trade terms.
_ARP

Read introduction dnd 'information sheets for technical inforMation.

Complete the job sheet.

Complete the self assessment an checAenswers.

Complete post assessment and have instructor check answers.

(7t
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Vocabulary 1

Camera

Coaxial cable

Electninit switches

Enclosures,

Field of iew

Fixed focus lens

Housing ,0
Irriage tube

Image splitting optics

Lens

Long focal -length lens
, 1

Monitor

Multiple camera system

Ran/tilt

Short focal length leers

Ok. 'Si 1 is ori target
.

1 Sifigle camera 'SS/stein

)10 Standard vidicon amera

Vid90

4,

Wide field of view
ot

,

7

Zoom lens
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Introduction

Closed circuit television has been aro!nd for many years. It has taken a long

while for it to become part of our everyday living.

"'the economic slump has helped to promotet.a boom in closed circuit television in

"'the security industry. Security staff have teen replaced with CCTV systems in

order to trim budgets.

A wide variety of cameras and other CCTV equipment has flooded the markets. The

cost of CCTV systems are becoming more economical.

The installer must be able to select cost effective equipment for a CCTV system.

This means that an installer must know basic equipment types and characteristics.

f

0

No 0

6
4

2

0
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Information

t.

SINGLE- CAMERA SYSTEMS

A basic closed circuit television system is composed of:

- Lens which collects light from the scene and forms an image of the scene
on the camera tube.

- Camera which converts the visible scene into an electrical signal that is
suitable for transmission over a coaxial cable.

- Coaxial cable which transmits the camera scene signal from the camera to
a monitor.

Monitor which displays the picture that the camera is taking by converting
the electrical signal back into a visible picture.

The system described above is a one-camera system. In one-camera systems, an
installer should consider the following questions.

- Where should the camera be located so that all people in the doors and
lobby can be viewed?

- In what direction should the camerbe pointed,so that sun and opening
doors have the least effect?

Should the camera have 2/3" or 1" diameter image tube?

- What field of view should be covered?

- Should a fixed focus lens Or zoom lens be used?

- How much lighting is available for daytime or nighttime operation?

- Should the camera be mounted on wall brackets, recessed in walls or
ce4ing or installed in a housing?

- What is the distance between camera and monitor?

- What size monitor screen should be used?

\011 - How is the monitor connected?

- Should the camera voltage be'115 V AC or 24V.DC?
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Information

- What type of coaxial cable should be used? RG59 or RG11?

- Is the monitor desk top or rack mounted?

This package will explain some of these points. The next packages in this series

will provide specific details on cameras, lenses, monitors and enclosures.

CAMERA LOCATION

The camera should not be pointed toward the sun or an open door. Large light levels

will hurt the picture quality. In some cameras, bright sunlight will burn a spot

on the image. tube. A good camera location that will view peopletoving through the

doors and lobby is shown below.
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Informati n

IMAGE TUBE SIZE -

All standard cameras use either 2/3" or 1" diameter image tubes. If cost is a major
factor the 2/3" tube should be selected. Where im,ge quality is the major considera-
tion, the 1" tube should be selected.

FIELD OF VIEW (FOV)

The field of view is the scene that the camera sees. A light source (sunlight or
lamps) illuminate,the scene. Part of this light is reflected to the lens of the
camera. The camera collects the light through the lens and fikuses it onto the
image tube. The image tube converts the visible image into electronic signals.
A video signal is transmitted by coaxial cable to the video monitor. A field .of
view is shown in the following diagram.

.- . ;
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TYPE OF LENS
, ':',v0Ufr,

The field of view is determined by the type of lens used. A short focal length
lens has a wide field of view. A long focal length lens has a narrow field of
view. Lenses will be of two types:

- Fixed focal length lens

- Zoom lens

The fixed focal lengthIlens must be selected to match the-specific requirements of
a job. A zoom lens has'a variablq f al length. Zoom lenses are more expensive
than fixed focal length lenses. The oom lens allows many field of views with one
lens. Lense will be discussed in detail in a separate package. ''

SCENE LIGHTING'

The standard vidicon camera will function in.most situations where a normal amount
of light 1, available. In cases where the camera must face bright lights or sun-
light, a vidicon with a silicon target should be used. The silicon tube is more
sensitive (10 to 100 times) than the standard tube. It is also more expensive.
Other t es of Cameras are designed for use in dim, light. The camera types will` be
dealt wi in detail in a separate package.
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Information

CAMERA INSTALLATION

A camera may be installed in one of three.ways:

Mounted on a simple camera bracket.

Recessed in the wall or ceiling.

Placed in attractive housings or enclosures that provide protection
from the environment and vandalism.

A simple mounting bracket is shown below.

i ceilsing enclosure for a recessed installation is shown.

0,housing for an indoor-camera is pictured below.

941
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Information

CAMERA POWER

Most cameras operate from 115 volt or 24 V power. If 115 volt is available at the
camera site, it should be used. If a camera is to be operated at a remote location,
a step-down transformer will be needed.

COAXIAL CABLE

The RG 59 and RG 11 coaxial cables'transmit both camera power and video signal.
If cameras are located in remote areas, one cable can be used for both needs. The
details of cable selection and connectors will be dealt with in a separate package.

MULTIPLE CAMERA SYSTEMS

Once single camera systems are understood, it takes very little more to understand
multiple camera systems. There are two remaining questions that are specific to .

,multiple camera systems.

- Will a single monitor be enough for each c.amera

0
- Will the picture frdNAch xamera switch into a single display monitor

by an electronic switclier- ,

This will depend orl the preference of the customer and the Limber of,people moving

through the camera 'areas. If a large number pass through an area, all camera
should use separate monitors. If only a few people move about the are.a, gesingle
monitor and switcher should be used.

WIDE .FIELD OF VIEW SYSTEMS

the applications of Way fields of view can be made with:

- Pan/tilt platforms.

- Multiple cameras to break a wide arealto smaller fields of view.

I

- Fixed, wide field of view lens on a standard camera.

A pan system allows the camera to move horizontally. A tilt system moves the
camera up and down. A pan/tilt platform requires motors, switches and timers

0
to move the camera.

A pan/tilt field of view is shown in the following picture.

912
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Information

. . .

WIDE FIELD OF VIEW CAMERA

Several techniques are'used in getting a wide field of view.

- 110 degree FOV

- 180 degree FM'

The 110 degree FOV is obtained by using a 4.8 mm lens. This system is used in
lobbys and elevators. The 180 degree FOV requires two 100 degree lenses. The
lenses we mounted at 90° angles to each other, one on'top of the other. One
monitor handles both lenses. A 180 degree FOV camera system is shown.

0

IMAGE SPLITTING JPTICS

ti

Image splitting involves displaying more than one camera scene on a single monito.
This may be done with:

- Two cameras, two cables, an electronic splitter and one monitor.

- One camera, one spli ter and one monitor.

A small optical splitter i screwed into the camera "C".mount. Twoillensese
then screwed into the spl ter. This causes the. two scenes to be displayed in a

split image on the monit. The camera views one scene and the splitter lens
views another. The twit ens image splitting olptics is shown below.

944
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Info rmation

SWITCHEPS

Electronic switchers can be used to display several-camera scenes on one monitor.
Each camera's scene is shown in turn on the monitor. Indicator lights'show which
camera is being displayed. A switcher system is pictued below.

945
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ssignmEnt

40 Complete job sheet.

Complete self assessment and check answers.

, Complete post assessment and have instructor check your answers.

*It

,
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I.

4

EXAMINE CCTV SYSTEMS

Visit a supply house with a variety of CCTV equipment and supplies.

Make a list of equipment types available and prices.

Cameras

Coaxial cable

Coaxial connectors

Lenses

Switchers

Monitors

.

a

a
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SElf
Assessmeht

'F

The

4'

camera tube.

2. The

collects.light from a scene and forms an image on the

transmits the camera scene to the monitor.

3. What might happen if &camera is pointed at'strong light?

Would you expect the best image quality_ from a 2/3" or 1"%, image tube?

5. Which part of the camera converts visual images into video signals?

1,1

, 6. A lens with a'variable focal length is:called a lens.

'A long focal length has a' field of view.

,8*. Why are comeras placed in housings and enelosdre0

9. What is a switcher used for?

10. "

monitor.

optics allow more than one camera to display on a. single

948



Lens'

Coaxial cable

Might.burn;thOmage tube.

5. Image tubes

6. Zoom

7. Narrow 9 ito

8. To protect'from Rnvironmental conditions and vandalism.

9. TO allow more than\one camera to display on a single monitor.

10. Image splitting.

,

it

J

949
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Post
Assessment

image tube is less expensive of the two standard sizes.

2. What is used to transmit the camera sceneo the monitor?

The scene that a camera sees is called

4. The image tube converts Visible images into

What is a zoom lens?

6. A short focal length has a field of view:,

4

Can 115 volt power be used with CCTV camera?

8. .A pan system allows camera to move

signals.

9. A device that allows several camera scenes to by showil on one monitor is an
electronic,

10. Both camera power and video signals can be transmitted on the same types

of

9 50
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.1nOructor
Post Fisisessment

.5 t,

1. 2/3"

2. Coaxial cable

3. Field of view

tI

Video signals

One with a variable focal length

6. Wide.

7. Yes

8. Horizontally

9. Switcher

10. Coaxial cable

4

4-
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' \ Supplementary
eferences

,61.0=6161W

Security, Distributing and Marketing,_ Magazing.;' P.O. Box 272, Culver Ceity,
CA 90230. (Several.yast issues have good,articlres on CCTV syttems,;
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26.2

CCTV CAMERAS

*41

4

a

l

0

Performance Indicators:

Thd apprentice will be able to
`describe closed circuit television
cameras. ,

41;

4 k.

t'
1. Describe,types f CCTV Cameras!

2: Describe parts If CCTV cameras.

3. Describe sync of Cameras. '

4. Describe resolution.

5. 'Describe light sensitivity and
comperisation. / '

Describe.opplication of CCTV
cemerds.

s

I

/

',9 3
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Study Guide*
,,....4,,, , 44.'0

c.

%

Read the goal and pefformance indiCators.,, Determine what is to be learned
from this package.

AD Read the vocabulary list of 'new trade terms to be introduced in this package.

Study the introduction and information srleAts to get the technical information.

Complete the job sheet.'

40" Complete the self assessment and check your own answers with answer sheet:

Complete the post assessment. Ask the instructor to check your answers.

N

e, t
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Vocabulary

Compensation

Composite video

Enclosures

Housings

Image tube

Interlace

Lines of resolution

Photoconductor

Picture field

Random interlace camera

Silicon diode

Silicop intensifier target cameo (SIT)

Sync.

Vidicon
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Introduction

Cameras are the 'basic component of a closed circuit television system. Careful
selection of a camera is' the most important step for a successful system.

CCTV cameras have a wide range of applications in video surveillance systems. he
silicon image tube,provides greater sensitivity to light. SysteTs can now be
installed to give' 24 hour surveillance.

a.

4
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Information

BASIC CCTV CAMERAS

The basic CCTV camera for security purposes is the low cost random interlace
surveillance camera. These cameras have a wid,light range,which_make them suitable
in many applications. These cameras are of solid state corkruction. A random
interlace camera is shown below.

I

a.

0

SPECIAL CCTV CAMERAS

The silicon Intensifier target camera (SIT) is, used as a 24 hour surveil:lance.
:This camela can transmit images in near darkness. The SIT camera has b6ent.refined
even further in the.ISIT camera. It can operate in even darker settings: 7A SIT
camera is pictured below.

1--
IT Comoro will produce crisp, useful IV pictures right up to. tiontihold of &utmost in

ITight levels os low as cpoot foottondies el scene Illumination.

957
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Information
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PARTS OF A CCTV CAMERA

The basjc parts of a CCTV camera are shown below.

,BEAM
7-.3le&er

. fo cc/5

iCoN
posrrioN,

Lens Collects light from the scene and forms an image of scene on the
vidicon (image tube) /

Vidicon.-- Converts the visible scene into a video signal.
or

Irnaae Tube

SYNC OF CAMERA
. e.

The camera must have the ability to "lock up", with the monitor in a way that
produces stable pictures. That ability is called sync. 'The camera must send video

signals and sync information to the monitor. About .7 of the total signal is video
signal and .3 is sync information. The video signal goes from ground reference and

is. positive. Sync pulses are negative. Video signals and sync information together
are called composite video.

A picture video is made up of two fields of information. Each field is transmitted
in 1/60 of a second, T6 reduce the flicker in pictures, one field of information
fills in between ;the scan lines of the other field. A p cture field is made by

958
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Information

scanning 262 horizontal lines. The beam scans 262-lines down and then scans 262
lines up. Each direction makes one picture field. When the lines Of the second
field falls exactly between the lines of the first field, the interlace is 2:1.
Random interl6ce cameras do not provide a complete sync between the two fields.
The sync is cicise enough to give acceptable pictures.

, y
,LINES OF RESOLUTION

A frame of picture information contains 525 lines. Eaeh picture field is 262k
lines. The two picture fields make up one frame. Each line is scanned in the
transmission of a signal. The number oliWines scanned by a camera is known as
lines of resolution. The random,interlaTe camera gives pictures with 525 lines
of resolution, Home TV sets are limited to 250 lines of resolution.

LIGHT REQUIREMENTS

The random interlace camera can operate vii th. as little as .5 foot-candles of scene
lighting. In otAr words, these cameras can operate in the dim lighting of buildings.
A bright sunlight scene is about 8,000 foot-candles of light. A dim interior of a
room is 1 foot-candle. The variation in the two light levels is 8,000:1. This .ratio
will be called compensation in camera specifications. Compensation tells usthe range
of light conditions that the camera will work in. For example, a camera with a.
10,000:1 compensation will perform in a very wide range of light conditions--bright
sunlight to dim hallways. The s iton vi'dicon camera is designed for low light levels.
When the lightiRg'is apt to aff dt picture quality, a silicon intensifier. target (SIT)
camera should be used. I '1

HOUSINGS AND ENCLOSURES

There are many types of housings and enclosures for CCTV cameras. The cameras can
be mounted on a bracket or recessed.into the wall or ceiling. Housings are often
selected to give a better appearance to the unit. Other types of housdngs and
enclosures offer protection from vandalism, dust and other environmental condit pns.

VIDICON TUBES
\

The image tube is a critical part of a CCTV camera. The standard sizes of image
tubes are 2/3" and 1". The 2/3" tubes are less expensive but do not give as good
an image quality as the V tube. The 1" tube offers a higher resolution and greater
sensitivity to light.

Standard vidicons consist of a photoconductor that is made with antimony trisulphide.
The more'light sensitive vidicons are made with silicon diodes. Silicon diode tubes

959
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Information

,

'9.re 5 to 10 times more light sensitive than the standard image tube

APPLICATIONS

Most cameras have solid state components. In most cases,Ithe manufacturer takes
care of camera repair. The installer does not need tolbe,a camera technician or
a TV photographer. The installer of CCTV should know:

How to select the proper camera.

How to locate a CCTV camera to get the maximum field of view.

How to connect camera and monitor.

How to design and,install multiple surveillawe systems.
4

How to make external adjustments of camera and monitor.
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AssignmEnt

I C.

.!;

Complete job sheet.
am.

Complete self ass'es'sment.

J

4

Complete post.dssessmeht.

V

1
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OBSERVE TYPES AND COSTS OF CCTV CAMERAS.

Visit a store that sellsiWTV equipment.

Look closely at the cameras.

Standard random interlace types.

S-IT and ISIT .rypes. .4 .,
/

Image splitting optics.

Special wide field of view cameras.

Compare costs of standard surveillance cameras and those designed for special
purposes.

Compare cameras by reading the specification sheets.

Lines of resolution:

-, Light sensitivity and compensation.

*

o
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SEIf
ASSESSmEnt

1. What ts' ?re basic camera used or security purposes?

2% What is the advantage of SIT cameras?

3. The tube that converts visible scenes into video signal is called a

4. The ability of 'a camera to "lock up" with the monitor and give astable

picture is called

5. A picture field hat lines df information.

44114

4

6. A frame has lines of information.

/. The ratio of light (10,000:1).is called

8. A " vidicon tube offers better resolution and sensitivity\

a

9.

'than thd 2%3 ",tube.

diode image tubes are 5 to 10 times more right sensitive than

the.Auries made with .antimony trisulphide.

10. 8right1sunlight produces about foot-candles of light.
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Self Assessment
Answers

1. Random interlace

2. Work at very low levels of light

3. Vidicon or image tube.

Syne

5. 262i

6. 525

7. Compens'ation

8. 1"

9. Silicon

10. 8,000

964
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Post
AssesmEnt

4
4

i.":4;0as
. writ. ...'?"" P I: ,...1.:146- =1,',_,: " '

1. How many scan 'lines make up a picture field?

2. ilow many scan lines make up a frame?

AN.

3. What is an SIT camera?

4. What is sync

5. What are lines of resolution?'

6; ,What is compensation?

;.

7. What A the preferred size of image tube for best resolution and sensitivity
to light?

8. What is,the advantage of a silicon di9de image Volpe?

9. A video signal is

10. Sync pulses are

,

(Positive, negative)

Positive, negtitive)

I

14
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II

linsitructor
Post Assessment Answers:-

262i

2. 525

3. Has a silicon intensifier target (SIT) whiCh allows it to function in very
low light.

.

4. The ability of a camet-a to "lock up" with the monitor in a way that prpduces
a stable picture.

5. The number of the total (525) lines scanne the camer.

A term that describes the ratio of light sensitivity of a camera. It isa
ratio that compares the light of bwtpht sun and dim light. Compensation
describes range of lighi that a camera can work within.

7. 1"

44744

Can function in very, low Wight.

400

9. Positive

10. Negative

966
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Sup lementw9
Ref fences,

Security, Distributing and Marketing Magazine. P.O. Box 272, Culver City, CA.
,90230. (Past issues contain many good articles'on CCTV.)
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26.3

CCTV CABLE.

Goal:

,The apprentice will be able to
'describe types of CCTV cable
and its application.

tiS

ferformance Indicators:

1. Describe coaxial cable.

'Describe apAications of coaxial

.4

4

cable.
4

t".
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Study GuidE
. ' '.-Zati e

to

I

A

OP

Read the goal and performance indicators. Determine what is to be learne1i

from package.

Read vocabulary list to learn new trade terms to be discussed in package.

O Read introduction and information sheets.

Complete the job sheet.

AD Complete self assessment and check your answers.

Complete post assess ment and gave instructor check your answers.

IA

p
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4

Vocbulary

- Black vinyl

BNC connectors

Coaxial cable

Connectors

Clamp type connector

Crimp type connector

Impudence

Insulation

Jacket

Polyethylene

Shield

o Signal. Wire

UHF connectors

b

44'
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Introdudion

C.4

Coaxial cables are necessary for carrying high grade video signals from a camera
to the monitor: The cable 'received its name from a shield'of copper material that
is wound coaxially'about the. wire.

0

This package is designed to help apprentices understand coaxial cable and its
applicationsin video surveillance systems.

/

I

'4t

I..

40,

971
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Information

el

COAXIAL CABLE is a special type of cable for conducting video signals. A coaxial
cable has a coaxially located shield around it._ An insulation'separates the;wire
that carries the signal froth the shield.

dfiewk- r

5,-41ELD

.5,GIVA4 WIRE

/s)

Coaxial ,cable comes in standard lengths of:25, 50, 100, 500 and 1,000 feet. The

410
signal carryingwire is made of stranded copper or copper covered steel. The
insulation between the wire and shield is made of polyethylene. Outside cable
jackets are blackvinyl. The shield is made of a copper material.

CABLE SIZES

Coaxial cable sizes have 22 gauge wire. The wire may be .a solid copper or stranded
wire, The wires can, be purChased in a variety of impedences. Impedence rating is
designated by numbers on the coaxial cable.. Such numbers as R59U te1,1 us that the
cable belongs to a group with certain measures of resistance. Most CB radios and
.television transmitters use 22 gauge wire.

COMMON 1141PT OF'CCTV CABLE

The most common types of CCTV cable are RG 59 U RG 11 V. Both of these numbers
are cables with 75 ohmsi'of impedence. One- cable is needed for.each.car.era because
only one picture is transmitter per camera. .

CONNECTORS

Connectors can be Plirchasdil in wo basic types -- UHF and BNC. Tie connectors
may be either crimp or clamp tyres. This refers to the way the connectors are
attached to cable. The connectors may also be male or, female types. These features

. can b% seen in the following pictures of Bk connectors.

972
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CABLE SPECIFICATIONS

A look at the following RG 59 V cable specifications will:give an understanding
of sizes, parts and characteristics of CCTV cable.

DESCRIPTION

.

NUMBER
STANDARD
LENGTHS

(FEET}
AWG

(STRANDING)

r

SHIELD INSULATION
...

JACkET

..)

8241

25
50
100

U-500
500

11-1000
1000

22 (solid)
bare

copper*
covered

steel '

1 bare

copper

95%

coverage

Polyethylene Black

Vinyl .

.

9240
U-500
500

11-1000

1000

20 (solid)
bare

copper

covered

steel .

1 bare

copper

80%
coverage

$

Cellular

Polyethylitfie

Black

Vinyl

_11-Be7gr

9265 500

1000

2 cond. 22
(stranded)

tinned

copper

1 coax. 22

(stranded)

bare 4
copper

1 pair

Teldloo

coverage

100%

1 bare

copper

95%

coverage

Vinyl

Cellular

Polyethylene

,,,,
.

Black ..
Vinyl

.

t>.ilit
.,

9259

50
100

U-500
500

U-1000
'1000

.

22 (stranded)
bare

copper
,.

1 bare
copper

. 95%
coverage

Cellular
Polyethylene

.

Black
Vinyl

A
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APPLICATIONS

Some rules should lioe followed in yorking with coaxial cable.

4

Long runs should be made with a single length of cable. Avoid splicing in the
middle of 'a run,

2. Follow manufacturers recommendations. Use recommended cable for the job.
Marafacturens will specify the maximum allowable distance between camera and
monitor.

r
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AssignmEnt
.10

40 Complete job sheet.

Complete self assessment and check answers.

Complete post assessment and have instructor check answers.
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4

Job Sheet b

INSPECT A PIECi OF COAXIAL tABLE AND CABLE CONNECTORS

Obtain a piece of coaxial cable and cable connectors.
,J40

Expose the layers of the cable by cutting it like this.

3,vaie6.e-

s I 4.9 1-1

40 Is the wire solid core or stranded?

Do you find all of the parts?

Examine the cable connectors

Are the connectors UHF or BNC?

Art-the connectors crimp or clamp types

Are the connectors male or female types?

ft
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1

SElf,
AssessmEnt

INSTRTION,AL LEARNING SYSTEMS

I V

LABEL THE PARTS OF THIS COAXIAL CABLE:

4

3

2.

3.

4.

4

4

i5. What ar signal wires made from?

6. What are jackets made from?

7. What is the Oligigwo4 from?

k

8. Most coaxial cable has garuge wire?

Connectors come as UHF and types.

10. RG59 V cable has 2 w ohms impedence.

977
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Self Assessment
Answers

4

1. Jacket',

2. Shield

N

Insulation

4. Signal wire (center wire)

Copper or coppertd covered steel

op

Black vinyl material

7. Copper Material

8. 22

9. BNC

10. 75

QP

4

IP*
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*Post
4

II

Assesment
" .0: ".- " #.4 v4.1: ..!, '

DRAW ANO:LABEL THE FOLLOWIN4 PARTS OF A COAXIL CABLE
a

1. Jacket

2. Shield

3. Insulation

4. Signal wire

.16

ANSWER THE4FOLLOWING QUESTfONS:

5. How,-many -ohms of resistance (impedence)fdoes an RG 59 V cable have?

f

6. What is the wire size of coaxial cable/used in CCTV?

4

7. What types of connectors are used with coaxial cable?

-a .-a--aw.a.r...<,--.--

8. Is it proper to splice in the middle of a run of coaxial Cable?

9. What is the signal wire madefrom?

10. What is tho shield made from?

I
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t.

fnstryctor
',post Assessment Answers

.0

Jacket

2. .Shield

).
Insulation

Signal wire

5. 75 olir;1

6. 42

7. UHF and BNC

8. No

9. Copper or copper coated steel

10. Copper

k

6'
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CCTV MONITORS AND aECORDERS

1

4'

f

Goal:

The apprentice will be able to
describe monitors and recorders

/*- and their applications.
L

Performance Indicators:

1. Describe monitors

2. Describe. time lapse recorders.

3. Describe time/data generator.

4.. Describe inserter/splitter devices.

5. Describe applications of monitors
and recorders.

44!
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INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Study GuidE
"-i -...4.1.1: T.- !

a

Read the goal and performance 'indicators,. Find out what you are supposed to
learn from the package. , 0,

4

Read the vocabulary list.

40 Study the introduction and information sheets.

Complete the job 'Sheet. 4

4, Complete the self assessment and check your answers.

Complete the post assessment and have.:the instructor check your answers.

web

Lt
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Vocabulary

Desk-top
,

monitor

Horizontal tearing

Inserter/splitter .

Rack mounted monitors

Time-lapse recorders

, Time/date generator

Vertical jitter I'

4

4

or.

984
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ritro, uction 4

Noe

* .

This package deals with the CCTV monitor and a few special devices that are related.

to the monitor. the monitor must receive the video signal convert it back into
,a visual image.

11

The monitqr plays a low key role in CCTV systems. However, it canAlimit the quality
of the GGTV system. If the.monitor does not have the needed capabilities, it does
little good to have an expensive camera. The picture at the monitor is the product
of a CCTV system. If the monitor is poor quality, the camera might as well be of
poon quality also.

985
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INSTRUCTIONAL- LEARNING SYSTEMS

Information

4

MONITORS

The monitor is the other half of. a CCTV system. -Some monitors are just black and
white TV monitors in ,an industrial cabinet/. Regular TV monitors should not be
used in video surveillance systems, They dO not have the resolution capacity otft,
the lowest cost CCTV cameras. The monitor, as well as the camera, can limit the
quality of the picture.

.

Monitors are packaged in models that fit the need of security systems.,Yrhe most
popular is the 9" monitor. The 9" monitor can be viawed from 3 to 9 feet and can
be used'on a desk top: dome are using the 6", model because it requires less space.
Distant viewing requires 12, 17 and 19" models.

When monitors are used with time-lapse recorders, the monitor must have good
horizontal and vertical sync circuits. Time-lapse recorders place heavy delflands
on the monitor. If they are not designed to handle the recorder, pictures will
have vertical jitter or horizontal tearing or both.

Monitors are made for both desk top and rack mounting. They can be stacked in
modular units when several screens-are to be monitored at a central location.

Some typical monitor units and specifications are shown in the following pictures.

-.-..,

TR930 9" DESK TOP TR931 SINGLE 9" RACK.MOUNMR.932 DUAL 9" RACKMOUNT

PERFORMANCE DATA AND SPECIFICATIONS
Power Source: 120V AC, 60Hz Picture Tube: 9" diag. with 90° Sweep Linearity: Better than 7% DC Restoration: 20% Am.
deflection, Aluminized Unipotential CRT, Type 230BRB4 Video blen1 Operating Temperature: 0°C to 40°C (32°F to 105F) Am.
Input: 1.1Wp-p. High impedance or 75 ohm switchable, BNCtype blent Operating Humidity: Less than 65% Power Consumption:
connector Video FrequenCy Response: 100kHz: OdB, 13MHz: 23 watts (average) Dimensions: 9" ('fl) x 83/4" (W) ,x 93/4'. (D)6dB Horizontal Resolution: More than 700 Lines (At Center) Weight: 113A lb. (TR930), 17'/4 lb. (TR931), 273/4 lb. (TR932)
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Information

TR.195V

.14

4

TR195V 19" VTR/CCTV MONITOR
Model TR195V is a professional quality VTR/CCTV monitor with a 19 inch diagonally
measured screen. All components othe TR195V (except the picture tube) are soligstate. The 114.° deflection aluminized picture tube displays a sharp, highly detailed
image with more than 600 lines horizontal resolution. TR195V has /HF andUHF tuners and antennas and a 43/4 inch x 3 1(8 inch front mounted siSeaker. The UHF
tuner now features clickstbp tuning that makes,70;ohannel UHF selection as easy asVHF. TR195V is suited to any vi-R/cCTv system. And with the flip efront.mounted
switch it works independently as a normal television receiver. For complete
audio/video input /output versatility, TR195V features a UHF connector for CCTV and
other composite inputs; an 8pin connector for VTR, video cartridge and cassetterecQ(ders, and RCA audio connectors. The monitor is grougded by,its three-prong
power cord.

PERFORMANCE DATE Of ND SPECIFICATIONS
Power Source: AC 120V. 60Hz, 79W Video input: More than
0.5Vpp. Impedance High Z or 75 ohm switchable UHF type bridg
Mg and 8-pin connector Video Output: 1.0Vpp from TV; UHF type
and 8pin connector Horizontal Resolution; More than 600 lines
Audio Input: 8pin connector. FICA pin jack Audio Output: 8pin

-4

4

connector, RCA pin jack Picture Tube: 114 ° deflection aluminiz
ed 172 sq. in. viewing area (19" diagonal) Tu er: VHF, UHF click
stop tuner Cabinet Finish: Mdial, Black Weight: 45 lbs.
Dimensions: 22 3/8" (W) x 16 5/16" (H) x 14 5/8" (D)

4

Monitors are connected to the coaxial cable with coaxial Connectors. The connectors
are of UHF or BNC type.
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Information

TIME LAPSE RECORDERS

A video tape recorder often used to provide a record of events at the surveillance
site. Recorders are often linked with detection sensors. In alarm conditions, the
video recorder is turned on. It can record what is,happening in the protected area
and can activate other alarm devices such as bells. The recorder has both input and
output capacity.

The video tape recorder is helpful in the identification of intruders. It is used
in security applications that require good records of voices and actions. Banks and
other caretakers of money beqome targets of criminals. Video tape recorders can help
to catch'criminals by giving the police an accurate description of those involved.

A video time lapse recorder has a recording memory. It can be programmed to work

411
in several different modes. For instance, the recorder can be placed in a one-shot
mode to'record single pictures. It can be operated by a timer so that it can record
at intervals.

A picture of a video tape recorder and its specifications are shown below.

- --013,4,401 ---""""gPL2_°
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Information

TIME/DATE GENERATOR

Sometimes an application M3'..-require that the time and date be dis layed on the
monitor. A single time/date generator at the monitor is one way t do it. The
character generator is made of CMOS integrated circuits. The disp ays that are

/available show month, day, hour,-minute, second and tenths of.seco

INSERTER/SPLIT6

1

4
This device allows the viewer to control the displays on the monitor. The display
can be broken into quadrants, inserts .or splits by the use of the splitter.

I

aw
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ssignmEnt

Complete the job sheet.

Complete the self 'assessment.

Complete the post assessment.

4



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING:SYSTEMS

INSPECT A CCTV MONITOR S

Find a monitor,that is designed for, CCTV systems.

D Inspect the leads.to the system.

- How is monitor connected to coaxial 'cable?

- 'What type of connector is used?

.1";.:...:°4 10- !.

Is there a lead for hooking up a splitter or recorder?

Does it.have capabilities for character_generation.

4

NI+

1

.

,
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Self
Assessment

1. Why should regular TV monitorqmit be used as CCTV monitors?

2. What size monitor is most popular in the security alarifield?

3. List two basic types of monitors? .

. n

4. .What is the deOce called that allows the monitor screen to be divided into
quadrants or have inserts add d?

.What -does a character generator show?

11%

4
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Self Assessment
Answers

dar.ocio.coo404,1

9.

1. They.do not have as much capacity as TV cameras. Limit quality of picture.

o

2. 9"

3. Desk top and rack mounted.

4. Inserter/splitte

Month, day, hour, minute, second.

V
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Post
Assessrinen

/4.1. 76,
. t

I

1. What is a character generator or dateJtjme generator?

2. What is an inserter/splitter?

3. What. is the purpose of a time-lapse recorder in monitoring CCIV'systems?

a

.4. What type of monitor is apt to get ',vertical jitter" when a recorder is
attached?

5. The inch screen monitor is the molt popular for security

systems.

0

0

.14
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nstructor
Post Assessment Answers

111

tr

4
I. The date/time generator shows the .date and time of the picture on the monitor

screen.
4-

2. An inserter/splitter divides the screen picture into quadrants, adds inserts, etc.

3. A time-lapse recorder can come on with the alarm signal and provide, both visual
and sound records of the intrusion that caused the signal.

A regular l V monitor. It is not of as good quality as the lowest cost CCTV
camera.

4ir

ro

A

1
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Supplementary
References

Nnw.1,,

_

, Security Distributing and Itarketing Magazine. P.O. Box 272, Culver City, CA,
,90230. (Tast issues have good articles on CCTV systems.)
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t TIME-LAPSE VIDEO RECORDERS. AND VIDEOTAPE

The apprentice will be able to
° describe time-lapse video recorders

and thiir applications in brink
Surveillance systems.

Performance Indicators:

1. Describe time-lei:16e video recorders.

2. Describe video tape.

3. Describe applications of time -
lapse recorders in bank security.

p.

fl
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Study GuidE
o0000na-nnoc)caron-,-..c.Cmcwpocwocsc.:,

Read the goal and perfoemance indicators to find out what you are supposed to
learn from the package.

Read the vecabulary list to become acquainted with the trade terms to be used.

Study the introduction 'and information sheets.

Complete the job sheet.

11 Complete the self assessment and check answers.

Complete the post assessment and haveTr*tructor check your answers.

4

p

tio
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Vo,cabuicxry

Reel-to-reel tape

Time-laps video recorder

Videocassette

4



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Introduction

The time-lapse video tape recorder has become the backbone of video surveillance
in banks. Video tape recorders are peing used in the supervision ofAellers,
training of tellers and for security. In case of robbery, the bank has instant
identification of the robbers. They dojnot need to wait for film to be processes.

Many banks are using still photography to make picture records for security purposes..
There seems to be a trend away from still cameras in new systems. This package
will emphasize the time-lapse video recorder as a device for bank surveillance.

eto
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Information
VIDEO RECOpERS

TIME-LAPSE VIDEO RECORDERS

The time-1apse video recorder offers manialivantages in bank securityisystems. The
recorder can be programmed to function when-ap alarm is triggered. For example,

'a bank teller might use a foot rail to give an alarm during a bank holdup. The
alarm'signal would turn on the time-lapse video recorder at the same time. A
complete picture record of the robbers actions would be available to police in aa very short time.

Banks use the time-lapse video recorder for other purposes. These devices are
excellent for training and supervising bank tellers. The recorder can be set to
tape short scenes at intervals. t'For instance, the recorder can be set to record
single pictures every five minutes of the day. A bank supervisor could review
a teller's activities for a working day in just a few minutes. As you can see,
the time-lapse recorder is an excellent training device..

A picture of a Panasonic time-lapse video recorder is shown beloW. A description
of the recorder and its special features are included.

I

lo

NV8030 capability in 1 SHOT mode: the VTR plays back single picture (one field) when the 1
FIELD button Is pressed. To obtain a perfect still frame picture, the VI FIELD button may
be used to eliminate any noise on the screen Alarm mode permits retkIrn to normal (1H)

or 9H record mode when khe alarm input is activated Activation of alarm mode by alarm sensor (door switch, etc.) Alarm output
(6V DC. 120 ohms) can be used to activate external devices (warning, lights, buzzers, etc.) Unique alarm memory system permits
rapid search of tape to find portions that have been recorded in alarm mode No disturbance of horizontal picture lines when the
tape is recorded at low speed and played back at any higher speed Audio record/playback capability in 1H, 9H and 18H modes
Designed for high reliability, with three motor tape drive system, specially designed die cast chassis, ball bearings, and HPFim video
heads Maintenance timer shows elapsed operating time Trigger output for use with sequential switchers Sequential operation
of up to Iht NV8030's by cascade connection: when the end of tape is reached on one VTR. the next VTR is started autorhatically
Automatic gain controls for video and audio levels, manual Control with illuminated level mbtors Vuise (switchable) can be added
to video output during playback when needed for better stability Horizontal resolution 300 lines at center In normal (1H) mode
Dialtal tape counter,

V

NV8030 TIME LAPSE VTR
The Panasonic NV8030 time lapse video tape recorder is especially designed for closed
circuit security applications. Its true time lapse system recrods 9, 18, 72 or 108 hours of
blackand white pictures on a single 7" reel (2400 ft.) of V2" video tape. The VTR can also
operate at the normal i.p.s. speed, in accordance with the EIAJ $1 blackand white
standard. Tapes recorded in the normal mode are thus fully compatible with other EIAJ
01 black-andwhite standard VTR'S,

4

SPECIAL FEATURES
Provides a continuous record of events lasting up to 108 hours Versatile system ap
Ncation Front panel time select pushbutton for 1H (normal), 9H, 18H, 72H, 108H and 1
SHOT modes In 1Hinormal) mode, tapes are recorded in accordance with the EIAJ 01
black.and white stanatd and are fully compatible with other EIAJ standard VTR's True
time lapse system records 9. 18, 72 or 108 hours on a single 7" reel (2490 ft.) of video tape

1 SHOT mode records single pictures, one at a time. When used with a timer to provide
momentary contact closure at specified interval, maximum recording time can be great
ly extended to 30 days, 5 months or 1 year or more Complete stop action playback

1001
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Information

V

A time-lapse recorder may capture a single frame of action out of eacP second or
minute of the day. This is called the interval between each recording. The
recorder may be set for any length of interval. A reel of tape will last according
to the interval setting of the recorder.

The video recorder can 4e used with standard CCTV surveillance cameras. The video
tape can be either reel-to-reel tape or of videocassette type.

APPLICATIONS OF RECORDERS

The recorder can be used to record at timed intervals to summarize an entire day
in a few minutes of playback. Or the recorder can only collie on when the system
alarms. It may be programmed to function by both methods. The recorder can record
at timed intervals throughout the day. When an alarm triggers, the recorder will
break into an alarm mode and will record continuously during the alarm period.

The video tape recorder can provide accurate descriptions of robbers in a matter of
seconds. A memory allows the recorder to play back alarm modes Immediately. The,

picture can be stopped at a single frame for viewing of suspects.

VIDEO TAPE

Tape is bought as:

Videocassette

- Reel to reel tape

The standard sizes of ,yideo tape are:

1/2"

- 3/4"

Playing time is based on 1/2 hour increments:

30-60-90-120-150-180-210-240 and 270 minutes

Tape should be selected for the signal-to-noise ratio and the sharpness of the
Ash picture. There are many brands of tape of varying. quality, The installer should

be aware of these quality factors when recommending tape for video recorders.li!

1002
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Information

1,,40

In time-lapse recording, a single 7" reel (2:00 feet) will record up to 108 hours.
The length of time wi)1 depend on the intervals at which the camera operates. Through
the use of a timer'to provide momentary contact closure at specified intervals, the
recording time can be increased to six months for a single reel. .

9
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ssignmEnt

Complete the job sheet.

Complete the self assessment and check answers.

Complete the post assessment and have the instructor check your answers.

I

O..
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EXAMINE A TIME LAPSE REORDER

Locate.a store or supply house that has a time-lapse recorder for sale.

Ask the salesman to explain the features of the recorder.

Examine the hecorders adjustments and connections.

Where does camera hook pp?

How is the time-lapse interval set?

Is there an input for hooking recorder to alarm devices?

Does the recorder have an output connection? What isits purpose?

What other special controls are found on the recorder?

'kr

.14
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Self
Assessment

0 1. What uses, other than security, might be made of a time-lapse video recorder?

What is meant by time-lapse?

11

3. List two types of video tape?

4. What are the standard sizesl-of video tape?

5. Odeo tape should have a good ratio.

I.
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Self Assessment
Answers

ilmporrftworramsPIWIPM.

1. Training and supervising tellers.

2. The recorder is turned on at intervals for just a moment. When played back,
a full day can be viewed in a few minutes.

k

3. Reel to reel and videocassette.

1/2" and 3/4"

5. Signal to noise ratio.

L.,

4
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Post
Assessment

1. List two standard sizes of video tape.

0

2. List two types.of video tape.

3. What other purposes could a time laps recorder serve in a bank? Other than
Security.

4. What kind of camera is ndeded with a video tape recorder?

5. Under a pormal time-1apse system, a 2400 ft. reel of tape will cover up to
hours of recording.

a

O
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4Instfuctor
Post Assessment Answers

V

1. 1/2" and 3/4"

2. Reel to reel and videocassette

3. Training and supervising tellers.

4. A standard surveillance camera

5, 108 hours

4
V
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Supplementary
References

Security Distributing and Marketing Magazine. P.O. Box 272, Culver City, CA.
90230. (Past issues.)
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Goal:
The apprentice will be able to
describe closedcircuit television
camera lens and their applicatiov.

"t1

Performance Indicators:

11. Describe lens speed and f numbers.

,2. Describe focal length.

13. Describe fixed focal length and
zoomklenses.

4. Determine focal length and field

of view.



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

ft

Study GuidE
:,

Read the goal and performance indicators. Find out what you are expected to
learn from this package.

Read the vocabularylist: Get,acquainted with the trade terms in the, package.

. Read the introduction and information sheets for technical information.

Complete the job sheet.

Complete the self assessment and check answers.'

1

'Complete the post assessmnt and have instructor
/

check-your answers.

1012
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Vocabulary

Adjustable iris

Automatic iris

Depth of field

*Field of view

f number

Focal length

Lens speed

Manual iris

Zoom lens

0t

0

a

w.
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Introduction
f.

All cameras must use, a lens to focus an image on the image tube. An understanding
of lens selection is very important to the installer of video surveillance systems.

Although lens selection sounds very complex, there are only a few basic character-
istics that are critical to making a good selection. This package is designed
about these characteristics of lenses.

N

1014
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Information
ft

LENS SPEED AND f NUMBER

Lens speed in TV cameras relates,fo the amount of light collected and passed by thelens. A fast lens means more light on the image tubes and that the lens can operateat lower light levels. Slow lens means leis light and higher levels of light neededfor operation.

Lens speed is rated by an f number. The smaller the f number, the faster the lens.An f 1.4 lens is faster than a 2.8 lens'. .frost lens have an adjustable iris whichallows the lens opening to be changed. Markings on the iris adjustment show thef numbers for each lens stop. These numbers will fall in a series (f 1.4, f 2.0,f.2.8, f 4.0, f 5.6, f 11, f 16, f 22. As 'the iris is adjusted to a higher t-
reading, it gives one-half the speed in light transmission as the f number beforeit. The f 4.0 stop is one - half -as fast as f 2.8.

,411 CCTV lens-are most often used in a wide open position. This means the camera isset at the smallest f number. Many surveillance cameras do.not have an adjustable
iris. There may be times when it is duirable to use a higher Unumber. If lightconditfions are good the higher f number will produce a clearer image at the higherI* number.

A lens possess's greater depth of field at the higher tnumbers. Depth of fieldis the range at which scene objects'appearto be i focus. In other. words, depthof field mews thati,range in which picture objects look clear--not fuzzy.

FOCAL LENGTH

,khe second important feature of lens its focal length. This refers to theviewing angle of the lens. A 25 mm lens will cover a 25 foot wide scene at 50feet. The focal length determines the field of view of, the lens. The focal lengthis expressed in mm (millimeters). Lens have size ratings of 8.5, 11.5, 25 and50 mm.

If we know the field of View, the focal length can be 'calculated. The formula forfocal length (F) is:

F
8.8 L L = distance between camera
W and object

W = width of objectto,

As an example, we wish to buy'a lens that covers a 20 foot wide area The areato'be covered is 30 feet from the camera.

F 8.8 X 30
20

F = 13.2 mm

1015
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Information

If we'know the focal length of our lens and width of object and want to know

how far the camera should be placed from the object, it can be easily calculated.

For example, we have a 12.5 mm lens and an object that,is 20 feet wide.

F
8

174

8 L

12.5
8 28 L

0

8.8 =250

L = 28 feet

The camera would be mounted 28 feet from the scene.

6

The following diagram shows how to calculate focal length and field of view.

To determine focal length of lens:
F n8.8L

F = 8.61

To determine field of view:
W =BAIL 0.0

H at8.81.

W: Width of object (In Feet)

H: Height of object
(in Feet)

L: Distance between
camera and object
(in Feet)

F: Required local length
mm)
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Information

A selection guide for buying lens is shown in the following chart. The chart can
be used to determine both focal length and field of view.

CCTV LENS SELECTION GUIDE

FOCAL LENGTH AND FIELD or VIEW

The required lens can be selected prom the 'allowing graph depending on the distance between Camera and oblect and required Held ol view.
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Information

4.

TYRES OF LENS

CCTV lens are of two basic types:

- Fixed focal length

Zoom lens with adjustable focal length

The fixed focus length lens can only handle their one field of view. A zoom lens
can be adjusted to different fields of view. Although more expensive, the zoom
lens can'be used in a wide range of applications.

Lenses are also ,classified as:

1. Manual iris lens

2. Automatic lens
111,

In the manual iris type, the operator cad make adjustments in the amount of light
that enters the iris. An automatic iris is controlled by the camera. Pictures of
manual iris, auto iris,and zoom lenses are shown below.

........Ma ....mordor...a...... ' rearomm,....2111011Mit..mullil

I

a .

.

11,

.

.
a

.

am

CAMERA TUBE DIAMETER

The image tube (vidicon) of a CCTV camera ts either a 2/3" or a 1" tube. When
buying lenses, it is important that the lens fit with the image tube.

4
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Information

APPLICATIONS

Most applications use flied focal length lenses that are appropriate to the field
of view. Zoom lenses are used in special applications that need more than a single
field of view. Sometimes zoom lenses are used in remote locations and the zoom is
controlled by dialers.

I

I
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Assignment

Complete the job sheet.

Complete the self assessment and check answers.

Complete the post assessment and have instructor check your answers.

44
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Job ShEEt

CALCULATE FQCAL LENGTH OF PENS FOR A PROJECT

fr

Find a nearby lobby that lends itself to video surveillance.

1, Measure the field of view needed for good coverage.

Identify where the camera needs to be mounted and measure the distance from
camera to the objects to be pictured.

4I Using the formula F 8.8
W

L, calculate focal length of lens for the job. .

lb
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SElf
Assessment

Which is a faster lens--an f 1.4 or an f 2.8?

2. Is an f 4.0 lens twice as )cast or.half as fast as an f 2.8 lens?

V

3. Do all CCTV cameras have an adjustable iris?

4. A lens possesses greater depth of fiel0 at the

f numbers.

Ito

Focal length is expressed in

6. What determines the size of the field of view?

.10

(higher, lower)

7. Which type of lens has an adjustable focal length?

4

8. A man wishes to set up a TV camera 30' from a shopping area. He wishes to
cover a field of view that is 28' X 24'. What focal length lens should he use
in the camera?

9. Another man has a 25 mm lens and wishes to mount icon a wall some 25' away
from the objects to be viewed. How wide antrea will the maw be able to
picture?

10. A company wishes to set up a camera in a remote site and have it give
surveillance to several fields of view? Which lens should be used?

1022
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Self Assessment
Answers

a

1.4

Half as fast

3. No

4. Higher

6. Focal length.

7. Zoom

1.1 mm

9. 8.8 feet

10. Zoom (adjustable)

1023
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Post
Asessment

1. Is an f 1.4 lens as fast as an f 2.8?

2. As the lens iris is adjusted to the nex *higher stop, the lens speed is

(increased, decreased)

3. What does 50 mm mean when .talicing about.a lens? --

4. What is meant by an adjustable iris?

5. A field of view for a camera is determined by the

of the lens.

6. What is a zoom lens?

7. The range in which objects appear to be in focus is called

CALCULATE THE FOCAL LENGTH OF THE FOLLOWING FIELDS OF EW:

8.

9.

10.

Width of FOV

12'

18'1

28'

Distance from camera to object

10'

30'

50'

1024
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°instructor
Post Assessment Answers

1. Yes -- twice as fast/

Decreased

3. Focal length of lens

4., It means that the f numbers can be changed by adjusting the iris in the lens.

5. Focal length

6. A lens,with adjustable focal length.
/

If
.

N. -7 t

7. Depth of field

0

7.3 mm

14.6 mm

10. 15.7 mm
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Supplementary
References

Security, Distributing and Marketing Ma azine. P.O. Box 272, Culver City, CA.
(.Several past issues have CCTV articles

a
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26.7

CCTV COMPUTER INTERFACE- CONTROL

Goal:

The apprentice will be able.to
describe computer interface
control for CCTV systems.

Performance Indicators:

1. Describe interface control.

2. Describe operations that can be
controlled by computer.
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INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Study Guide
,'V'eAr .1.14-. "."

Read the goal and performance indicators for this package.

Read the vocabulary list. Note, trade terms to be introduced in this package.

Study the introduction and information sheets.

40 Complete the job sheets.

Complete the self-assessment and check answers.

Complete the post-assessment and have the instructor check your answers.

flt
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4

Vocabulary

Interface control

. Pan/tilt control

Scanner .control

Switching network,

Zoom lens control

1.1

a

a

4.

1029
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ntroduction

Security alarm systems become more complex with each passing year: Detection
devices represent .a whole range of technology from simple trip wires to ultrasonic
detectors. The transmission of signals through multiplexing and digital Communicators
have added to the complexity of alarm systems.

Closed circuit television surveillance is being widely used to control the human tide in
banks, stores and industry. CCTV systems have become more complex with'switchers,
image splitting and time-lapse techniques.

Large firms are being pushed toward the use of computers to manage their security
systems. CCTV is only one of many security features that can be managed by a.computer.
The computer can manage the CCTV system along with the heat, Tights, air conditioning
and other detection devices.

1030
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Information

Switching Network

Several video cameras can be served by one monitor through a single coaxial cable.
switcher allows the cameras to appear on the monitor in a sequence. The switching
network can be interfaced with a computer.

A protected area is usuajly covered by other types of sensors along with CCTV. If an
alarm occurs'at one of the sensors the transponder will report the alarm to the
computer. The computer can identi'Fy the 'camera that is located in the alaraarea.
That camera is switched to a television monitor at the central station. A computer
cannot transmit video signals but it can control when and where it is transmitted.

Zoom Lens Contrql.

A zoom lens is a device that will change the focal length of a camera. The motorized
zoom lens allows focal length to be changed automatically. The motorized zoom lens
can be operated by computer instructions.

Pan/Tilt Control

(the pan/tilt device does not change the focal length. It does move the camera
horizohtally and vertically to increase the fields of view. This device is also
motorized. Pah/tilt control can be controlled by computer.

Scanner Control

A CCTV scanner can also be managed by a computer. The scan cycle is programmed on
the computer. Through an interface control, the motorized scanner will operate
according to its instructions. 0

Interface Control

The computer cannot transmit video signals. This must be done by coaxial cable between
the camera and the monitor. The computer can control the switches which determines
the sequence of displays of several cameras. In other words, the computer cannot
control what comes out of a CCTV system. It can controlsthe ordef in which the
information is dispnyed. It can coordinate CCTV surveillance with other detection
devices. The switcher and the computer must be interfaced to allow instructions to be
transmitted to the switches. The computer must also be interfaced with the.camera
controls when used to control panttilt, scan and zoom functions.

Througkinterface coOtrols, the computer can be used to manage security alarm systems
that aratoo complex for humans to handle.

1031
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Assignment

Complete the job sheet.

Complete the self-assessment and check answers.

Complete the post-assessment and have instructor check your answers.

44'
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Job Shed
qw

VISIT COMPUTER MANAGED SYSTEM THAT INCLUDES CCTV SYSTEM.

0
Find a local computer-managed system that includes CCTV.

40 Ask the operator to explain how the system works.

Identify:

- ,How many cameras are managed by computer.

How CCTV monitors are located.

Which functions of CCTV system are controlled by computer.

Which functions of CCTV are independent.of computer.

What types of interface equipment are required. a.
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..1.111110.1.0.

tI

SEIf
AssessmEnt

. s. ""'""'

1. How can computers and switchers be interfaced?

2. A zoom lens, changes

3. How can computers and zoom lens be interfaced?

of a camera.

411 4. A controls the order or sequence in which several cameras
display their video information.

r.

f

5. A pan/tilt control moves the'-camera vertically and horizontally to increase

the of for that camera:

1034
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.#Self Assessment
Answers

I. The computer can control the switcher to display video information. form
several coameras in a programmed sequence. The computer can identify cameras in
areas where an alarm is triggered and pull, that camera's view onto a monitor in
the central station.

2. Focal length.

3. A motorized zoom lens can be managed by computer instructionS, It requires an
interface between computer and Zoom control.

4. Switcher

5. Field of view

S.

ap

S
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Post
Assessment

4

40

List three CCTV fucntions that can be managed 4 a computer.

.. .--

4

A lens is used to change the focal length of a camera during

operation.

3. A is used to sequence digplays on a CCTV monitor.

A control changes the field of view of a camera during

its operation.

5. Computers can manage other types of devices through control

with those .devices.

4,
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Instructor
Post Assessment Answers

1. Switchers, pan/tilt and zoom

2. Zoom

3. Switcher

4. Pan/tilt

5. Interface
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Supplementary.
References

SI

. 40 Barnard, Robertl. Intrusion 6etection Systems: Principles of Operation and
Applications. Butterworth Publishers, Boston. 1981.
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26.8

VIDEO TRANSMISSION

Goal:

The apprentice will be able to
describe how video transmission,
takes plaZe.

Performance Indicators:

1. Describe transmitters.

2. Describe picture signals.

3. Describe sound signals. A

4 Describe receivers.

I



INSTRUCTI6NAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

'Study Guide

Read the goal and performance indicators for this package.

Read the vocabulary list for this package.

Study the introduction and information sheets.

Complete the job sheet.,

* Complete the self assessment and check answers.

. .

* Complete the post assessment and have your instructor check the answers.

S

410
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Vocabulary

......==111.1111111111.1.1M16111111111111

fr

* Amplitude modulation

* Audio amplifier

* .Cathode ray tube

* Frequency, modulation

* High frequency radio signal

* Loudspeaker

* PlIcture signal

* Scanning beam

* Sound signal'

* Sound signal amplifier

* jransmitter

*..,,Video amplifier

* Video receiver

,

1041
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ntroduction
Video transmission can be performed through coaxial. cable. The cost of cable
installations limit the distance between transmitter and receiver. If CCTV is
to be_used over lowdistances, the system must operate as 'a regular TV station.

Video signals involve both picture,and sound signal transmission. Each type of
signal requires its own transmitter and antenna. The signal is transmitted
through the air by high frequency radio waves. A receiver and antenna must be
available to pick the signals out of the air and convert them into sound and
pictures.

Amplification of both sound and picture signals are required /at the transmitter
*and at the receiver. This increases the strength of the signals.

I
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+4,

Information
Two transmitters are required for transmission of video signals. One transmitter
sends out picture signals and the other sends sound signals. Both transmitters
send out high. frequency radio signals. -Flow charts of the two transmAters are
shown below.

I

el

O

Picture Signal

A whole picture cannot be transmitted. It is bioken into many tiny parts of
light. A scanning beam in the'video'camera sweeps across a picture and breaks
it into 525 lines at the rate of 30 pictures per second. The scanning beam is a
beam .of electrons. After the picture is broken into electrons, the singles are
made stronger by a video amplifier. At,the transmitter the signals are combined
with the highfrequency'carrier wave of the transmitter and sent out through the
antenna. The video signals travel in a straight line like a beam of lightT
Signals are picked up by the antenna of the television receiver.

Soynd SIRpal

Sound waves and 'carrier waves are combined at the transmitter.
Amplitude modulatiop increases or decreases the strength of the carrier waves bx
being combined. with the sound waves. Another method of combining sound and
carrier waves is frequency. modulation. In frequency'modulation the sound waves
vary the frequency of the carrier. Sound signals are amplified by an
audio amplifier_ before reaching the transmitter.

Video Receiver

A video receiver has a tuner that allows selection of channels. It contains a,

picture lignal amplifier and a 'sound signal amplifier' to increase the strength
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nformation
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of the signals. A loudspeaker unit allows the sound signal to be heard. The
picture signal is viewed on a:Cathode ray picture tube. A television screen
is the face of a cathode ray tube. A beam in the cathode ray tube travels
across the face of the tube to make 25 lines at 30 times per second. It works'
at the same speed as the scanning eam of the camera. An 1ectron beam. is
travelling across the screen 15,750 imes per second. This beampaints the'same
picture) that the camera picks up.

A flow diagram of a video receiver is shOWn below.

aPrd
Pich4 4 5.p...44
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A cathode ray picture tube is shown below.

a
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Remote Systems

oLaSpectIceo

Video signal .transmission finds applications in remote stations where visual
surveillance of in area is needed and it is not profitable to man the station.
CCTV cameras are installed at the remote sites and transmitted to a distant
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Information
location for monitoring. Some Alaskan utility companies ,use Nideo systems in
their substations in remote locations. --When a- problem is spotted, ,a supervisor
will fly out to the location and resolve the problem. Oil well security is
another example.
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-Assignment

Complete the job sheet.

Complete the self assessment.

Complete the post assessment.

0
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Sheet

1

d'

trullY THE SPECIFICATIONS OF VIDEO TRANSMITTERS. AND RECENRS

11 Obtain a catalog of video burveillance equipment.

41 Read specifications that relate to signal transmission.

11 Read specifications bf amplifiers.

41 List specific items needed to transmit picture and sound signals between

protected area and monitoring station.

eh*
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Self
Assessment

INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Match the following terms with the phrases that best describe their function.

. Scanning beam A. Strengthens the picture signal.

High frequency radio B. Strengthens the sound signal.
signals

3. Audio amplifier 0C. Increases or decreases the.strength
of the carrier waves.

4. Video amplifier D. Used to carry video thfough the air.

4

5. Amplitude modulation E. Bre4s a picture into 525 lines of
light electrons.

6. Loudspeaker F. Vary the frequency of( carrier waves.

7. Cathode ray tube

8. Cathode ray tubeli?eam
V

G. Travels across screen 15,750 times
per second.

H. Allows channel selections to be made.

9. Tuner I. The part that we view the picture on.

10. Frequency dulation J. The part which delivers sound to
viewers.
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'Self Assessment
Answers
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3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

9

10.
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INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS ,

Assessment.
,Q1117-

1. Video signals are transmitted by high frequency signals.

2. A beam divides a picture into 525 lines of light signals.

,.
1..

10. Video signals leave the transmitter. through the and
.

I enter the air.

I

amplifier is used to strengthen sound signal.'

a

,4, A . amplifier is used to strengthen the picture.signal.

5.-

6.. A

modulation vary the frequency of the carrier wave.

ray picture tube is used to view a picture signal.

7. The sound signal is heard through a at the receiver

end of video transmission.

8. A,
transmission:.

allows a receiver to pick ,up diff,ent thannels of

9. If both sound and picture signals arECto be transmitted,
transmitters will be needed.

fo

Arairkaimortriesaboompiarowootr
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Instructor
Post Assessment
Answers

1. Radio

2. Scanning

. Audio

ile. Video

5. Frequency

6. Cathode

7. Loudspeaker

8. Tuner

9. Two

16. Antenna

O
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Suppleirreptary.,...
References

Supply catalog's for CCTV equipment.

7
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26.9

CCTV ENCLOSURES

401.61141441.1010141Mploomp0144406

Goal:

^r

The apprent4ce will be able to
deseibe camera enclosures and
their applications.

6

4 A

444

in53

Performance Indicators:

1. Describe

2. Describe

3. Describe

environmental, encl

dust-proof enclosu

ceiling enclosults

osures.

res.

4, Describe theft ,proofti

5. Describe indoor housings.

6. Describe applichtions1bf housings
and enclosures...,

f .
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Study GuidE L.

''..:"Or 44d,. s' ,

Itad goaland performance indicators for package.

Read vocabulary 1 i st!

Read introduction and i nforvati on sheets.

Complete the job sheet.

Complete self,- Assessment and check answers.

Complete post -assessment and have i nitructor check answers.

Tht

0

r.
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Vocabulary

Air inlet port

Ceiling enclosures

Dustproof enclosures

i Environmental enclosures

Indoor housing

Outlet port

Theftproof enclosures.

4

M

r-'
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Introduction

11.

(CCTV cameras must be given some protection if they are to function over a period
of time. Outdoor camera locations have environmental considerations such as,rain,
fog and dust. Also, the camera Aay need protection from vandalism. Indoor
cameras need to be placed in housings or enclosures that are attractive and to
avoid attenttoq., Dustproof housings are also important for indoor cameras.

This package will deal with several types of enclosures and housings for CCTV
cameras. Enclosures and housings are designed to protect the camera against
human and environmental problems. The installer must be able to select enclosures
that are appropriate to each location.

i

1056 ,
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.di
4

Information

4

ft

INVIRONMENTAL ENCLOSURES

Environmental enclosures are made of aluminum with weatherproof, heat reflecting.

paint. These enclosures have removable sides that allow the installer to work

on the camera. A rear air inlet ort allows a flow of air from rear to front.

The air flow draws heat away eom the camera and prevents fogging of the lens.
Environmental enclosuees can be purchased with a thermostat, heater and a blower

-system.. In these enclosures, the blower' outlet port allows air to move across

. tife lens to prevent fogging-up.

An environmenttl enclosure is pictured below:

THEFTPRbOF ENCLOSURES
1 % 1 (A

, .

In some application,s, the camera must be protected against theft. Theftproof'

enclosures.have locking doors. They are made from steel and have electrical.i ,

knock-outs for running cable into the enclosure. ,

4TE-45

OUTDOOR MODEL °
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Information

a

CEILING ENCLOSURES

Ceiling enclosures are mounted into the ceiling. The enclosure has a hinged,
lockable bottom that allows installers ttraccess the cameras. These enclo'sures

have a sturdy steel housing. The camera and lens adjustments can be made from
below the.camera. The visible portions of ceiling enclosures.are finished in
white vinyl paint. Mddels are available for any type of ceiling.

A typical ceiling enclosure is shoA below.

DUSTPROOF ENCLOSURES

Many applications require the camera to be sh lded from dust. A dustproof

enclosure is also moistureproof. It can protect the camera in wet conditions as

well as dusty conditions. The enclosure is built as a seamless -tube that can be

accessed from both ends. The enclosure can be purchased in 8" and 10" diameters.
Cables are fed into .a dustproof enclosure through a sealable port. A sunshield

is available for these enclosures.

, A dustproof enclosure ts. sho.wn in the following picture.

1,058
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Information
..

INDOOR HOUSINGS \
\ a

Indoor cameras are housed in enclosures that are attractive and tamperproof. There
are many styles ''Of housings. Most have locked sides to prevent tampering. A typical

indoor housing is shown in the picture below.

411

4T-E-44

INDOOR MODEL

INDOOR HOUSING

INDOOR HOUSING

1059
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5signmEnt

Complete the job sheet.

Complete the self assessment and check answers.

Complete the post assessment and have the instructor check your answers.

I

1

1.

4
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4

*Job Shed
Visit the storeroom where you work or a supply house that sells CCTV equipment?

Inspect the different types of-enclosures on. display and read 'manufacturer's
information on each type.

Identify characteristics of each type of enclosure.

Dustproof

Environmental

Theftp roof

Ceiling

- Indoor housings

11 Will you be able to Identify them by their purpose the next time you see them?

I

I
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SElf
Assessment

w ""

t

1. Most environmental enclosures are made of

2. Most theftproof enclosures are made of

3. Ceiling enclosures are built to allow,the camera to_be adjusted, from

`the enclosure.

4. c enclosures are built as a seamless tube.

5. Indoor housings should be attractive and also protect against

1062
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1. Aluminum

2. Steel

3. Bel ow

fl

4. Dustproof

5. Tampering

0

I

A
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Post
)Assessment

' -1`-. !"--1". '

1. What type of material is used in theftproof enclosUres?

2. What type of material is used in environmental enclosures?

3. Which type of enclosure is built as a seamless tube?

4. List two features that are needed in indoor housings?
*;

5. Must cameras be removed from ceiling enclosures in order tomake adjustments
on them? Explain your answer.

1

4
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nstructor
Post Assessment Answers '..

2. Aluminum

3{ Dustproof

4. Attractive and "tamper, prop

5. No. They have a ..Winged access on theAxittom. The camera aljustments can
(beimade from beTOw.

J"

't
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--01600ntati9
efierencOs 4,

,Security Distributing and Marketing Magazine. .-P.O. Box 272, Culver City, CA..
90230.. (Past issues have very good articles on,CCTV systems and
new products.)

P.
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26.10

CCTV CONTROL EQUIPMENT

4

4

i a A

Goal:

The apprentice will be able to
describe CCTV coptrol equipment
and its applications.

Performance Indicators:

1. Describe pan, tilt and scan controls.

2. Describe,image splitter controls.

3. Describe switchers.

4. Describe zoom lens controls.

5. Describe use of video amplifiers.

6 Describe applications of a time/date
. character generator.

p
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Study guidE
An

Ir I I I Ilib

4tead.the goal and performance indicators to find what should be learned from
this package.

Read the vocabulary list to learn trade terms to be introduced in tills package.

Study the introduction and information sheets for technical information,.

Complete'the job sheet.

COMplete the self assessment and check answers,

Complete' the pogt assessment and have instructor check answers.

-4

0
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4

V

Alarm type sequential switcher,

$

Auto homing sequential switchz...

Bridging sequential switcher

Homing sequential switcher

Image spl itters t

Image splitting optics

l.00pi,fig input sequential switcher

11 Motorized zoom lenses

Pan and tilt control

Remote sequential switcher

Scanner control

Sequential switch& -

Sequence

Swi tcher

rP

Time/date character generator

Video amplifier

Zoom lens

F
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Cameras and monitIrs are the working units of a CCTV 'system. In order to get .the

cameras and monitUrs to work prdperly, controls units must be Added to the system...

Control units hel p the camera and, moni tor to do a better job of sury0 1 lance and
display. The installer must knoW about ctrItrols and how each type should fit into
the CCTV system.

1-
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4.

Information
\

Control equiprfient makes the CCTV system function when needed and in an orderly way.
Some of the common control equipment includes:

Image splitters

SwitAers

Scanner controls

- Pan and tilt controls.

- 'Zoom lens controls

-' Video amplifiers

- Time/date character generator

Some applications require mOre than one camera scene to be displayed on a single
monitor. Such applications are possible by:

Using two cameras, two coaxial cables and two monitors. One electronic
switchers and one monitor may be used in place of the two monitors.

11,

- Using two cameras, two coaxial cables, one monitor and an electronic splitter.

- Using one camera, one coaxial cable,'one monitor and one optical splitter.

One application for use with one camera is called image splitting optics. A small
optical splitter is screwed into the "C" mount of the camera. Two lenses are then
screwed into the optical splitter. This splits the scene into two scenes--i and I.
The splitting may be done vertically or horizontally.

The splitter is a lens that views a side scene while the main lens is viewing the
scene in front of the camera.

Electronic splitters can 'handle several cameras at one time. They'can be programmed
to show several scenes on one monitor screen at a given time. The screen can be
divided into quadrants or other desired segments for viewing.,

SWITCHERS

Switches are devices used to monitor several cameras on a single screen. The switcher
can show a short sequence of one camera's field of vjew and then move to another

1

4
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camera'. Each'camera's field ofiyiew is shown for a few seconds in rotation. Since
the device follows an orderly.sequence, they are called sequential switchers. The
switchers may be wired to function in a variety of,ways. They have been classified
according to their electrical function.

Homing sequential switcher

Auto homing sequential switcher'

Looping input homing sequential switcher

Looping input bridging sequential switcher

- Bridging sequential switcher

Remote sequential' switcher.

The following diagram shows a homing sequential switcher.ocircuit.

C MCRA

0 0 00
$ L4/1i'co-IER. IV a N Tok

I

A bridging sequential circuit switches between several cameras and two monitors.

For example, bridging circuits allows one monitor to view sequence. while the other
operates with a continuous scene.

111.111. 16.
CAM ERAS t 0000 0 0

..5./sTC146.R
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Switaier circuits can be much more complex than, the ones shown in the examples.
Circuits may involve dozens of cameras and monitors with pre-programmed sequences
of scenes.

The following picture shows some typical switchers.
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III The alarm type sequential switcher is used in hospitals, security systems and
industrial operations,yhere a single operator must monitor several, cameras.

SCANNER CONTROLS

Scanners are motor driven devices that hold a camera. The scanner moves the
camera in a way that takes in many fields of view. The scanner operates very
much like a person that walks into a room and moves their byes until they see
everything within the room.

Scanner controls determine the nature lot ttle scan. If may be fast or slow or in
a pre-programmed pattern.

A scanner and a scanner control unit are shown below.
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PAN ANC ILT CONTROLS

Pan and tilt devices are similar to scanners. Pan is a movement of the camera on the
horizontal plane. Tilt is vertical movement of the camera. Pan and tilt devices are
made for both outdoor and indoor use. Pan and tilt platforms hold the camera. A
motor drive mechanism moves the platform in horizontal and/or vertical"directions.

A control unit for the pan and tilt drive can be operated manually or automatically.
A pan and tilt drive and control unit are shown in the following picture.

ZOOM LENS CONTRQL

A zoom len bas adjustable focal length. CCTV systems use motorized zoom lenses!
Zoom lenses are driven by a cable or push-rod mechanism. The focal length can be
adjusted from a remote monitoring station. The zoom feature allows the monitor to
change the focus of the camera through remote control.

A motorized zoom lens and a zoom lens control are shown in the following pictures.

Remotely controlled moto ized, .-

pushrod, crank-drlyen, cable loon
zoom lenses. Stock or custom pie.
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VIDEO AFIPLIFIERS

In some appliCatiOns, long runs of coaxial cable are necessary. Long runs cause a
loss in the clarity and focus of the picture. A video amplifier will help provide
clear pictures on long cable runs.

.4,

TIME /flATE CHARACTER GENERATOR

1

An application'may require a date and time display on the monitor. This can b
achieved by:

it

Injecting alphanumeric characters at the camera by optics

Injecting the characters at the camera- or monitor electronically.

111 For most applications, a time date generator at the monitor location is the best,
method. The generator is more cost-effective ff the system uses several cameras.

Optical Tim/Data/Data Oenorator
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Complete the job sheet.

ti

Complete the self assessment and check answers.

Complete the post assessment and have instructors check your answers.

f.)

f.

0.0

0
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INSPECT CCTV'CONTROL EQUIPMENT

Find place 'that has a variety of CCTV equipment.

Car fully examine the following control equipment.

an and tilt platforms and controls.

Zoom lens controls.

Image splitters..

Switchers.

Scanners.

- Video amplifiers.

' Read the manufacturers recommendations for application.

Read the specifications for each type of equipment. -

tr.4.

Observe leads and connectors of each piece of equipment and how it is to be
mounted, i.e. wall, desk-top, platform.

.

O's

V
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Self
Assessment

°

1. Pictures froM'mor than one camera can be shown on a single monitor by use

2
ft

of an

Scenes from several cameras can be shown jn a rotational sequence by use of a

3. When a camera is moved horizontally, it is called a

4. °Vertical movement of the camera is a

4,

A lens with an adjustable focal length is called a lens.

c.

t. A video is'used to improve focus when cable runs are long.

7. A switcher is one that causes short scenes of pictures from
several cameras to appear in sequence on the monitor,

8. A moves the camera to cover an entire area in a small amount
of time. In other words, it is a quick look-see of the surroundings.

9. A type of splitter that screws into the,C-mount of a camera is an

10. Hospitals, security systems and industrial operations that use one operator
to monitor many cameras use, an type sequential switcher.

1078
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Self Assessment
Answers

A

Image spl i tter or electronic ,spl itter 6

11/

2. Switcher

Pan
_/

Tilt

Zoom

Amplifier

7. Sequential

8. Scanner

9. Image splitting optics

10. Alarm

WWWwwwmi.MmonammY111
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What is the type'of image splitter that screws into.fhe C-mount of a camera?

What is'a pan?

3. What is, a tilt?

4 What does a switcher fo?

0 5. ,What is a zoom lens?

6. How il a zoom lens operated?

rwYr

7. ,When should a video amplifier be added to a CCTV system?

8. Where would one be likely to find the alarm type sequential switCher being
used?

How is a scanner used?

10. When should an electronic 'splitter be used instead of an image splitting optic?

108.0
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*Instructor
Post Assessment Answers

( f

'1. Image splitting optics

2. Horizontal movement of camera

Vertical movement of camera

Swit er allows scenes from many cameras to be shown on one monitor by a :
ro tional sequence.

5. One with adju-st4ble focal length.

6. By cable driven motor or pushrod.

7. When the cable run is too long.

8. Hospitals, industrial operations and security systems.

9. To get a quick look at a protected area. The camera sweeps the whole area.

10. When many cameras are tole handled on one monitor.
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Security Distributing and Marketing Magazine. . P.O. Box 272, Culver City, CA.
90230. (Past issues have many good articles on CCTV systems.)
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